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Preface

In Sleep, Death, and Rebirth, Zvi Ish-Shalom o!ers us an intricately researched, 
expansively theorized, and elegantly constructed study of Lurianic cosmology 

and its interface with the praxis of contemplative practice focusing on death and 
re-birth as spiritual exercises toward human perfection.

"e Lurianic corpus, constructed by his students over the course of dec-
ades following the untimely death of Isaac Luria in 1572, is arguably the most 
complex exemplar of kabbalistic metaphysics in the history of Jewish thought. 
Basing itself on the zoharic corpus but moving considerably beyond it, the 
Lurianic system – if we can call it that – combines a panoply of metaphysical 
templates with detailed instructions for their application in the performance 
of mitzvot and speci#cally the act of prayer. Never before in Jewish thought 
has mystical metaphysics so intimately been coupled with physical praxis and 
contemplation such that the very gnosis it promises is embedded in acts per-
formed, envisioned through the nexus of human e!ort and agency, and subse-
quent divine e$uence. 

In many ways Lurianism de#es what we normally call “mysticism.” "e 
term, itself highly contested, is o%en thought to apply to a unitive experience 
of oneness, access to a transcendence that reaches beyond the fragmentary 
nature of our world. In fact, the Lurianic system is quite the opposite; the more 
one reaches beyond material existence, the more fragmentary, more detailed, 
and more complex the cosmos become. Depending on the recension of the 
Lurianic system one engages, it can be more cacophonous than harmonious. 
Contemplation is not achieved through the emptying of self to experience the 
u&er simplicity of transcendence, but rather the entrance into a dizzying hall of 
cosmic mirrors. In#nitude is presented as in#nite regress rather the quiescence 
of repose. "e cosmos, in Luria’s system, is a noisy and busy place. "is may 
be one reason why many Hasidic masters whose focus was an experience of 
devekut, or boundedness with the divine, o%en did not focus on the intricacies 
of Luria’s system but accepted its basic premises and utilized them for their own 
purposes. And yet Ish-Shalom argues that in fact, the non-dualism sought in 
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many Hasidic texts is already at play dialectically in the Lurianic system itself, 
albeit concealed through the paradox of its opposite. "is observation is not a 
novum but the way Ish-Shalom develops this through the praxis of death and 
re-birth sheds new light on that assumption, giving it a new series of refractions. 

Ish-Shalom’s book focuses on the relationship between cosmology and 
praxis, integral to the Lurianic schema, focusing speci#cally on two aspects of 
Lurianic contemplation, death and re-birth. "is is all framed by the process of 
metempsychosis or reincarnation (gilgul neshamot) as a prism through which 
we can view the detailed daily fragmentation, and disembodiment, then recon-
struction and embodiment, of the human soul by imaging and performing death 
as a spiritual praxis in the devotional life of the illuminati. Death, though, is not 
just imagined but is experienced through embodiment in the death of the body 
that is then enlivened through sex as an act one could liken to a kind of resurrec-
tion. Of the many contemplative practices available, Ish-Shalom focuses on two 
in particular, the bedtime Shma – the recitation of the Shma before sleep – and 
the supplicant prayers known as tahanun, recited immediately a%er the silent 
prayer morning and a%ernoon. Tahanun also known as ne!lat apayim (falling 
on the face), is rendered kabbalistically as a performative enactment of death 
whereby the soul of the practitioner descends into a near-death experience only 
to rise up renewed.

Ish-Shalom brilliantly dissects these practices through the prism of their 
metaphysical foundations to explore what he calls the “integral monism” of the 
Lurianic system. "at is, he argues that Lurianic Kabbala exhibits an “ontologi-
cal dualism” and “epistemological non-dualism” simultaneously that permeates 
the entire system. "e tension between dualism and non-dualism is for Ish- 
Shalom the theater of Lurianic practice. Ish-Shalom o!ers a new way of view-
ing the function and structure of the Lurianic system through the tension of 
dual and non-dual that is enhanced by his use of tantric and other practices that 
help contextualize the Lurianic corpus. Other scholars have utilized Hindu, 
Buddhist, and other systems and practices in studies in Jewish mysticism but 
Ish-Shalom does so with a practitioner’s mentality, not in any apologetic sense, 
but rather with eyes to the way the embodiment of praxis brings to life the met-
aphysical insights therein.

In some way, the crux of this book is best expressed by Ish-Shalom in his 
conclusion:

Here the most paradoxical and excessive expressions of Lurianic mysti-
cism come to fruition: it is ultimately through the fragmentation of the 
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human soul and the death of the physical body that the cosmos can draw 
procreative life, while it is through the revivi#cation of the human anat-
omy that the cosmos is erased of all hierarchical rank. "is dialectical 
interplay reveals that Lurianic Kabbalah embraces a paradoxical mysti-
cal vision of total inclusivity that ultimately seeks to erase all hierarchical 
dualism while simultaneously upholding the reality of an ontological dual-
ism. "at is, distinct forms of manifested existence remain (ontological 
dualism) even while they are realized through the transformed gaze of the 
contemplative as equalized and neutralized of all hierarchical rank (hier-
archical nondualism).

In some way there have been at least four genres of work being done in Lurianic 
Kabbalah. "e #rst is the classical academic enterprise of deciphering, histori-
cizing, and analyzing Luria’s labyrinthine system and its a%ermath. "e second 
is the traditional exegetical enterprise of commentaries and annotated edi-
tions of Lurianic texts. "e third comprises more popular studies meant for a 
non-academic audience of seekers and practitioners who want exposure to this 
cosmology as part of their spiritual toolkit. And the fourth comprises works of 
a comparative nature, looking at Lurianic teaching in relation to other tradi-
tions. Many studies combine two of these four genres. Sleep, Death, and Rebirth 
in some sense utilizes all four. "e scholarship on primary and secondary lit-
erature is fully in conversation with the academic approach and a traditional 
reader will #nd Ish-Shalom’s insights useful, if also provocative. Yet Ish-Shalom 
is a&entive to the non-scholarly reader as well, and “translates” the intricate 
details in an accessible way.

Creating bridges between the purely academic (historical, contextual, 
 analytic) and the more applied presentation of kabbalistic materials is no easy 
task. Ish-Shalom has been working in that area for some time, speci#cally in his 
"e Kadumah Experience: "e Primordial Torah. Sleep, Death and Rebirth is a 
more formally academic work but even here one senses Ish-Shalom’s larger inte-
grative project and his sensitivity to issues that lie outside the halls of academe. 

Shaul Magid
"etford, Vermont





Introduction

The doctrine of gilgul (the transmigration of the soul) has long been an 
important element of Jewish esoteric lore. From the very !rst kabbalis-

tic literary expressions that appeared late in the twel"h century, the belief that 
human souls returned a"er death to inhabit new bodies was taken for granted. 
#is idea developed in a number of di$erent directions in the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries and, although kabbalists di$ered widely with regard to 
its details, it eventually became one of the central and most widely accepted  
doctrines of the Kabbalah.1 

It was not until the sixteenth century, however, that this doctrine received 
its most articulate and comprehensive treatment. #e esoteric school that 
formed in the Galilean town of Safed around the famous Kabbalah master Isaac 
Luria was particularly interested in the concept of metempsychosis, a topic 
that constitutes a major part of Lurianic teaching.2 Luria not only signi!cantly 

 1 Gershom Scholem, “Gilgul: #e Transmigration of Souls,” in On the Mystical Shape of the 
Godhead (New York: Schocken, 1991), 197–228 and Lawrence Fine, Physician of the Soul, 
Healer of the Cosmos: Isaac Luria and His Kabbalistic Fellowship (Stanford: Stanford Univer-
sity Press), 304–305.

 2 For sources that deal with the history and development of the concept of gilgul in  
sixteenth-century Kabbalah, and in Lurianic Kabbalah in particular, see Scholem, “Gilgul,” 
228 and idem, Origins of the Kabbalah, 188–198, 457–460; idem, Major Trends in Jewish Mys-
ticism, 3rd rev. ed. ( Jerusalem: Schocken Publishing House, 1941), 278–284 (henceforth 
MTJM); Lawrence Fine, “#e Art of Metoposcopy: A Study in Isaac Luria’s Charismatic 
Knowledge,” in Essential Papers on Kabbalah, ed. Lawrence Fine (New York: NYU Press, 
1995), 331 and 337n51; idem, Physician of the Soul, 304–305; Rachel Elior, “#e Doctrine of 
Transmigration in Galya Raza,” in Fine, Essential Papers on Kabbalah, 243; Yehudah Liebes, 
“Perakim be-Milon Shere ha-Zohar” (PhD diss., Israeli Academy of Arts and Sciences, 
1982), 291–327; R. J. Z. Werblowsky, Joseph Karo: Lawyer and Mystic (Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1962), 234–256; Shaul Magid, From Metaphysics to Midrash: Myth, History, 
and the Interpretation of Scripture in Lurianic Kabbalah (Bloomington: Indian University 
Press, 2008), 53–74; Alexander Altmann, “Eternality of Punishment: A #eological Contro-
versy within the Amsterdam Rabbinate in the #irties of the Seventeenth Century,” in Fine, 
Essential Papers on Kabbalah, 270–287; Moshe Hallamish, An Introduction to the Kabbalah 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1999), 281–309; Pinhas Giller, Reading the 
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developed the theoretical aspects of the doctrine of gilgul by integrating it into 
his own intricate and innovative mythical system, but he also outlined practi-
cal meditative techniques to help shorten the duration of the transmigration 
process. 

#ese specialized mystical techniques, which are to be performed when 
going to sleep at night and in the contemplative encounter with death, are 
designed to intentionally fragment the practitioner’s soul into multiple parts. 
If performed properly, these practices not only grant the practitioner the pos-
sibility of total liberation in a single lifetime, but they also set the stage for the 
successful resurrection of the physical body, an event that marks the !nal stage 
in Luria’s teleological goal of tiqun, the recti!cation of the cosmos. 

#e possibility of freeing oneself from reincarnation through intentionally 
fragmenting the soul has, to my knowledge, never been explored by scholars, 
despite the fact that it “appeals very strongly to the individual consciousness,” 
as Scholem put it.3 Since gilgul is a central component of the greater Lurianic 
project of cosmic redemption, the meditation practices designed to hasten this 
process are also essential to fully understand his metaphysical system. 

In this book, I will make these provocative esoteric practices accessible to 
the public for the very !rst time. I will translate and explicate these meditations 
as they are articulated in the writings of Hayyim Vital, the foremost disciple and 
chief archivist of the oral teachings of Isaac Luria. In the process of unpacking 
the soul-spli%ing mechanics of these esoteric practices, I will also demonstrate 
how the soul’s fragmentation in the process of transmigration and its ultimate 
reintegration in the reconstitution of the physical body at resurrection reveals a 
radical mystical view at the heart of Lurianic Kabbalah&one that sees the total 
dissolution of hierarchical division between body, soul, and cosmos. 

#is nonhierarchical view&itself a radical display of mystical monism&
presents itself even more paradoxically in its simultaneous acknowledgment of 
the ontological reality of the distinct parts that make up the tapestry of exist-
ence. #is integral expression of monism is marked by the inclusion of both 

Zohar: !e Sacred Text of the Kabbalah (New York: Oxford University Press 2001), 37–42; 
Dina Ripsman Elyon, Reincarnation in Jewish Mysticism and Gnosticism (Lewiston: Edwin 
Meller, 2003); Yigal Arikha, Reincarnation: Reality !at Exceeds All Imagination [Hebrew] 
(Kefar Saba, Israel: Aryeh Nir, 2001); Rami Shekalim, Torat ha-Nefesh ve-ha-Gilgul b’reshit 
ha-Kabbala (Tel Aviv: Rubin Moss, 1998); Avraham Amos, Be-gilgul Hozer: Gilgul in Kab-
balah and Other Sources [Hebrew] (Ashkelon: Pe’er Ha-Kodesh, 1997); Dov Ber Pinson, 
Reincarnation and Judaism: !e Journey of the Soul (Northvale: Jason Aronson, 1999). 

 3 Scholem, MTJM, 283. 
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dual and nondual elements that fundamentally coexist.4 #rough this explo-
ration, we will also come to appreciate how the metaphysical implications of 
these practices challenge long-held assumptions in the academic !eld of Jewish 
mysticism that view Lurianic Kabbalah as drawing sharp dualistic distinctions 
between the physical and spiritual dimensions of reality. 

Two sets of contemplative practices will be examined in this book: the !rst 
derives from the kavvanot (intentional practices) for the shema prayer recited 
at bedtime and the second from the morning prayer called ne"lat apayim. #e 
remainder of this introduction will aim to provide the reader with an orienta-
tion to the various problematica associated with Lurianic texts and an overview 
of the methodology I will be employing in this study. In order to properly sit-
uate this book within the broader context of the academic study of Kabbalah,  
I will also provide a review of past and current scholarship on Lurianic  
Kabbalah in general and on Lurianic conceptions of the soul and reincarnation 
in particular. Finally, in order to establish the metaphysical background neces-
sary to understand these esoteric practices, I will conclude this introduction 
with an overview of Lurianic metaphysics and categories of soul, with the aim 
of formulating a synopsis that is both academically rigorous as well as accessible 
to the general reader. 

#e remainder of this book will demonstrate how each of these afore-
mentioned kavvanot serve to consciously dismember the practitioner’s soul 
into dislocated parts in order to expedite the journey of rebirth. More poign-
antly, I will explore the implications of the soul’s fragmentation and ultimate  
re-integration in the reconstitution of the physical body at the resurrection of 
the dead, emphasizing the paradoxical dialectic between dualism and nondual-
ism implicit in Lurianic metaphysics and practice. 

My central argument in this book is that Lurianic Kabbalah articulates a 
radical form of mysticism that includes within its purview both an ontologi-
cal dualism and an epistemological nondualism that fundamentally coexist. 
I will demonstrate how this underlying metaphysical perspective of “integral 
monism” expresses itself in contemplative practices that seek to erase the 
boundaries separating life and death, body and soul, and human and cosmos. 
#e tendency towards the fragmentation of the soul on the one hand, and the 

 4 Mark S. G. Dyczkowski coins the term “integral monism” to describe the metaphysical view 
of Kashmiri Shaivism, which includes both dual and nondual features that simultaneously 
coexist. See his book !e Doctrine of Vibration: An Analysis of Doctrines and Practices of Kash-
mir Shaivism (Albany: SUNY Press, 1987), 33–57. Also, see my comparative discussion of 
Kashmir Shaivism and Lurianic Kabbalah below on pages 64 and 144$.
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uni!cation of the anatomical structure of the physical body on the other, will 
be explored in conjunction with the paradoxical interplay between these pro-
cesses on the human plane and their parallel correspondences in the cosmic 
realms. Commensurate with the transgression of the limits of the physical body 
(through the intentional death of the practitioner) and the re-membering of 
the anatomical structure (in the resurrection of the dead), all hierarchical rank 
in the entire cosmos is simultaneously erased. #is dialectical process of mys-
tical deconstruction/reconstruction will be explored as the central underlying 
tension in Lurianic Kabbalah. 

#e speci!c contemplative exercises examined in this study provide us 
with an appropriate lens through which to examine this underlying tension 
between dualism and nondualism in Lurianic Kabbalah because they under-
score in radical ways the tendency in Lurianic mysticism towards a dualistic 
metaphysics on the one hand, and a unitive vision of existence on the other. 
#is dialectical tension has never been adequately addressed by scholars even 
though it represents the very heart of Lurianic mysticism. By examining how 
these two opposite poles of the spectrum express themselves in a speci!c set of 
practices, this study will further illuminate and clarify broader questions in our 
understanding of mysticism in general, and of Lurianic Kabbalah in particular. 

PROBLEMATICA AND METHODOLOGY

#e contemplative practices taught by Isaac Luria are performative expressions 
of what is widely recognized as the most intricate and complex cosmology in 
all of Jewish literature.5 Indeed, Luria’s architectonic framework is so metaphys-
ically elaborate and technically daunting that only a few scholars have ventured 
beyond a restating of what Scholem outlined in his cursory synopsis of Lurianic 
metaphysics articulated in his classic work Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism.6 It 
is curious that despite being universally recognized as one the most signi!cant 

 5 See, e.g., Lawrence Fine’s statement: “#e cosmological myth Isaac Luria taught is without 
doubt the most elaborate such story in all of Jewish tradition” (Physician of the Soul, 124). 
Also see Elliot Wolfson’s comment positioning Lurianic Kabbalah as “unquestionably the 
most complex body of Jewish mystical literature” (published on the back cover of Magid, 
Metaphysics). 

 6 Scholem wrote very li%le on Lurianic metaphysics beyond his seminal chapter on the topic 
in MTJM. For a review of scholars who have addressed substantive issues in the study of 
Lurianic Kabbalah, see my discussion below on page 14$.
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and consequential kabbalistic system of all time, still very li%le has been pub-
lished detailing its metaphysical perspective or performative features. 

When we consider the unique character of Lurianic literature, such omis-
sions make sense. Lurianic texts&particularly those penned by Vital&are 
organized such that any single pericope lacks a complete or thorough exposi-
tion of any one topic. Partial segments of teachings are dispersed across a vast 
collection of texts and treatises in a manner that excludes the possibility of 
pointing to any single source as authoritative or exhaustive. #is compositional 
format demands that the scholar take into account not only a vast amount of 
information on any given topic, but also that they make sense of the fragmen-
tary nature of each textual variant, synthesizing each passage with an enormous 
associative network of interrelated texts, many of which seem at !rst blush to 
contradict each other. 

#is situation presents the student with several signi!cant challenges. #e 
!rst challenge is that any exposition of his metaphysical system cannot be lim-
ited to one particular text or passage. Not only is there not a single introductory 
text in all of Lurianic literature&nor is there any text that provides an overview 
of his system&there is no single treatment of any topic that is comprehensive 
or exhaustive. #e student of this system is thus compelled to study all of it in 
order to make sense out of even some of it. 

A second challenge is that any a%empt at explicating a particular facet of 
Lurianic metaphysics requires an intertextual approach that ties together asso-
ciative threads from diverse and sca%ered textual segments. In other words, 
developing a thesis by plucking statements out of context&and out of its inter-
textual matrix of associated textual references&can be misleading and unfaith-
ful to the integrated purview of the Lurianic textual tradition. It also means that 
no particular feature of Luria’s system can be properly understood if it is dis-
sociated both from the totality of his metaphysical system as well as from the 
constellation of texts that interconnect to form the foundation of its literary 
expression. 

A third challenge pertains to the self-enclosed nature of Lurianic meta-
physical and performative symbolism and terminology. #e way that Luria con-
ceptualized and articulated his myths of cosmogenesis through the categories 
of withdrawal, rupture and reparation (tzimtzum, shevirat ha-kelim and tiqun) 
are unparalleled in the intellectual history of Judaism. #is much has already 
been adequately demonstrated by Scholem’s limited synopsis in MTJM. But 
the rub lies in Luria’s unprecedented and unsurpassed strati!cation, classi!ca-
tion, and categorization of the multidimensional cosmic dynamics that account 
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for the textured fabric of both the ontological makeup of reality as well as its 
phenomenological and epistemological manifestations in the human soul, pri-
marily through the performance of the kavvanot of prayer. #ese speculations 
constitute the majority of the literary formulations penned by Vital, and also 
represent a completely encapsulated metaphysical system in its own right, nei-
ther sprouting as an outcropping of earlier mystical ruminations on the one 
hand, nor synthesizing various strands of esoteric transmissions on the other. 

If we take these three challenges to heart, we can be%er understand the 
primary unaccounted for oddity in the history of the academic study of Jewish 
mysticism: the lack of scholarly a%ention granted to Lurianic Kabbalah com-
pared to other Jewish mystical schools. #is makes sense when we appreciate 
the challenge of piecing together details of a completely self-enclosed meta-
physical system. #e scholar can thus be le" with the sense that she cannot say 
anything about Lurianic metaphysics without saying everything about it, and it is 
di'cult to say everything about it without ge%ing lost in the seemingly endless 
minutiae that constitute the bulk of Vital’s literary expressions. 

To say it another way, the Lurianic literary corpus is a complex maze that is 
not conducive to explication or interpretation in any symbolic language other 
than its own. #erefore, when the scholar a%empts to translate this system 
through the prism of another symbolic medium or methodology&such as that 
of the Western academic tradition&the nuances of this esoteric lore are easily 
lost or displaced from their conceptual ground. Conversely, when the details of 
its system are furnished and unpacked for the uninitiated reader, they can pres-
ent themselves as a bewildering and unwieldy display of unrelated confabula-
tions, irrelevant to the contemporary mindset, or to any conventional mindset 
whatsoever. 

#is dynamic is even more pronounced when we consider the contempla-
tive and performative dimensions of Lurianic practice. While few scholars have 
grappled with Lurianic metaphysics in any detailed or comprehensive way, even 
fewer have ventured into an explication of the Lurianic practices of the kavva-
not of prayer. In fact, only Menachem Kallus has a%empted a comprehensive 
study of this facet of Lurianic lore in his doctoral dissertation dedicated to the 
topic.7 However, only someone already thoroughly saturated in the particular 

 7 Menachem Kallus, “#e #eurgy of Prayer in Lurianic Kabbalah” (PhD diss., Hebrew 
University, 2003). Kallus’s dissertation, henceforth cited as “#eurgy,” will be discussed 
in more detail below. Lawrence Fine also discusses the kavvanot of prayer in chapter seven 
of his important biographical study of Isaac Luria (see Physician of the Soul, 220–258), but 
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conceptual universe of Vital will understand Kallus’s intertextual methodology, 
which is more an expression of that self-enclosed reality than it is of the herme-
neutic tools of Western academia. 

In light of these challenges, in this book I will aim to integrate the inter-
textual sensitivity of Kallus’s approach while at the same time rendering the 
material more accessible and relevant for scholars and students of Kabbalah 
and of mysticism more broadly. To this end, the methodology I will employ in 
this study will seek to bridge the gap between the esoteric labyrinth of Lurianic 
texts on the one hand, and some of the current trends in the academic !eld of 
religious studies on the other. 

#is approach is perhaps best articulated as an hybridization of a classical 
model of phenomenological exegesis on the one hand, and an application of 
postmodern philosophical tools of interpretation on the other. #e phenom-
enological aspect of this approach is re(ected in my a%empt to understand 
the esoteric meaning of Lurianic metaphysics and its contemplative practices 
through an in-depth analysis of primary texts, interpreted through its own 
intertextual and metaphysical frame of reference. 

#is phenomenological methodology is based on models of study 
articulated by scholars such as Chantepie de la Saussaye and William Brede  
Kristensen, who emphasized that religious thought is best understood by tak-
ing into account both the theoretical perspective and religious practices of the 
practitioners themselves. #e essence of this approach is succinctly stated by 
Kristensen, who de!nes his methodology as investigating “what religion meant 
for them (i.e. the practitioners). It is their religion that we want to understand, 
and not our own” (emphasis his).8 #e fundamentals of this approach, although 
developed in di$erent directions by !gures such as Gerardus Van der Leeuw 
and Mircea Eliade, nevertheless remain consistent and very in(uential in the 
academic study of religion to this day.9

explicates them in considerably less detail than does Kallus. Fine’s book will also be dis-
cussed at greater length below.

 8 W. Brede Kristensen, !e Meaning of Religion: Lectures in the Phenomenology of Religion, trans. 
John B. Carman (#e Haugue: Martinus Nijho$, 1960), 13. On Kristensen’s methodology 
in general, see George James, Interpreting Religion: !e Phenomenological Approaches of Pierre 
Daniël Chantepie de la Saussaye, W. Brede Kristensen, and Gerardus van der Leeuw (Washington:  
Catholic University of America Press, 1995), especially 98$.

 9 See, e.g., Gerardus Van der Leeuw, Religion in Essence and Manifestation: A Study in Phenom-
enology, 2 vols., trans. J. E. Turner (New York: Harper & Row, 1963); on Van de Leeuw in 
general, see Jacques Waardenburg, Re#ections on the Study of Religion: Including an Essay on 
the Work of Gerardus van der Leeuw (#e Hague: Mouton Publishers, 1978). While much has 
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#is orientation is re(ected in my a%ention to situating Lurianic contem-
plative practice within his larger metaphysical framework and in my inclusion 
of extensive cross-references (in the footnotes) to the multivalent associations 
implicit in the Lurianic literature. #e heuristic objective of such extensive 
reference material is not exclusively academic; it is also designed to mirror in 
a contemporary work of scholarship a similar frame of mind that the subject 
of our investigation (i.e. Lurianic texts) itself assumes. Approaching it in this 
way allows the reader the opportunity to grasp more intuitively the interrelated 
constellations of concepts that inform and constitute the consciousness of the 
Lurianic practitioner. 

#is method can be best summed up as an embodied neo-narrative appli-
cation of Wilhelm Dilthey and Max Weber’s model of Verstehen, which (in my 
adaptation of this method) uses the structure, format, and writing style of the 
book itself as devices to help place the reader more squarely inside the shoes of 
the Lurianic practitioner.10 #is method, which I will term “embodied Verste-
hen,” is re(ected throughout this book in the anatomical structure of the docu-
ment itself, in my extensive use of footnotes to highlight the intertextual matrix 
of the literature under investigation, and in my literary style. In this manner, I 
seek to embody in the text of this study the (esh and bones of Lurianic liter-
ature, even as I seek to simultaneously deconstruct the tradition through the 
prism of a postmodern hermeneutic.

#is postmodern hermeneutic re(ects a second facet of my methodolog-
ical approach, which superimposes a deconstructive interpretive lens over the 
classical phenomenological model of textual analysis. #at is to say that while 
a%empting to appreciate Lurianic practice and metaphysics on its own terms, 
I am also simultaneously suggesting a radical revisioning, or resurrection, of 

been wri%en by and about Mircea Eliade, one of his most important formulations of meth-
odology is to be found in Mircea Eliade, !e Sacred and the Profane: !e Nature of Religion, 
trans. Willard R. Trask (San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1987).

10 #e essential objective of the interpretive model of Verstehen is to provide a means for the 
scholar to enter more squarely into the conceptual and experiential context of the soci-
ety, person, text, or phenomenon under investigation. On Wilhelm Dilthey’s use of the 
method of Verstehen, see Michael Ermarth, Wilhelm Dilthey: !e Critique of Historical Reason  
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978), 241–321 and #eodore Plantinga, Historical 
Understanding in the !ought of Wilhelm Dilthey (New York: Edwin Mellen Press, 1992) and 
especially 6–7 where he distinguishes between Dilthey’s use of the term in his earlier and 
later writings and suggests a similarity with Eliade’s methodological approach. On Weber’s 
method of Verstehen, and how it di$ers from that of Dilthey, see Max Weber, Collected Meth-
odological Writings, ed. Hans Henrik Bruun and Sam Whimster, trans. Hans Henrik Bruun 
(New York: Routledge, 2012), xxvii-xxviii.
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the material for the contemporary, nontraditional, reader. To be sure, I am 
using the term “postmodern” in this context in its broadest sense: appreciation 
of di$erence, fragmentation, paradox, complexity, excess, the transgression of 
boundaries and limits, nonhierarchy, and the inclusion of opposites in literary 
and philosophical criticism.11 

#is orientation is re(ected in my reading of Lurianic texts as expressions 
of a radical and excessive mysticism that seeks to fragment the self while simul-
taneously erasing the perception of hierarchical categories within the cosmic 
order of existence. #is predilection towards pneumatic fracture as the means 
of achieving nondual teleological goals of the unity of self/cosmos re(ects all of 
the central themes of paradoxical interpretation mentioned above that de!ne 
the postmodern bias. 

Moreover, my writing style also seeks to more subtly re(ect two other 
categories of interpretation that have yet to become mainstream avenues of 
scholarly approaches to the study of Jewish mysticism. #e !rst is reading 
Lurianic texts as literary !ction, a notion !rst articulated by Shaul Magid in his 
suggestion to expand the possibilities of reading kabbalistic texts beyond the 
traditional scholarly assumptions of myth and symbol. In this regard, Magid 
explains:

I use !ction as opposed to myth because I suggest the former has a weaker 
connection to the real, although I argue below that !ction can indeed be 
viewed by the reader as true. #is weaker connection allows a more skepti-
cal modern reader&my sole interest here&the ability to stand inside the 
narrative and outside it simultaneously.12

In positing a method of reading Lurianic texts as !ction, Magid is responding 
to the particular situation in which contemporary, nontraditional, students 
of Kabbalah !nd themselves. While categories such as “myth” and “symbol” 
require more doctrinal investment on the part of the classical reader (that is, 
for the traditional kabbalist, these myths and symbols were real representations 
of ontological existence), orienting to these texts as !ction allows the reader 
to relate to the narrative not as ontologically accurate re(ections of reality but 

11 For a general overview of postmodernism and its application as a methodology in the aca-
demic study of religion, see Carl Olson, !eory and Method in the Study of Religion (Belmont: 
#ompson Wadsworth, 2003), 548–592.

12 Shaul Magid, “Lurianic Kabbalah and Its Literary Form: Myth, Fiction, History,” Proo$exts 
29, no. 3 (2009): 367.
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as evocative expressions of sympathetic truth (to the degree that the reader is 
empathically stirred by the text). 

#is approach, which a%empts to provide a more relevant method of 
orienting to Lurianic Kabbalah for the contemporary scholar and student, 
is re(ected stylistically in this book in my use of language that positions the  
Lurianic divine personas as “actors” in the cosmic “theater,” and relates to 
Lurianic myth as a “story” that we, the readers, also participate in through 
our engaged process of interpretation. My use of such language also ges-
tures towards reading Lurianic literature as a mystical genre of “meta!ction,” 
explained by Shaul Magid in the following way:

Proponents of meta!ction argue that the separation between “!ctional 
texts and their critical readings” is deconstructed to expose a more monis-
tic and complex web intertwining the !ctive and the real, language and 
metalanguage, and art and life. #e reader becomes, by de!nition, part 
of the story that unfolds in light of the participatory act of reading and 
interpreting. #e blurring of these boundaries, indicative of postmodern 
critiques of !ction, seems fundamental to Lurianic authors.13

Orienting to Lurianic texts as meta!ction thus provides the contemporary 
scholar and interested reader with a more meaningful avenue of engagement 
with these obscure texts. In classic postmodern fashion, it is ultimately through 
the “participatory act of reading and interpreting” that the student embodies 
the unitive vision to which these very texts allude.  

In this book I will argue that Lurianic mysticism, which seeks to decon-
struct the soul (through the specialized kavvanot examined in this study) even 
as it seeks to reconstruct the body (through the act of resurrection also exam-
ined in this study), embraces the premise of such a meta!ctive “monistic and 
complex web” that interweaves what is ontologically real with what is epistemo-
logically imagined (that is, between what is “real” and “!ctive”). 

To take this “meta!ction” approach even further, I suggest that this book, 
as a participant in the interpretive life of Lurianic Kabbalah, can itself be seen as 
a primary expression of this tradition. #at is to say that by textually embodying 
some of the narrative features of Lurianic texts, this study serves as an extension 
of the paradoxical literary articulation of Lurianic mysticism. My suggestion of 
textual primacy thus further establishes the method of “embodied Verstehen” 

13 Ibid.: 375–376.
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even as it erases the boundaries between the body of the text and its reader. 
#is dialectical method of embodied deconstruction is appropriate for the con-
temporary investigation of this material because its theoretical perspective is 
implicit in both Lurianic mysticism as well as in postmodern critical theory. 

#us, in reconstructing Lurianic literature in this manner, I am also embod-
ying the ultimate nonhierarchical vision that this very mysticism claims. #at 
is, reading this literature (which claims nonhierarchy as the ultimate nature of 
ontological existence) as “meta!ction” (which claims a nonhierarchy of textual 
authority) allows for the more radical claim of textual primacy in a scholarly/lit-
erary work of this nature. Or, to say it more precisely, the project of resurrecting 
these esoteric texts (which embody monistic visions of nonhierarchy), entails 
the nulli!cation of the secondary status of the scholar’s work, and achieves the 
radical equalization of primary and secondary literature in the scholarly process 
of mystical interpretation. 

#us, this book may be engaged as a work of scholarship in the tradition 
of Western academia and/or as a literal/literary extension of the mystical tra-
dition of Isaac Luria. Such a dialectical stance further embodies the principle 
of integral monism implied in Lurianic mysticism; a principle that simultane-
ously includes within its purview both dual and nondual truths. In this case, 
this mystical view is re(ected in my subversion of traditional hierarchies of 
textual authority, while simultaneously allowing the hierarchical principles of 
traditional scholarship to maintain their structural validity.

#e second category of embodied Verstehen re(ected in my use of lan-
guage is that of anatomy, particularly in its sexual expressions. By utilizing tech-
nical anatomical language I am a%empting to embody in the act of writing the 
Lurianic claim of fundamental unity of body and soul. #is mimics the Lurianic 
preference for articulating its metaphysical perspective in terms of anatomi-
cal structure and physiological dynamics. In this sense, language literally con-
structs the “body” of the text, a notion that underlies the project of Kabbalah 
in general, and Lurianic Kabbalah in particular.14 #us, the art of writing in this 
manner also acts as an interpretive gesture of “embodied Verstehen” that seeks 
to underscore the centrality of the body as a literal/literary trope in Lurianic 
Kabbalah. 

By implementing a methodology that includes two seemingly opposing 
perspectives&classical phenomenological hermeneutics on the one hand and 

14 On this topic, see Elliot Wolfson’s study “#e Body in the Text: A Kabbalistic #eory of 
Embodiment,” JQR 95, no. 3 (2005): 479–500.
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postmodern criticism on the other&I am (ironically) seeking to embody the 
very paradoxical dialectic that is displayed in Lurianic texts. #at is to say that 
my use of a paradoxical methodology both in structural format and hermeneu-
tical expression is an appropriate strategy to further establish a form of embod-
ied Verstehen in the academic study of the very kind of paradoxical mysticism 
that Lurianic Kabbalah posits. 

In addition to the orienting postures mentioned above, at several junctures 
in this book I will a%empt to deepen the orienting posture of embodied Verste-
hen by comparing and contrasting these Lurianic teachings and practices with 
a select array of other mystical systems. #is way, the contemporary student 
of mysticism and religion can make meaningful connections with related con-
cepts and practices across a spectrum of traditions. My hope is that by integrat-
ing these comparative re(ections into the main body of the text, the reader can 
glean deeper insights into both the mechanics of Lurianic mystical methodol-
ogy and the structural principles of these related wisdom streams. 

To be sure, since the priority of this study is a deeper understanding of 
speci!c theoretical issues in the study of mysticism, I will not be addressing 
questions of historical or cultural context as it pertains to Luria, Vital, or to their 
fellowship of practitioners in sixteenth-century Safed. Some of these important 
historical and contextual issues have already been explored by other scholars, 
and while further research in this direction remains a desideratum, it is not the 
focus of this study.15 

Before we dive into the subject ma%er of this book, a !nal word on some 
of the technical di'culties involved in the explication of Lurianic literature, 
and a review of the sources that I will be utilizing in this study. Firstly, Luria 

15 On the historical and cultural context of Lurianic Kabbalah in general, see Fine, Physician 
of the Soul, 19–55. #e more nuanced suggestions by Magid (in his book From Metaphysics 
to Midrash) regarding the in(uence of the cultural context of sixteenth-century Safed on 
Lurianic biblical exegesis will be reviewed below. On the general demographic and eco-
nomic history of this region in the sixteenth-century, see Abraham David, “Demographic 
Changes in the Safed Jewish Community in the Sixteenth Century,” in Occident and Ori-
ent: A Tribute to the Memory of A. Sheiber, ed. R. Dan (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1988); A. David, 
To Come to the Land: Immigration and Se%lement in Sixteenth-Century Eretz Yisrael, trans. 
Dena Ordan (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1999); Abraham David, “Safed as 
a Center for the Re-Se%lement of Anusim” [Hebrew], in Proceedings for the Second Inter-
national Congress for Research of the Sephardi and Oriental Heritage 1984, ed. Abraham 
Haim ( Jerusalem: Misgav Yerushalayim, 1991); Abraham David, “#e Spanish Exiles in 
the Holy Land,” in Moreshet Sepharad: !e Sephardi Legacy, ed. Haim Beinart ( Jerusalem: 
Magnes, 1992).
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failed to organize or signi!cantly edit what li%le he himself wrote.16 Secondly, 
the bulk of Luria’s legacy was communicated orally and recorded by his dis-
ciples, especially Hayyim Vital, the author of nearly all the major works that 
constitute the Lurianic corpus. #at the task of editing and recording Luria’s 
teachings was le" to his students makes it di'cult to distinguish authen-
tic Lurianic teaching from the modi!cations of his disciples. #irdly, even 
among the works of Luria’s disciples there are thousands of manuscripts and 
dozens of printed editions, many of them contradicting each other on cru-
cial doctrinal points.17

#ese di'culties aside, it is still possible to reconstruct a basic history 
of the texts I utilize in this study, so that we have a clearer sense of how they 
developed into their present form. During the last year of Luria’s life in 1571, 
and immediately upon his death in 1572, Vital began to record his teacher’s 
discourses. Shortly following Luria’s death, Vital completed his most important 
and comprehensive work, Sefer Etz Chaim (henceforth referred to as EH). #is 
work, which Vital tried to hide from the eyes of the other disciples, eventu-
ally made its way into the hands of his son, Shmuel, who, from 1649–1654, 
rearranged its contents into the Shemona She’arim. #is work, which reor-
ganized Sefer Etz Chaim topically, contains eight “gates”: 1) Sha’ar ha-Hak-
damot (ShHk); 2) Sha’ar Mamarei Rashbi (ShMR); 3) Sha’ar Mamarei Razal  
(ShMRzl); 4) Sha’ar ha-Pesukim (ShP); 5) Sha’ar ha-Kavanot (ShK); 6) 
Sha’ar ha-Mitzvot (ShM); 7) Sha’ar Ruaḥ ha-Kodesh (ShRhK); and 8) Sha’ar  
ha-Gilgulim (ShG).

Each of these eight gates are themselves full-size books consisting of hun-
dreds of pages each, with Sha’ar ha-Kavvanot, one of the main sources for this 
study, comprised of two complete volumes. Additional works redacted by 
Shmuel Vital that I have utilized in this book include Pri Etz Chayyim (PEH), 
which explicates the performative details of the kavvanot and Sefer ha-Hezynot 

16 #e authentic writings of Luria that we have in our possession include a commentary on 
the Si&a de-Tseniuta [Book of Concealment] that constitutes one of the most esoteric sec-
tions of the Zohar; a number of other commentaries on various passages of the Zohar; and 
three mystical poems that correspond to the three Sabbath meals. See Yosef Avivi, Binyan 
Ariel ( Jerusalem: Misgav Yerushalayim, 1987), 19; Scholem, MTJM, 254. Further passages 
possibly wri%en by Luria himself are documented by Kallus in his dissertation, the most 
important of which I will analyze below. See page 96 note 6. 

17 For a detailed history and analysis of the writings of Isaac Luria and his disciples, see Avi-
vi’s Binyan Ariel. For a more general survey, see Scholem, MTJM, 253–256. Also see Kallus, 
“#eurgy,” 158–159 on the analysis of the various recensions of the Shemonah She’arim and 
in particular the early provenance of Sefer Derashot and Sha’ar ha-Hakdamot.
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(SHez), which contains autobiographical material and descriptions of Hayyim 
Vital’s dreams and visions. In addition to Sha’ar ha-Kavvanot and Pri Etz 
Chayyim, of particular relevance for this study is the eighth gate, Sha’ar ha- 
Gilgulim, in which Shmuel Vital collected all the statements concerning the 
topic of the soul in general and of reincarnation in particular that are found in 
the Etz Chaim.18 Other, later compilations of Lurianic materials that I will cite 
in this study include Olat Tamid, Talmud Eser Se"rot, Sefer Ta’amei ha-Mitzvot, 
and Sefer Likkutei Torah.

Shmuel Vital also embarked on his own reformulation of the material 
found in Sha’ar ha-Gilgulim, a%empting to express the variegated and complex 
traditions on the journey of the soul in a more comprehensive and organized 
way. #is reformulation, called Sefer ha-Gilgulim, served as a companion text to 
Sha’ar ha-Gilgulim, o"en paralleling it in content while simultaneously di$ering 
from it in some minor respects.19 #ese two compilations, along with the volu-
minous collections of writings organized in Sefer Etz Chayyim and the Shemona 
She’arim, serve as the main sources for Luria’s oral teachings, and they are the 
main texts upon which I have based this study.

REVIEW OF SCHOLARSHIP

My study of Lurianic Kabbalah and the !ndings of this book build upon a 
signi!cant foundation of research undertaken in the academic !eld of Jewish 
mysticism over the past eighty years. What follows is a brief assessment of the 
most important works of scholarship on Lurianic Kabbalah that provide the 
academic background and context for this book. 

Gershom Scholem was the !rst modern scholar to present an overview 
of Lurianic metaphysics, and his summary of the key features of its complex 
system remains the benchmark of scholarship to this day. However, aside from 
his in(uential synopsis of Lurianic Kabbalah in Major Trends in Jewish Mysti-
cism and several articles published in the 1940s, Scholem would not publish 

18 Avivi, Binyan Ariel, 30. Avivi notes that two chapters, or derushim, in Sha’ar ha-Gilgulim 
are not found in Sefer Etz Chaim: Derush 11 and 29. See Avivi, ibid., 79. Also see Kallus,  
“#eurgy,” 158–159.

19 On the di$erences between Sefer ha-Gilgulim and Sha’ar ha-Gilgulim, see Scholem, “Gilgul,” 
229: “#e two extant recensions of Vital’s voluminous notes, Sefer ha-Gilgulim and Sha’ar 
ha-Gilgulim, while diverging from one another in certain nuances and formulations, agree on 
all essential points.”
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anything of note on this material for the rest of his career.20 Furthermore, 
Scholem’s treatment of Lurianic Kabbalah remained relegated to the metaphys-
ical and theoretical aspects of Luria’s teachings; he never addressed the Lurianic 
contemplative practices or the interpersonal dynamics between Luria and his 
students.21 

A student and contemporary of Scholem, Isaiah Tishby, published Torat 
ha-Ra‘ ve-ha-Qelippah be-Kabbalat ha-Ari (#e Doctrine of Evil and the Shell 
in Lurianic Kabbalah) in 1942.22 #is slim volume deals with the concept of 
evil in Lurianic Kabbalah, and along with Scholem’s work, it served as the only 
serious scholarly treatment of Lurianic Kabbalah for the following forty-!ve 
years.23 #is neglect of Lurianic Kabbalah in academic discourse has changed in 

20 Scholem, MTJM, 44–286. See Lawrence Fine’s discussion of Scholem in Physician of the Soul, 
7. Menachum Kallus avers that Scholem would return to address and revise some of his posi-
tions regarding Luria towards the end of his career. Speci!cally, he argues that in his ency-
clopedic entries published in the Encyclopedia Judaica [and then collected and published 
together as the book Kabbalah (New York: Plume, 1995)], Scholem re!nes his view of a 
strictly theistic understanding of Luria’s doctrine of tzimtzum. See Kallus, “#eurgy,” 56–63.

21 See, e.g., Fine’s statement in Physician of the Soul, 8: “Modern authors as well, including 
Scholem and Tishby … devoted the vast preponderance of their energies to the study of 
mythical and theological ideas rather than to the actual rituals and practices of Kabbalah, 
including the great range of mystical experiences to which kabbalistic sources a%est. Nor did 
they pay much a%ention either to the social communities in which Kabbalah came to life or 
the important personalities at the center of those communities.” See also Scholem, “Gilgul.” 
In terms of the limitations of Scholem’s article, Fine has this to say about the ma%er: “In a 
lengthy essay devoted to the evolution and history of the notion of transmigration of souls 
(gilgul) in Jewish mystical tradition, including Lurianic Kabbalah, Scholem does not breath 
[sic] a word about the practical application of these ideas and beliefs. It is possible to read 
what Scholem has to say about Luria’s conceptions of transmigration without learning any-
thing whatsoever about the central role it played in the religious practices and experiential 
life of his fellowship” (Physician of the Soul, 8).

22 Isaiah Tishby, Torat ha-Ra‘ ve-ha-Qelippah be-Kabbalat ha-Ari [Hebrew] ( Jerusalem:  
Akademon, 1942; rev. ed. Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1982)

23 On the lack of serious scholarship in the decades following Tishby’s work, see Fine, Physician 
of the Soul, 7. On the disproportionate a%ention paid to Lurianic Kabbalah in the history of 
modern scholarship compared to other expression of Jewish mysticism, see Yoram Jacobson, 
“#e Aspect of the Feminine in ‘Lurianic’ Kabbalah,” in Gershom Scholem’s “Major Trends in 
Jewish Mysticism” Fi$y Years A$er: Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on the His-
tory of Jewish Mysticism, ed. Peter Schafer and Joseph Dan (Tubingen: Mohr, 1993) 239: “In 
spite of its profound in(uence on both Jewish thought and history, the Lurianic Kabbalah 
has not had much success on the stage of modern scholarly research: In comparison with all 
other !elds of Kabbalah … the negligence of the Lurianic teachings can easily be seen.” #is 
quote is also cited by Fine, Physician of the Soul, 365n11.
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recent years, as more articles have been wri%en that advance our understanding 
of various aspects of Luria’s metaphysical teachings, including several doctoral 
dissertations and !ve full-length academic books devoted to the subject.24 

24 #e full-length academic books (not including Isaiah Tishby’s book cited above in 
note 22) are those of Avivi, Binyan Ariel and idem., Kabbalat ha-Ari, 3 vols. (Machon 
Ben-Zvi: Jerusalem, 2008); Fine, Physician of the Soul; Magid, Metaphysics; and Devorah 
Bat-David Gamlieli, Psychoanalysis and Kabbala: !e Masculine and Feminine in Lurianic 
Kabbala [Hebrew] (Los Angeles: Cherub, 2006). #ere are many published traditional 
or popular books on Lurianic Kabbalah that I am not including in this assessment. 
Among the many academic articles that explore Lurianic Kabbalah, most only deal with 
aspects of its metaphysics or cosmology. For exceptions to this general trend, see the 
references listed on page 36 note 97. For works that treat the speci!c topic of reincar-
nation (gilgul) in Lurianic Kabbalah see the references listed below, page 25 note 54. 
On Lurianic Kabbalah in general, the following is a selected list of articles (for a more 
complete list of references see the bibliography): Rachel Elior, “#e Metaphorical Rela-
tion Between God and Man, and the Signi!cance of the Visionary Reality in Lurianic 
Kabbalah” [Hebrew], Mehqarei Yerushalayim 10 (1992): 47–57; Lawrence Fine, “#e 
Contemplative Practice of Yehudim in Lurianic Kabbalah,” Jewish Spirituality: From Bibli-
cal Times through the Middle Ages, vol. 2, ed. Arthur Green (New York: Crossroad, 1987); 
Fine, “Maggidic Revelation in the Teachings of Isaac Luria,” in Mystics, Philosophers, and 
Politicians: Essays in Jewish Intellectual History in Honor of Alexander Altmann, ed. Jehuda 
Reinharz and Daniel Swetschinski, with the collaboration of Kalman P. Bland. (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1982); Lawrence. Fine, “#e Study of Torah as a #eurgic Rite in 
Lurianic Kabbalah,” in Approaches to Judaism in Medieval Times, vol. 3, ed. David R. Blu-
menthal (Atlanta: Atlanta Scholars Press, 1988); Moshe Idel, “‘One from a Town, Two 
From a Clan’: #e Di$usion of Lurianic Kabbala and Sabbateanism: A Re-Examination.” 
Jewish History 7, no. 2 (Fall 1993): 79–104; Yoram Jacobson, “#e Feminine Aspect in 
Lurianic Kabbalah,” in Schafer and Dan, Gershom Scholem’s “Major Trends in Jewish Mysti-
cism” Fi$y Years A$er; Menachem Kallus, “Pneumatic Mystical Possession and the Escha-
tology of the Soul in Lurianic Kabbalah,” in Spirit Possession in Judaism, ed. M. Goldish 
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2003); Yehudah Liebes, “Myth vs. Symbol in the 
Zohar and in Lurianic Kabbalah,” in Fine, Essential Papers on Kabbalah; Yehudah Liebes, 
“Sabbath Meal Songs Established by the Holy Ari” [Hebrew], Molad 4 (1972): 540–555; 
Yehuda Liebes, “‘Two Young Roes of a Doe’: #e Secret Sermon of Isaac Luria Before His 
Death” [Hebrew], Mehkarei Yerushalayim 10 (1992): 113–169; Shaul Magid, “Conjugal 
Union, Mourning, and Talmud Torah in R. Isaac Luria’s Tikkun Hazot,” Da‘at 36 (1996): 
xvii–xlv; Shaul Magid, “From #eosophy to Midrash: Lurianic Exegesis and the Garden 
of Eden,” Association for Jewish Studies Review 22 (1997): 37–75; Shaul Magid, “Origin 
and the Overcoming of the Beginning: Zimzum as a Trope of Reading in Post-Lurianic 
Kabbalah,” in Beginning/Again: Toward a Hermeneutic of Jewish Texts, ed. Shaul Magid 
and Aryeh Cohen (New York: Seven Bridges, 2002); Magid, “Lurianic Kabbalah and 
Its Literary Form”: 362–397; Ronit Meroz, “Faithful Transmissions Versus Innovation: 
Luria and His Disciples,” in Schafer and Dan, Gershom Scholem’s “Major Trends in Jew-
ish Mysticism” Fi$y Years; R. Meroz, “Selections from Ephraim Penzieri: Luria’s Sermon 
in Jerusalem and the Kavvanah on Eating Food” [Hebrew], Mehqarei Yerushalayim 10 
(1992): 211–257; Mordechai Pachter, “Clarifying the Terms Katnut and Gadlut in the 
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#e doctoral dissertations of note are those of Ronit Meroz and Men-
achem Kallus.25 Meroz’s study titled “Torat ha-Geulah be-Kabbalat ha-Ari” 
(#e Teachings of Redemption in Lurianic Kabbalah) analyzes the entirety 
of the Lurianic corpus in order to ascertain the stages of textual development. 
She discriminates !ve stages in the development of the Lurianic writings that 
represent di$erent trends in the evolution of Luria’s metaphysical thought. In 
the course of her study, which is organized around the topic of “redemption”  
(geulah) in the Lurianic texts, she does address to some degree the question of 
the human soul. However, her examination of this theme is limited to the rela-
tional dynamic between Luria and his disciples as it pertained to Luria’s wider 
universal vision for cosmic redemption. #at is, she does not address the ques-
tion of the ontological makeup of the soul itself or its teleological evolution in 
any detail.26

Menachem Kallus’s doctoral study titled “#e #eurgy of Prayer in Luri-
anic Kabbalah” a%empts to detail a comprehensive theoretical and practical 
understanding of the Lurianic intentional practices (kavannot) associated 
with the prayer liturgy. Kallus is one of the few scholars to fundamentally chal-
lenge Scholem and Tishby’s understanding of the basic metaphysical tenets of 
Lurianic Kabbalah, devoting nearly one hundred pages of his dissertation to 

Kabbala of the Ari and a History of Its Understanding in Hasidism” [Hebrew], Mekha-
rei Yerushalayim 10 (1992): 171–210; Gershom Scholem, “#e Authentic Kabbalistic 
Writings of Isaac Luria” [Hebrew], Qiryat Sefer 19 (1943): 184–199; Gershom Scholem, 
“#e Document on Solidarity of Luria’s Disciples” [Hebrew], Zion 5 (1940): 133–160; 
Gershom Scholem, “Physiogonomy of the Face” [Hebrew], in Sefer Assaf, ed. Umberto 
Cassuto ( Jerusalem: Mossad ha-Rav Kook, 1952–1953); Elliot Wolfson, “Weeping, 
Death, and Spiritual Ascent in Sixteenth Century Jewish Mysticism,” in Death, Ecstasy 
and Other Worldly Journeys, ed. J. Collins and M. Fishbane (Albany: State University of 
New York Press, 1995).

25 Ronit Meroz, “Torat ha-Ge’eulah be-Kabbalat ha-Ari” [Hebrew] (PhD. diss., Hebrew  
University, 1988), and Menachem Kallus, “#eurgy.” #e only other PhD dissertations on 
Lurianic Kabbalah I am aware of are Lawrence Fine, “Techniques of Mystical Meditation for 
Achieving Prophecy and the Holy Spirit” (PhD diss., Brandeis University, 1976) and Don 
Bresslauer, “Orality and Literacy in Hayyim Vital’s Lurianic Kabbalah” (PhD diss., New York 
University, 1999). #ere was also a DHL dissertation wri%en on reincarnation in Lurianic 
Kabbalah. See Raza Leah Hovav-Machboob, “#e Ari’s Doctrine of Reincarnation” (DHL 
diss., #e Jewish #eological Seminary of America, 1983).

26 See especially her section on the “fourth stage of messianism” (Meroz, “Torat ha-Geulah,” 
267–328). Meroz articulates a methodology of textual analysis in this dissertation that she 
would also apply in her later developmental studies of the Zohar. See ibid., 23–38 and her 
article, “Zoharic Narratives and their Adaptations,” Hispania Judaica Bulletin, no. 3 (2000): 
3–63.
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critically deconstruct these two scholars understanding of the basic founda-
tions of Lurianic cosmogony.27 

Kallus’s main criticism pertains to the way Scholem and Tishby under-
stand the internal dynamics of the tzimtzum and shevirah, and how this “mis-
understanding” consequently impacts the way they come to see the process of 
tiqun, a big component of which (namely, the kavannot of prayer) they never 
examined in their writings.28 However, Kallus directs his main criticism at 
Scholem’s various formulations of the principle of the deus absconditus that he 
!rst articulates in MTJM.29 While Kallus acknowledges that certain aspects of 
this approach were revised and re!ned by Scholem thirty years a"er the 

27 On the widespread acceptance of Scholem and Tishby’s presentation of Lurianic Kab-
balah by subsequent scholars in the field, see Joseph Dan, Kabbalah: A Very Short Intro-
duction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 73: “The most important studies 
of Luria’s teachings were presented by Gershom Scholem and Isaiah Tishby in 1941, 
and since then, while we have many books and articles dealing with particular problems 
and aspects of Luria’s teachings, the main picture they drew is still dominant. Further 
studies may cast some doubts, but as of now presenting their studies is the best that we 
can do.” Cf. Kallus, “Theurgy,” 29–30, where he says that Scholem and Tishby are “the 
two scholars who have up until the present, continued to shape most of the underlying 
assumptions of researchers into Lurianic Kabbalah”; ibid., 33–34n30: “Scholem’s influ-
ence on the academic presentation of Lurianic Kabbalah, particularly with reference 
to the cosmic origins of evil in his Gnostic-dualist mythological account of Lurianic 
cosmogony is recognizable in the works of nearly every academic writer who offered a 
synopsis of Lurianic Kabbalah.” For a list of examples in recent scholarship that demon-
strate the Scholem-Tishby approach, see ibid., 34n30. Exceptions to this can be found 
in the works of Charles Mopsik [e.g., see his Les grands textes de la Cabale: les rites qui 
font Dieu (Lagrasse: Verdier, 1993)], where he criticizes Tishby (and by implication, 
Scholem) for ignoring the teleological dimension to Luria’s understanding of free will 
in his presentation of the doctrine of evil, and in Jacobson’s article, “The Aspect of 
the Feminine in Lurianic Kabbalah,” which levels a more comprehensive criticism of 
Scholem and Tishby’s position. My comments on the last two citations are derived from 
Kallus, “Theurgy,” 34n30 and 40n79. Other works that challenge certain aspects of the 
Scholem-Tishby approach to Lurianic Kabbalah include Wolfson, “Weeping, Death, and 
Spiritual Ascent in Sixteenth Century Jewish Mysticism” and Liebes, “‘Two Young Roes 
of a Doe’”: 113–169. 

28 Tzimtzum, meaning “contraction” or “withdrawal,” refers to the process by which the in!nite 
source (ein sof ) withdraws into itself in order to form a vacuum within which creation can 
take place. Shevirah refers to the process by which the in!nite light (ohr ein sof) that !lls 
the vacuous space formed by tzimtzum sha%ers the vessels that were created to hold the 
light. Tiqun refers to the process through which the cosmic disarray caused by the shevirah 
is restored to balance. #e metaphysical principles of tzimtzum, shevirah, and tiqun will be 
explained in detail below. 

29 See Scholem, MTJM, 261 and 271
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publication of MTJM in his entries to the Encyclopedia Judaica, the basic con-
tours of his approach remained the same.30 

#e principle of deus absconditus posits that the roots of evil existed within 
ein sof (the in!nite mystery) prior to the tzimtzum and that the process of tzimt-
zum and the subsequent shevirah served to separate out these roots of evil from 
ein sof and to externalize them (this is the “cathartic” expression of the shevirah 
averred by Scholem). #is decidedly Gnostic-dualist-theistic model of Lurianic 
theory sees a strict division between the transcendent realm of ein sof and the 
created realm of the cosmos (which includes the personal God consisting of 
the partzu"m, the divine “countenances” that will be explained in more detail 
below) that takes place within the vacated space of the tehiru. Kallus argues 
that while Tishby does acknowledge that there were other formulations for the 
reasons for the shevirah in Lurianic Kabbalah that would point to a panentheis-
tic understanding rather than a theistic one, he nonetheless implicitly accepts 
Scholem’s theistic approach.31 

According to Kallus, Scholem and Tishby’s preference for a dualistic-the-
istic approach is the result of a combination of “misinformation” regarding the 
details of the Lurianic understanding of the “void” (reshimu),32 a lack of a%en-
tion to certain sections of Vital’s writings,33 a mistaken con(ation of the roots 
of judgment (din) with the roots of evil (qelipah),34 and a profound misunder-
standing of key Lurianic texts that point to a teleological, rather than a cathartic, 
interpretation of the tzimtzum and shevirah.35

In lieu of these criticisms, Kallus a%empts to demonstrate the fundamen-
tally panentheistic, nondual nature of Lurianic cosmogony (and theodicy) that 
recognizes the absolutely central role that ein sof continues to play in the theur-
gic processes of tiqun following the tzimtzum and shevirah. In particular, he is 
interested in how this underlying orientation informs the teleological thrust of 
the contemplative mechanisms of the kavannot of prayer. He does this primar-
ily through rereading the very texts that Scholem uses to prove his theistic-du-
alistic thesis.36

30 See Kallus, “#eurgy,” 45 and especially 39–40
31 Ibid., 43
32 Ibid., 37.
33 Ibid., 42–43.
34 Ibid., 77$.
35 Ibid., 83–111.
36 See especially his comments on 112 concerning Lurianic theodicy: “It is decidedly 

non-theistic, but is rather, panentheistic and collaborative. It also provides a central role for 
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Kallus also includes an appendix in his dissertation in which he analyzes 
what he refers to as “the eschatology of the soul” in Lurianic Kabbalah,37 which 
I will discuss in more detail later on in this study. As far as I know, this is the only 
scholarly treatment of this speci!c topic. However, Kallus approaches the issue 
primarily through an analysis of Vital’s personal journey of transmigration, and 
only deals with the complex issues regarding eschatology in a super!cial man-
ner. In this appendix Kallus also includes a long footnote that is the !rst schol-
arly source that a%ends to the Lurianic contemplative methods of expediting 
the process of gilgul.38 

#e only full-length scholarly books on Lurianic Kabbalah are those of 
Yosef Avivi, Devorah Bat-Gamlieli, Lawrence Fine, and Shaul Magid. Yosef 
Avivi has published two signi!cant works: #e !rst, Binyan Ariel, is important 
for our understanding of the various versions and recensions of Lurianic texts 
as they evolved over time.39 An updated and expanded version of Binyan Ariel 
was then published in three volumes under the title Kabbalat ha-Ari. In both of 
these works, Avivi focuses on a%empting to discriminate the di$erent strata of 
the Lurianic texts and reconstruct a timeline of the progression of his thought.40 

Devorah Bat-David Gamlieli’s book Psychoanalysis and Kabbala: !e Mas-
culine and Feminine in Lurianic Kabbala (Hebrew) is oriented from the academic 
!eld of psychology and serves as a model for the possibilities of an interdiscipli-
nary approach to the study of Lurianic Kabbalah. Gamlieli o$ers a compelling 
argument for the incorporation of “intuition” into the academic project41 and 
within her comprehensive assessment of Lurianic metaphysics through the lens of 
psychoanalytic theory she includes a psychodynamic interpretation of the devel-
opment of the “feminine,” which serves as an interesting counterpoint to my treat-
ment below of the anatomical development of the feminine partzuf of nuqvah.42

human&and Divine&freedom and for creative initiative as the driving force of the process 
of Tyqun.” Ibid., 112.

37 #is appendix of his dissertation (294–319) serves as the basis of his published article titled 
“Pneumatic Mystical Possession and the Eschatology of the Soul in Lurianic Kabbalah,” in 
Spirit Possession in Judaism: Cases and Contexts form the Middle Ages to the Present, ed. Ma% 
Goldish (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2003), 159–185. 

38 Kallus, “#eurgy,” 296n7.
39 See Avivi, Binyan Ariel.
40 See ibid., Kabbalat ha-Ari.
41 Gamlieli, Psychoanalysis and Kabbala, 25–39.
42 Ibid., 285–318. Nuqvah is one of the female “countenances” (partzu"m) of the cosmic order 

in Luria’s metaphysical system. I will discuss the partzu"m in more detail below. Also, see my 
treatment of the anatomical development of nuqvah on page 54$. 
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In Physician of the Soul, Lawrence Fine approaches the study of Lurianic 
Kabbalah primarily through an interest in the biographical features of Luria’s 
life, his relationship with his fellowship, and through an exploration of the 
practical, communal, and psychological expressions of his mystical system. 
He provides us with the most comprehensive biographical outline to date of 
Luria the person as well as Luria the charismatic saint and master of divinatory 
arts.43 Fine’s book is the !rst major study to underscore the importance of the 
communal, practical, and relational dimensions of Lurianic Kabbalah. It also 
demonstrates the inseparability of these applied elements of practice with his 
theoretical system, an orientation that I will continue to develop in the course 
of this study. 

Shaul Magid’s book From Metaphysics to Midrash examines how the Luri-
anic project of reinterpreting scripture is inextricably intertwined with the 
contemporary contexts that informed the cultural reality of sixteenth-century 
Safed. By treating Lurianic exegetical texts as imaginative “literature,” Magid 
a%empts to demonstrate how Luria’s mythic reading of the biblical canon 
deconstructs some of the dualistic assumptions that pervaded earlier forms of 
Kabbalah. Speci!cally, he argues that the presence of the Christian and Muslim 
contexts that shaped the demographic of Safed during Luria’s lifetime44 com-
pelled Luria and his associates to view the world in a di$erent way; a way that 
thinned some of the exclusivist veils that separated “Jew and non-Jew, man and 
woman, true religion and false religion, rationalism and mysticism, the human 
and the divine.”45 

Magid’s study opens up new possibilities in our understanding of Lurianic 
metaphysics and also o$ers an alternative methodology to approach the textual 
study of Kabbalah in general. Magid’s project is essentially an exploration into 

43 On Luria’s personal history, see Fine, Physician of the Soul, chapter 1. In chapter 2, Fine 
outlines the messianic overtones that saturated the religious communities in Safed in the  
sixteenth century. In chapters 3 and 5, Fine explores the religious authority a%ained by Luria 
in Safed through his charismatic gi"s and healing capacities. Fine provides an overview of 
Lurianic metaphysics in chapter 4; examines the practical applications of tiqun through the 
performance of mitzvoth and prayer in chapters 6 and 7; presents the practice of yiḥudim in 
chapter 8; and outlines the messianic relationship between Luria and his disciples through 
the mechanism of gilgul in chapter 9. 

44 #e Muslim context is the suzerainty of the Islamic O%oman Empire over Erez Israel begin-
ning in 1516, while the Christian context was established through the se%ling in Safed of a 
substantial converso population beginning in the early sixteenth century. On the general 
contours of this argument, see Magid, Metaphysics, 5. Regarding the in(uence of the conver-
sos on the Jewish community in Safed, see ibid., 37.

45 Magid, Metaphysics, 3. 
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the Lurianic view of “otherness” as expressed in its exegetical texts. He exam-
ines this through the philosophical, hermeneutical, and historical perspectives 
as they interpenetrate Luria’s interpretation of scripture. #e philosophical 
perspective examines the tensions of inclusion/exclusion and universalism/
particularism; the hermeneutical perspective suggests that Luria’s interpre-
tive process is not just an anchoring of his cosmology in canonical material, 
but rather a means for reconstructing and revaluing scripture itself; and the 
historical perspective, approached through a “New Historicist” lens, sees  
Lurianic Kabbalah as a literature that not only interprets but also constructs his-
tory through its imaginative process of articulating narratives that re(ect con-
temporary issues and dilemmas.46

In his study, Magid presents !ve examples of “otherness,” each one taken 
from one of the !ve books of Moses. #e !rst chapter, which explores the topic 
of original sin in the book of Genesis, articulates Luria’s conception of the 
human soul in more detail than other scholarly works to date, with an emphasis 
on Luria’s designation of the highest element of the soul&the zihara ilah&and 
its transmission to Enoch and Elijah, the only two biblical !gures who undergo 
a process of apotheosis.47 Furthermore, in his discussion of original sin, Magid 
points to the subtle soul dynamics of the mythical !gures Cain and Abel who 
both share a prominent role in Lurianic myth, particularly in his theory of 
metempsychosis. Both of their souls can be construed to have been conceived 
as part and parcel of the original sin of Adam, which have implications not only 
for our understanding of original sin itself, but also for the process of soul con-
struction in Lurianic Kabbalah.48 

46 See ibid., 4–10.
47 #e zihara ilah is the element of the soul that ascended and did not partake in Adam’s sin and 

thus will not return until the end of days. See ibid., 50. Also see my comments below on page 
131 note 94 concerning the use of the term apotheosis. 

48 See ibid., 55–59. Also see Magid’s discussion of the “horizontal” and “vertical” misalign-
ments of Cain and Abel, which has to do with the incongruence between the internal and 
external aspects of the soul. As Magid points out, this inherent defect cannot be repaired 
through human action but is consigned to recti!cation at the “end of days” by divine !at. 
See ibid., 60. In chapter two I will argue that the culmination of the process of tiqun at the 
end of days is marked by Luria as the event of resurrection, where the physical body and the 
supernal element of the soul are uni!ed in a condition of singularity, which includes within 
its purview both dual and nondual categories of mystical experience, and thus represents a 
more radical mystical vision than is ordinarily appreciated. #is echoes the process of align-
ing the “internal” and “external” aspects of the soul as pointed out by Magid. See my discus-
sion below on pages 67–68$ and especially note 47.
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In chapter two, Magid unpacks Vital’s reconstruction of the erev rav (“mixed 
multitude”) as a legitimate presence among the Israelites at Sinai, even if their 
status as both insider/outsider complicates their relationship to both God and 
Israel.49 #is explains the prominence ascribed by Luria to Moses’s mission to 
gather the erev rav and bring them out of Egypt so that they might participate 
in the revelation at Sinai. #e meaning of this impetus by Moses is rooted in the 
esoteric Lurianic doctrine that sees the erev rav as lost parts of Moses’s own soul 
and that must be reintegrated by Moses in order for him to perfect his soul and 
assume the role of Messiah. Moses’s failure to accomplish this task (due to his 
sin and the sins of the erev rav in constructing the Golden Calf) sets the stage 
for the rehearsing of this drama once again in sixteenth-century Safed, only now 
the erev rav are the conversos and Moses, as Messiah, is Vital (or Luria). 

Magid’s more nuanced thesis, however, recognizes the subversive para-
doxes latent in a kabbalistic reading that uses traditional categories to thin the 
veils separating self and other in order to reveal that the “other” is nothing but 
the lost parts of the self that requires inclusion and integration for tiqun to take 
place.50 #e notion that parts of one’s soul can inhabit other people (indeed, 
even a an entire group of people in this case) is a central premise of the Lurianic 
view of soul dynamics and elements of this will be explored in more detail in 
chapter one of this study.

In chapter three, Magid explores the Lurianic a%itudes towards male-male 
sex as re(ected in Vital’s exegetical process, particularly through an analysis of 
the dynamics of gender transformation that occur in the theater of the partzu-
"m as a result of the penetrative act of mishkav zachar (male-male sex). Magid 
argues that Luria’s metaphysical explanation of what occurs as a result of male-
male penetration implies a tacit recognition of the naturalness of male-male 
a%raction, an a%itude that re(ects the larger cultural acceptance (and appre-
ciation in some cases) of homoeroticism in the sixteenth-century O%oman 
Empire as distinct from the taboo act of male-male intercourse itself. In this 
exploration, Magid deepens our understanding of Lurianic views on the soul 
(and gilgul) by explicating the dialectics of gender (uidity, transformation, and 
interpenetration in Lurianic cosmology (and by implication, Magid argues, 
perhaps in the cultural life of his fellowship as well).51 Magid’s treatment of 

49 In contradistinction to the Zohar’s portrayal of the erev rav as pure evil, the midrashic take is 
more mixed. See Magid, Metaphysics, 75–100.

50 See ibid., 75–110.
51 See ibid., 111–142 and especially 136–140. 
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the Lurianic views on the relationship between gender, sex, identity, and the 
human soul as it engages the process of gilgul will be echoed below in chapter 
one when I examine the phenomenon of soul dismemberment.

In chapter four, Magid highlights an interesting twist in the Lurianic assess-
ment of Balaam that recognizes that his soul shares the same root as Moses. In 
contradistinction to the rabbinic and zoharic treatments of Balaam that rele-
gated him to the domain of pure evil, Luria sees Balaam as the split o$ soul-
sparks of Moses (originally Abel) that ultimately require reintegration back 
into the body of Israel in order to a%ain liberation. #is process of reintegra-
tion/redemption occurs through the mechanism of gilgul, which Magid argues 
is inextricably linked in Lurianic metaphysics with the process of conversion. 
Balaam as “other” enters back into Israel (through reincarnating as a Jew) and 
thus not only redeems his own soul (and that of Moses) but also brings the pro-
ject of universal tiqun closer to ful!llment. Magid exposes the messianic tone of 
conversion in Luria’s metaphysics and its intimate connection with gilgul, and 
thus opens up the door for further research in this direction.

In chapter !ve, Magid suggests that Luria’s understanding of the rela-
tionship between the human body and the text of the Torah betrays a line of 
incarnational thought in Judaism that is similar in certain respects to classical 
incarnation theology in Christianity. While the seeds of such formulations 
can be discerned in the deuteronomic code and in intertestamental literature, 
 Kabbalah in general and Luria in particular develop the possibilities of the 
divinization of the body in more explicit ways. Speci!cally, Magid examines 
the usage of the term tzelem elohim (divine image) in Lurianic texts and the 
relationship between one’s tzelem and the words of the Torah (as the divine 
incarnate) as internalized into&and perhaps even corporealized as&the phys-
ical body through various contemplative rituals (e.g., the recitation of Scripture 
at spiritually favorable times, for instance on Hoshana Rabbah; the performa-
tive rite of Torah study; or the ensubtilization of the body through divine-name 
meditations).52 I will echo these themes of incarnation and the divinization of 
the body in chapter two, which deals with the process of somatic integration 
and resurrection. 

Since the seminal works of Scholem and Tishby there have been many 
academic articles wri%en on various topics of Lurianic Kabbalah.53 However, 
several stand out in terms of our subject of interest; that is, the ontological and 

52 See ibid., 196–221.
53 See page 16 note 24 for these references.
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psychological makeup of the soul and her contemplative journey, speci!cally 
as it relates to the kavvanot of prayer. Aside from Menachem Kallus’s article 
noted above, there are no speci!c works of scholarship devoted exclusively to 
the details of this topic, although there are several that address this issue from 
the perspective of Luria’s architectonic metaphysics in general, and more fre-
quently, through the lens of an inquiry into the phenomenon of gilgul, the trans-
migration of souls.54 

#e !rst study devoted exclusively to gilgul was Scholem’s foundational 
article published as a chapter in his book On the Mystical Shape of the God-
head. In this essay, Scholem outlines the history of the concept of gilgul over 
the course of Jewish history and traces the trajectory of its development. He 
devotes an entire section to the Lurianic period and presents an overview of 
the Lurianic conception of the soul, its structural architecture, and the complex 
dynamics of the process of gilgul.55 

Scholem recognizes that the doctrine of “soul sparks” as well as the divi-
sion of the soul into various parts that features so prominently in Lurianic liter-
ature has its roots in thirteenth-century kabbalistic texts.56 He a%empts to trace 

54 On the history of the transmigration of souls (gilgul neshamot) in general and in 
 sixteenth-century Safed in particular, see: Scholem, “Gilgul,” 197–250; idem, Origins of 
the Kabbalah, 188–198, 457–460; idem., MTJS, 278–284; Elior, “#e Doctrine of Trans-
migration in Galya Raza,” 243–269; Yehuda Liebes, “Gilgula,” in “Perakim be-Milon Sefer 
Ha-Zohar” [Hebrew] (PhD diss., Hebrew University, 1976), 291–327; Werblowsky, 
Joseph Karo, 234–256; Alexander Altmann, “Eternality of Punishment: A #eological 
Controversy Within the Amsterdam Rabbinate in the #irties of the Seventeenth Cen-
tury,” in Fine, Essential Papers on Kabbalah, 270–287; Hallamish, An Introduction to the 
Kabbalah, 281–309; Giller, Reading the Zohar, 37–42; Elyon, Reincarnation in Jewish 
Mysticism and Gnosticism; Arikha, Reincarnation: Reality that Exceeds All Imagination; 
 Shekalim, Torat ha-Nefesh ve-ha-Gilgul b’reshit ha-Kabbala; Amos, Be-gilgul Hozer:  Gilgul 
in Kabblah and Other Sources; Pinson, Reincarnation and Judaism: !e Journey of the Soul; 
Mark Verman, “Reincarnation and #eodicy: Traversing Philosophy, Psychology, and 
Mysticism,” in Be‘erot Yitzhak: Studies in Memory of Isadore Twersky, 399–426; Brian 
Ogren, Renaissance and Rebirth: Reincarnation in Early Modern Italian Kabbalah (Leiden 
and Boston: Brill, 2009).

55 See Scholem, “Gilgul,” 228–241. In the earlier sections of this chapter, Scholem presents 
important sources that serve as precursors not only to Luria’s conception of the soul, but to 
the di$erent formulations of the makeup of the soul found in earlier kabbalistic texts. Many 
of these sources-texts (e.g. the Talmudic tradition, found in BT Haggigah 13b-14a, of the 974 
generations that were foreseen by God before the creation) will serve as metaphysical spring-
boards for more radical understandings of the soul later on in the Bahir, the book Galya 
Raza, and in Lurianic Kabbalah.

56 Especially in the Zohar, but in other texts as well. For sources see Scholem, “Gilgul,” 
305n44. More textual references can also be found in Scholem’s article “Towards the 
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the trajectory and development of these ideas from their earliest instantiations 
into the more mature, comprehensive and innovative formulations found in the 
writings of Hayyim Vital. Scholem sees the !rst developments of the doctrine 
of the soul sparks arising in response to the question of reincarnation and res-
urrection. What will happen to all the various bodies that a soul has inhabited 
over the course of many transmigrations at the time of the resurrection of the 
dead? #e solution is the doctrine of “soul-sparks” that allows the soul to be 
divided into di$erent parts that inhabit di$erent bodies.57 Scholem then traces 
the development of this theme to Luria’s innovative propositions regarding the 
ontological and psychological structure of the soul, the doctrine of soul-sparks, 
the “lineages” of historically reincarnated characters and in the locus of the soul 
relative to the body. 

However, Scholem focuses his analysis on the “baroque” architectonic 
structuring of the Lurianic conception of the cosmos as anthropomorphized in 
Luria’s recon!guration of the earlier traditions on the nature of the human soul. 
For example, Luria adds two more levels of soul to the three found in the Zohar 
and organizes them in relation to the !ve worlds, the !ve partzu"m, and more 
importantly from the perspective of the psychology of the soul, to the cosmic 
soul of adam ha-rishon. #e earlier formulations of the doctrine of soul-sparks 
found in the Zohar and in other thirteenth-century works is consequently 
refracted through the multidimensional prism of the Lurianic cosmic anthropos 
and hence takes on ever more complexity and nuance than any other earlier sys-
tem, replete with major and minor soul roots, branches, families, and so forth.58 

Other topics of note that Scholem discusses include Luria’s innovative 
view that the soul in its various manifestations does not abide in the body, but 
rather hovers around it as a kind of spiritual aura,59 and the radical transfor-
mation the biblical !gure Cain undergoes from his instantiation in the Tiqunei 
Zohar to his prominence as a “great soul” in the Lurianic writings.60 #e signi!-
cance of the soul categories of Cain (and Abel) in Luria’s system pertains most 

Study of Transmigration in #irteenth-Century Kabbalah” [Hebrew], Tarbiz 16 (1944):  
135–150.

57 See Scholem, “Gilgul,” 216.
58 See ibid., 228–235.
59 See ibid., 237–238.
60 Scholem was particularly enamored with this dimension of Lurianic thought. See ibid., 

236: “#is Gnostic element in the reevaluation of Cain’s soul, which is now perceived as 
a “great soul,” is one of the most remarkable and one of the strangest parts of Lurianic doc-
trine, within a system that was strictly Jewish. It is also among the most interesting ideas in  
Lurianic thought, for which there is no precedent in earlier Kabbalah.”
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directly to the organization of the various types of souls and the internal laws 
that govern the way each of these soul-types move through the process of gilgul. 
I will discuss these dynamics in more detail below.

Another important article that deals exclusively with the subject of gil-
gul, although not with Lurianic Kabbalah speci!cally, is Rachel Elior’s study 
titled “#e Doctrine of Transmigration in Galya Raza.”61 In her examina-
tion of the early sixteenth-century text Galya Raza, Elior demonstrates the 
mythical underpinnings of gilgul as a process that is intimately bound up 
with the doctrine of evil as it is articulated in early kabbalistic texts. Drawing 
from the highly demarcated dualism between the realms of holiness (kedu-
sha) and that of impurity (qelipah) found especially in the Zohar, the anony-
mous author of Galya Raza develops a unique metaphysical system that ties 
together the cosmic drama between good and evil found in the Zohar with 
the function of the human soul and in particular the need for gilgul as part 
and parcel of the process required for the recti!cation (and in the case of 
Galya Raza, overtly apocalyptic recti!cation) of the imbalance initiated in 
cosmic prehistory.62 

While this anonymous work does not explore the metaphysical structures 
of the soul itself, it does provide us with some innovative approaches to the 
process of gilgul that can help us be%er understand certain aspects of the Luri-
anic system. In particular, the unique metaphysical system of Galya Raza sees 
holiness and impurity (or good and evil) to be in a necessary symbiosis that is 
required for the existence of creation. #at is to say that existence depends on 
the a%achment of the forces of good to the forces of evil. Most poignantly, the 
messianic process outlined in Galya Raza involves the forces of purity expung-
ing the forces of impurity through a subtle technique of “holy subterfuge” that 
tricks the sitra aḥra (lit. “the other side,” a common term denoting the demonic 
realm) to turn against itself and ultimately self-destruct. #e primary means of 
this subterfuge are the mitzvot of the Torah, whose main purpose is to “(a%er” 
the sitra aḥra while subversively separating the pure from the impure and good 
from evil. 

61 Traditionally, this text is a%ributed to Rabbi Avraham, a disciple of Luria. However, Elior 
argues that the text preceded Luria by several decades and could not have been wri%en 
in the Land of Israel, which necessitates that it was outside of the in(uence of Lurianic 
teachings. See Rachel Elior, “#e Doctrine of Transmigration,” in Fine, Essential Papers on 
Kabbalah, 243. 

62 For more on the messianic thrust of Galya Raza, see Fine, Physician of the Soul, 115 and 
117–118.
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#is radical perspective reached its peak in the author’s doctrine of gilgul, 
which is essentially a ruse imposed on the side of kedusha (“holiness”) by the 
sitra aḥra to maintain its singular power. #e forces of purity (the Jews) then 
manipulate the system of gilgul and turn it on its head through the union of 
great Jews with foreign women and the secret process of transposing holy soul 
sparks in place of the impure souls of these reincarnated women. #is could 
occur because the doctrine of reincarnation was not known to the sitra aḥra. 
Ironically, even as the sitra aḥra imposes gilgul, it is simultaneously ignorant of 
its internal mechanisms of operation.63 

However, the ultimate purpose of reincarnation for the Jewish people 
according to this text is for the sake of repentance and puri!cation from the 
accumulated pollution of the sitra aḥra. While this in and of itself is not an inno-
vation of the author of Galya Raza (this notion is found in earlier kabbalistic 
treatises),64 the author does frame this in a radically meta-historiosophic inter-
pretive model, whereby Israel’s subjugation in exile from one seven- thousand-
year cycle to another is the necessary arena to which the redemptive process of 
gilgul is inextricably linked. #at is to say that the reincarnation of Israel from 
one meta-cycle of history to another is the very mechanism that God uses to 
overturn the dominance of the sitra aḥra in creation. 

In order to demonstrate this point, the author appeals to complex met-
aphysical interpretations of measurements, particularly the parallels between 
the earthy measures of a traditional ritual bath known as a mikvah (960 lug) 
and the celestial measurements of the divine body (960 limbs of God’s body as 
described in the ancient mystical text Shiur Komah).65 In Rachel Elior’s words: 
“#e extent of the process of reincarnation is deduced from the measurements 
of the ritual bath because metempsychosis is spiritual puri!cation in an earthly 
ritual bath.”66 #e number 960 is also used by the author to predict the end of 
the messianic process in history (six cycles of 960 years, which comes out to 
5760, or 2000 CE).

In light of the relationship emphasized between gilgul and the measure-
ments of a mikvah, Elior does not mention (in fact, I have not seen any scholars 
or traditional commentators recognize this) a very interesting and unexplained 
textual annotation added either by Shmuel Vital (Hayyim Vital’s son and editor 

63 See Elior, “Galya Raza,” 243–258.
64 See, e.g., Scholem, “Gilgul,” 320.
65 #e le%ers of the Hebrew word mikvah (מקוה) are also the same le%ers as the word komah 

.(קומה)
66 Elior, “Galya Raza,” 262.
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of the Shemona She’arim) or by Hayyim Vital himself to the very end of the 
published editions of Sha’ar Ha-Gilgulim. At the conclusion of the text it states: 
“A mikvah for Israel is 40 se’ah” (!"#  '$  %"&'(  !)*$) with no further explana-
tion or explication. Although there is no explicit mention of the relationship 
between gilgul and mikvah in Lurianic literature, perhaps Shmuel Vital was 
familiar with the tradition in Galya Raza that correlates the two and was point-
ing to it with a cryptic textual allusion. 

#is begs the question to what degree the broader metaphysical orienta-
tion of Galya Raza informs the Lurianic formulations and perspective on gilgul. 
As we will see in more detail in chapter two of this book, the mystical function 
of the gilgul process was ultimately rooted in a radical messianic vision of the 
equalization of all hierarchy in existence, resulting in an epistemologically intu-
ited uni!cation of all reality.67 #us, the association between gilgul, mikvah and 
the messianic age may have followed a trajectory of development that contin-
ued into the redaction of the Lurianic texts penned by Vital. 

Another innovation by the author of Galya Raza is his markedly di$erent 
view of the reason for the number of times a soul reincarnates. #e traditional 
view found in earlier texts (and, as we will see later on in this book, this is also 
the view of Luria) as to the number of possible reincarnations for a particular 
soul is either three or a thousand; typically it is three, but can go up to a thou-
sand if the person is very wicked and requires more re!nement through the 
process of transmigration.68 However, the author of Galya Raza inverts this: 
#e wicked only reincarnate three times but those who are less sinful can rein-
carnate up to a thousand times to aid them in their process of puri!cation and 
enable them to enter the Garden of Eden.69 As Elior points out, Galya Raza also 
emphasizes the possibilities of reincarnating into animals (even vermin and 
crawling things) to a more extreme degree than what is found in earlier texts.70 
To be sure, all this points to the fact that Galya Raza is an important in(uence 
in the development of the concept of gilgul in sixteenth-century Kabbalah and 

67 #e correlation between the ritual act of immersing in the mikvah and its epistemological 
function has already been pointed out by Maimonides, who refers to the waters of the 
mikvah as the “waters of knowledge.” See Maimonides, Mishnah Torah, Hilchot Mikva’ot 
11:12. On the phenomenological implications of Maimonides’s statement, see my arti-
cle “Not-Knowing and True Knowledge&#e Essence of Purim,” Spectrum: A Journal of 
Renewal Spirituality 2, no. 1 (Winter–Spring 2006); especially 37.

68 See Scholem, “Gilgul,” 321.
69 See Elior, “Galya Raza,” 268n73.
70 See ibid., 259.
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further investigation into the extent of this in(uence remains a desideratum in 
the academic study of Jewish mysticism.

#e most comprehensive scholarly treatments of the construction and 
nature of the soul in Lurianic Kabbalah is found in the chapter titled “Metem-
psychosis, Mystical Fellowship, and Messianic Redemption” in Lawrence Fine’s 
book Physician of the Soul: Healer of the Cosmos; in sections of Shaul Magid’s 
book From Metaphysics to Midrash; and in Menachem Kallus’s published article 
titled “Pneumatic Mystical Possession and the Eschatology of the Soul in Luri-
anic Kabbalah.”71

Like Scholem, Fine examines the topic of the soul mainly in the context 
of his study of gilgul, and more speci!cally through the lens of his agenda to 
demonstrate the personal and practical relevance of Luria’s teachings for Luria 
himself and for his fellowship.72 Fine argues that the metaphysical dynamics of 
gilgul were deeply relevant to Luria precisely because of who he imagined him-
self to be relative to these cosmic processes, and perhaps even more poignantly, 
relative to his students. For example, Fine uses the testimonies of Hayyim Vital 
and Solomon Shlomiel of Dresnitz about a pilgrimage undertaken by Luria to 
the presumed site of the idra rabbah to demonstrate that Luria believed that he 
was the reincarnation of Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai and that his students were 
the reincarnation of bar Yochai’s students. Fine writes: 

71 See Kallus, “Pneumatic Mystical Possession.” A corollary to Kallus’s published article 
is found in Appendix II of his doctoral dissertation, titled “Pneumatic Mystical Soul- 
Impregnation and the Eschatology of the Soul in Lurianic Kabbalah” (Kallus, “#eurgy,” 
294–354). My analysis will draw from both of these versions, although they are similar in 
content. 

72 #is methodological perspective permeates Fine’s entire book. See especially his com-
ments on the “embodied” study of Lurianic Kabbalah&Physician of the Soul, 9–15, and 
the following statement: “Lurianic Kabbalah was no mere theoretical system or set of 
intellectual or theological abstractions dressed up in mythic guise. Rather, the central 
argument of this study is that Lurianic Kabbalah was !rst and foremost a lived and living 
phenomenon, the actual social world of a discrete, historically observable community” 
(10); “#e complex relationships among the members of this community, and the way 
in which they viewed those relationships, do not form a minor subtext of this study, but 
one of its main subjects” (12). Speci!cally, with regard to the topic of gilgul, Fine writes: 
“While Luria’s teaching on this subject include a great deal of theoretical discussion, as 
already noted, his primary motivation was neither speculative nor abstract, but personal 
and practical” (306). For more on the tradition of idealizing Luria, primary through the 
hagiographical text Shivḥei Ha-Ari, see Eitan Fishbane, “Perceptions of Greatness: Con-
structions of the Holy Man in Shivḥei ha-Ari,” Kabbalah: Journal for the Study of Jewish 
Mystical Texts (2012): 195–221.
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Luria’s elaborate teachings bearing upon the subject of gilgul … are thus 
far more than a set of theoretical doctrines. #ey had to do with his most 
intimate and personal concerns, especially during the la%er months of 
his life, when his interest in the soul-ancestries of his students assumed 
increasing signi!cance to him. Luria’s quest for tiqqun in its many forms&
personal, communal, cosmic, and historical&was inexorably tied to his 
beliefs concerning his own soul-ancestry and those of his disciples.”73

Since Luria saw himself as the earthly embodiment of the cosmic generative 
force and a reincarnation of both Moses and Shimon bar Yochai, his messianic 
role in bringing the !nal tiqun to completion included both a cosmic and com-
munal dimension; in fact, the two things are inseparable insofar as Luria and his 
fellowship were the earthly expressions of these very supernal dynamics.

In the course of explicating the messianic thrust of Luria’s self-percep-
tion and its practical implications for him and his fellowship, Fine presents an 
outline of the !ve categories of soul,74 the doctrine of the soul-garments,75 the 
!ve forms of zivvugim, or hieros gamos, that form the soul-garments by way of 
“wasted” seminal emissions,76 as well as the central importance of determining 
one’s soul-history of transmigrations for the ful!llment of the task of tiqun.77 

Of particular relevance to our study are the Lurianic teachings on the 
soul garments (levushim), which are highly developed and are inextricably 
intertwined with his entire metaphysical system. Fine demonstrates that the 
soul-garments are constructed out of the “wasted” seminal emissions of vari-
ous righteous !gures over the course of history. #is tradition originates from 
Luria’s interpretation of the rabbinic statement that when the biblical patri-
arch Joseph resisted the seductions of the wife of Potiphar, his semen dripped 
through his !ngernails.78 

For Luria, this narrative points to a parallel cosmic process, whereby ten 
drops of semen (owed from the supernal Joseph (i.e. the se"rah of yesod) but 
were not received properly in the cosmic womb of nuqvah. As a result, these 
“wasted” drops of semen descended into the qelipot where they transformed 

73 Fine, Physician of the Soul, 303–304.
74 Ibid., 306–307.
75 Ibid., 309, 324, and especially 326–330.
76 Ibid., 310–314; on the third zivvug, see 312.
77 Ibid., 270. 
78 BT Sotah, 36b inter alia; for more sources, see Fine, Physician of the Soul, 437n18.
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into garments whose function was to protect the souls stuck there.79 Just as 
Joseph emi%ed semen as an esoteric rite to form the necessary souls-garments 
for his generation, so must each central righteous !gure do so for his respective 
time and place. Fine argues that Luria saw himself as the Joseph, or yesod, of his 
generation and was thus responsible for the secret esoteric function of produc-
ing the proper soul-garments for his generation, and especially for the students 
in his fellowship.80

#e soul garments themselves are constructed from the substance of 
“wasted” seminal (uids, which, in turn, result from !ve sacred cosmic unions 
(zivvugim), each one of which produce garments for a particular group of souls 
trapped in the qelipot. #e third type of zivvug, or union, described by Fine, that 
between Jacob and Leah, is responsible for the formation of the soul-garments 
of Luria’s students (these garments are actually the result of the two zivvugim 
of this pair, the !rst that takes place immediately a"er midnight and produces 
ten drops of semen and the second zivvug that takes place before dawn that 
produces another two drops). #is means that Luria himself is the yesod in this 
zivvug from which these twelve drops emi%ed.81

However, it is the determining of one’s personal soul history of transmi-
gration that is of central importance to the task of tiqun. #is is a key point Fine 
emphasizes: 

#e primary importance of all this from the Lurianic point of view has 
to do with its existential signi!cance for Luria’s own contemporaries, and 
most particularly for Luria’s own personal soul-history and those of his 
disciples. For the souls of righteous individuals correspond in precise ways 
to the various dimensions of divinity of which the cosmos is composed … 
that is to say, the di$erent gradations and con!gurations of the divine !nd 
earthly expression in the lives of earthly individuals in every generation, 
linking them to the past in a complex chain of transmigration. Mythic 
history and personal history combine in such a way as to shape both the 
identities of individuals and the collective identities of certain groups of 
people.82

79 Ibid., 308–309.
80 Ibid., 309, 324, and especially his discussion of the sermon “Two Young Roes of a Doe,” 

326–330.
81 Ibid., 310–314; on the third zivvug, see 312.
82 Ibid., 307–308.
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Another reason for the importance of recognizing one’s soul-ancestry has to do 
with Luria’s doctrine of the “soul-roots.” #is teaching posits that each soul is 
an intrinsic part of a larger constellation of souls that share a common root in 
Adam’s original soul. #ese soul-roots and soul-families have a special a%raction 
and a'nity for each other and even have a kind of responsibility for each other: 
“#e knowledge of one’s soul-ancestry&knowledge that Isaac Luria was able to 
give to his disciples&was thus of absolutely crucial importance to them.”83 #is 
familial relationship of souls to each other also serves as the functional basis 
for the Lurianic practice of yiḥudim (meaning “uni!cations”), which sought 
to establish contemplative communion with the soul of a righteous member 
of one’s own soul-ancestry through performing specialized meditations at his 
gravesite.84 

In his examination of Luria’s techniques of “diagnostics,” Fine also brie(y 
discusses the relationship between the twenty-two le%ers of the Hebrew alpha-
bet and the three primary levels of soul: nefesh, ruaḥ, and neshama. He recog-
nizes that the le%ers manifest di$erently (mostly in size) depending on the level 
of soul that they are expressing. In this discussion, Fine makes a casual state-
ment that a%empts to articulate the ontological makeup of the soul, although 
he does not discuss it in any detail and o$ers no textual support for it. He writes: 

#ese three dimensions of the soul clothe one another, as it were, with the 
body’s skin constituting the outer covering of all. #e skin is tantamount 
to the husk or shell of materiality, the qelippah, which surrounds all the 
lights of holiness in the world. #e lights, or le%ers of the various parts of 
the soul, on the other hand, are manifestations of divinity itself, in as much 
as the constituent elements of the soul are identical with God.85 

Fine also brie(y mentions the tzelem, or subtle body, that mediates between 
the body and the nefesh level of soul,86 but omits any detailed discussion of the 
ontological makeup of the soul, nor does he address the interplay of the vari-
ous soul-parts (one’s own soul-parts as well as the inclusion of others) in the 
processes of gilgul and ibbur. For example, the phenomenon of soul-spli%ing 

83 Ibid., 270.
84 Ibid.
85 Ibid., 155. For more on the concept of the tzelem, see Scholem’s chapter titled, “Tselem: #e 

Concept of the Astral Body” in his On the Mystical Shape of the Godhead, 251–273 and the 
discussion by Shaul Magid in chapter 5 of his Metaphysics.

86 Fine, Physician of the Soul, 95–96.
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or dismemberment, whereby di$erent parts of the same soul can inhabit sev-
eral bodies simultaneously in a single incarnation, or whereby a single body 
constitutes the soul parts of several di$erent souls, is not even mentioned by 
Fine.87 He also does not address the centrality of the convert (ger) in the phe-
nomenological mechanics of gilgul,88 the mystical function of resurrection in 
the gilgul process, and the explication of the contemplative practices speci!cally 
associated with the integration of soul-parts.89

In his book on Lurianic exegesis, Shaul Magid develops our understanding 
of Lurianic views of the soul in provocative ways. While the Lurianic doctrine 
of the soul is not the central topic of his study, he explicates certain aspects of 
Luria’s views of the soul that had not been previously explored. In particular, he 
demonstrates how Luria utilizes the concept of soul-construction and gilgul as a 
mechanism of subverting classical rabbinic a%itudes towards the “other.” I have 
already discussed Magid’s thesis in detail above and there is no need to rehearse 
it again here.90 

In his article on spirit possession, Kallus examines the topic of the soul in 
Lurianic Kabbalah primarily through the mechanism of soul impregnation, or 
ibbur, and how these processes expressed themselves in the pneumatic expe-
riences of Hayyim Vital.91 To this end, Kallus outlines the di$erent levels of 
relationship that exist between souls that share a common soul-root. #e !rst 
level that he discusses is that of the righteous one (tzaddik) who impregnates 

87 Scholem mentions these various phenomena in his article on gilgul, but does not explicate 
them in detail. See Scholem, “Gilgul,” 216 and also see Kallus, “#eurgy,” 296n7, where he 
does discuss these ma%ers in some detail.

88 Fine does not discuss the place of the convert (ger) in Lurianic Kabbalah at all, except 
super!cially in a footnote. See Physician of the Soul, 441n92. Fine also brie(y mentions 
gerim in the context of discussing Moses’s responsibility to redeem the “mixed multi-
tude” (erev rav), which Fine says “refers to the souls of Egyptians who sought to convert 
(gerim).” Ibid., 323.

89 Fine brie(y mentions these practices, as does Scholem, but o$ers no explanation of the 
practices themselves. See Fine, Physician of the Soul, 306–307. Kallus is the !rst to dis-
cuss these practices in more detail (see Kallus, “#eurgy,” 296n7, and see my discussion 
below).

90 #e most salient points that pertain to our subject of interest is his analysis of Lurianic texts 
that deal with the soul constructions of Adam, Cain, and Abel; his analysis of conversion 
(gerut) as a messianic trope and his discussion of “incarnation” as text/body in Lurianic 
praxis. See my discussion above on page 21$.

91 Kallus notes the distinction between gilgul and ibbur in Lurianic literature: while gilgul refers 
to the incarnation of a soul in a body at the time of birth, ibbur points to the sharing of a body 
by di$erent souls that share the same soul root, or origin, in soul of Adam. See M. Kallus, 
“Pneumatic Mystical Possession,” 160.
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(ibbur) himself into the soul of a sinner who shares the same soul root in order 
to inspire him with thoughts of repentance. In this type of ibbur, the tzaddik is 
not required to remain bound to the sinner’s soul if he continues to sin since he 
is not under any personal obligation to help the sinner. 

A second, higher form of relationship is when a tzaddik impregnates him-
self in another soul in order to complete the recti!cation of a sin that he com-
mi%ed in a past incarnation. In such an ibbur, the tzaddik enters another soul in 
order to test himself by encountering a similar situation of sin that he failed in 
a prior lifetime. If he succeeds then both the tzaddik and the impregnated soul 
receive the merit of the successful encounter; if he fails, however, the living soul 
still receives the edenic merit of the tzaddik’s prior lives. 

A third level of impregnation is when a person performs a righteous deed 
that is similar to the meritorious act of a dead tzaddik in his soul-family. When 
this occurs, the living soul can a%ract an ibbur from that very great tzaddik that 
originally performed such a deed and accumulate the merits of that great tzad-
dik. Kallus also mentions that the impregnations can compound one upon the 
other until the person can a%ain his “ultimate root,” and in some cases, even go 
beyond the ultimate root of one’s personal soul. #ese compounded impregna-
tions can even occur simultaneously such that a single person can be impreg-
nated by up to three souls at a given time.92

Kallus then outlines the di$erent levels of soul and how they relate to the 
practice of yiḥudim,93 and the composite picture of Hayyim Vital’s soul and the 
actual and potential impregnations that he experienced or believed himself to 
possess based on the teachings imparted to him by his teacher. #e particu-
lar soul-lineage of Vital is self-re(ectively discussed a great deal in his Sefer 
Ḥezyonot and in Sha’ar ha-Gilgulim, the two primary texts upon which Kallus 
bases his study. #e portrait of Vital’s soul and its pneumatic vicissitudes leads 
Kallus to conclude that the following elements were required to succeed in 
Luria’s complex system of impregnation mysticism: 1) Knowing one’s “tree of 
impregnations,” generally by means of revelation, 2) A%aining a clear picture 
of how the system of soul evolution works, 3) Practicing cosmic yiḥudim in 
addition to personal yiḥudim, 4) Possessing a self-image that enables absolute 
self-con!dence, and 5) Wholehearted devotion in practicing Lurianic pneu-
matic techniques.94

92 See ibid., 161–162. 
93 Ibid., 162–163.
94 Ibid., 163 and 168.
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Kallus also discusses some of the possible techniques that were taught by 
Luria to ascertain one’s past lives,95 and presents unresolved questions related to 
the subject of the evolution of the soul in Lurianic Kabbalah that require further 
study. Some of these undecided issues are: whether or not Lurianic Kabbalah 
displays a “nominalist” or “realist” perspective; whether or not all the recti!ed 
souls “telescope” back into the united soul of adam ha-rishon at the completion 
of the process of tiqun; whether the !nal tiqun extends to the world of asiyah (the 
domain of the qelipot) or does the world of asiyah return to its ontic station before 
the fall (that is, to tiferet of yetzirah); whether the transformation enabled by tiqun 
e$ects the current state of the world to come and how this interpenetrates with 
the state of resurrection (indeed some Lurianic texts con(ate the two); and the 
meaning of the mention of the qelipah in the “seed” of adam qadmon.96

To conclude this section, I will recap some of the key takeaways. Despite 
the formidable advances in scholarship since Scholem’s !rst foray into Lurianic 
metaphysics nearly seventy-!ve years ago, there are still remarkably few studies 
dedicated to the practical, contemplative and communal dimensions of its mys-
tical system.97 Furthermore, there is to date no comprehensive treatment of the 
doctrine of the soul or of gilgul in Lurianic literature, despite the centrality of 
these topics to the entirely of his metaphysical and practical systems.98 Luria’s 
understanding of the soul is grounded in a radical view of the inherent multi-
plicity of individual identity, and the mechanism of gilgul is thus designed in 

95 #ese practices are deduced from various later texts, since there is nothing explicit in this 
regard in Lurianic literature. Some of these practices include the adjuration of angels with 
oaths, dream yoga, and psychological methods. Kallus admits that these are all speculative 
(see ibid., 168–169).

96 A reference to Likkutei Torah 43b. See ibid., 170–173.
97 Most of the studies that deal with Lurianic Kabbalah are still focused on various aspects of 

his metaphysical system. #e exceptions include Magid, “Conjugal Union, Mourning, and 
Talmud Torah in R. Isaac Luria’s Tikkun Hazot”: xvii-xlv; Fine, “#e Contemplative Prac-
tice of Yehudim in Lurianic Kabbalah” and throughout Fine, Physician of the Soul; Moshe 
Idel, Messianic Mystics (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), especially appendix 2; and 
Kallus’s unpublished doctoral dissertation, “#eurgy.” Shaul Magid’s recent study of scrip-
tural interpretation in Lurianic literature also addresses the communal dimensions of Luria’s 
fellowship in various ways, most notably in its assessment of the larger historical and socio-
logical context of the converso community in Safed in the sixteenth century. See Metaphysics, 
75–110. Also see Reuven Kimmelman’s study of the prayer L’cha Dodi, which discusses cer-
tain dimensions of the Lurianic kavvanot of prayer: Lekha Dodi ve-Kabbalat Shabbat: !eir 
Mystical Meaning [Hebrew] ( Jerusalem: Magnus, 2003).

98 #e centrality of the doctrine of gilgul neshamot to Luria’s entire metaphysical system is 
acknowledged by Shaul Magid (See, e.g., Magid, Metaphysics, 55 and 159) and Fine, Physi-
cian of the Soul, 8. 
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accordance with this composite structure of the human being. #e theoretical, 
psychological and practical implications of this complex anthropological view 
has yet to be explored by scholars. 

It is also striking that scholars have not recognized that the redemptive 
project of gilgul is not only central to Luria’s drama of tiqun, but that its ultimate 
success is dependent on the role of the soul of the convert in the process.99 #e 
contemplative mechanisms through which the Lurianic practitioner intention-
ally splits o$ parts of his soul in order to hasten the !nal completion of the 
transmigratory journey have also been overlooked by scholars in the !eld, as 
have the metaphysical implications of the doctrine of resurrection of the dead. 

#is last lacuna in the academic study of Lurianic Kabbalah will be the 
primary focus of this study. #e contemplative practices developed by Luria 
to intentionally fragment the soul and expedite the process of rebirth provide 
us with an opportunity to understand more thoroughly the central dialectical 
tension that underlies all of Lurianic metaphysics and practice. #is tension 
between the manifold on the one hand and the unity on the other&between 
dualism and nondualism&is the same tension that expresses itself in Luria’s 
multidimensional understanding of the human soul. #at the human being 
must undergo a process of excessive disunity in order to more readily realize 
its unitive nature points to this extreme tendency of Lurianic practice. As we 
will see, it is this re-membering in death of the dis-membered body in life, that 
represents the radical paradoxicality of the Lurianic mystical vision. 

#is radical eradication of the boundaries that separate life and death, 
body and soul, human and cosmic, in Lurianic practice has never been appre-
ciated by scholars, despite its importance for fully appreciating the monistic 
implications of Lurianic metaphysics and practice. By exposing this esoteric 
dimension to the Lurianic teachings, this book can perhaps help us understand 
more fully certain key questions in the academic study of Mysticism in general 
and of Lurianic Kabbalah in particular. 

OVERVIEW OF LURIANIC METAPHYSICS

Before we unpack the mystical practices designed to expedite the journey of 
rebirth, we must !rst properly understand their broader metaphysical context. 

99 #e one exception is Shaul Magid, who recognizes the act of conversion as a central trope in 
Lurianic mysticism and one that is necessary for tiqun to be completed. See his Metaphysics, 
75–110.
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In this section, I will provide an overview of the main features of Lurianic 
cosmology, a summary of his unique doctrine of gilgul, and a review of his 
understanding of the di$erent categories of soul and how each one !ts into his 
teachings on reincarnation. 

According to Luria, three main events in cosmic prehistory account for 
the current state of the universe and the human’s role within it. He calls these 
events tzimtzum (contraction or withdrawal), shevirat ha-kelim (breaking of 
the vessels), and tiqun (restoration). Tzimtzum is the process by which ein sof 
(the in!nite mystery/source; lit. “no end”) manifests a vacuous, “empty” space 
within which the !nite universe is formed. #is resolves an inherent paradox 
of creation: How can there be space for a !nite, physical universe, if in!nity 
spans all of reality? #e doctrine of tzimtzum explains how ein sof withdraws 
itself back into itself, vacating a tiny point within its own vastness that is devoid 
of the quality of in!nity. #e light of ein sof then reenters this vacuum and the 
se"rot (s. se"rah, divine potencies), which exist only in potential in the in!nite 
vastness, manifest and self-organize into a form known as adam qadmon  
(“primordial human”). #is “human” form is the !rst shape reality assumes in 
the vacuous space a"er the tzimtzum.100 

As the process of creation unfolds and the in!nite light emanates through 
the interface of adam qadmon, special cosmic “vessels” of dense light manifest 
to hold the purer light of the se"rot which now begin to separate into distinct 
entities.101 While some of these vessels do their job properly by containing the 
light, others sha%er under the impact, and the shards of the vessels, as well as 
some of the light that is a%ached to them, fall into the depths of the vacuous 
space, called the tehiru.102 #is event is known in Lurianic terminology as shevi-
rat ha-kelim (the breaking of the vessels).

100 When the divine ray of light (kav ha-middah) emanates into the tehiru, or the vacuous space, 
in the form of adam qadmon, it !rst manifests in a series of concentric circles, only a"er-
wards forming itself into the shape of a “line,” or a human body. #is is the Lurianic theory 
of iggul v’yosher, described by Vital in EH, gate 1, chs. 1–5 ( Jerusalem, 1975), 21–29. On 
the history of tzimtzum in Kabbalah in general, see Moshe Idel, “On the Concept of Zim-
zum in Kabbalah and Its Research,” Jerusalem Studies in Jewish !ought 10 (1992): 59–112; 
Magid, “Origin and Overcoming of the Beginning.”

101 Only the light that shines through the “eyes” of adam qadmon atomize to the degree that 
special vessels are required to contain them. See EH, gate 8, ch. 6. #is process is also 
described in Scholem, MTJM, 265; Fine, Physician of the Soul, 133–134; Fine, “Yichu-
dim,”67 and Kallus, “#eurgy,” 203n3.

102 #e vessels that were designed to hold the three upper se"rot that shone through the “eyes” 
of adam qadmon, namely, keter, ḥokhmah and binah, did not sha%er. Only those that were 
intended to hold the six lower se"rot, namely, ḥesed through yesod, broke under the impact. 
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#e shards from the sha%ered vessels that descend into the tehiru (void) 
produce the qelipot (husks) that are the source of evil in the Lurianic system, 
as well as the physical world itself. #e pure, divine light that remains a%ached 
to these material shards in turn became “trapped” in the gross, material world, 
forever yearning to be redeemed from its state of “exile” in order to be reunited 
with its source in the upper worlds. #e process by which the divine light is 
extricated from the qelipot, and the universe restored to its original harmonious 
state, is known as tiqun (restoration).

#is process of tiqun constitutes the central framework of the Lurianic con-
templative system. It includes specialized kavvanot (mystical intentions) that 
are designed to theurgically realign the cosmic imbalances caused by the break-
ing of the vessels. #e bulk of the kavvanot that are a%ributed to Luria constel-
late around the daily prayer liturgy and are to be performed while reciting these 
prayers or while performing the daily regimen of obligatory commandments. 
#ere are also other categories of kavvanot that are even more specialized: for 
example, the practice of yiḥudim (uni!cations) involves entering into a medita-
tive state that is conducive to communicating with the souls of dead tzaddikim 
(righteous beings). 

Another facet of tiqun relates to the restoration of the human souls that 
descend into the qelipot (lit. husks) as a result of the breaking of the vessels and 
of the sin of adam ha-rishon (the !rst human). #is aspect of tiqun is intimately 
tied up with the evolutionary process of gilgul and will be discussed in more 
detail below.

Immediately following the breaking of the vessels, a divine damage control 
mechanism automatically activates in order to !x the fallen state of the universe. 
#is mechanism reorganizes the se!rotic light that emanates through adam 
qadmon into a series of partzu"m (supernal constellations). #e word partzu"m 
means “faces,” but as S. Magid points out, they are be%er understood as the 
“interfaces” where the in!nite meets the !nite.103 

Malkhut, the last se"rah, cracked but did not sha%er like the others. Furthermore, most of 
the light that had already emanated into these sha%ered vessels returned above to its divine 
source, while only some of this light descended below and a%ached itself to the sca%ered 
shards. See Scholem, MTJM, 266 and 412n63; Fine, “Yichudim,” 67. For a more detailed 
discussion of the precise dynamics of the shevirah, including the Lurianic (de)construction 
of the divine names associated with this process, see Kallus, “#eurgy,” 203n3.

103 See Magid, From Metaphysics to Midrash, 24. For a rich retracing of the Lurianic principle 
of the partzu"m back to key sections of the Zohar, see Melila Hellner-Eshed, Seekers of the 
Face: Secrets of the Idra Rabba (the Great Assembly) of the Zohar (Stanford: Stanford Univer-
sity Press, 2021) [original Hebrew version published in 2017 by Yidiot Achronot Press].
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#ese partzu"m, which are divine organizing principles, restructure the 
universe to correct the damage caused by the breaking of the vessels. In this 
process, the se"rot are reconstituted into !ve partzu"m: keter (the !rst se"rah) 
becomes arikh anpin (long-faced), ḥokhmah (the second se"rah) becomes abba 
(father), binah (the third se"rah) becomes imma (mother), the six se"rot from 
ḥesed through yesod became zeir anpin (short-faced), and malkhut (the tenth 
and last se"rah) becomes nuqvah (female), also called by the name raḥel (or 
Rachel).”104 

#e partzu"m are the primary players in the Lurianic cosmic drama. 
#ey are the dynamic principles that constitute the supernal realms and serve 
as the relational organisms that are impacted by the theurgic activities of the 
human contemplative. Since each of these !ve divine personalities are con-
stituted by particular con!gurations of the ten se"rot, then more precise ref-
erences can be made to the interior regions of any one of the partzu"m. #is 
allows Vital to discuss yesod (the ninth se"rah) of zeir, or binah (the second 
se"rah) of imma, for example. #e intricacy of this system is further com-
pounded by the fact that each of the partzu"m are also found in each of the 
four primary worlds, to be discussed in the next section. #is architectonic 
design makes for an intricate network of living loci within the celestial realms 
that are accessed and manipulated by the theurgist in the performance of the 
various Lurianic kavvanot.105 

#e erotic relationships between the partzu"m represent the central meta-
physical and theurgic elements of the Lurianic tradition. At !rst abba and imma, 
as well as zeir and nuqvah, are united in perpetual union. #rough the zivvug 
(mating) of these two mystical couples, the divine light that emanates through 
adam qadmon is able to channel and organize itself in a way that restores order 
and harmony to the chaos caused by the breaking of the vessels. 

However, while this recon!guration of the celestial spheres improves the 
situation, it does not fully redeem all the sparks of light that remain trapped 
in the qelipot. #e task of providing the !nishing touches to the restorative 
process is le" to adam ha-rishon (the !rst human) whose soul contains within 
it all the worlds and whose body is in essence a microcosm of adam qadmon. 
His essential task, as a completely spiritual being, is to complete the process of 

104 On the formation of the partzu"m, see EH, gate 11, ch. 7. On the place of the partzu"m in 
Lurianic myth, see Scholem, MTJM, 269–273; Fine, Physician of the Soul, 138–141; Fine, 
“Yichudim,” 68–70. #ere are really twelve or thirteen partzu"m in total, but only these !ve 
serve as the primary players in this drama. See Magid, Metaphysics, 24–29. 

105 Ibid., 24–29; Kallus, “#eurgy,” 130–131.
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tiqun through performing certain contemplative exercises, designed to elevate 
the last of the trapped sparks. As we will see in the next section, ultimately this 
project fails and the task of completing the recti!cation of the universe falls 
upon the shoulders of the human Lurianic practitioner.

Luria’s teachings on the partzu"m are extremely complex, and they also 
make up the bulk of the traditions we have in his name, especially those recorded 
by Hayyim Vital. However, for the sake of brevity and for the purposes of this 
book, I have outlined the basic dynamics of the partzu"m that are necessary to 
understand his theory of reincarnation and the contemplative practices expli-
cated by Vital. More details of these dynamics will be discussed in the following 
sections of this study. 

Another important Lurianic metaphysical category is that of the !ve 
worlds, or cosmic dimensions, that are constituted and organized by the ten 
se"rot and the partzu"m. #ey are called, from below to above: asiyah (making), 
yetzirah (formation), beriyah (creation), atzilut (emanation), and adam qadmon 
(primordial human). On the human plane, these !ve worlds correspond with 
the !ve levels of soul: nefesh (person), ruaḥ (spirit), neshama (soul), ḥayah (life-
force), and yeḥidah (singularity). A"er the breaking of the vessels, the lowest 
world, asiyah, which had until then been a completely spiritual world, descends 
and becomes mixed up with the qelipot and the forces of impurity. #is “fall” 
of asiyah, which is also the counterpart of the se"rah of malkhut, leads to the 
formation of the material world.106 

When the process of tiqun begins and malkhut is recon!gured into the 
partzuf of raḥel, and raḥel, in turn, is united with the upper worlds through her 
union with zeir anpin, the world of asiyah is once again elevated to its former 
spiritual status. Adam’s task at this point is to perform certain contemplative 
exercises in order to redeem the last remnants of divine sparks that are trapped 
in the realm of the qelipot. Adam, whose body is a microcosm of adam qad-
mon and whose soul contains within it all the worlds, is the only being capable 
of performing such a feat. Standing at the very nexus of the spiritual world of 
asiyah and the nether realms of impurity, yet containing within himself all the 
worlds, Adam is the ideal !gure to redeem the trapped light from the qelipot and 
integrate it back into the upper worlds. 

106 On the doctrine of the worlds, see EH, gate 47, chs. 1–6. Also see Magid, Metaphysics, 29–30; 
Fine, “Yichudim,” 69 and Scholem, MTJM, 275–276 and 279–280. For more on the devel-
opment of the four worlds doctrine, see Gershom Scholem, “Hitpatchut Torat Ha-Olamot 
Bi-Kabbalat Ha-Rishonim,” in Tarbiz 2 (1931): 415–442 and Tarbiz 3 (1932): 33–66.
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However, due to Adam’s sin, this !nal tiqun does not take place. Instead of 
redeeming the !nal sparks of light from their entrapment, Adam a%aches him-
self to the realm of impurity, and all the worlds, which had almost been elevated 
to their proper place, once again are le" in disarray. Adam himself, along with 
the world of asiyah to which he is associated, fall below into the realm of the 
qelipot. Good and evil are again thoroughly mixed together as Adam, along with 
the whole world of asiyah, become materialized.107 #e fall of Adam also forces 
nuqvah, or raḥel, to be separated from her union with zeir anpin. 

#is broken state of a$airs is then le" to the terrestrial human to rectify. 
#e Lurianic practitioner is now the theurgist par excellence, inheriting a litany 
of meditations that constitute the hidden mechanisms to re-unify nuqvah with 
her mate zeir, thereby bringing the cosmos back into alignment.108 

#e zivvug, or mating, of raḥel and zeir anpin, which is described in overtly 
sexual language in the Lurianic literature, consists of an exchange of erotic “(uids.” 
Raḥel initiates the mating process by causes her “waters” to ascend to zeir in order 
to arouse him to allow his own “waters” to (ow back down to her. Uni!cation 
then occurs when both the female waters ascend and the male waters descend in 
an uninterrupted and unceasing (ow. As a result of Adam’s sin, the female waters 
that ascend from raḥel in order to arouse zeir anpin to mate with her are stopped 
up and the male waters that descend to nourish raḥel cease to (ow. 

#erefore, one aspect of the process of tiqun, or recti!cation, calls for the 
theurgist to facilitate the ascension of nuqvah’s female waters back up towards 
zeir in order to stimulate his male waters and thus initiate the intimate union of 
these two dissociated parts of the cosmic body. As we will see later on in this 
book, the contemplative plunging of the practitioner’s soul into the ethereal 
realm of nuqvah (and at times into the depths of the qelipot themselves) is the 
primary method of arousing nuqvah female waters; indeed, this is only possible 
because the human soul is the embodiment of the female waters themselves.109

One major consequence of Adam’s sin, and one that serves as the foun-
dation for Luria’s understanding of reincarnation, is the descent of all human 
souls into the realm of the qelipot. Adam, as the microcosm of the entire 

107 Since asiyah is also the parallel term for the se"rah of malkhut and the partzuf of raḥel, these 
two mystical entities also descended along with Adam. #erefore, this fall is also expressed 
in Lurianic literature as the “exile” of malkhut, or shekhinah, or as the separation of zeir 
anpin and nuqvah. See Scholem, MTJM, 275–276.

108 See Fine, Physician of the Soul, 141–144.
109 On the male and female waters, see EH, gate 39, chs. 1–15; Fine, “Yichudim,” 69 and see 

my discussion below on page 78$.
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emanated universe, also contains within his own soul all the souls of human-
ity.110 #us, when Adam falls into the nether realms, all human souls likewise 
become imprisoned in this web of corporeality. In the Lurianic system, tiqun 
therefore demands two distinct actions from the individual: 1) to elevate the 
divine sparks of light trapped in the qelipot, and 2) to redeem the pure souls that 
remain imprisoned in these impure realms.111 

Luria describes the ful!llment of this sacred mission in extraordinary 
detail. #e individual’s task is essentially a contemplative one. Every mundane 
act&especially the performance of the commandments and the recital of the 
liturgical prayers&must be accompanied by an appropriate intention designed 
to realign and reunite the upper worlds. As mentioned above, the primary focus 
of such meditations is the reuni!cation of the partzu"m of zeir and nuqvah. 
Lawrence Fine describes this process:

Every action done in the world below&the material world&accompanied 
by concentration on the dynamics being initiated through such action, 
causes the “female waters” within Nukva de-Zeir to become aroused and 
ascend with the 288 sparks that were believed to be a%ached to the bro-
ken vessels. #e “female waters” act as spiritual “chemicals” which bring 
about&even if only temporarily&zivvug or harmony between male and 
female within the Godhead.112

#ese mystical intentions, or kavvanot, are highly complex, comprising endless 
combinations of divine names transposed and permuted one upon the other 
with mind-boggling sophistication. #ese specialized practices are both for the 
performance of speci!c commandments as well as for nearly every word of the 
liturgical prayer. #ere are also more advanced kavvanot called yiḥudim that 
may be performed by highly trained adepts under speci!c conditions.113 As we 
said above, the point of all these exercises is to restore the universe to its pris-
tine state of wholeness by reintegrating the fallen sparks of light back into their 
source in the upper worlds.

110 Scholem points out that this notion is based on a mystical interpretation of an aggadah on 
Adam found in Midrash Tanchuma, Ki Tisa, §12 and Exodus Rabbah, §40. See Scholem, 
MTJM, 278 and 414n105.

111 Fine, Physician of the Soul, 144 and “Yichudim,” 69–70.
112 Fine, “Yichudim,” 70. On the 288 sparks of light see ShHK, RaPaCH Nitzotzim, 101–109; 

Scholem, MTJM, 268n73.
113 See Vital’s Sha’ar ha-Yiḥudim for a description of these practices. 
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Aside from raising up the sparks trapped in the qelipot, the individual is also 
charged with redeeming his or her own soul from its entrapment in the material 
realms. #e mission of every individual soul is to return to the cosmic Adam, the 
root of all souls and the place where all souls are united in oneness. According to 
Luria, this can only happen by performing all 613 commandments.114 #is posi-
tion is based on an ancient tradition correlating the commandments with the 613 
di$erent parts of the body; speci!cally, the 248 positive commandments with 
the limbs and the 365 negative commandments with the sinews.115 According to 
Luria, the soul is also divided into 613 parts, each one in turn corresponding to 
one of the 613 commandments. #ese di$erent parts of soul are “activated” or 
reach their fullest manifestation, when the particular commandment that paral-
lels it is ful!lled. Only souls that have restored all their 613 “soul sparks” through 
the performance of the commandments are able to extricate themselves from 
the qelipot and reintegrate into the cosmic Adam. All those who, for whatever 
reason, are unable to perform all the commandments in their lifetime must, a"er 
death, reincarnate into another body. Indeed, until they accomplish their mis-
sion, their soul will continue to return in an endless cycle of transmigration until 
all 613 commandments have been ful!lled.

#ere are di$erent opinions among the kabbalists as to how many times a 
person may transmigrate. #e most common position, based on older texts, is 
that a person can reincarnate a maximum of three times. However, Luria mod-
i!ed this position to apply only to completely wicked people; as long as the 
individual performed one good act during their lifetime they can reincarnate 
again. However, even according to Luria there was a limit: no soul, even the 
most righteous, can transmigrate more than one thousand times.116 

Another aspect to Luria’s doctrine of metempsychosis concerns the acqui-
sition of the di$erent levels of soul. #e notion that the soul is made up of di$er-
ent parts was inherited from earlier kabbalistic texts; the Zohar, for example, had 
already described three levels of the soul: nefesh, ruaḥ, and neshama.117 In Luria’s 

114 ShG, ch. 4, 11 ( Jerusalem: Vitebsky, 1986), 20, 39. All page references to ShG refer to the 
Ashlag edition. 

115 On the association of the commandments with the bones and sinews of human anatomy, 
see Scholem, “Gilgul,” 231 and Daniel C. Ma%, “#e Mystic and the Mitzwot,” in Green, 
Jewish Spirituality.

116 See ShG, ch. 4, 21–22 and Scholem, “Gilgul,” 211–212. On the need to perform all 613 
commandments in order to complete the cycle of gilgulim, see ShG, chs. 4, 11, 20, and 39; 
Scholem, MTJM, 282; Scholem, “Gilgul,” 232–237.

117 See Isaiah Tishby, Wisdom of the Zohar, trans. David Goldstein, vol. 2 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1989), 677–748.
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system, two additional layers were added on to these three; namely, ḥaya and 
yeḥidah.118 #ese soul levels, in turn, both parallel, and are comprised of, the !ve 
worlds as well as the partzu"m. For example, the lowest level of soul, called nefesh, 
parallels both the world of asiyah and the partzuf of raḥel. However, within the 
nefesh is also contained all !ve worlds as well as all !ve partzu"m in all their stages 
of development. Furthermore, each of the worlds also contains within it all the 
levels of soul. Within each of the levels of soul are also contained the other levels 
of soul as well as the se"rot. #ese endless layers of associations are unique to 
Luria and characterize what Scholem has called his “baroque” style.119 

When a person is !rst born they automatically receive a nefesh, the low-
est level of soul. If, through ful!lling the Torah, they purify their nefesh su'-
ciently from the dross of the qelipot, they may then acquire the next highest 
level of soul. #e parts of soul that are not integrated into the individual dur-
ing their lifetime must return in future lifetimes in order to continue its pro-
cess of puri!cation. Even though according to Luria the soul consists of !ve 
parts, only the three lower levels of nefesh, ruaḥ, and neshama need completion 
and integration in order for an individual to be freed from the cycle of reincar-
nation.120 When all three levels of soul are united within the individual, he is 
freed from the cycle of reincarnation, and he returns above to his place in the 
uni!ed cosmic soul. 

Vital describes in extraordinary detail how and under what circumstances 
these di$erent soul parts transmigrate. Firstly, only a “new” soul&that is, a soul 
that is in its !rst incarnation&has the potential to acquire all three levels of 
soul in a single lifetime.121 At birth they receive a nefesh; at the age of thirteen, 
if they have proven worthy through their good deeds, they receive a ruaḥ; and 
if, by the age of twenty, they have still remained pure, then they also acquire a 
neshama.122 However, if during this person’s !rst lifetime they do not merit to 
receive higher levels of soul, those soul parts must return in future incarnations 
until they have become completely realized.123 Vital describes this process:

118 ShG, ch. 1, 9. 
119 See Scholem, MTJM, 271. Also see ShG, ch. 1, 12.
120 See ibid., ch. 2, 12–16.
121 #ere are two types of “new” souls in the Lurianic system, both of which have the potential 

to free themselves in one lifetime from the need to transmigrate, although the methods are 
di$erent for each of these respective soul types. I shall discuss these di$erences below.

122 #e a%ainment of the di$erent parts of soul at these respective ages only applies to one 
category of “new soul,” as I shall explain below.

123 ShG, ch. 2, 13. #e notion that the higher levels of soul descend at the age of thirteen and 
twenty, respectively, is based on a passage from the Zohar (II: 94b).
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Indeed, if he did not restore his nefesh completely the !rst time [i.e. dur-
ing his !rst lifetime], and he expired from the world, then his nefesh must 
return in a gilgul numerous times until it completely puri!es itself. At 
that point, even though [the nefesh] is completed its ruaḥ does not enter 
it, since the nefesh can only be restored by means of gilgul, except under 
extreme e$ort, as will be explained later, God willing. #erefore, he must 
[!rst] expire from the world, [so] the nefesh [can] return in a gilgul, and 
then it [i.e. the nefesh] merits [to receive] its ruaḥ. And if he restores also 
his ruaḥ, then he must expire from the world and reincarnate again, so that 
his neshama can enter him, in the same way the ruaḥ entered him before. 
But if he does not restore his ruaḥ, then the nefesh together with the ruaḥ 
must reincarnate numerous times until the ruaḥ is restored. #en the man 
dies, and the nefesh, ruaḥ and neshama reincarnate together until all three 
are restored. #en he does not need to reincarnate any more, since once 
the neshama is restored he is considered a “completed man” as is known.124

In this passage, Vital outlines a major di$erence between “new” and “old” souls. 
While “new” souls have the potential to integrate all three parts of their souls 
in one lifetime, and thus be spared from the burden of reincarnation, “old” 
souls&any soul that has not freed itself during its !rst incarnation&are des-
tined for a longer more complicated process.125 “Old” souls cannot draw down 

124 ShG, ch. 2, 13. All translations in this book are mine: 

+, %)-%-. "(!! '/0! &)123' 4(&5 1" 6%),! 7$ &8/0) ’" 6,/. (&$-% '/0! 3" 7*3 "% 6" 60$")  
7*30 "%' 7)(9 !. #090 !%' 2)&! 7(" !$%'0' /”," 1") (&$-% !9&5 %9 49+13' +, 6($,/ !$9

&)123) 6%),! 7$ &8/(' 4(&5 79%) !”,. 7$*% &".3(' )$9 %)+- *2)+. "% 6" %)-%- (”, "%" '/0!
%-%-3( 9”2") 6%),! 7$ &8/(' 4(&5 1" 2)&! 6- 7*3( 6") !%' 2)&! %" !913 1") %-%-3!% '/0!
6, '/0! 6($,/ !$9 )%-%-3(' 4(&5 2)&! 7*3 "% 6") 2)&! 7(0,. &910! +”, !$'0! 6- ). ".3)
63'%' )0*)3(' +, !$'0! 6-) 2)&!) '/0! %-%-3() &)12() 6+"! 3)$( 1") 2)&! 7*)3(' +, 2)&!
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 Elsewhere Vital presents a di$erent, con(icting, version of how this process occurs. 
#ere he writes that a"er the individual dies his nefesh remains above in the upper worlds 
while his ruaḥ descends into his body, “garbing” itself in the nefesh of a convert, or ger. 
#is happens because the nefesh, which has been completely puri!ed, cannot serve as the 
dwelling place of a ruaḥ that is still impure. However, once he completely restores his 
ruaḥ, his true nefesh then descends to replace the nefesh of the ger as the “chariot” of his 
higher levels of soul. See ShG, ch. 1, 12 and see my discussion of this topic and references 
on page 34 note 88 and page 87 note 95. 

125 ShG, ch. 7, 28. #e division between “new” and “old” souls is a li%le bit more complicated 
in ShG than I have presented it here. For a more detailed exposition on their di$erences, see 
ShG, chs. 6–7, 25–32, and ch. 12, 42–43.
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higher levels of soul while they are yet alive; rather, once they have completely 
puri!ed one level of soul (and this itself may require numerous lifetimes), they 
must then die before they can acquire the next. 

So, if someone works on purifying his nefesh for a number of lifetimes, and 
then !nally succeeds, he must then wait until the body that he inhabits during 
that lifetime expires. #en, in his next incarnation he receives a ruaḥ, and once 
he perfects that, he must again wait to die before he receives a neshama in the 
following transmigration. Only once the neshama is recti!ed is the individual 
considered to be “completed” and is henceforth freed from the cycle of rebirth.126 

However, there are certain measures that speci!c people can take in order 
to shorten the duration of this o"en long and painful process. In the passage 
cited above, Vital refers to these measures when he writes that “the nefesh can 
only be restored by means of gilgul, except under extreme e$ort, as will be 
explained later, God willing.” #e “extreme e$ort” he refers to is the perfor-
mance of specialized meditations that, if done under the proper conditions, 
enables certain souls to draw down higher levels of soul during their own life-
time, thus sparing them future incarnations. #ese meditations will be explored 
in detail in chapters one and two.

As mentioned above, according to Lurianic myth the original fall of Adam 
had dire consequences for both the celestial and terrestrial worlds. His sin not 
only caused the descent of the entire spiritual world of asiyah into the realm of 
impurity, but it also caused many of the souls contained within his own to fall 
and become trapped in the qelipot. #ese souls manifested in the material world 
as individual human beings whose sole/soul mission is to both extricate the 
divine sparks of light from the qelipot as well as redeem their own souls from 
this realm of impurity.

126 #e question of what happens to a person once their nefesh is completed and they are stuck 
waiting around to die before they are able to acquire a ruaḥ or neshama is addressed by Vital 
in a number of interesting ways. One solution he o$ers is that of the “secret of impregna-
tion,” or sod ha-ibbur. According to this doctrine, once a person has perfected his nefesh, the 
ruaḥ of righteous people, or tzaddikim, who have already freed themselves from the cycle of 
reincarnation and who now dwell above in the upper worlds, can descend and dwell upon 
the nefesh of this individual. #e same is true of a person who has perfected his nefesh and 
ruaḥ and is now waiting to die in order to receive his neshama. Depending on the merits of 
the individual, even great souls from Jewish history, including the forefathers themselves, 
can inhabit one’s body in order to help them perform various good deeds. Although, as 
Vital points out, the motives of these great souls are not always altruistic: they too receive 
merit above in paradise for the commandments performed through their agency, and they 
o"en descend for their own bene!t. See ShG, ch. 2, 14–15. 
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Luria describes Adam’s fall into the material realm as the “diminishment” of 
his stature. His cosmic limbs “shrunk,” so to speak, as his garments of light (&)") 
were transformed into garments of skin (&),).127 Some of Adam’s cosmic limbs 
fell o$ of him altogether, descending deep into the nether worlds. As Adam’s cos-
mic dimensions diminished in order to accommodate their new abode in the 
material world, all the souls that were contained within his own soul responded 
in one of three ways. #e souls that emanated from the highest sources in the cos-
mic world abandoned Adam altogether and returned to the upper worlds. Some 
souls, however, remained with Adam a"er his fall and helped him restore his own 
soul substance, albeit in a more material context. Most souls, however, fell, along 
with some of Adam’s own “limbs,” into the depths of the qelipot.128

#e !rst category of souls&those that returned to the upper worlds a"er 
Adam’s sin&are called by Luria “completely new souls.”129 When a soul of this 
type descends into the material world and is born into a human body it can very 
easily free itself in its !rst lifetime from the need for future incarnations. Only a 
soul from this category automatically receives a ruaḥ at the age of thirteen and 
a neshama at the age of twenty, provided that they have remained free from sin.130 

#e second category of souls&those that remained with Adam a"er his 
sin and helped reconstitute his soul substance&are called by Luria “new souls” 
(as opposed to “completely new souls”). Adam later transferred these souls to 
his sons Cain and Abel. Vital describes this transference of soul substance to 
Cain and Abel as a direct “inheritance” from their father, one that took place 
during Adam’s own life, and thus does not fall under the category of gilgul at all. 
#e human souls that have their roots in the souls of Cain and Abel are consid-
ered to be “great souls” since they had the strength to remain with Adam a"er 
his sin and resisted falling into the qelipot.131 

127 Ibid., ch. 7, 28; Scholem, “Gilgul,” 229–230.
128 ShG, ch. 7,28; also see Scholem, “Gilgul,” 232. Vital o$ers a somewhat di$erent division of 

the categories of soul in ShG, ch. 12, 42–43 and in ibid., ch. 39, 164. See this last reference for 
the inclusion of the souls of gerim, or converts, as a separate category in its own right. On the 
souls of gerim, see page 86$ and especially note 95. For prior scholarly a%empts to outline the 
various categories of soul according to Luria, see Fine, Physician of the Soul, 306–307.

129 ShG, ch. 7, 28: #e phrase here is (&$-% 6('+2 3)$'0. I cannot explain the obvious grammatical 
error in this phrase except to assume it was an editorial oversight by Hayyim or Shmuel Vital.

130 Vital interprets the passage from the Zohar II: 94b outlining the di$erent ages that one 
receives the di$erent levels of soul as referring only to this type of soul. ShG, ch. 7, 28.

131 Ibid., ch. 7, 28–32. Scholem points out that the gilgulim of the souls that have their roots in 
the souls of Cain and Abel hold a major place in Luria’s mythological system. Many of the 
great souls of Luria’s generation, including Luria himself, are described as coming from this 
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When a soul of this type inhabits a physical body, it too has the potential, 
like a “completely new soul,” to acquire all the necessary soul parts in a single 
lifetime. #e di$erence is that a plain “new soul” must work exceedingly hard 
in order to make this happen, unlike the !rst type of soul, for whom this task 
comes quite easily. Furthermore, the only way for this second type of soul to 
actually accomplish this feat is by performing specialized meditations on the 
verse from Isaiah 26:9, “My nefesh desires You at night,” as the individual goes 
to sleep at night. #ese kavvanot, which I shall discuss more fully in the next 
parts of this book, have the e$ect of bypassing the rules of the game, so to speak, 
in that they enable the individual to draw down the next highest level of soul 
without having to !rst die and reincarnate in another body.132

#e third category of souls&those that descended into the qelipot a"er 
Adam’s sin&are considered to be descendants of the soul of Seth, Adam’s 
third child. #ese souls have no way of drawing down the higher soul levels in 
a single lifetime and therefore must undergo a minimum of three incarnations 
before they even have the possibility of becoming free.133 #e kavvanot that are 
designed to shorten the duration of the transmigration process do not work for 
souls of this type.134 #erefore, before we outline the details of these medita-
tions it is important to understand that these practices only work for souls of 
the second type; namely, those souls that have their roots in the souls of Cain 
and Abel.

Despite articulating the most detailed and consequential metaphysical 
and contemplative system in all of Jewish history, Lurianic Kabbalah remains 
largely unexplored territory by scholars of Jewish mysticism.135 Nearly all of 
the academic contributions to our understanding of Lurianic Kabbalah to date 
builds upon the assumptions put forth in the foundational studies of Gershom 
Scholem and Isaiah Tishby conducted in the 1940s. With only a few exceptions, 

soul category. See Scholem, “Gilgul,” 235–236 and 309n95. In another place, Vital writes 
that most souls in the world today are from this category. See ShG, ch. 6, 26.

132 Ibid., ch. 7, 29. 
133 #e !rst lifetime is spent restoring the nefesh, the second the ruaḥ, and the third the 

neshama. #erefore, a soul of this type requires at least three lifetimes to complete its mis-
sion. Ibid., ch. 7, 30.

134 ShG, ch. 7, 28–29.
135 See, e.g., Lawrence Fine’s statement: “#e cosmological myth Isaac Luria taught is without 

doubt the most elaborate such story in all of Jewish tradition” (Physician of the Soul, 124). 
Also see Elliot Wolfson’s comment positioning Lurianic Kabbalah as “unquestionably the 
most complex body of Jewish mystical literature” (published on the back cover of Magid, 
Metaphysics).
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the basic orientation of these scholars to Lurianic Kabbalah as an expression of 
mystical dualism has remained unquestioned and unchallenged. 

#is study will call into question some of these assumptions by exposing 
a more radical mystical process at the heart of Lurianic teaching. Not only does 
Luria celebrate the reconstitution of the anatomical structure (in resurrection) 
through the transgression of physiological limitation (in intentional death), but 
in the process the cosmos is also neutralized of all comparative status. #at is, 
the deconstruction of the human soul is in a dialectically reciprocal relationship 
with the reconstruction of the cosmos: as the self is deconstructed (through the 
kavvanot to expedite rebirth), the cosmos is reconstructed (through the ana-
tomical development and sexual union of the male and female aspects of the 
Godhead), and as the self is reconstructed (through resurrection of the dead), 
the cosmos is deconstructed (of hierarchical rank).

#is radical expression of mystical paradox is a far cry from the sterile 
architectonic (as Scholem put it, “baroque”136) and normatively constructed 
dualistic character of Lurianic Kabbalah portrayed in the limited works of 
scholarship devoted to its explication. Indeed, Luria’s mystical vision represents 
a remarkably nuanced and precise metaphysical perspective that is refracted 
throughout the voluminous treatises of Vital and embodied in the extensive 
network of contemplative practices that make up the primary modes of practice 
in this tradition. It is my wish that this book help illuminate for the seasoned 
scholar&as well as for the contemporary student of mysticism&these core 
mystical dynamics at the heart of Lurianic Kabbalah. 

136 See Scholem, MTJM, 271.



CHAPTER 1 

Sleep and Rebirth

Life does not proceed by the association and addition of elements, but by 
dissociation and division. 

!Henry Bergson

In the remaining sections of this book I will examine the meditative techniques 
taught by Luria to help the mystic achieve in a single lifetime what would ordi-

narily require many. In chapter one, I will examine those kavvanot that pertain to 
the recitation of the bedtime shema, and are to be performed when going to sleep 
at night. !e next set of kavvanot, explored in chapter two, are to be performed 
during the ne"lat apayim prayer in the morning service immediately following 
the amidah. As far as I know, these are the only descriptions in all of Jewish lit-
erature that advocate the intentional spli"ing of one’s soul.1 As such, a detailed 
exploration of these practices is crucial to more fully appreciate the implications 
of the Lurianic doctrines concerning the pentapartite soul and the dynamics of 
its dismemberment in the process of reincarnation. 

!rough the translation and analysis of these Lurianic sleep-time medita-
tions, I will also demonstrate how the internal dynamics of these kavvanot are 
pa"erned on the metaphysical template of cosmogenesis as articulated in Luri-
anic mythology. Just as cosmic human, in the form of adam ha-rishon, under-
goes a primordial process of sleep and dismemberment, so too the soul of the 
Lurianic practitioner is nocturnally severed as a transitional stage towards the 
optimal and ultimate development of the individual consciousness. By mimick-
ing the anatomical fragmentation of the divine body (i.e. the severance of the 
partzu"m), the human adept ironically serves to embody the divine more fully, 

 1 Scholem brie#y mentions these practices (see Scholem, MTJM, 271) although he does 
not discuss them in any detail. Menachem Kallus devotes only a footnote in his doctoral 
book to the subject of these exercises and admits that “these fascinating practices deserve 
separate analysis” (Kallus, “!eurgy,” 296n7). Also see Kallus, “Pneumatic Mystical Posses-
sion,” 175n7. I am not aware of any other references to these practices in any published work  
to date.
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ultimately leading to the reintegration of the fragmented soul into the unitive 
cosmic womb and the re-somatization of the individual body at the time of 
resurrection.

THE ANATOMY OF SLEEP

!e sleep time practices designed by Luria to free the soul from the need for 
future incarnations are inextricably linked to both the supernal dynamics of 
his cosmic drama as well as with the larger context of the Lurianic kavvanot of 
prayer that provide the script for these contemplative performances.2 For Luria, 
the act of sleep is seen to be the human parallel of the tardemah (primordial 
process of slumber) that overtakes zeir in his elaborate myth of cosmogenesis. 
In this metaphysical narrative, the two lower partzu"m of zeir and nuqvah reach 
developmental maturation through the infusion of moḥin (consciousness) from 
the more sublime partzu"m of abba and imma.3 

 2 !e mystical function of sleep in Lurianic Kabbalah develops themes already established 
in earlier kabbalistic texts, particularly in the Zohar. !e Zohar’s treatment of the subject 
is in turn based on earlier formulations in rabbinic literature, particularly on the Talmudic 
correlation of sleep with death. See, e.g., BT Berachot 57b, where it states that “sleep is one 
sixtieth of death.” On the concept of sleep in aggadic literature see Woolf Hirsch, Rabbinic 
Psychology, vol. 2 [Hebrew] (London: E. Goldston, 1947), 199–203 (cited in Tishby, 
Mishnat HaZohar [ Jerusalem: Mosad Bialek, 1971] 125). However, the Zohar develops the 
relationship between sleep and death in much more explicit and provocative ways than we 
$nd in rabbinic literature. !ere are several sub-themes underscored by the Zohar in terms 
of this mystical correlation. !e $rst is the principle that during sleep the animating life force 
almost completely leaves the physical body, rendering it ontologically similar to death. See, 
e.g., Zohar II: 215b and I: 83a. !e second sub-theme regards the associative nexus of shek-
hinah, sitra aḥra (the “other side,” i.e., the realm of evil), nigh"ime, and death. See Zohar 
II: 215b and I: 35b, where the shekhinah is called the “tree of death” when separated from 
tiferet and the other se"rot. Other associated themes include the relationship between the 
shekhinah and the term “night” and with nigh"ime in general (See, e.g., Zohar II: 38b), and 
on the correlated dominance of the sitra aḥra during the night, and on its association with 
the term “death” (see Zohar III: 119a). On the speci$c dynamics of the soul’s ascent to the 
upper realms during sleep, see the passage in Zohar II: 142a. Other kabbalistic texts from the 
same period as the Zohar also make this correlation. See, e.g., Sefer Shoshan Sodot, Sod Keri-
yat Shema she-al ha-Mita, 42, and Recanati’s Peirush al ha-Torah, Bereishit. For an example of a 
kabbalistic text authored during the period between the Zohar and Luria that develops these 
themes, see Meir ibn Gabbai, Tola’at Ya’akov, Sod Te"llat Aravit, 12. For another example of 
the synthesis of these themes, see the Zohar’s articulation of sleep as an act subject to the 
realms of shekhinah, death, and the sitra aḥra (Zohar I: 206a–206b).

 3 On the transference of moḥin into zeir and the development of his (and nuqvah’s) 
anatomical stature, see EH, Heychal Zeir Anpin, Shaar Ha-moḥin, chs. 1ff; ShK, Rosh 
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!ere are two di%erent accounts in Vital’s writings describing this process. 
!e $rst posits that the moḥin that descend into zeir in order to form his con-
sciousness (that is, his upper three se"rot) are exclusively derived from the net-
zaḥ, hod, and yesod of imma. In other passages, however, his language implies 
that the moḥin that animate zeir and a%ect his development stem from both 
imma and abba. 

Vital addresses this apparent contradiction by explaining that there is a dif-
ference between the ontological status of abba and imma and that of zeir and 
nuqvah. Since zeir and nuqvah’s union is temporally conditioned, when they are 
not actively engaged in hieros gamos, their ontology remains distinct. However, 
abba and imma are established in a condition of continuous or permanent union 
(zivvug temidi), which precludes any possibility for ontological rupture between 
the two. !erefore, Vital admits that whenever he states that the moḥin descend 
from imma into zeir (clothed in her netzaḥ, hod, and yesod), he is implicitly includ-
ing abba in that process, since he is perpetually embedded inside imma.4

However, while zeir anpin a"ains full maturation by means of the moḥin he 
receives directly from imma (and by association, abba), nuqvah’s development 
is arrested since she is still a mere “point” embedded in zeir’s backside, specif-
ically in his posterior ribs. As such, the moḥin that she receives at this point is 
restricted to those that $lter through the back of his body.5 

Ha-Shanah, chs. 1–9; ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 6; PEH, Sha’ar Keriyat Shema 
she’al ha-Mitta, ch. 3. 

 4 See, for example, ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 6, 358:

… !"# !" $%&'() $! *+,-' *,- %. *+,-' *,-( *”'* /%- &'(%) 0%0 12'3  
 %”41*0 *5#3' .*#%* '6 "%36+* ,%2+ *-*' .’*. $%-'0)' /%%,0 *2). *”'* (-*

.*-* ).# $! .”60 %*2' *#%*2 %”!3 /%# '013 *”"2 /%)'#!0 '3%,-2- -'+. 2%#+ *5#+0

(Know that there is a di%erence between imma and abba and the son and daughter [i.e. zeir and 
nuqvah], since the son and daughter are separate from each other. But imma and abba abide as one 
and are considered one. And abba is always hidden within imma. And it is found that even though 
you will always $nd it wri"en in our words that the consciousness [moḥin] of zeir anpin is made 
from the netzaḥ, hod and yesod of imma, they are certainly also from the power of abba.)

 5 See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 2, 341. Elsewhere, Vital states that before the nesirah 
(the anatomical “sawing,” or dismemberment, of zeir and nuqvah that I will discuss in more 
detail below), nuqvah is positioned as a “small point” inside zeir’s yesod, in the aspect of face-
to-face union. See ShK, Inyan Rosh ha-Shanah, ch. 1, 216 and ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, 
ch. 6, 361, where Vital accounts for the two positions of nuqvah: “And you need to know that 
this “point” is able to stand face-to-face with zeir anpin at all times.” !e reason for this is 
presented by Vital in ShK, Inyan Te"llin, ch. 5, where he explains that when nuqvah is in the 
condition of a “small point” she embodies the aspect of keter and thus is capable of face-to-
face union with zeir. 
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!e complex process of zeir and nuqvah’s anatomical development is out-
lined in greater detail in several places in Lurianic literature, and not surpris-
ingly the most comprehensive treatment of this topic can be found in texts that 
deal primarily with the mystical meaning of sleep.6 One such passage is in his 
introduction to the kavvanot for the blessing hamapil, recited during the bed-
time shema, where Vital rehearses the central Lurianic drama of the creation of 
Adam and Eve (ḥavah) and the cosmological correspondences in the anatom-
ical formations of zeir and nuqvah. In this version of the narrative, when zeir 
was $rst created on the sixth day of creation he consisted of only the lower six 
se"rot and lacked the upper three of ḥokhmah, binah and da’at. To remedy this 
de$ciency, imma projected her lower se"rot of netzaḥ, hod, and yesod into zeir 

$! +',)*! 7”8!' .!- +%,&%1' +%0,0 *%!' (),-0 ,+.! +3%)- *%! +,."3! ’%! !2'&3! %. 12'
 !+'* "*' … '3(5* ,*'-#. +47'+ 2'7- !( $%*-! $! '(*' .!8#(' !-0 !#.)! /#0 +'3'+)+!

.4”-4 *”" $1 +-0'% +'(%5*- !+'(1- /.( !+'#51' (), 0,0 !+'%!( (),2 ,+.! +2'&3

 (And know that this point of the ten [se"rot] that was mentioned is in the aspect of keter that is 
in raḥel, and it is fundamental and essential to her. And the other nine se"rot are the lower ones 
from ḥokhmah and below. And these are those that come to her in the secret of “addition” as it is 
explained by us … and then that point, the keter of raḥel, since she is the root and essence of raḥel, 
therefore when she ascends to atzilut she sits with zeir anpin face-to-face.)

 In terms of the maturational process itself, the speci$c moḥin that descend in order to 
develop the partzuf of zeir are garbed in the netzaḥ, hod, and yesod of imma (or binah) when 
she is in the aspect of tevunah. !ey enter into zeir and provide him with the nourishment 
necessary for his development, at the culmination of which he is referred to by the name 
“Adam.” Since nuqvah is situated at the back torso of zeir (according to one version) through 
a small opening at the back of his chest, these moḥin are then transmi"ed to nuqvah, provid-
ing her with some degree of nourishment but not enough to complete her developmental 
process. See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 2, 240–341:

(%26!( %'*,! *”" 9'+-0 /%)'#! ,'* &() !%! !,%73! $2'& '%,')*- !&'-2 !+'%!- !(%)+-
 (0 $%(.! !3'-' :')( !")! %,')* -&3 9,2 '.'+# ,'*! *5'% .”)*' *”" 9'+ !(%)+ 73.3 !-&3!
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(At the beginning when she is a"ached to his backside before the sawing [nesirah], the part of the 
light of consciousness that is within zeir anpin and that is $"ing to develop the female [nuqvah] 
enters $rst into zeir anpin and a&erwards the light goes out from him through the way of the hole at 
the back of the chest to the outside and builds the female’s vessels. And she was required to receive 
and suckle from him and therefore she was not able to fully develop.) 

 6 See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 6 and the companion version in PEH, Sha’ar Keriyat 
Shema she’al ha-Mi#a, ch. 3. Also see EH, gate 29, Sha’ar ha-Nesirah, chs. 1–9; ShK, Rosh 
HaShanah, ch. 1 and especially ch. 3; ShK, Inyan Te"llin, ch. 5; ShK, Inyan Sukkot, ch. 3; ShK, 
Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 4–6.
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and from these three se"rot (also categorized as zeir’s moḥin) zeir’s upper three 
se"rot were formed.7 

At the same time that imma’s sefirot emanate down into zeir, the orig-
inal three sefirot that serve as zeir’s upper triad (ḥesed, gevurah, and tiferet), 
ascend into zeir’s cephalic region to form the three cranial cavities which 
are then infused with the three moḥin that descend from imma. The moḥin 
received from imma then interpenetrate with the ḥesed, gevurah, and tiferet 
that form the cranial cavities of zeir and from them a new triad are con-
structed. This new triad then descends to form the standard ḥesed, gevurah, 
and tiferet of zeir.8

Once these three newly refurbished se"rot, and in particular, tiferet, descend 
from zeir’s cranium in order to establish his torso, a small hole is bored into the 
posterior side of his chest within which the “head” of nuqvah is formed. At this 
stage, nuqvah only consists of one-tenth of the se"rah of malkhut, and thus she is 
referred to as a “small point.” From this “small point,” nuqvah’s stature develops 
in the following manner: $rst, her keter is formed from zeir’s tiferet. !en the 
nine se"rot from ḥokhmah through malkhut are formed from the backside of 
zeir’s netzaḥ, hod, and yesod. 

Vital explains that this is why nuqvah is symbolically referred to by the 
le"er dalet (‘2), since she is formed from only these four se"rot (tiferet, net-
zaḥ, hod, and yesod) of zeir and she is also dependent on zeir for sustenance 
(the word +(2 alludes to the word !(2, which means “poor”). As we will see 
below, Once the nesirah is successfully carried out and nuqvah accomplishes 
the repositioning of her embrace with zeir in face-to-face anatomical alignment, 
only then she is referred to with the le"er hey (!), which represents a state of 
“wealth,” referring to the completed form of her stature.9

Vital notes that the process outlined above is undertaken only while 
nuqvah is relating to zeir from the position of back-to-back, which is a posi-
tion of subservience and subordination towards zeir. While in this position, 
she receives sustenance from zeir in the form of “illumination” that emanates 
from his eyes as he gazes into her through the hole in the back of his chest.10 

 7 See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 6.
 8 Ibid.
 9 Ibid., 359.
10 Ibid: *5'%' '%3%1 ,'* -&'3 $0#' '-0 !")! $'&#- *(* 8%-# '3%* (-* !- 8%-!(' )%60!( '%3%1 )+'4 *'!' 

!- ,%*#' ,')*(. (And he opens his eyes to watch and gaze upon her, but he only gazes in the 
location of his chest, and from there the light of his eyes pierces through and exits out the 
back and illuminates into her).
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Commensurate with zeir’s gazing at nuqvah is arikh anpin’s illuminating gaze at 
and into zeir, which inspires a chain reaction of “gazing” that culminates in the 
construction of nuqvah’s body.11 

As mentioned above, this process takes place on the sixth day of creation, 
which corresponds with Friday a&ernoon before the onset of the Sabbath (and 
it is also the $rst day of Rosh HaShanah, which becomes relevant in our discus-
sion below). It should be noted that when nuqvah is $rst constructed (in the 
manner outlined above, from the four se"rot of zeir), she is positioned back-to-
back from zeir’s posterior chest and caudally toward his feet. 

Originally, this divine union was designed to progress into a face-to-face 
zivvug, so that male-female equalization would assert itself in the place of female 
subjugation to zeir. With the onset of gender equity, the cosmic totality would 
have then a"ained a condition of permanent balance. !e reversal of the coital 
position was meant to be performed on Sabbath eve, but was subsequently sab-
otaged by the serpent’s seduction of Eve. According to Luria, Eve was sexually 
penetrated by the serpent and inseminated with its venom (zohama) before the 
pre-Sabbath coitus with Adam could take place. !is resulted in the birth of 
Cain and Abel, whose souls are mixtures of both Adam’s and the serpent’s seed 
and thus contain both “good” and “evil.”12

As a result of the lust generated by the serpent’s sexual activity with Eve, 
she and Adam had premature intercourse before the onset of the Sabbath which 
then disrupted the natural #ow of the creative process. !is disruption neces-
sitated that their union be relegated to the status of back-to-back union rather 
than the more optimal condition of face-to-face union that was required for the 
harmonization of all the worlds. 

Henceforth, a more elaborate mechanism was required to bring the female 
to an equal status with the male and thereby achieve face-to-face union. On 
the cosmic plane, this more elaborate mechanism involves the structural devel-
opment of nuqvah over the course of the ten days of repentance (the ten days 
between the holidays of Rosh HaShanah and Yom Kippur) and the painstak-
ing and piecemeal anatomical severance of her body from that of zeir (i.e. the 

11 See Yafeh Sha’ah, 359, who interprets this act of gazing as referring to the transfer of gevurot 
from zeir to nuqvah in order to help build her structure. For an example of Vital’s usage of 
the term “body” (*4'6) to refer to nuqvah’s structure, see ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, 
ch. 6, 360. 

12 For a synopsis of this narrative, see ShK, Inyan Rosh HaShanah, ch. 1, 211 and the parallel 
version in PEH, Rosh HaShanah, ch. 4. Also see Magid’s discussion of this myth in his study 
of the Lurianic formulation of original sin'Metaphysics, ch. 1
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“sawing,” or nesirah). With the successful completion of this process a proper 
face-to-face zivvug with zeir is able to ensue.13 To be sure, this intricate drama 
contains an implicit overture towards the necessity of gender equality in the 
calibrations of cosmic harmonization.14 

As discussed above, the anatomical dismemberment of nuqvah from zeir 
is made possible through the slumber (tardemah) of zeir. According to Luria, 
when zeir falls asleep all that remains is a mere remnant of sentience (kista 
d’ḥiyuta). !is condition is actually a regression of zeir’s consciousness to 
an earlier stage of development prior to the descent of moḥin from imma, in 
which zeir only consists of the six lower se"rot. In this state, he is essentially a 
body without a soul, since the moḥin that he receives from above constitute 
the actual substance of his soul, and it is this moḥin that ascends while he 
sleeps.15 Furthermore, the gazing of arikh anpin into zeir ceases during sleep 
(in fact it is the withdrawal of this gazing that is the cause of sleep) and con-
sequently zeir loses his capacity to gaze into nuqvah through the portal in the 
back of his chest. 

In this state of zeir’s insentience, nuqvah is also deprived of the nourish-
ment that she received through zeir’s backside and consequently her stature 
is also diminished, regressing back to its original condition of a mere “point.” 
In this state, she is able to be severed from his body. Once detached, nuqvah 
is brought to the rostral end of zeir’s cranium, and facing his face she receives 
the cosmic gaze directly from arikh anpin (and in some versions, she receives 
the moḥin from imma).16 !is infusion completes the structural development 
of nuqvah, and her stature now matches that of zeir. Facing each other in 

13 See ShK, Inyan Rosh HaShanah, chs. 1–4 and especially ch. 3. Also see the version presented 
in ShK, Inyan Sukkot, ch. 3 which goes into more detail regarding the dynamics between the 
ḥasadim and gevurot as expressed exegetically through the verse “His le& arm is under my 
head and his right arm embraces me” (Sg. 2:6). 

14 On the #uidity of gender and identity in Lurianic Kabbalah in general, see Charles Mopsik,  
Sex of the Soul: $e Vicissitudes of Sexual Di%erence in Kabbalah (Los Angeles: Cherub  
Press, 2005) and Magid, Metaphysics, ch. 3. For a psychoanalytic interpretation of the 
development of nuqvah and the nesirah, see Gamlieli, Psychoanalysis and Kabbalah, 
285–317. 

15 See page 53 note 4.
16 See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 6, and especially the commentary Yafeh Sha’ah there, 

360, who points out that this is the only passage in all of Lurianic literature where Vital sug-
gests that nukvah’s development occurs through the direct infusion from arikh anpin rather 
than from imma (and indirectly, from abba).
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anatomical alignment and proportional symmetry, the pair can now fully 
engage in face-to-face union: 

Just as zeir anpin returned to his original status so too nuqvah a&er 
she developed into a complete partzuf [in the aspect of ] back-to-back 
[union] as we have mentioned, she returned to her original status to be 
in the secret of a small point through [zeir’s] falling into a deep sleep as 
we mentioned. !erefore, now she is called a 1(5 (“side” or “rib”) and 
not a partzuf. And this is what is referred to in the verse: “And he took 
one of his ribs [and fashioned eve out of it].” And a&er she was dimin-
ished, the emanator sawed her from his backside and elevated her above, 
opposite zeir anpin’s face. !en arikh anpin shined light into her and her 
recti$cation was completed and she grew and was built into a complete 
structure like her husband was at the beginning. And now they both 
became really equal; each to the other, Adam and Eve. And then binah 
returned to garb her netzaḥ, hod, and yesod in zeir anpin’s head to make 
for him consciousness (moḥin) as we have said. And then the two of 
them were face-to-face.17

It should be noted with regard to the theurgic elements of nuqvah’s structural 
development, that her full anatomical structure is established by the Lurianic 
mekhaven during the $rst section of the amidah prayer in the morning service, 
during the avot blessings. It is only at the end of the amidah, with the implemen-
tation of the kavvanot for the sim shalom blessing, that the face-to-face zivvug is 
accomplished.18

17 ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 6:

!,") ,."3. $(0 ;'5,4 ,')*- ,')* !(%26! ,0* ,)* *-&'3 /. !3'0*,! '+2#( ,") *”"0 '#. %. *5#3'  
!”0"' .;'5,4 *(' 1(5 +*,&3 !+1 /.(' ,."3. !#2,+! +(4! %”1 !38& !2'&3 2'7- !+'%!( !3'0*,! !+2#( 

*”"2 $%34! ,63. !(1#( !+'* !(1!' '%,')*# (%5*#! !,73 !81#+30 ,)*' '%+'1(5# +)* )&%'
 $!%30 !+1 '*5#3' !(%)+- !(1- !%!0 '#. $(0 /%3- !*3-' !(%26!' !3'&+ $%(0!' *”* !- ,%*! "*'
 (”3. /%)'# '( +'01( *”"2 *0%,- !(0 %”!3 0%-(!( !3%-! !,") .”)*' .!')' $2* !". !" 0## /%'0

.4”-4 $!%30 '%! "* %. *5#3'

 On the two di%erent types of face-to-face unions, see ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 6, 
360. 

18 See ShK, Inyan Kavvanat ha-Amidah, chs. 1 and 6 (especially toward the end); ShK, Inyan 
Rosh HaShanah, ch. 6. Also, for the critical role of the blowing of the shofar in the cosmic 
mechanism of the nesirah, particularly in the “waking up” of zeir from his slumber, see ShK, 
Inyan Rosh HaShanah, ch. 7 and PEH, Derush ha-Shofar, chs. 1–3.
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SLEEP AND DISMEMBERMENT

As explained in the previous section, for nuqvah to fully develop into a partzuf  
 in her own right, she must $rst a"ain anatomical independence from zeir. !is 
is achieved through a cosmic surgical procedure called nesirah (sawing) that 
dismembers zeir, anatomically separating nuqvah from him and establishing her 
as an independent cosmic entity.19 As mentioned above, in order for this proce-
dure to take place, zeir must $rst be “anesthetized”; that is, he must be rendered 
insentient in order for the nesirah to properly take place and in order to allow 
the appropriate moḥin to #ow into her directly from imma and abba without 
$rst traversing through him. 

In this process, zeir falls unconscious and the moḥin that were transmit-
ted to him from above alight from him and enter directly into nuqvah who is 
a"ached to zeir’s backside. !is is how Luria understands the “slumber” that 
overtakes Adam that is re#ected in Genesis 2:21: “And YHVH Elohim caused 
a deep sleep (tardemah) to fall upon Adam.” Before zeir falls asleep, the moḥin 
that nuqvah received came through a small opening at the back of zeir’s chest; 
however, once he falls asleep his moḥin departs his body and is free to enter into 
nuqvah directly without $rst $ltering through him at all. 

!is direct transference of moḥin occurs by $rst entering into the partzuf 
of leah, which is the aspect of nuqvah that is anatomically aligned with the top 
part of zeir (along his backside), from his chest and above. !en the moḥin 
descend into raḥel, who is positioned below leah in anatomical alignment 
with zeir’s lower sections. !is $rsthand infusion of moḥin allows these two 
partzu"m of leah and raḥel to develop such that they integrate into one uni$ed 
partzuf whose measure equals that of zeir. With the achievement of male-fe-
male anatomical alignment, the stage is then set for the nesirah to take place, 
which establishes the mutual independence necessary for face-to-face zivvug to  
take place.20 

Elsewhere, Vital explains the primordial roots of this process. !e slum-
ber and ascent of zeir’s soul stimulates the union of imma and abba and as a 

19 Concerning this, see the exegetical comment by Vital in ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 4, 
341: “And this is what the verse says, “And he took one of his ribs” (Gen. 2:21): the meaning 
is: “He sawed him.’” For sources on the nesirah, see the previous note. For Lurianic sources 
that address di%erent elements of this myth, see EH, gate 29, Sha’ar ha-Nesirah, chs. 1–9; 
ShK, Rosh HaShanah, ch. 1 and especially ch. 3; ShK, Inyan Te"llin, ch. 5; ShK, Inyan Sukkot, 
ch. 3; ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 6

20 See ibid., ch. 4.
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result of their intercourse, moḥin descend into nuqvah in order to develop her 
structural stature.21 In this same passage, Vital formulates the nesirah as a process 
whose main objective is to separate the forces of “judgment” (dinim) from the 
backside of zeir and merge them into the backside of nuqvah, leaving zeir in a 
condition of pure ḥesed (“love”) and nuqvah possessing only gevurot (literally 
“strengths,” equivalent to “judgments” or dinim). !en through back-to-back 
union, the uni$cation is achieved, and nuqvah ‘s “judgments” are “sweetened” 
by zeir’s “love.”22 

!us, we see that this intricate process of divine slumber begins when the 
moḥin $rst enter into the partzuf of leah, which is the aspect of nuqvah anatomi-
cally aligned with the top part of zeir (along his back), from his chest and above. 
!en the moḥin descend into raḥel, who is positioned below leah in anatomi-
cal alignment with zeir’s lower sections. !is $rsthand infusion of moḥin allows 
these two partzu"m of leah and raḥel to develop such that they integrate into 
one uni$ed partzuf whose measure equals that of zeir. 

A remarkable event then occurs as result of zeir anpin’s act of sleep: 
the twofold rupture of the divine body. !e $rst aspect of this involves the 
 severance of zeir’s “soul” from his body while he is asleep in the condition of 
 tardemah. Vital writes:

Concerning the ma"er of the deep sleep of zeir anpin, for behold “A deep 
sleep fell upon him and he slept” (Gen. 2:21), and then his moḥin departed 
from him, and it is known that his moḥin are in the aspect of his soul and 
his spirit; that is, his soul ascends above to abba and imma.23

21 ShK, Inyan Rosh Hashanah, ch. 1, 216.
22 In this scenario, the act of nesirah occurs through the agency of pure ḥesed as embodied in 

imma. !is is anchored by Vital in the verse from Lev. 20:17: “And if a man takes his sister 
it is a ḥesed .” !is verse is interpreted as follows: When a man (zeir) takes (i.e. saws o%) his 
sister (nuqvah), it is through the act of ḥesed (that is, through imma, this is accomplished). 
See ShK, Inyan Rosh Hashanah, ch. 1, 216.

23 ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 4, 348:

12'3' '3## /%&(+7# '(0 /%)'#! "*' /0%' !#2,+ '%(1 !(43 !3! %. *”" (0 !#2,+!' *8%#,'2! /%31-
.*”'* 21 !(1#( '+#03 !('1' '+'%3)',' '+#03 +3%)- $! '(0 /%)'#!0

 Elsewhere, Vital speci$es that when zeir’s “soul” ascends during the dormita, all that is le& 
inside zeir is a mere remnant of sentience that maintains the animation of zeir’s “body.” See 
ShK, Inyan Rosh HaShanah, ch. 1. !ere, Vital also equates the moḥin with the soul explicitly: 
“For at the time of the slumber of zeir anpin, his soul, which is his moḥin, ascends.” See ShK, 
Inyan Rosh Hashanah, ch. 3, 226 and compare with the nearly identical statement in PEH, 
Sha’ar Rosh HaShanah, ch. 3.
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!is dislocation of zeir’s soul from his body serves as the general template for 
the ascent of the human soul during sleep that we will encounter in more detail 
later on in this study. To be sure, the Lurianic adept is explicitly encouraged 
to view himself as mimicking this process of somnolence and severance that 
permits zeir’s soul to ascend to more recondite spheres in the cosmic hierarchy:

And behold concerning the issue of the intention of sleep, the ma"er is 
that the person must intend that also during the time of sleeping he is serv-
ing his Creator, in the secret of “In all your ways, know Him” (Prov. 3:6). 
And that is, that the person should intend that he himself is the aspect of 
the male zeir anpin, that the emanator cast upon him a slumber and he 
slept.24

A striking parallel to this Lurianic principle that calls upon the worshipper to 
see himself as zeir can be found in the Hindu lineage of Advaita Vendata, where 
the texts claim that in deep sleep the practitioner unites with God. In the words 
of Swami Nikhilinanda: “we learn that in dreamless sleep the jiva becomes 
united with Isvara.”25 If we compare the Vedantic jiva and the Lurianic mekhaven 
(“worshipper”), and zeir with Isvara, we see that just as the human soul unites 
with zeir (albeit through the agency of nuqvah) in the Lurianic kavvanot of 
sleep, so does the contemplative Advaitin merge with Isvara. 

24 ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 4:

9%.,2 (.- 2'7- '*,'- +* 2-'1 !3%0! +1- $6 %. /%'.( $2*! 9%,50 *'! !3%%31 !3%0! +3'. /%31 !3!'
./0%' !#2,+ (%5*#! '%(1 (%4! ,0* *,'.2 *”" +3%)- *'! '#51 *'!0 $2*! /%'.%0 *'!' .'!12

 Cf. Vital’s articulation of the ascension of the soul to imma in ShK, Inyan Rosh HaShanah, 
ch. 1, 215:

!*(%1 *#%* (* /”# 2'7- !(1#( !('1 !3%0!' !#2,+! +1- '3## +&(+7#! '+#03 +3%)-- '2-( *”" "*' 
!-0 /”# 9,'5( +'.(#! 2%- '+#03 2%&4#! $2*! 9,2.

(And then zeir anpin alone, in the aspect of his soul that departs from him at the time of the deep 
sleep (tardemah), ascends above in the secret of female waters to upper imma in the manner of 
the person who deposits his soul in the hand of malkhut for the needs of the female waters that 
are within her.)

 Also Cf. the rather explicit expression of this correspondence in PEH, ch. 11, 337: “And as 
we have explained, when the soul ascends at night at the time of sleep so it is also the secret 
of the slumber (dormita) of zeir anpin.” On the direct homology of zeir with both adam  
ha-rishon and the human Lurianic practitioner, see Kallus, “!eurgy,” 143n27.

25 See Swami Nikhilinanda, Vedantasara or the Essence of Vedanta of Sadananda Yogindra  
(Calcu"a: Advaita Ashrama, 1968), 35.
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If zeir’s deep sleep serves as the template for the human being’s deep sleep 
(or if zeir and the human are homologous, as they ultimately are in Lurianic prac-
tice), we $nd a similar association in Advaita Vedanta. A&er presenting primary 
texts that illustrate these points, the Advaitia Vedanta scholar Arvind Sharma 
writes: “!e striking result that is achieved by adopting these approaches is the 
equation of prajna or the self in dreamless sleep on the micro scale with Isvara 
or God on the macro scale.”26 !is statement echoes some of the formulations in 
Lurianic texts in which the practitioner is encouraged to be like zeir in perform-
ing the appropriate sleep-time practices.27

!ere are other interesting correlations between Lurianic teachings on 
sleep and the nondual tradition of Advaita Vedanta, which re#ect some of the 
epistemological considerations that we have explored above. First, the broader 
metaphysical questions of dualism and nondualism are of central concern as 
much for the Advaitin as they are for Luria.28

Secondly, Advaita Vedanta also maintains a sophisticated doctrine 
describing the stages of consciousness that are traversed during the vari-
ous phases of sleep, and also correlates these processes with dimensions 
of self-identity and with the journey of reincarnation.29 !ird, in Advaita 

26 Arvind Sharma, Sleep as a State of Consciousness in Advaita Vedanta (Albany: SUNY Press, 
2004), 91.

27 See, for example the following passage from ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 4: 

And behold concerning the issue of the intention of sleep, the ma"er is that the person must 
intend that also during the time of sleeping he is serving his Creator, in the secret of “In all your 
ways, know Him” (Prov. 3:6). And that is, that the person should intend that he himself is the 
aspect of the male zeir anpin, that the Emanator cast upon him a slumber and he slept.

 See the original Hebrew and my discussion above, page 61 note 24.
28 See my discussion of these parallels below on page 147. Also see especially the classic philo-

sophical reconstruction of these metaphysical questions in Elliot Deutch, Advaita Vedanta: 
A Philosophical Reconstruction (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1980).

29 On the relationship between states of consciousness and sleep in Advaita Vedanta, see 
Sharma, Sleep as a State of Consciousness in Advaita Vedanta, vii: “One of the well-known 
doctrines associated with Advaita Vedanta is that of avasth&traya, or of the three states of 
consciousness: waking (j&grat), dreaming (svapna), and deep sleep (susupti). Out of these 
three states of daily experience, Advaita Vedanta o&en draws on that of deep sleep to val-
idate an argument, point a moral, or even adorn a tale.” !ere are several obvious correla-
tions between the Advaitin understanding of deep sleep and that of Luria. In classic Advaitin 
philosophy, while the mind ceases to function in deep sleep, the persistence of identity 
remains due to the presence of the “witnessing consciousness” (See ibid., 59). For an inter-
esting study of the question of identity in Advaita Vedanta speci$cally, see Arvind Sharma, 
“Dreamless Sleep and Some Related Philosophical Issues, Philosophy East and West 51, no. 2 
(April 2001): 210–231.
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Vedanta texts, deep sleep is commonly referenced as a mechanism to impart 
mystical teachings about the nature of reality.30 Fourth, Advaita Vedanta rec-
ognizes only a subtle distinction between the cessation that occurs at death 
and the suspension of mind that occurs during sleep, echoing the rabbinic 
tradition that sleep is one-sixtieth of death and the subsequent Lurianic prac-
tices that build upon this principle.31

SLEEP AND DREAMS

Vital not only outlines the precise anatomical mechanics of zeir’s slumber in 
terms of the ascent of his moḥin, but he also unpacks the implications of the 
kista de-ḥiyuta, the “remnants of consciousness” that remain behind during 
his ascent. In this account, zeir’s lower six se"rot remain behind, garbed in the 
surrounding light of imma’s lower three se"rot that are lodged inside the throat 
of zeir. !is con$guration of sentience is the source for the inner vision that 
becomes available during sleep and that produces dreams. See, for example, the 
following passage:

When the three “greater” moḥin of the divine names spread through the 
body of zeir anpin, by necessity they pass through his throat, where they 
are garbed within the “smaller” moḥin of elohim [i.e. of imma] and are 
covered over when they are within them. And when zeir anpin sleeps in 
the secret of the tardemah as mentioned, dreams come to him from the 
“greater” divine names that remain within the “smaller.” Because they 
[i.e. his greater consciousness] did not completely ascend, and from what 
remains of them, the dream is drawn to zeir anpin, who sees and envisions 
as if he were awake.32 

30 See the sources cited in the previous note.
31 Many Advaitin teachers go much further than this in their equation of the state of deep sleep 

with that of both death and the ultimate state of liberation from avidya, the “ignorance” that 
is the condition that leads to rebirth. See the citations in Sharma, Sleep as a State of Conscious-
ness in Advaita Vedanta, 68–69.

32 See ShP, Vayeshev, “!#%,5# 2,'! ;7'%'”:

9'+ $%0-(+# $0' ,/',6! 9,2 ),.!- $%,-'1 ,*”"2 *4'6 9'+ +”'%'!2 +'(262 /%)'#! ’6 804+!-
 *- "* ,,."3. !#2,+! 2'7- *”" /0%0.' .$.'+- $0 $+'%!- $%7.+#' ,$%!(*2 +'38&2 /%)'#!
 ,*030 !##' ,%,#6( '&(+73 *( %. ,+'38&! 9'+ ',*030 ,+'(262 +”'%'! ’%)- /# ,$'()! '%(*
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In this passage, Vital positions dreaming as emanating from the expanded con-
sciousness that is latent within the contracted consciousness that is located in 
the throat. !is is articulated more clearly in the following passage:32

Sleep and slumber, which are the absence of perception, are drawn from 
“small consciousness” (moḥin de-katnut). And dreaming, which has a 
degree of perception but is covered and hidden, comes from “big con-
sciousness” (moḥin de-gadlut) that remains in them, garbed within the 
“small consciousness” that is in the throat.33 

In Lurianic Kabbalah, the dreaming consciousness is thus understood to be 
anatomically centered in the throat, a correspondence that is also found in both 
the Hindu tantric tradition of Kashmiri Shaivism and also in the Tibetan Bud-
dhist tantric teachings of the Bon School.34 For example, in the spiritual auto-
biography of Shaivite teacher Swami Muktananda, the throat center is a central 
locus of inner experience in sleep. He writes: 

When you go to sleep to remove your fatigue, at night or during the day, 
it is in the throat center that your fatigue is dispelled. Only there do you 
fall asleep. … !is proves that sleep is a treasure, which lives in the throat 
center and which I call Shveteshwari, the white goddess.35 

Elsewhere, Swami Muktananda elaborates more on the function of the white 
goddess Shveteshwari: “!e subtle body, which is shaped like a thumb and 
which I have hitherto spoken of as Shveteshwari, is the means by which the 
individual soul experienced the dream state.”36 Since Shveteshwari lives in the 
throat center, here we see that in Muktananda’s lineage of Hindu tantra, the 
dream-center is also located in the throat. 

33 Ibid. Also Cf. with ShP, Bo, “!1,4 (* *-.” 
34 For an example of the Shaivite correspondence where the throat center is associated with 

sleep, see Swami Muktananda, Play of Consciousness (South Fallsburg: SYDA Foundation, 
1978), 7–8. In Tibetan Buddhism, the throat is correlated with dreaming speci$cally. See, 
e.g., Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, $e Tibetan Yogas of Dream and Sleep (Ithaca: Snow Lion, 
1998) 117. Also see Andrew Holecek, Dream Yoga (Boulder: Sounds True, 2016), 65. See 
my discussion below on the Buddhist correspondences.

35 Muktananda, Play of Consciousness, 8.
36 Ibid., 116.
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!is correspondence is also evident in the Vajrayana teachings of Tibetan 
Buddhism, where an entire system of yogic practice is performed during sleep-
ing and dreaming. For example, according to Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, the 
main meditation practice utilized to induce lucid dreaming begins with the 
instruction to visualize “a red, luminous A in your throat chakra.”37 Accord-
ing the aforementioned scholar, the throat center is also the seat of dreams, 
as he writes: “!e teaching says that focusing on this chakra produces gentle 
dreams.”38 !is practice is explained in more detail by Andrew Holecek:

When you lie down to go to sleep, bring your mind to your throat, which 
is where your consciousness gathers when you dream. Visualize a red pearl 
or red AH there. … In this visualization, you are pulling consciousness 
(the drops) from waking consciousness to dreaming consciousness.39 

In this passage, Holecek clari$es some of the metaphysical elements of the prac-
tice. When the practitioner performs the appropriate visualization of the Tibetan 
syllable AH in the throat center, “drops” of consciousness (called bindus) are con-
centrated there.40 In particular, these “drops” are understood to fall from the head 
center down to the throat, where they gather and concentrate to enable dream-
ing.41 !us, this contemplative maneuver focuses the mind in the throat'an ana-
tomical location associated with the experience of lucid dreaming. 

Vital describes a similar process in his explication of the cosmic dynam-
ics of sleep and dreaming. !e consciousness (moḥin) $rst descends from the 

37 Rinpoche, $e Tibetan Yogas of Dream and Sleep, 116. Cf. with his description of the practice 
on page 94, where focusing on the throat chakra is positioned as the $rst step for entering 
into the sleep and dream state. 

38 Ibid., 85. Note the following passage from the same page, which describes this practice in 
more detail:

Visualize a beautiful red lotus with four petals in the throat chakra. !e throat chakra is at the base 
of the throat, closer to where the neck meets the shoulders than to the head. In the center of the 
four petals, facing forward, is an upright, luminous Tibetan A, clear and translucent, like crystal 
made of pure light. Just as a crystal laid on red cloth re#ects the color and appears red, so does 
the A pick up the red of the petals and appear red. On each of the four petals is a syllable: ( to 
the front, LA to your le&, SHA to the back, and SA to the right. As sleep comes, maintain a light, 
relaxed focus on the A. !is part of the practice is meant to bring the mind and prana into the 
central channel. !e quality is peaceful, and as we merge with the deep red A we $nd peace within 
ourselves. !e teaching says that focusing on this chakra produces gentle dreams.

39 Holecek, Dream Yoga, 65.
40 Ibid., 61.
41 Ibid., 66.
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head center (from the se"rot of ḥokhmah, binah, and da’at) down into the throat, 
where the dynamic between the expanded consciousness (moḥin de-gadlut) 
and contracted consciousness (moḥin de-katnut) interact to produce dreams.42 
Interestingly, this dynamic of contraction and expansion that is clearly corre-
lated with the throat center in Lurianic Kabbalah is similarly understood in 
Tibetan Buddhism. For example, in his presentation of the $rst sequence of 
dream yoga practices, Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche writes: “!e chakra used is 
the throat chakra, which is energetically connected to potentiality and expan-
sion and contraction.”43 

In the above analysis, I have noted some striking parallels between Tibetan 
Buddhism, Hindu Tantra, and Lurianic Kabbalah in terms of the relationship 
between sleeping, dreaming, and the throat center of consciousness. Since his-
torical lines of in#uence between these traditions and Lurianic Kabbalah are 
unlikely, these similarities may point to common mystical insights that arose 
across cultures and wisdom streams. While this suggestion is rife with episte-
mological problems,44 it nonetheless beckons us to consider the possibility that 
certain dimensions of human experience share a common core across tradi-
tions and cultures.45 

42 See ShP, Vayeshev, “!#%,5# 2,'! ;7'%'” and my translation of this passage above.
43 Rinpoche, $e Tibetan Yogas of Dream and Sleep, 117. For another interesting parallel see 

ShP, Yechezkel, Siman 21, where Vital states: “All pride is in the throat.” Compare this with 
the statement by Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche that “Pride is associated with the chakra in the 
throat.” See ibid., 39.

44 On the epistemological limitations of language in the study of comparative mysticism, see 
Steven T. Katz, “Language, Epistemology, Mysticism,” in Mysticism and Philosophical Analy-
sis, ed. Steven Katz (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), 22–74.

45 While some scholars maintain the position that there is an essential core to all mystical expe-
rience, others contend that all experience is determined by one’s particular cultural, linguis-
tic, religious, and environmental context. !e essentialist (or perennialist) position was $rst 
articulated by William James in his lecture on mysticism published in Varieties of Mystical 
Experience (New York: Penguin, 1982), 206–233, and has been followed up and developed 
further by $gures such as Wayne Proudfoot, Aldus Huxley, and Huston Smith. !e contex-
tualist position was $rst professed by Katz in his “Language, Epistemology, Mysticism,” and 
in a second article titled “!e Conservative Character of Mystical Experience,” in Steven 
Katz, Mysticism and Religious Traditions (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983), 3–60. 
Katz’s approach has also been developed by other scholars such as Robert Gimello; see his 
“Mysticism in Its Contexts,” in ibid. On the contours of this debate in general and for more 
recent contributions to this question, see the collection of essays published in On the Prob-
lem of Pure Consciousness: Mysticism and Philosophy, ed. Robert Forman (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1997) and especially the critique of Katz’s argument presented there in 
Donald Rothberg’s “Contemporary Epistemology and the Study of Mysticism,” 163–210.
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SOUL RUPTURE AND COSMIC UNION

!us far we have clari$ed the $rst dimension of zeir’s process of slumber, which 
is the severance of zeir’s “soul” from his body while he is asleep in the condition 
of tardemah. !e second aspect of cosmic dismemberment induced by zeir’s 
sleep involves the anatomical dislocation of nuqvah from zeir’s body. As we saw 
above, this process, termed nesirah in Lurianic parlance, serves to complete the 
structural development of nuqvah’s body by establishing her anatomical auton-
omy and resourcing her sustenance directly from imma.46 

!e parallels between the slumber of zeir and the human practitioner are 
further established during the performance of certain kavvanot, whereby the 
ascent of the soul during sleep is utilized as an occasion for the intentional dis-
memberment of the soul. In this process, the metaphysical premise that the 
soul is divided into multiple parts allows for the di%erent soul-parts to be con-
templatively dislocated from each other during sleep for the evolutionary/mes-
sianic goal of integrating all souls back into the universal soul of adam ha-rishon. 
In other words, just as nuqvah is anatomically severed from zeir in order to pre-
pare her for a more optimal (and equitable) union, so too the human soul is 
dismembered during sleep in order to achieve a more complete condition of 
maturity, expressed in the release from the bonds of rebirth. 

According to Lurianic teachings, prior to the destruction of the second 
temple in Jerusalem in 70ce, the formal liturgical prayers were su)cient to 
raise up both the internal and external dimensions of the worlds, which respec-
tively correspond to the soul and the physical body.47 However, following the 
destruction of the temple only the inner dimensions, which are synonymous 
with the soul, could be elevated through the performance of the kavannot.48 
!at is, only the soul of the worlds, but not its vessels, or external casings, 
are restored to its primordial condition through human e%ort (through the 
ascent of the human soul in sleep or in the raising up of the sparks through 

46 In some versions, the function of the nesirah is to resource nuqvah’s nourishment directly 
from arikh anpin, not imma. See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, section Kavvanot for 
 Bedtime Shema, and page 57 note 16, above.

47 See, e.g., the statement in EH, Heichal Nuqvah de-Zeir anpin, gate 40, Sha’ar ha-Hashmal, ch. 1: 
“!e souls are called inner and the vessels which are the body are called outer.” !e constructs 
of “inner” (penimiyut) and “outer” (chitzoniyut) layers of the soul also re#ect the larger meta-
physical design that has the same categories describing the cosmic realms. For more on this 
topic, see EH, Sha’ar Penimiyut v’Chitzoniyut and Pachter, “Clarifying the Terms Katnut and 
Gadlut in the Kabbala of the Ari and a History of Its Understanding in Hasidism”: 171–210.

48 See, e.g., ShK, Inyan Rosh HaShanah, ch. 2, 220.
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contemplative practice). !erefore, through the dismemberment of the soul in 
the gilgul process, this inner dimension of the worlds is restored to a perfected 
state through the proper ascent of the multiple soul-parts to its locus of origi-
nation in the cosmic realms. 

However, this process of dismemberment only marks the penultimate 
ful$llment of the journey of tiqun, since while it restores the internal essence 
(penimiyut) of creation to its primordial roots, it does not rectify its external 
expressions (ḥitzoniyut). In order to properly cap the theatrical project of crea-
tion, the external manifestation of the world, represented by the physical world 
and the human body, must also be completely divinized (and the divine, mate-
rialized). As we will see in more detail in chapter two, the apotheosis of the 
physical body through the mystical process of resurrection (teḥiyat ha-metim) 
represents the terminal transformative event that integrates body and soul as 
the microcosmic expression of total cosmic ful$llment.49 

To understand how the mystic intentionally dismembers his soul as the 
$rst stage of this ultimate process of tiqun, we need to appreciate the broader 
theurgic system of the Lurianic kavvanot of prayer, whose primary function is 
to re-establish the cosmic order that fell into disarray following the primordial 
rupture of the vessels. !e kavvanot accomplish this by executing hyper-focused 

49 On the divinization of the physical body, see Luria’s exposition on the transformation of 
the physical bodies of the ten martyrs in ShMRshB, 166–168, and see my discussion of this 
theme throughout chapter two of this book. At play is an interesting inversion of the theme 
of “descent for the sake of ascent” (yeridah k’tzorekh aliyah), a central trope in  Lurianic 
metaphysics and theurgy in general. Here, we see a movement of “ascent for the sake of 
descent.” I.e. the adept’s soul (like zeir in the primordial creative process) ascends in order 
to be refreshed and renewed only that it might descend again, now mystically restored and 
in a higher spiritual condition than it was prior to its original ascent. See, e.g., the statement 
in ShK, Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 2: “And we $nd that by means of the slumber (dormita) he 
a"ains a higher level.” Based on this metaphysical template established by the tardemah of 
zeir, we can also speculate as to why according to Luria women do not reincarnate. On this 
Lurianic principle, see ShG, chs. 9, 20 and SeG, ch. 13. Since the process of reincarnation 
is intimately linked to the mystical dynamics of sleep, only the soul of the male (qua zeir) 
would technically ascend above during sleep, since it is only the male that is zeir anpin incar-
nate. !us, there is no need for women (qua nuqvah) to reincarnate since they do not need 
to sleep in the mystical sense. However, this suggestion must be explored further, especially 
in light of the fact that under certain circumstances women may enter into the body of some-
one who is already alive (See, e.g., SeG, ch. 13) and that there is also evidence that there are 
distinct masculine and feminine souls. For a more elaborate discussion on the nature of a 
feminine soul incarnated in a masculine body, see ShP, Parshat Vayera and the discussion in 
Kallus, “!eurgy,” 299n20. Also see the important study regarding this question in Mopsik, 
Sex of the Soul.
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contemplative exercises to stimulate the sexual activity of the partzu"m. 
!rough the mutual exchange of erotic #uids, the agitated disruption in the cos-
mic nervous system is regulated, and creation above and below is saturated with 
blessings.50 !is cosmic inter-coursing of sexual #uids and aroused genitalia are 
re#ected in the human consciousness in the form of Hebrew le"ers; speci$-
cally, the le"ers that coalesce to articulate the various divine names.51 Cathect-
ing one’s contemplative intention, or kavvanah, onto these divine names, and 
then manipulating the le"ers and names in precise ways, impacts which sexual 
position will be engaged by the divine paramours.52 

!ere are three categories of zivvug that are a%ected by the contemplative’s 
kavvanot, and each category has two components. !e $rst category pertains to 
which cosmic couple will be stimulated to coition: abba and imma or zeir and 
nuqvah.53 !e second category relates to the sexual position: back-to-back or 
face-to-face.54 !e third category addresses the type of copulation: “Priming 

50 !e sexual functioning of the partzu"m is implicit throughout Lurianic Kabbalah and can 
be found on nearly every page of Vital’s writings. On the centrality of eros and desire in Luri-
anic Kabbalah, see Magid, Metaphysics, 31. On the centrality of sexual union in Kabbalah in 
general, see Moshe Idel, Eros and Kabbalah (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005) and 
Mopsik, Sex of the Soul. For a possible textual in#uence on Lurianic conceptions of sexual 
activity, see the erotically charged passage in R. Moses Cordovero’s Te'lah le-Moshe, vol. 1 
(n.p.: Premyshlan, 1892), 213a-b.

51 Indeed, even the le"ers are sexually active. See, e.g., the vaginal penetration of nuqvah by 
Imma’s $ngers, embodied as the le"ers 9”453#. See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 3, 345 
and my discussion below on page 81%.

52 For an overview of the main formulations of the divine names and how they correspond 
to the partzu"m and the various other cosmic forms see Kallus, “!eurgy,” 134–140 and 
Magid, Metaphysics, 31–33. 

53 !ere are also sub-categories for each of these unions. For example, in the zivvug of zeir and 
nuqvah, it could be either Jacob or Israel copulating with either Rachel or Leah. !e same 
applies to imma and abba, each of which also manifest as di%erent forms at di%erent times 
(e.g., as yisrael saba and tevunah). For more on the di%erent forms of each of the partzu"m, 
see Magid, Metaphysics, 24–29; Kallus, “!eurgy,” 130–131 and the notes there; Fine, Phy-
sician of the Soul, 138–141. Which speci$c forms of a given partzuf are sexually engaged at a 
given time depends on many factors including the time of day or night, the day of the week, 
the coordinates on the annual cycle of the season and/or holy days, etc. However, the pri-
mary framework that governs the pa"erns of inter-divine sex is the daily prayer cycle. At each 
of the formal prayer services, as well as at other contemplatively strategic times (e.g. going to 
sleep or tiqun ḥatzot), the various combinations of zivvugim are stimulated in di%erent ways. 
!ese complex and interpenetrating dynamics make up the bulk of the theoretical material 
that frames the practices of the kavvanot of prayer.  

54 On the di%erences between the back-to-back and face-to-face unions and each of their 
respective relationships to the kavvanot of prayer, see Kallus, “!eurgy,” 144–156. 
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penetration,” which readies the womb of either imma or nuqvah for impregna-
tion, or “conception penetration,” which initiates the fertility process.55 

!e daily prayer cycle governs these pa"erns of inter-divine penetrative 
sex. At each of the formal prayer services as well as at other contemplatively 
strategic times various unions (zivvugim) are contemplatively stimulated by the 
Lurianic kabbalist. !e meditations that we are concerned with, those designed 
to free the soul from the cycle of rebirth, are executed during the larger series 
of kavannot associated with the bedtime shema and are to be performed upon 
going to sleep at night. !e corresponding zivvug that is enacted through the 
performance of the kavvanot for the bedtime shema has two functions. !e 
$rst is to bene$t the ascending souls themselves, that they be restored and 
refreshed.56 !e second is to support the cosmic coupling of zeir and nuqvah 
that is to take place a&er midnight. !e la"er union falls under the category 
of “priming penetration,” discussed above, which prepares nuqvah or imma’s 
reproductive organs for the more primary zivvug that takes place at midnight 
and in the morning prayer service.57 

!e primary zivvug of imma and abba takes place during the recitation 
of the shema during the morning service, followed by zeir and nuqvah (in the 
aspect of Jacob and Rachel) during the sim shalom prayer at the end of the 
morning amidah. Since the sexual functioning of zeir and nuqvah is dependent 
on the in#ux of orgasmic #uids from above, the general pa"ern of the zivvugim 
requires that $rst imma and abba merge in sexual union followed soon a&er by 
that of zeir and nuqvah.58

55 !ese are terms that I have devised to refer to the two types of sexual intercourse found in 
the Lurianic literature. Vital refers to them as “the $rst intercourse” (bi’ah rishonah) and “the 
second intercourse” (bi’ah sheniyah). !is notion is based on the passage in BT Yevamot 34b 
and on several sections of the Zohar (see, e.g., Zohar II: 99b–100b) that suggest that the $rst 
intercourse prepares the female as a vessel for future impregnations. For more on the di%er-
ences between “$rst” and “second” penetrations, see my discussions throughout chapter two 
of this book, and Kallus, “!eurgy,” 248–249. 

56 See ShK, Inayn Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 3; PEH, Shaar Rosh HaShanah, ch. 3.
57 Vital explains that the reason why imma also requires “priming” with a “$rst intercourse” has 

to do with the moḥin that she transmits to zeir (encased in her netzaḥ, hod, and yesod). In the 
course of the transmission, the spirit that she was inseminated with in her $rst intercourse 
with abba (called the avira dakhyah) is lost and must be replenished with further “$rst inter-
courses.” See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 8.

58 See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 8. See as well, e.g., PEH, Sha’ar Rosh HaShanah, ch. 3. 
!ese “orgasmic #uids” are my poetic translation of the Lurianic term itrin lit. “crowns,” that 
#ow from the sexual union of imma and abba and descend in order to arouse the union of zeir 
and nuqvah. 
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!ese introductory remarks have outlined the metaphysical background 
and theurgical context for the performance of the specialized kavvanot designed 
to free the practitioner’s soul from future incarnations. !ese kavvanot, embed-
ded within the meditations of the bedtime shema, express the logical and prac-
tical implications of Luria’s metaphysical view that posits:

1) A divine slumber (zeir’s tardemah) resulting in 
2) !e dismemberment of zeir’s body/soul (the dismemberment/nesir-

ah of nuqvah from his body and the concurrent ascent/dislocation of 
his soul/moḥin and its transference to nuqvah) and 

3) !e somatic integration of the dislocated parts in the face-to-face un-
ion of zeir and nuqvah, resulting in the uni$cation of these two divine 
bodies. 

Furthermore, as these metaphysical principles telescope through the assump-
tion that zeir is the ontological prototype for the human practitioner and that 
the mekhaven (the “worshipper”) is explicitly exhorted to intend that “he is zeir 
anpin” when he goes to sleep, it thus makes sense that the Lurianic adept would 
also go through a parallel process of sleep, body/soul dismemberment, and 
somatic integration. !e contemplative mechanics of these $rst two processes 
will be examined in the next sections. !e third step of somatic integration is 
realized in the resurrection of the physical body, and will be explored in chapter 
two of this book. 

KAVVANOT FOR BEDTIME SHEMA

As explained above, when a “new soul,” or a soul that descends from the  
 souls of Cain and Abel, is born into a physical body and the individual succeeds 
in purifying his nefesh, he is then poised to receive his ruaḥ from the upper 
spheres. Generally speaking, even a soul of this caliber must wait until its next 
lifetime before it can acquire its higher soul parts. However, as Vital explains, 
there are ways this person can accomplish in one lifetime what would ordinarily 
take many:

With extreme e%ort, it is possible for a “new soul” [i.e. those that descend 
from the souls of Cain and Abel] to a"ain in a small degree the three 
souls'nefesh, ruaḥ and neshama'together, at one time and in one 
body, so that he does not require many gilgulim, and that he complete the 
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restoration of those three [soul parts] in one single gilgul. At the beginning, 
when the nefesh $rst reincarnates alone, if it is completely restored but the 
ruaḥ cannot yet descend as we have explained … there is one tiqun [that 
may be performed] … and that is, when the person goes to sleep at night 
and “deposits” his nefesh into God’s hands, as is known, it is possible that his 
nefesh remain above, cleaving to the “upper well” in the secret of the female 
waters … and when he awakens from sleep in the morning, then his ruaḥ 
alone enters him, and this is as if he actually reincarnated another time in 
another body. !en he continues to restore [the ruaḥ] until it is completely 
restored, at which point the nefesh can return to the body as it was before, 
since both [the nefesh and ruaḥ] are now restored. !en the ruaḥ garbs itself 
in the nefesh, and the nefesh becomes a chariot [for the ruaḥ]. A&erwards, if 
the ruaḥ is completely puri$ed, it is possible that both the nefesh and ruaḥ 
go out at night at sleep time, in the secret of a “deposit” as was mentioned. 
!ey remain there above, and then in the morning when he wakes from 
sleep his neshama enters him and he restores it. A&er he has completed its 
restoration, the restored nefesh and ruaḥ return and enter [him], and the 
three unite together in his body, each one being a chariot for the other, as is 
known. !en he will not need any more gilgulim.59

In this passage, Vital outlines how this process works. When a “new soul” that 
has restored his nefesh wishes to acquire his ruaḥ without reincarnating, he can 
“deposit” his nefesh in the “upper well in the secret of the female waters” when 
he goes to sleep at night. His nefesh then remains above in this celestial realm 
while his ruaḥ descends into his body. In the morning, he wakes up to $nd a 
new ruaḥ and a new mission; his task now becomes to purify and restore his 

59 ShG, ch. 3:

$%-, $%('6(6( 9,85% *(' 2)* ;'6- 2)* $14- /”,3 2)%- $+0(0 6%0!( +5& !02)! !."%0 ,04* ('26 &)'2- 
+%(.+- !3&+3 $* !(%)+- !2-( 043! (6(6+3 ,0*. !3! %. *'! /%31!' .'2-( 2)* ('6(6- $+0(0 /'&+ $%(0%' 

+)* !3&+ '( 0% $3#* /'&+! ,7) *'!' !#%(0 *%!0 %4( (”"3. !#1 *-( ('.% )',! /%* "* !3!' %,#6( 9'."! 
,*0+0 ,04* 12'3. 9,-+% '2%- '043 2%&4# "*' !(%(- /0% $2* ,0*. *'!' (”"3. %,#6( 043! /&+30 /'%. 

,0*.' 0”1' !(%(! +-%.0- !(%4+! ,10- '3%(5* ,*'-#. $%-&'3 /%%# 2'7- /'%(1! ,*-- !&'-2 !(1#( '043 
$(0'%0 21 /&+3' 9('!' ,)* ;'6- +,)* $14 0## (6(6+3 '(*. !" %,!' '2-( )',! '- 73.% ,&-- '+30# ,'1% 

!-.,# 043! !%!+' 043- )',! 0-(+%' $%3&+3 $!%300 /'%. !3'0*,-. ;'6- ,'")( 043! !('.% "*' %,#6( 
',*0%' ,."3. /'2&4 2'7- !3%0! +1- !(%(- )',!' 043! '*5% $6 %. ,04* %,#6( )',! 9.2"% $* .”)*' .'%(* 
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 Cf. the description in ShG, ch. 7 and ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 10. 
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ruaḥ. When he completes this task, his nefesh, which until now had remained 
above, returns to his body and serves as a dwelling place for his newly restored 
ruaḥ. If the person is worthy, this same process can then repeat itself in order to 
acquire his neshama. 

To be sure, this passage raises a number of questions that must be answered 
before we can begin to understand how this process works. Firstly, what does it 
mean to “deposit one’s nefesh in the upper well”? What are the upper well and 
the female waters in this context? Finally, how exactly does one go about doing 
this? !e answers to these questions are bound up in the intricate Lurianic 
myths that explain the relationship between sleep, soul, and the upper worlds. 
!erefore, before we can understand the mechanism of this kavvanah we must 
$rst turn our a"ention to these ma"ers; speci$cally, to the manner in which the 
soul ascends to the upper worlds as the body sleeps.

Vital addresses this ascent of the soul in several di%erent places.60 In one sec-
tion in Sha’ar ha-Kavvanot that deals with the meditations performed during the 
recitation of the bedtime shema, Vital explains at length how one ensures that his 
soul ascend to the proper place in the upper worlds as he goes to sleep at night. By 
meditating on the verse “Into Your hand I deposit my spirit, You have redeemed 
me, Lord God of Truth” (Psalms 31:6) in a speci$c way, certain se$rotic dynam-
ics are catalyzed that condition the se"rah of malkhut, or the partzuf of nuqvah, to 
receive the individual’s soul as he sleeps at night. Vital writes:61

Let us explain well the verse “Into Your hand I deposit my spirit, You 
have redeemed me, Lord God of truth” (Ps. 31:6). You should meditate 
upon what I have showed you many times; namely, the two “hands” of the 
upper mother (i.e. binah), each one of which contains $ve $ngers. !ey 
have been made a vessel for malkhut, in order that the ma"er of the female 
waters manifest for her within them. !is is the secret of the $ve double 
le"ers of 9”453#.62 !ey #ow to her from the divine name '”.'- which is 

60 ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 10; PEH, Sha’ar Keriyat Shema she-al ha-Mitah, chs. 7 and 
12; Olat Tamid, 118; Sha’ar M”N M”D, Derush 4; ShK, Inyan Te"lat ha-Shachar, 115b; Sefer 
Likutim, Tehilim, 34; EH, part 1, Sha’ar ha-Melachim, ch. 6.

61 For an alternate version of the following kavvanah in which the soul is deposited in the yesod 
of Leah, rather than Rachel, see my discussion below on page 76%.

62 I.e. each one of these le"ers represents one of the $ve $ngers on the hands of binah. !at 
each of these le"ers has both a middle and $nal form alludes to her two hands. Later on, 
Vital notes that binah’s le& hand is also re#ected in the second “hand” alluded to in the verse 
“In Your hand I deposit my spirit.” !e $rst “hand” is the $rst word, 92%-, “In Your hand.” 
!e second “hand”'92%'is formed by the last le"ers of the $rst three words in this verse,  
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derived from the name which !%!* is within binah,63 and whose gematria 
(numerical equivalence) is 34, the same as the word 9”2%(“Your hand,” 
from the verse above). So, when you say the word 92%- (“In Your Hand”), 
you should meditate on the name '”.'-, which has the same gematria as 92%. 
By means of this name, nuqvah becomes a “well” (,*-) and a vessel for the 
female waters, as alluded to by the acronym formed from the $rst le"er of 
each word in the verse “In Your hand I deposit my spirit” (%)', 2%&4* 92%-). 
You should meditate on elevating your soul towards there in the secret of 
the female waters, in order that a&erwards malkhut receive male waters 
from her husband, and become $lled from them. !en she will be called 
“well,” as is known.64

%)', 2%&4* 92%-. ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 10, 371. On the metaphysical background 
for this process, see EH, gate 6:39, ch. 1, 132 in the Warsaw edition. 

63 Each le"er in the name '”.'- is one le"er removed from its parallel le"er in the name !%!*, the 
name traditionally associated with the se"rah of binah in Lurianic texts. !us, it is “derived” 
from that name. !is is a common technique utilized by Luria to reveal secret relationships 
between various words and divine names. For a more detailed explication of the numerical 
and linguistic equivalents of the name '”.'- and, in particular, on its role in the development 
of nuqvah’s anatomical structure, see ShK, Kavvanat ha-Amidah, ch. 5, 225. In this passage, 
we also have an interesting correlation established by Vital between this developmental pro-
cess and resurrection of the body, which I think alludes to a more radical nondual perspec-
tive echoed in other Lurianic texts. See my discussion below, page 142 note 114.

64 ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 10, 371:

9%+12'!0 !# (* /%'.+0 9%,5 %. *'!' +'3''. !#.# -8%! ,*- ’'. %)', 2%&4* 92%- &'74 ,*-3
 (* %(. '013 $!' 2% (.- +'1-5* !0#) $!- 0% ,0* !*(1 *#%*2 $%2% %30! /%31 +'-, $%#14
 $0# !( $%.0#3 '(*' 9”453#2 ’'('4. +'%+'* ’! 7”! '(*' /”#! /%31 $.'+- !( +'%!( ’'.(#!

 ,'-6 !+* +.,-- 9,'*- ,*'-#. 9”2% /%3#. 2”( ’%6- !('10 !3%--0 !%!* $0 /# 90#3! '”.'-
 ,*- *-&'3! +%013 !"! $0! %”1 !3!' 92% ’%6 !('1! ’"3! '”.'- $0 (* 92%- +(# /%'.+' 0”1'

 9. ,)* (-&+0 %2. /”# 2'7- 9+#03 $0 +'(1!( /%'.+' %)', 2%&4* 92%- +”,- "#,3! /”#2 %(.'
.12'3. ,*- *,&3 !%!+ "*' $!# *(#++' 2”# !(1-# +'.(#!

 For a slightly di%erent version of this meditation see PEH, Sha’ar Keriyat Shema She’al ha- 
Mi#ah, ch. 11, 334–339. !is kavvanah, which appears in several places in Lurianic texts, is 
based on the following passage from Zohar III: 119a:

/*# /'+%#) !%- *(.+7*( !%( +%* *,& %*! +#* (* < %+'* !+%24 %)', 2%&4* 92%- -%+. ,"1(* ,”*
 %") *+ .!%#& %8) *(' *0%2& *.(#2 %'),'*- (%"*2 03 ,- *'! !*." %*2' *(* .%2%# *.(#2 *2%- 2%&4*2

 8%(0 *+'#2 *3(%*2 /'%.' .*(%1( *(%1( &(+7* %%)2 *3(%*' *#(1- 8%(0 *+'#2 *3(%* *%(%( (*12 /'%. 
*#2&*( %1- 03 ,-' $%,6 *3(%* *'!!2 /%6- 8”# .*+'#2 *#18 /%#18 *#(1 %3- (. %'2')(- *#(1-

 ,%+% !%-6( -%)+* '!%*2 -6 (1 ;*2 *,)*( *3'2&4 -%!%2 03 ,-2 *3'2&4. *3'2&4- !%043 !%2%- 2&4#(' 
!%,+-* &'2-3 %*2' !%- -,7% %*' .!%-6( ,7#+* *3'2&4-' (%*'! !%- *2)*+*( %*2. '*( *3'2&4 *'!!#

 '!%%0432 *3'2&4 !%( /%-!%' '#%2&* *03 %3- *3(%* *'!! 9. .*+'3#%!# %3-# '*(' *'! *0%2& *1,"# '*(2
 *+043 /'3%* (.2 /%6-' *'! *+'#2 *3(%* %*!2 /%6- *+'#2 *#18 /%#18 '!(.' .(%83 *#(1 %3-2 /%+#03 (.' 
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!e goal of this meditation is to prepare nuqvah or malkhut to receive the 
soul of the one who is going to sleep at night. First the adept must focus his 
a"ention on the divine name '.'- as he u"ers the word 92%-. By concentrating 
on this divine name, which has the same gematria as the word 92% and is derived 
from the name !%!*, the adept stimulates the energies in the se"rah of binah'
particularly her two “hands” composed of the two forms of the $ve double let-
ters 9”453#'to come together to form a receptacle, or a “well,” in the womb 
of malkhut below.65 

!%( %,7#+* '!(.2 /'%. *(* 03 ,-2 !%-6( *3'2&4 *-+*( *'! %*2. '*(' !%-6( '-%%)+* '!(.2 6”1*
./'!%,*#( /%3'2&4 (. -%+* *3'2&4-

(Rabbi Elazar said: It is wri"en, “Into Your hand I deposit my spirit, redeem me YHVH the God 
of Truth” (Psalms 31). !ere is something to see in this verse. Do you recognize who deposits 
something in the hand of the king? Certainly, the person who walks in the way of the holy king and 
who does not sin before him is innocent. Come and see: At the time that night comes, the tree of 
death rules in the world, and the tree of life ascends far above. Since the tree of death alone rules 
in the world, all the children of the world taste the taste of death. What is the reason? Because that 
same tree [i.e. the tree of death] causes [it]. And the person needs to $rst deposit his soul into his 
hand [i.e. in the upper realms] as a deposit, in [the manner of] a deposit that one person gives 
to another. Even though he is more indebted to him because of the deposit, it is not su)cient to 
detain him, since the deposit is transferred to him. And if he refuses him, he will de$nitely check 
him that he is not from the holy seed, and not of the sons of faith. So too with that tree. People 
$rst give to it their souls as a deposit, and all the souls of the people of the world are taken. And 
they all taste the taste of death, since that tree is the tree of death. And since all those souls, even 
though they are all indebted to it, and it’s not $"ing to return the deposit to the person [himself], 
but rather since all of them are given to it as a deposit, therefore all the deposits are returned to 
their owners.)

 In this passage, the Zohar also employs the verse from Ps. 31:6 to unpack the themes of sleep, 
death, and the depositing of the soul. However, Luria appropriates this zoharic passage for 
his own metaphysical and redemptive ends by situating its phenomenological mechanisms 
within his elaborate metempsychotic system, a dimension of meaning that is completely 
lacking in the Zohar. 

65 On the formation of the womb of malkhut into a vessel see EH, Heychal Mayin Nukvin, gate 
39, ch. 1. !ere Vital indicates that the contours of the womb are the female waters them-
selves, which receive the spirit through insemination by the male. For more on the soul’s 
a"achment to the “well,” see ShK, Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 5. !e a"ribution of the term “well” to 
malkhut is found throughout Lurianic texts, and has its roots in the Zohar (see, e.g., Zohar 
I: 151b–152a). In his treatise Olat Tamid, Vital presents a di%erent picture of the establish-
ment of the vessel as distinct from the female waters. He clari$es that there are two aspects 
that constitute the vessel in malkhut that holds the female waters. !e $rst relates to the 
more recondite process of the insertion of the three names of 72 (yhvh $lled with the le"er 
yud) from the yesod of abba into the yesod of imma in the $rst act of insemination. Since 
the numerical value of these three names is 216, Vital refers to this process as the “secret of 
216.” He suggests that the three forms of the name of 52 that are consequently transmi"ed 
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However, the above procedure was not the only way to perform this prac-
tice. In a personal account, Vital testi$es that one night Luria “saw through 
his wisdom” (i.e. through pneumatic vision) that it was necessary for Vital to 
deposit his ruaḥ in the yesod of leah instead of raḥel, and therefore a di%erent 
manner of executing the above kavvanah was required. However, Vital does not 
provide us with any more details as to what conditions necessitated this shi& of 
focus.66 !is alternate version of the practice involves the concentration on the 
“prior” le"ers of the divine name !%!* in addition to the “subsequent” le"ers 
that appear in the standard version:

And this is the ma"er of this kavvanah: Behold we explained earlier that 
with the word 92%-)“in your hand”([we count] the $rst mention of [the 
word] 92% (“in your hand”). And with the last le"ers of [the phrase] 92%- 
%)',  2%&4* (“in your hand I place my spirit”) we have the second time 
[the word] 92%-(“in your hand”) [appears]. Behold they are [the] two 
hands. And you must intend that the $rst “hand” is the name !%!* since 
leah is the upper world that is called !%!*. And intend that the prior let-
ters for the name !%!* are 2”82*, and the subsequent le"ers are '”.'-, 
which is the numerical value of 92%. And behold 2”82* and '”.'- have the 
numerical value of 52, for they are the aspect of the name of 52 of the 
female waters, which is in the yesod of leah. And a&erwards intend on  
the $rst le"ers from [the phrase] %)',  2%&4*  92%- (i.e. ,*-) which is the 
aspect of the name of 52 as we mentioned, which is 2”82* and '”.'-, 
and the name !%!* $lled with [the le"er] =!, which adds up to 151. And 
behold 52 and 151 equals [the value of ] ,*- in isopsephy. And this is the 
secret of the upper well of leah.67

from the yesod of zeir into the yesod of nuqvah and that serve as a vehicle to carry the female 
waters up to binah, derive ontologically from these more primordial three names of 72 that 
are transferred from abba to imma at the commencement of their $rst zivvug. See Olat Tamid, 
116–119. On the $ve double-le"ers of 9”453# see page 73 note 62.

66 See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 10, 371–372.
67 Ibid.:

%,! ,92% +%30 $14 %)', 2%&4* 92%- +”7-' .92% +)* $14 ,."3 92%- +-%+-0 (”+3 !3! '" !3'. /%31 !"'
 +'%+'* %. /%'.+' .!%!* *,&3! !*(1 *#(1 *'! !*(0 %4( !%!* $0 *'! ’*! 2% %. /%'.( 9%,5' .+'2% ’- $! 

/”- *%,8#%6 '”.'-' 2”82* !3!' .92% /%3#. '”.'- $! '%,)*(0 +'%+'*' 2”82* *'! !%!* $0( +'#2'&!
 $0 +3%)- *%!' ,*- %)', 2%&4* 92%- +”,- /%'.+ .”)*' .!*( (0 2'7%-0 /”# (0 /”- $0 +3%)- $!0
 7”"' .,”*- *%,8#%6 *”3&' /”- !3!' .*”3& !('1! /%!! %'(#- !%!* $0' '”.'-' 2”82* *'!0 ,."3! /”-

.!*(2 /'%(1! ,*-!
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On the same night that Luria imparted this practice to Vital, Luria also 
instructed him to perform a specialized kavannah upon his recitation of the 
bedtime shema. !is practice entailed focusing on the two appearances of the 
word shem ($0) and the two appearances of the word ayd (21) in the shema 
prayer. !e $rst instance of the word shem is in the $rst two le"ers of the word 
shema (1#0); the second instance is the coupling of the $rst le"er, shin (from 
1#0), with the last le"er, mem (from the last word $.%!(*).68 !e $rst occur-
rence of the word ayd (21), is the combination of the ayin from the last le"er of 
the word shema (1#0) with the dalet from the last le"er of the word eḥad (2)*); 
the second occasion is from the last two le"ers from the phrase barukh shem 
kevod malkhuto le-olam va’ed (21' $('1( '+'.(# 2'-. $0 9',-).69

!is is signi$cant for our study because the very next word in this section of 
ShK begins the explanation for the kavvanah cited above from ShG, ch. 3, pertain-
ing to the methods for achieving liberation from rebirth. In the passage from ShK, 
the kavvanah is much more elaborate than what is found in ShG, and the require-
ment that the adept deposit his soul speci$cally in the yesod of raḥel is absent. In 
fact, the text stipulates that the gilgul-liberation practice requires that the adept 
deposit his soul in the yesod of leah, not raḥel. !is is indicated by Vital’s explica-
tion of the term be’er (,*-), where he states that “the word be’er alludes to what 
we have explained, that the nefesh ascends to the upper well and remains there.”70

Furthermore, the following passage follows Vital’s explicit discrimination 
between the upper well as referring to leah and the lower well signifying raḥel: 

And this is the secret of the upper well that is leah; and we have already 
explained that the lower well of raḥel is the merging of yhvh and elohim, 
yhvh and adonay. And behold they are two wells.”71 

!e fact that Vital records this gilgul-liberation kavvanah immediately following 
a specialized practice transmi"ed to him by Luria that involved the depositing of 

68 !e last word, $.%!(*, is from the end of the third paragraph of the traditional shema liturgy.
69 A&er recording this transmission from his teacher, Vital confesses that Luria taught him an 

“awesome” kavvanah related to this but that he forgot it. See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, 
ch. 10, 372: “And behold concerning this teaching he [i.e. Luria] explained to me a great and 
awesome kavannah and I forgot it.” !%+).0' !#'51' !('26 !3''. %( ,*%- !"! 0',2! /%31- !3!'.

70 ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 10: /'%(1! ,*-! (* 043! !('10 '3,*%-0 !# (* "'#,( ,*- +(# 
$0 !,*03'. 

71 Ibid:      *-! %. '3,*%- ,-.' !*(2 /'%(1! ,*-! 7” $! %,!' %32*' !%'! $%!(*' !%'! ,'-%) *%! (),2 /'+)+! ,  
+',*- %+0.

"'”
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his soul in the yesod of leah further clari$es that the kavvanah of gilgul- liberation 
examined above requires the deposit of the soul into the yesod of leah rather 
than into the yesod of raḥel. 

!is is also the formulation of the primary version of the gilgul-liberation 
kavvanah found in ShG, ch. 3, where Vital speci$es that the soul is deposited in 
the “upper well.” Since the standard version of the kavvanah %)', 2%&4* 92%- that 
is performed on a nightly basis requires the deposit of the soul into raḥel for the 
duration of the night, and the gilgul-liberation practice requires the deposit of 
the completed soul-part into leah, thus we can deduce that the alternate version 
of the %)', 2%&4* 92%- kavvanah'that deposits the soul in leah'is called for in 
such a case. 

Based on this passage, we can also speculate that Luria told Vital to per-
form the alternate version of the nightly gilgul-expedition practice of “into your 
hand I deposit my spirit” because in Luria’s estimation Vital had completed his 
nefesh and was now ready to draw down his ruaḥ.

THE FEMALE WATERS

!e ascent of the soul during sleep thus serves two primary functions: the $rst 
is to stimulate the zivvug of zeir and nuqvah by functioning as female waters in 
enacting “priming penetration,” and the second is to refresh and revive the “old” 
souls (that is, souls that are already incarnate in physical bodies) by “deposit-
ing” themselves inside the yesod of nuqvah at night.72 If performed properly, the 
soul of the meditator will then ascend into this “well” and, as the embodiment 
of the female waters, play a vital role in the reunion of nuqvah and zeir anpin.73

72 See ShK, Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 3, 345–346. 
73 In the kavvanot for ne"lat apayim, Vital describes an alternative mechanism that creates a 

“well” as a vessel within nuqvah designed to receive the practitioner’s soul. !e intention 
there is to give oneself over to “death,” which is associated both with the realm of the qelipot 
as well as with malkhut. !ere are three levels of contemplative death outlined by Vital: the 
$rst, which is accomplished through the rehearsal of the kavvanot for ne"lat apayim, is the 
basic expression of giving oneself over to death, which creates a “well” as a vessel for the 
female waters in malkhut. !e second is giving oneself over to death as an act of sanctify-
ing God’s name. !is can be accomplished either on the inner level through the meditative 
performance of keriyat shema (see ShK, Inyan Kavvanat Keriyat Shema, ch. 6, 153%) and its 
a"endant kavvanot or through the literal death of the body as an act of kiddush hashem as 
occurred, e.g., with the ten martyrs. !e third is the extreme act of sacri$cing one’s actual 
physical life while in anatomical contact with the Torah. !is was a"ained by Rabbi Akiva, 
when he was literally wrapped in the Torah scroll and burned alive by the Romans. (On the 
death of R. Akiva, see PT Berakhot 9:14b and BT Brachot 61b.) Each one of these categories 
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As we explained above, according to Luria the reunion of these two sepa-
rated lovers is the ultimate goal of all human action and contemplation. In this 
particular case, the souls of the righteous help realize this union by ascending 
into the prepared vessel'the “well”'while their bodies sleep below. !ese 
souls themselves constitute the female waters that then ascend and arouse zeir 
to satiate nuqvah with his male #uids.74

Elsewhere Vital explains the relationship between righteous human souls 
and female waters more fully. According to Luria, before the second temple in 
Jerusalem was destroyed, zeir and nuqvah were still uni$ed in perpetual union. 
At that time zeir, through the agency of yesod, “fertilized” nuqvah with his seed, 
$lling and ful$lling her with nourishment from all the upper worlds. From this 
seed sprouted the righteous human souls, who then descended into the phys-
ical world and inhabited human bodies. However, a&er the destruction of the 
temple, zeir and nuqvah were torn from each other. !e fertile seed that #owed 
to nuqvah from zeir ceased, pu"ing to a halt both her own nourishment from 
zeir as well as the development of new souls from this union.75 From that point 
onward, the “seed” that constitutes nuqvah’s main nourishment would derive 
from those righteous souls that once grew in her fertile soil:

of contemplative death in turn correlates with speci$c combinations of divine names and ful-
$lls particular functions in the project of cosmic maintenance. !e $rst level serves to imple-
ment the supernal union of malkhut and tiferet in the aspect of the “lower kiss”; the second 
level catalyzes the union of ḥokhmah and binah in the aspect of the “upper kiss.” In contradis-
tinction to the prior two practices which e%ect only temporary states of union through upper 
and lower “kissing,” the third level of contemplative death establishes a permanent condition 
of cosmic union. See ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 5: “It does not become a permanent 
chariot for this unless he gives himself over to death on the Torah, on the commandments, 
and for the sancti$cation of God in action, as R. Akiva did.” !e thematic constellation of 
death, sleep, and sex will be addressed in depth in chapter two. 

74 !ere are many places in Lurianic literature that identify human souls with the female 
waters. See, e.g. ShMRsh, 167: “!e aspect of female waters are the essence of the terrestrial 
human souls themselves, and understand this well and remember it, for it is a great principle, 
in order that you know what female waters are.” *”-  (0  +'#03!  +'*%5#  $!  /%-&'3  $%#  +3%)-  
./%-&'3  $%#  '!#  12+0  %2.  ('26  ((.  *'!  %.  '!,."'  -8!  !"  /-!'  $#51  $%3'+)+!. For other exam-
ples of this equivalency, see, EH, gate 39, ch. 1, 2; ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 5; ShY, 4a. 
On the centrality of the female waters in the theurgic processes of Luria in general see page 
75 note 65 and Kallus, “!eurgy,” 247. On the mythical and psychological background of 
the female waters in earlier kabbalistic and rabbinic literature, see Yehudah Liebes, “Ha- 
Mashiach shel ha-Zohar,” in Harayon ha-Mishichi be-Yisrael ( Jerusalem: !e Israel Academy 
for Sciences and the Humanities, 1982), 179n314.

75 !is is the reason why, according to Luria, a&er the destruction of the temple no new souls 
from the world of atzilut are able to descend into the physical world. ShG, ch. 6, 26.
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A&er the destruction of the temple, zeir anpin was separated from nuqvah, 
and the upper gardener, who is yesod, no longer seeded his garden. How-
ever, his garden was seeded by her own means; namely, from the a&er-
growth that had already gone out and sprouted from her. From them [i.e. 
the a&er-growth] she returned and sprouted. Now these a&er-growths are 
the souls of the righteous, whom the upper gardener seeded in the upper 
garden before the destruction and whom sprouted in her. When they 
expire from this world, they return and ascend to her in the secret of the 
female waters … and from them she returns and sprouts.76

!e souls of the righteous that had grown in nuqvah’s garden while she was 
still being fertilized by zeir now return to her garden a&er they expire from this 
world. !ese souls now constitute the female waters that ascend to arouse zeir 
to once again'if even momentarily'unite with his lover below. If successful, 
the arousal stimulated by nuqvah’s waters will cause zeir to respond in kind with 
a downpouring of his own male waters, an act that should harmonize and rea-
lign the heavenly and earthly spheres.

To be sure, the souls of the righteous not only return to nuqvah as female 
waters when they die, but also when they go to sleep.77 By concentrating on 
the hidden dynamics initiated by reciting the verse “Into Your hands I deposit 
my spirit,” the righteous man prepares nuqvah’s “well” to receive his soul 
when he goes to sleep at night. If performed properly, his soul then ascends 
into the upper well in the secret of the female waters, thus helping to provide 
the necessary stimulus to arouse zeir to unite with nuqvah and consequently 

76 ShG, ch. 18, 51:

$%)%47! /# !%(%*# +1,"# '+36 $3#* .'+36 1,'" '33%* 2'7% *'!0 /'%(1! /36!' *-&'3# *”" '2,4+3 /-,)! ,)* 
/36! $1," /-,)! $,8 ,0* $%&%25! +'#03 $! $%)%47! !3!' .+)#'5' +,"') $!#' !()+# !- ')#5' '*5%0 
/36! *'!0 2'7%- '* /”# 2'7- !- $0 +'(1( $%,"') "”!1! /# $%,843' +,"') ,0*.' .!- ')#5' !3'%(1! !36- 

+)#'5' +,"') $!#' 2”# 2'7- /'%(1!

77 !e intimate relationship between sleep and death has roots in earlier rabbinic tradition, 
where we $nd the statement that sleep is one-sixtieth of death (BT Berakhot 57b). Also see 
the comment by Ibn Ezra on Psalms 13:4 where the phrase “sleep of death” is used. !is 
correlation is expanded in the Zohar (see, e.g., Zohar I: 206b–207a; Zohar III: 119a; Zohar 
I: 83a; Zohar II: 142a) and developed by Luria into a central trope of his applied system. See 
page 73 note 60 for more references. Entering into the sleep state is'in terms of its contem-
plative function'the same as death for Luria. Note, e.g., the repeated use of the term “really” 
or “actually” (mamash) in the following statement (ShK, Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2, 304): “And 
so too really (mamash) in this way is it really (mamash) in the ma"er of the person’s sleep at 
night that it is also too in the secret of death.” Also see Kallus, “!eurgy,” 261.

.
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provide nourishment to the lower worlds. !is exercise also renews the spirit 
by  returning it'if only for the night'to its cosmic source above. !en, in the 
morning the same soul that ascended the night before now returns to the body. 

!us far we have unpacked the ontological makeup of the female waters 
and their correlation with the souls of the righteous. However, Vital outlines 
two additional elements at play in the ascent of the female waters that are 
important for this exploration. !e $rst relates to the “vessel” of nuqvah’s womb 
that is constructed by the $ve double le"ers of 9”453#, and the second pertains 
to the spirit that the male leaves inside the female a&er coitus. With respect to 
the $rst element, Vital explains: 

!e vessel of the woman’s womb that receives the drop [of semen] from 
the male. … !is vessel itself is constituted by the upper hands of binah, 
which are her ḥasadim and gevurot. … !is is the secret of the le"ers 
9”453# which are doubled and they descend below to nuqvah and make 
her vessel.78

Elsewhere Vital explicates this in more detail, outlining the anatomical genesis 
of the le"ers 9”453# and their transformation into the vessel of nuqvah. Accord-
ing to this version, the vessel is none other than the yesod of nuqvah, also referred 
to with the terms “womb” ($), +%-) and “hand” (2%) which represent the loci 
to which the souls ascend when going to sleep at night. As we saw above, it is 
called “hand” because this “womb” is constituted by $ve gevurot, which are rep-
resented by the $ve le"ers 9”453# as well as by the $ve le"ers of the divine name 
$%!(*. !ese $ve le"ers, in turn, derive from $ve anatomical “roots”: the nose, 
mouth, arms, hands, and $ngers. 

While all $ve of the gevurot are included in each one of these $ve anatom-
ical locations, only one of these gevurot is dominant in any particular location. 
Furthermore, it is only the singular dominant gevurah that is recognizable in 
the anatomical form; the other four are implicit and encompassed within it. 
However, at the most distal end of these $ve anatomical landmarks are the dig-
its (i.e. the $ngers), which are unique in that they are the only ones of the $ve 
loci in which all $ve of the gevurot are explicitly recognizable and revealed in 

78 See EH, part 2, Sha’ar M”N M”D 39, ch. 1, 132:

$!0 !3%-2 $%3'%(1 $%2% %”1 !013 !" %(.' … !.'+- ,."! +48 (-&( %2. !0*! (0 $),! +%- (0 %(.
 %(. +%013' *-&'3- !8#( $0 21 $%2,'% $!' +'('4. $!0 9”453# +'%+'* ’! 7”"' … !(0 6”)
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the anatomical form. !at is, each individual $nger embodies one of the $ve 
gevurot.79 

!is brings us to a remarkable event: the vaginal penetration of nuqvah by 
imma’s $ngers in order to prime her reproductive organs for conception. !is is 
outlined by Vital in the following passage:

And behold in earlier times they would remove the virgins [i.e. the 
hymen] with a $nger and would break it with the hand. And the reason 
was in order that the $rst intercourse not be a waste. And they would $x 
the vessel within her with a $nger in order that she conceive also from the 
$rst intercourse. And this ma"er of breaking [the hymen] occurred above 
in the supernal nuqvah of zeir anpin, because the celestial hand of imma 
descended into her yesod and broke it [i.e. her hymen] with her $nger 
and $xed it and made it into a vessel. And the aspect of imma’s $ve $ngers 
remained there always for the needs of the vessel of nuqvah of zeir anpin.80

!e source for this sexual act is a passage in the Talmud that explains that 
although Tamar was a virgin when Judah had intercourse with her, she was still 
able to conceive since she had ruptured her hymen with her $nger prior to their 
coitus.81 

!e zivvug that is stimulated at night by performing the bedtime shema 
does not produce new souls like the zivvug that is stimulated during the day in 
the morning prayers. Rather, the vessel of the yesod of both imma and nuqvah 
are being prepared so that the morning zivvug has the potential to properly pro-
duce new souls. !erefore, it is in the aspect of the “$rst intercourse” or “prim-
ing penetration,” while the “second intercourse” or “copulation penetration” 
occurs in the morning.82

79 See PEH, Shaar Rosh HaShanah, ch. 3 and ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 3. 
80 ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 3, 345:

*( !3'0*, !*%-! $60 %2. !%! $18!' .2%- /%.1## '%!' 1-5*- $%('+-! $%*%5'# '%! $%3'0*,! /#"- !3!' 
!-&'3- !(1#( !%! !" 9'1%# /%31' .!3'0*, !*%-# $6 ,-1++0 %2. 1-5*- !-0 %(.! /%3&+# '%!' !(+-( !%!+  
$0 ,*03' .%(. '+*01' '+'* !3&+' 1-5*- '+'* !.1#' !(0 2'7%- !2,% *#%*2 !3'%(1! 2%! %. *”"2 !3'%(1!

… *”"2 *-&'32 %(.! 9,'5( 2%#+ !*(1 *#%* +'1-5* ’! ’%)- 

 Also Cf. PEH, Sha’ar Rosh HaShanah, ch. 3; ShK, Inyan Keriyat Shema, ch. 6; PEH, Keriyat 
Shema, ch. 9. 

81 See BT Yevamot 34a. Also see Ohr ha-Chayyim, Gen. 49:3.
82 See page 70 note 55.
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Practically speaking, imma’s womb is primed through the recitation of the 
$rst line of the bedtime shema. Nuqvah’s vessel is prepared, in turn, through the 
recitation of the second line, “Blessed is the name of the glory of His kingship 
forever” (21' $('1( '+'.(# 2'-. $0 9',-). However, while the nigh"ime shema 
does not have the power to produce new souls, it does have the capacity to 
renew and refresh old souls; that is, souls that are already incarnated. !e prac-
titioner takes advantage of this property during sleep, when the souls ascend to 
this “womb” in order to be mystically renewed.83

!e second element that fuels the ascent of the female waters pertains to 
the spirit that the male leaves inside the female a&er coitus. !is is the “name of 
52” (i.e. the tetragrammaton $lled in with the le"er hey and that has the numer-
ical value of 52)84 and is identi$ed with the spirit inserted into nuqvah by zeir 
at the time of their $rst coitus. !is divine name then serves as the vehicle that 
transports the female waters to her husband for subsequent unions.85

Elsewhere Vital suggests that the three forms of the name of 52 that are 
consequently transmi"ed from the yesod of zeir into the yesod of nuqvah and 
that serve as a vehicle to carry the female waters up to binah, derive ontologi-
cally from these more primordial three names of 72 that are transferred from 
abba to imma at the commencement of their $rst zivvug.86 !ere he also o%ers 
a more lucid visual description of the two “hands” of binah (formed by the 
double le"ers of 9”453#) that descend to form the vessel in malkhut to hold 
the female waters.87 He suggests that the two hands are clasped one upon the 
other and are closed to form a receptacle within which the female waters are 
gathered:

And these two hands of binah form a receptacle-vessel in malkhut for the 
female waters to be inside it, between the right and le& hands, which are 
one upon the other and within them are the female waters.88

83 See ShK, Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 3 and PEH, Shaar Rosh HaShanah, ch. 3. For a more detailed 
explication of the divine-name dynamics of these $ve doubled le"ers, see ShK, Inyan Keriyat 
Shema, ch. 6, 147. 

84 !e name of 52 is spelled like this: !! '' !! 2'%
85 See EH, Heychal 6, gate 39, ch. 1 and see my discussion of this above, page 75 note 65. 
86 See Olat Tamid, 116–119 and above, page 75 note 65.
87 See page 73 note 62.
88 Olat Tamid, 119: 

'" $!0 +%(*#0 2%( +%3#%! 2% /%- /”#! '.'+- +'%!( ('-%& +%- %(. +'.(#- $%013 !3%- (0 $%2% ’-! '(*'
./”#! $.'+-' '" 6”1
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In another text, Vital outlines that there are actually $ve di%erent “hands” that 
constitute the vessel of malkhut; two each from zeir and nuqvah and one from 
binah which is ultimately derived from the single hand of arikh anpin.89 !is 
“single” hand of arikh anpin is nondual in nature in that it is comprised of two 
hands uni$ed as one; the le& included in the right and the right included in the 
le&.90 !e/se hand/s of arikh anpin then descend into the womb of binah as the 
double le"ers of 9”453# and from there further descend into malkhut and form 
the receptacle for her female waters.91 

SWAPPING SOUL-PARTS

If we return to our original discussion, we can now understand what Vital 
meant when he wrote that a person can “deposit his nefesh in the upper well 
in the secret of the female waters.” As we explained above, when a person has 
completely restored his nefesh and wants to acquire higher levels of soul during 
his lifetime he can perform a speci$c kavvanah in order to achieve his goal. !is 
kavvanah seeks to keep the soul-part that ascended to the upper well at night 
in the heavenly realm so that a higher level of soul may then descend to inhabit 
the body of the sleeper in the morning. !e proper execution of this exercise is 
described by Vital in the following passage:

!is tiqun is alluded to in the verse “My nefesh desires You at night, with 
my ruaḥ within me I seek You” [Isaiah 26:9]. !e interpretation [is as 
follows]: My aspect [of soul called] nefesh, when it has been completely 
puri$ed and is able to cleave to You, in the secret of “And you shall 
cleave to Him” [Deut. 11:22], then it “desires You” and I yearn so much 
to cleave to you. !is desire and longing is “at night,” at the time when 

89 See EH, part 2, Sha’ar He-arat ha-Moḥin, ch. 7.
90 See ibid.: “And behold the two hands of arikh anpin are both the equivalent of one and are 

called one hand … the right integrated into the le& and the le& integrated into the right”:

/%#%- (*#0' (*#0- !('(. /%#% … 2)* 2% *,&3' *2). %(%&0 '!%%'',+ *”*2 +'2% ’- !3!'

91 Vital connects this with the three reincarnations of Moses as the embodiment of yesod 
of abba. !e three incarnations of Moses are based on the acronym cipher of !0# as  
(-! +0 !0#. See ibid. Also see ShP, Parshat Shemot. On the 9”453# in general, also see ShK, 
Kavvanat ha-Amidah, ch. 5, 225; ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, Derush 10; PEH, Sha’ar  
Keriyat Shema she-al ha-Mitah, chs. 7 and 12; Sha’ar ha-Yare’ach, ch. 3; Sha’ar M”N M”D, 
ch. 11, Kellal 15; ShK, Inyan Te"lat ha-Shachar, 115b; ShK, Inyan ha-Tzitzit, ch. 1.
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souls ascend there and are deposited in the secret of female waters in 
order to arouse the upper uni$cation. !rough the power of this desire 
and her ability'since she is puri$ed'to cleave there in a complete 
cleaving, she [i.e. the nefesh] remains there and does not descend. !en 
when the morning comes'the time when the souls descend'she does 
not descend. Rather, my ruaḥ descends and enters into me in the morn-
ing. !erefore, I do not “seek You” [referring to the second half of Isaiah 
26:9] with my nefesh, but rather with my ruaḥ, which has entered me to 
be restored as we have mentioned above.92 !erefore the $rst le"ers of 
the words “At night with my ruaḥ” %)', ;* !(%(- spell “well” ,*-, alluding 
to that which we mentioned earlier; namely, that “My nefesh desires” to 
ascend to the upper well as we mentioned. Indeed, it is proper for the 
man who knows for himself that he has completed his nefesh to recite 
this verse, “My nefesh desires You at night, etc.” with the kavvanah that 
we have just mentioned when he lies down on his bed [to go to sleep]. 
!rough this he shall a"ain the secret of the ruaḥ, and then the neshama, 
and he will not need any other gilgulim. Understand this unknown secret 
and be careful with it.93

92 Vital seems to be alluding to a pun: the Hebrew word for “I seek You” is 9,)0*, a word that 
shares the same root le"ers as the word for “dawn,” ,)0. Understood this way, the verse 
could be translated as: “My nefesh desires You in the night, and my ruaḥ enters into me at 
dawn.”

93 ShG, ch. 3, 19:

!3! %. 0',%4 .9,)0* %-,&- %)', ;* !(%(- 9%+%'* %043 &'74- "#,3 !"! /'&%+! /%31 !3!'  
"* '- !&-2(' 2'7- 9#1 &-2+!( (.'+0 21 9'.%"! +%(.+- !..2"3 ,0*. %(0 043! +3%)-

+'('10 +'043! /'2&4 +1- !(%(- *'! !"! &0)' !'*+ /%31' 9- !&-2( 2*# %+&&'+03' 9%+%'*
&'-2 $0 &-2+!( !('.%' +..'"# *%!0 /'%. '" !'*+ ).#' ./'%(1 6''" ,,'1( $%-&'3 /%%# 2'7- $0
 %)', *(* +2,'% !3%* *%! +'043! +2%,% +1 ,)0! 1%6! ,0*.' .+2,'% !3%*' $0 +,*03 ,'#6

 /&+!( %-,&- "* 73.3! %)', ’%)-- *(* %043 ’%)-- 9,)0* *( /.(' .,)0- "* %-,&- 73.3' 2,%
 (* +'(1( 9%+%'* %043 %. (”3! (* "'#,( ,*- *'! %)', ;* !(%(- +'-%+ (0 +”, /.(' .,."3.

 !" &'74 ,#*%0 '( *'! /'.3 '043 +3%)- $%(0!0 '#51- 12'%! $2*! $3#*' .,."3. /'%(1! ,”*-
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 Alternate versions this text can be found in ShG, ch. 7, 29 and in PEH, Sha’ar Keriyat Shema 
She’al HaMi#ah, ch. 11, 333–338. However, the most complete version of this practice is 
found in ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 10, 372–373. !ere Vital testi$es that Luria told 
him that someone who knows that they have perfected one of their soul-levels and wishes to 
expedite the liberation process should perform this complete series of kavvanot every night. 
For a detailed outline and translation of the full practice as articulated in this text, see the 
appendix.
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!e man whose nefesh has been completely puri$ed can shorten the number 
of gilgulim he must undergo by meditating on the verse from Isaiah 26:9 when 
he goes to sleep at night. Concentrating on this verse at night capitalizes on the 
strong desire already prominent at that hour for souls to bind themselves to the 
upper world. 

As we saw above, pious souls in Luria’s circle already engaged in spe-
ci$c contemplative exercises designed to guide the soul to its proper place 
within nuqvah’s “well’; a journey that not only served to renew the soul before 
it descended in the morning, but also helped consecrate the sacred mar-
riage of zeir and nuqvah. In those meditations (“Into Your hand, etc.”) the 
soul itself became the very essence of desire and longing, acting as a cosmic  
aphrodisiac'the female waters'to arouse and stimulate the male energies. 
However, while these kavvanot have the capacity to bind the soul above and 
initiate cosmic union, they do not have the potential to keep the soul there past 
the night hours. Immediately a&er the above passage Vital continues:

Indeed, [the kavvanot] that we say on the verse “Into Your hand I deposit 
my spirit, etc.” is not useful for that which we mentioned above, because 
our intention with it is only that our souls ascend there as a deposit only, 
and they will return and descend in the morning. But the verse, “My nefesh 
desires You at night” is [used] to keep the nefesh above and bring down the 
ruaḥ or the neshama, as we have said above.94

In the meditation on “My nefesh desires You at night,” the mystic focuses on the 
powerful desire and longing that the soul experiences as it cleaves to its place in 
the upper well at night. A nefesh that is completely puri$ed is by its very nature 
more suited to a"ach itself to divine ma"er. !us, when the pious adept who 
has completely puri$ed his nefesh invokes this verse at the moment of nightly 
union, the powers of desire are intensi$ed to the degree that his nefesh binds 
itself to nuqvah in a way that precludes it from returning to the earthly realm 
in the morning. In its stead his ruaḥ (or neshama, if he has puri$ed his ruaḥ) 
descends and inhabits his body while his nefesh remains above. His nefesh will 
return to his body only once his ruaḥ has been completely restored.

94 ShG, ch. 3, 19:
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!e problem with this sequence is obvious: How can the ruaḥ inhabit the 
body without a nefesh? Vital solves this problem by explaining that while his 
true nefesh remains above a di%erent nefesh'namely, that of a convert'enters 
into the body to serve as a “chariot” for the newly acquired ruaḥ. !en, once his 
ruaḥ is restored the nefesh of the convert leaves and his original nefesh returns 
to his body from above. !e same process occurs once he restores his ruaḥ: his 
nefesh and ruaḥ ascend and remain above while his fresh neshama descends into 
his body, at which point a di%erent nefesh and ruaḥ (of converts) enter in order 
to serve as a “chariot” for his neshama. !is process repeats itself until all three 
parts of soul are united together in his body.95

It is important to note that the one who seeks to receive higher levels of soul 
at night must still perform the regular regimen of nightly kavvanot that accom-
pany the recitation of the bedtime shema. !is long and complex series of medita-
tions sets the groundwork for the $nal ascent of the soul that occurs as the body 
falls asleep.96 Meditating on the verse “Into Your hand I deposit my spirit” is typ-
ically the $nal step in this nightly mystical process. Concentrating on the cosmic 
dynamics initiated by reciting this verse ensures that the adept’s soul ascend safely 
to the upper well and $ll it in the secret of the female waters, a move that is nec-
essary to catalyze the sacred marriage of male and female in the cosmic realms. 

95 See ShG, ch. 7, 29. !e notion that di%erent parts of converts’ souls can serve as substitutes 
for one’s true nefesh or ruaḥ in times of need is expressed repeatedly and in di%erent forms 
throughout Sha’ar ha-Gilgulim. See, for example, chs. 1, 2, 4, and 7 and many other places. 
Furthermore, according to Luria the souls of converts are of the lowest possible order. See, 
e.g., ShG, ch. 12, 43–44. On the soul construction of converts, see ShMRSh, fol. 21d (on 
Zohar II: 167a) and ShK, Inyan Tzitzit, ch. 1. Kallus suggests that the term “souls of converts” 
that appears throughout Lurianic literature is used metaphorically. However, it is not clear if 
Kallus means that the term refers to the righteous souls that engage in speci$c theurgic prac-
tices (namely, the kavvanot of ne"lat apayim to redeem the trapped souls in the qelipot), or, if 
the term is a metaphoric reference to the actual souls that are trapped in the qelipot and sub-
sequently elevated into the shekhinah (as a result of the aforementioned kavvanot) in order 
to gestate there and then waylay in gan eden until they descend again into human bodies. 
See Kallus, “!eurgy,” 284–285n3.2. Kallus’s source for this supposed metaphoric usage is a 
section from Sha’ar ha-Gilgulim that either does not exist, is a misprint, or refers to an edition 
that I am not aware of. His citation to 267–268 of ShG deviates from the format of all other 
citations to this text in his dissertation, which reference the standard sectional categoriza-
tions found in all printed editions. Furthermore, he cites ShMRsh, fol. 39b for a statement 
of Luria himself regarding the souls of gerim, but I could not $nd any such reference on that 
page. See Kallus, “!eurgy,” 285 and ShMRsh, fol. 39b. Also see Kallus, “!eurgy,” 290.

96 See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, chs. 1–10 and PEH, Sha’ar Keriyat Shema She’al ha-Mit-
tah, chs. 1–11, where Vital describes the various kavvanot that must be performed before the 
kavvanah on “With my nefesh I desire You” can work properly. 
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However, if the mystic falls asleep while meditating on this verse, his soul will 
not remain above in nuqvah’s well but rather will return to his body in the morn-
ing. !erefore, when a person wants his nefesh or ruaḥ to remain above so that a 
higher level of soul can descend, he must $rst complete the regular series of kav-
vanot that accompany the bedtime shema, followed by the kavvanah on the verse 
“Into Your hand, etc.” !en, before he falls asleep, he should focus his a"ention 
on the verse “My nefesh desires You at night, etc.” with the intention of binding his 
soul'in the heat of the hour'to nuqvah, so that it remain tightly bound up with 
her, not to return to his body until his next level of soul is completely restored.97

Although Luria’s students took these meditations seriously, these esoteric 
practices were not widespread. In the following passage, Vital laments the fact that 
some completely righteous people do not know how to perform the kavvanot on 
the verse “My nefesh desires You” and therefore must su%er the consequences:

!is is the wondrous reason why some completely righteous people die at 
a young age: While they restore their nefesh in a small number of years, they 
still do not know how to draw down their ruaḥ and send [up] their nefesh 
with the aforementioned kavvanah [i.e. on the verse “My nefesh desires 
You at night”]. !erefore, they die at a young age, since their nefesh does 
not want to be held back in this world, but rather the opposite, it wants to 
die, so that their ruaḥ can come a&erwards in another body until it too is 
restored. !is is also true of righteous people that merited to restore their 
nefesh and ruaḥ, but did not know how to send them [up] and draw down 
their neshama, as we have mentioned. !is is the secret of the verse “!ey 
die; for they are without wisdom” ( Job 4:21). Because sometimes a per-
son will die due to a lack of wisdom, in that they did not know how to draw 
down their ruaḥ or neshama, as we have mentioned.98

97 In order for this practice to succeed, the practitioner must perform the alternate version of 
the “Into my hand I deposit my spirit” meditation that transports the completed soul-part 
into the yesod of leah, not raḥel as it typically done, as I discuss above. In addition, the com-
plete form of the specialized gilgul-liberation kavvanah must also be performed to ensure 
success. See the appendix for the complete version of this practice.

98 ShG, ch. 7, 29:
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In this passage, Vital makes it explicitly clear how ignorance of these kavvanot 
can result in an untimely death. However, even should an adept have knowl-
edge of these practices, there are other dangers associated with their incorrect 
performance. In the sections of that outline the dangers inherent in the contem-
plative death practices of ne"lat apayim that we will explore in the next part of 
this book, Vital suggests that the same dangers also exist in the performance of 
the sleep-time kavvanot of the bedtime shema: 

And so really in this manner is it also actually the case when a person goes 
to sleep at night, which is also in the secret of death since his soul descends 
to the level of the tree of death in the locus of the qelipah. … And there are 
some who are able to select and collect souls [from there] and raise them 
up … and there are those who only [re]ascend [from the qelipah] alone 
and there are those who remain there in the qelipah and do not ascend 
altogether.99

Here Vital makes clear that these practices are not intended for the spiritual 
dilatant, but rather for the truly righteous and properly quali$ed. Since these 
sleep time journeys entail some degree of exposure to the realms of the qelipot, 
there is always the risk that certain unlucky or incompetent practitioners will 
descend and not ascend, eternally binding their souls to the nether realms of 
darkness.100 

Like other mystical traditions, Lurianic Kabbalah is especially concerned with 
expediting the o&en-interminable cycle of rebirth. For Luria, typically this goal 
of liberation can only be accomplished once the individual has succeeded in 
restoring or purifying each of his three primary levels of soul, and has su%ered 
the death of the physical body in-between each of these accomplishments. 
However, by means of speci$c meditations, certain souls can immeasurably 

99 ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2, 304:
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100 On the distinguishing features of the sleep and death practices and their relationship to the 
demonic realms, see my discussion below on page 112%.
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shorten the duration of this o&en long and painful process. Since the return of 
all human souls to their source above is a central goal in Luria’s mythology, the 
kavvanot designed to hasten the process of gilgul must be seen as an essential 
element in his system, and one worthy of more detailed study. In the above 
sections, I have a"empted to bring to light the practical meditative techniques 
taught by Luria to help the mystic achieve in one lifetime what would ordinarily 
require many. 

!ese practices re#ect the landscape of speci$c regions of Lurianic meta-
physics, in which the act of sleep provides the mechanism through which zeir 
and nuqvah, the primary actors in the cosmic drama, can reach their full devel-
opmental potential. In particular, the deep sleep of zeir allows for his conscious-
ness (moḥin) to ascend into the more primitive recesses of the cosmos, leaving 
his body anesthetized. In this condition zeir’s body is dismembered and nuqvah 
is established as an autonomous divine entity. !is separation-individuation 
process is necessary for the full maturation of nuqvah and consequently o%ers 
zeir and nuqvah the possibility of reuni$cation in the more symmetrical posi-
tion of face-to-face coitus. 

!is metaphysical process is rehearsed in the human realm through the 
theurgic activity of the Lurianic mekhaven. By reciting the liturgical script of the 
bedtime shema with the appropriate contemplative gestures, upon falling asleep 
the performer’s soul is deposited above. In this vein, human sleep is not simply 
a biological process of cellular renewal; rather, it provides an opportunity for 
the practitioner to contemplatively penetrate the cosmic realms by stimulating 
inter-divine sex, thereby bringing both renewal to the individual’s soul as well 
as harmony to the supernal and earthly dimensions. 

As with zeir in the primordial scene, the human sleeper’s soul is dislocated 
from the body. In this de-cathected condition, the soul has more freedom to 
substitute one soul-part for another before returning to its corporeal habitat. 
!e occasion of sleep thus o%ers Luria a suitable means through which the 
adept can manipulate the process of rebirth. By executing specialized medi-
tative practices, the adept who meets the appropriate developmental criteria 
can permanently lodge one soul-part above during sleep and exchange it for 
another, thereby avoiding the need for physical death and expediting the gilgul 
process. 

Furthermore, just as zeir’s deep sleep facilitates the dismemberment of his 
body and the bifurcation of his androgynous sexual condition into two sepa-
rate anatomical loci, so too, while asleep, the human body, de$ned by its sex, 
becomes vulnerable to the somatic processes of separation and integration. 
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!is deconstruction of the soul’s anatomical structure into dislocated parts 
expresses the excessive limits of the Lurianic preference towards fragmentation 
and dismemberment on the mystical path. It is only through fracture (of both 
the cosmos and the soul) that the uni$cation of opposites is possible. 

!e ultimate realization of the Lurianic mystical vision therefore paradox-
ically lies in the reconstruction of the physical body at the resurrection of the 
dead and the commensurate deconstruction of the cosmic hierarchy. !at is, 
the mythical ful$llment of the human body’s dismemberment and reintegra-
tion must occur $rst through death and second, through the ultimate redemp-
tive phenomenon of the resurrection of the physical body. !ese two themes of 
death and resurrection (and their dialectical implications for a monistic meta-
physics) will be the subject ma"er of chapter two.





CHAPTER 2 

Death and Resurrection

In a sense, the corpse is the most complete a!rmation of the spirit.
 "George Bataille, !eory of Religion

The theme of death"both spiritual and physical"constitutes one of the 
most central and potent dimensions of Isaac Luria’s vast contemplative sys-

tem. #is is evident both in the content of his metaphysical teachings as well as in 
the practical methods of the kavvanot of prayer, the practice of the yiḥudim, and 
in the personal and communal expressions of his interactions with his students.1 
Considering Luria’s fascination and preoccupation with the dynamics of death 
(and, as we shall see, of rebirth), it is interesting that very li$le has ever been 
wri$en on this subject.2 

#e idealization and ritualization of death displays itself in particularly radical 
ways in the complex array of kavvanot that shape the daily prayer service, in particu-
lar in the kavannot for ne"lat apayim and keriyat shema. As we saw in chapter one, 
Luria incorporated into the standard liturgical regimen intricate techniques of cos-
mic exploitation that not only bring sexual ful%llment and harmony to the supernal 
realms, but that also have a commensurate impact on the soul of the practitioner. 

 1 On the importance of the theme of ritualistic death in the Lurianic kavvanot of prayer, see Kallus, 
“#eurgy,” 263 and my discussion of Kallus’s approach below, page 101 note 16. On contempla-
tive death in general in Lurianic Kabbalah, see Michael Fishbane, !e Kiss of God (Sea$le and 
London: University of Washington Press, 1994) 110–116 and Lawrence Fine, “Contemplative 
Death in Jewish Mystical Tradition,” in Sacri"cing the Self: Perspectives on Martyrdom and Reli-
gion, ed. Margaret Cormack (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 95–99. On the rela-
tionship between death and the practice of yiḥudim, see Fine, “#e Contemplative Practice of 
Yehudim in Lurianic Kabbalah” and also Fine, Physician of the Soul, 259–299, especially 267. Also, 
see his discussion of the signi%cance of death in the life of his fellowship in ibid., 300–358.

 2 #e only substantive treatments of the topic are found in Lawrence Fine’s chapter in Physi-
cian of the Soul (see the previous note), in his four-page synopsis of the topic in his article 
“Contemplative Death in Jewish Mystical Tradition,” and in Fishbane’s brief discussion of 
the kavvanot of ne"lat apayim and keriyat shema in !e Kiss of God, 110–116. Kallus’s “#e-
urgy” discusses it brie&y in several footnotes located between 261–263, in the context of his 
presentation of the kavvanot for keriyat shema.
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In the case of the kavvanot of the bedtime shema, sleep is utilized as an 
occasion for spiritual dismemberment: that is, the adept intentionally splits 
his soul in order to expedite the process of rebirth. Alternatively, during the 
recitation of the prayer ne"lat apayim, Luria capitalizes on the contemplatively 
simulated experience of death in order to allow for a similar process of dismem-
berment and the hoped-for acceleration of the gilgul journey. As sleep is con-
sidered to be “one sixtieth of death,”3 it makes sense that these two phenomena 
would occupy Luria’s a$ention in related ways. However, the theoretical and 
experiential elements of the practice of “contemplative death” present us with 
a di'erent set of questions and considerations that were not apparent in our 
exploration into the phenomenon of contemplative sleep.

In the following sections I will continue our inquiry into Lurianic tech-
niques of gilgul expedition by examining the metaphysical, procedural, and 
contemplative elements of this fascinating dimension of Lurianic practice. 
 Similar to the kavvanot that pertain to sleep, these practices are best understood 
as part and parcel of Luria’s larger metaphysical framework. As such, the spe-
ci%c mechanics of these death simulations can only be appreciated against the 
backdrop of the parallel inter and intra-divine dynamics that play out on the 
cosmic stage. By examining these practices in light of their broader metaphys-
ical context we will gain a deeper and more comprehensive appreciation for 
Luria’s radical understanding of the &uid and composite dimensions of the indi-
vidual human soul, as well as to the experiential practices that take advantage of 
these properties for the ful%llment of teleological goals. 

In particular, I will argue that in formulating these techniques of sim-
ulated death, Luria is pu$ing into practice a more fundamental theoretical 
position that blurs the distinction between the conventional categories of life 
and death. As such, these practices set the stage for a more radical and thor-
oughgoing vision of the unity of body and soul, expressed most explicitly in 
his interpretation of the classical rabbinic doctrine of the resurrection of the 
dead. For Luria, resurrection represents the %nal act in a far-reaching process 
of cosmic redemption that ultimately dissolves all hierarchical structure in 
the ontological constitution of the cosmos. In this sense, Luria posits a mys-
tical metaphysics that simultaneously includes both dual and nondual per-
spectives, representing a far-reaching vision of total inclusivity that ultimately 
seeks to dissolve all hierarchical structure in the ontological constitution of 
the cosmos. 

 3 BT Berakhot 57b.
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THE METAPHYSICS OF DEATH

While the theme of mystical death has a rich history in Jewish literature in 
general, the particular way that Luria approaches the subject develops themes 
that %rst appear in the Zohar and in other pre-Lurianic texts from the sixteenth 
century.4 An exploration of how these themes developed historically consti-
tutes the central focus of Michael Fishbane’s important study !e Kiss of God: 
Spiritual and Mystical Death in Judaism. In particular, Fishbane focuses on var-
ious forms of ritual and mental simulation of death that emerge in the Jewish 
religious imagination that seek to empower the aspirant to engage in “spiritual” 
or “mystical” death as a substitution for physical termination itself or as a proxy 
for the injunction to sanctify the divine name through actual martyrdom. In the 
course of his study, he also notes the repeated use of the Hebrew term “!"#$%” 
(“like” or “as it were”) in texts that deal with this theme in order to highlight 
the primary orientation of simulation and substitution when it comes to mar-
tyrdom in a contemplative context, lest we misconstrue such traditions to be 
suggesting some sort of ritual suicide in actuality. 

However, in his treatment of the Zohar’s expression of this theme, he 
correctly points out that the Zohar’s language betrays some ambiguity as to 
whether or not one should intend in certain liturgical performances to die in 
actuality or only in the spirit of “as it were” (!"#$%). In his analysis of this appar-
ently ambiguous and contradictory position of the Zohar, he takes the stance of 
situating the Zohar squarely on the side of simulation, downplaying the Zohar’s 
emphasis of actual ritual martyrdom. He writes:

In some of the previous texts, the Zohar employs a double locution to indi-
cate the status of the ritual action performed. On the one hand, the death 
simulation is marked by the term ke’ilu. #is serves notice that the ritual is 
merely “like” the death of the worshipper; it is only “as if ” the performer 
died in the rite. On the other hand, the action is termed vada’i; that is, 
something “actual”"a veritable deed, “indeed.” At the semantic level, such 
a combination of verisimilitude and actuality is an oxymoron. But as ritual 
denotations, this paradox %nely expresses the double dimension of ritual 
performance: mimetic substitutes for actions “in the world” are believed 
to e'ect changes in this or otherworldly realms, “as if ” those (conscious) 

 4 See, e.g., Zohar II: 128b–129a; 200b; III: 120b; 120b–121b and Cordovero, Te"llah le-Moshe, 
107b, 110b-112b. For a review of the Zohar’s treatment of this topic, see Fine, “Contempla-
tive Death,” 92–94.
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imitations were the real thing. Accordingly, it is not necessary to die in fact 
in order to receive the bene%ts of death (like expiation); and to be reborn 
to life on a higher spiritual plane, one must merely (i.e., actually#in the 
ritual) be “as if ” dead while the heavenly conjunctions are occurring.5

In this passage, Fishbane grapples with the Zohar’s paradoxical and contradic-
tory expressions of intentionality that accompany certain liturgical exercises. 
While a more thorough analysis of these Zoharic sections referred to by Fish-
bane is beyond the scope of this study, they remain important precursors to 
the more radical formulations of ritual death that we %nd in Lurianic literature. 
Later on, I will argue that these more ambiguous expressions in the Zohar 
a$ain greater clarity in the Lurianic development of these themes, with Luria 
positioning himself more squarely on the side of actual ritual death as the opti-
mal conditions for the eschatological ful%llment of the individual soul. 

In order to understand the contemplative death practices that shaped the 
ritual life of Luria and his fellowship, we must %rst appreciate the metaphysical 
framework that informed and supported these exercises. As with the practices 
performed when going to sleep, so too the kavvanot that ritualize death are 
rooted in, and pa$erned by, both Lurianic cosmology as well as by the larger 
system of liturgical intentions that oriented the inner life of the practitioner. 

#e most important source we have in Lurianic literature for our under-
standing of the metaphysical meaning of contemplative death is from a short 
treatise penned by Isaac Luria himself. #is text, which Hayyim Vital tells us 
was copied from Luria’s handwri$en manuscript, was included by Shmuel Vital 
in his redaction of the Shemona She’arim, in the sections of Pri Etz Hayyim 
(PEH) and of Sha’ar ha-Kavvanot (ShK) that articulate the kavvanot of the 
ne"lat apayim prayer. Since the version in PEH appears to be the more accurate 
and authentic of the two,6 I will begin our discussion with a section from this 
text: 

 5 Fishbane, !e Kiss of God, 109. Fine takes a less conservative approach and admits that in 
Lurianic Kabbalah (and in the traditions of other sixteenth-century Safedean kabbalists) 
we %nd intimations of physical martyrdom being idealized as the contemplative ideal. He 
points to statements made by Eleazar Azikri and especially Joseph Karo in which the la$er 
professed a desire to be literally burnt at the stake as an act of martyrdom. See Fine, “Con-
templative Death,” 98 and Physician of the Soul, 246.

 6 I am basing this on the conclusion arrived at by Kallus, derived from his comparison of 
the text from PEH with the version found in ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 5 and both of 
them with MS Jerusalem, Heychal Shlomo 70&, fol. 140d–142d. Kallus also concludes that in 
his view this text is in fact authored by Luria himself. See “#eurgy,” 260n359. Fine agrees 
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In the prayer [service] there are two types of giving oneself over to death. 
When we give ourselves over on the sancti%cation of the name in the rec-
itation of the shema, and with the giving of oneself over to death in ne"lat 
apayim, as is known. And the ma$er is that there are two types of unions 
in the supernal atzilut: One is the union of ḥokhmah and binah, and the 
other, the union of tiferet and malkhut. And neither is possible without 
female waters.7 

#ere are two primary practices in Luria’s meditational system of prayer-kavvanot  
that re&ect a preoccupation with death and its supernal dynamics. #e %rst 
are the kavvanot performed during the recitation of the shema in the morning 
prayer service and the second are those performed during the ritual of ne"lat 
apayim, also during the morning prayer service.8 As Luria points out in this pas-
sage, while both sets of kavvanot are necessary for the general task of cosmic 
maintenance, they each correlate with di'erent theurgic processes. #e kavvanot 

with Kallus that this text was authored by Luria, but seems to base his conclusion on Ronit 
Meroz’s comments on 80 and 152 of her dissertation “Torat ha-Geulah.” See Fine, Physician 
of the Soul, 244 and 424n71. 

 7 PEH, Sha’ar Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 4, 298:

'(#)* +,! -”./ +-' -!0. ", !1#*2, +#()!* !1$- '* +, '3#*" 3!(#)* #1#* ’/ '"43/
 3”3 &!#5 06$! /”!6 &!#5 06$ 7!#",' 3!"#2$/ +#&!!#5 #1#* ’/ -# #% 7#1,'! ,0!1% $”1/ '3#*"

.7”* #"/ +'#1-" (-4$ #$! 3!%"*!

 8 In his study of mystical death in Judaism, Michael Fishbane bases his short survey of Luri-
anic Kabbalah on these two kavvanot as they are expressed in ShK (he ignores the versions in 
PEH). See Kiss of God, 112–116 and his notes there. In his analysis, Fishbane literalizes the 
Lurianic idealization of martyrdom, which in my view should instead be read as a metaphor-
ical reference to contemplative death. Interestingly, Fine’s cursory survey of the same topic 
only references his discussion of ShK (and Fishbane’s article), ignoring the more authentic 
record found in PEH. See Fine, “Contemplative Death,” 95–99 and notes there. Also see 
Fine’s re-treatment of this topic in Physician of the Soul, 239–248. While Fishbane does dis-
tinguish between certain aspects of these two practices, he con&ates the practice of death 
simulation in each of these kavvanot. For example, while he asserts that in the kavvanot for 
keriyat shema Luria expects the practitioner to intend physical death, he does not address 
the crucial point that in the kavvanot for ne"lat apayim the performance of contemplative 
death is primarily not concerned with simulating physical death at all. Rather, it entails the 
practitioner entering into the realm of death, which is explicitly understood in Lurianic met-
aphysics to be the realm of the qelipot, or the demonic. #is makes sense considering that 
the entire contemplative project of ne"lat apayim is to redeem the lost souls trapped in the 
qelipot. Furthermore, Fishbane appears to overlook that the technical sense of Luria’s usage 
of the phrase “giving oneself over to the name” refers to the cosmic realm of binah. #is will 
be discussed in more detail below.
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associated with the shema serve to stimulate the higher union of ḥokhmah and 
binah while those performed during ne"lat apayim act to unify the lower union 
of tiferet and malkhut. Note that in the passage just cited, Luria uses the phrase 
“giving oneself over to death” only with reference to the kavvanot for ne"lat 
apayim and not for those of the shema. #is pa$ern also displays itself as the 
performative mechanics of each of these kavvanot are then outlined by Luria:

Indeed, the female waters of malkhut are the souls of the righteous. When 
one gives himself over to death it is as if he expires from the world and 
his soul cleaves above in her [i.e. malkhut’s] yesod in the secret of a “well” 
and she becomes a well of living water, then the male waters descend from 
tiferet and this holy union is properly accomplished.9

Here Luria describes the theurgic process that takes place during the kavvanot 
for ne"lat apayim, whereby the adept “gives himself over to death” in order to 
become the female waters of malkhut.10 As the female waters, the soul of the 
practitioner then stimulates the down-&ow of male waters from tiferet above, 
culminating in the sexual union of these two partzu"m. In order to achieve this, 
it appears that the mekhaven is required to enter into a trance-like state, akin to 
death, which then permits his soul to adhere to a particular gradation in the cos-
mic hierarchy. #is is the import of his use of the phrase “as if he expires from 
the world” (+"!,' 7* (841 !"$%). Later on in the same passage, Luria explains the 
parallel process in the kavvanot of the morning shema:

#e blessed female waters of binah are the righteous who give themselves 
on the “sancti%cation of the name,” for she is binah who is called “great 

 9 PEH, Sha’ar Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 4, 298:

./03! +"!,' 7* (841 !"#$%! '3#*" !*2, (!)*# (-$%! +#.#02' 3!*-1 +' 3!%"*0 7”* +1*$
 -!0.' '5 &!!5! 3”3* 0”* $2!# 5$! +##6 +#* ($/ '-,#! ($/ 0!)/ '"- 0!)#/ '",*" !3*-1

.!1!.#3% '-,1

10 Another more radical formulation of this trope is found in Olat Tamid, 118, where Vital writes 
that the zivvug of imma and abba takes place through the practitioner’s “giving himself over to 
murder.” One would assume that Vital is referring to the contemplative “self-murder” (that is, 
suicide) of the mekhaven, although it is curious that he does not use the re&exive form of the 
verb in this case. #e trope of murder appears in the kavvanot of the bedtime shema as well, 
regarding the adept’s charge to intentionally “murder” the bodies of the evil spirits (7#.#5*) 
that formed as a result of improper seminal emissions. See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, 
ch. 7. For examples of even more extreme formulations of intentional death in the writings of 
post-Lurianic authors, see the passages cited by Fine in Physician of the Soul, 425n80.
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name.” And it is holy for him to ascend from below to above in the secret of 
the “holy” which is ḥokhmah. However, giving oneself over to death is in 
the secret of malkhut, which is the place of death. And the “sancti%cation 
of the name” is above.11

In this text, Luria outlines what can be seen as the most central and signi%cant 
orienting factor to the human role of cosmic maintenance. #e contemplative 
principle of “giving oneself over to death” serves as the directional mantra that 
describes the adept’s shamanic journey into the ethereal realms.12 But what 
Luria means by the term “death” turns out to be more complex than %rst meets 
the eye. In fact, there are two di'erent processes at play here that %t the category 
of “giving oneself over to death”: one pertains to ne"lat apayim, the other to the 
morning shema. 

Regarding the kavvanot for ne"lat apayim, the a$empt to contemplatively 
a$ach one’s soul to malkhut in order to serve as her female waters is termed 
by Luria “giving oneself over to death” because the term “death” is one of the 
technical terms that refer to malkhut.13 #us, when Luria uses the phrase “gives 
himself over to death,” he is not primarily encouraging the practitioner to 
invite physical death, but rather to a$ach his soul to the hypostatic gradation of 
malkhut (that is, “death”) in order to accomplish speci%c theurgic goals.

#is also explains why in this passage Luria does not utilize the phrase 
“gives himself over to death” when discussing the kavvanah of keriyat shema. In 
this case Luria’s terminology is clear: the task of the practitioner is to “give one-
self over on the sancti%cation of the name,” not “to death.”14 #is is because the 

11 PEH, Sha’ar Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 4, 298:

-!0.! "!0& +- 3$(.1' '1#/' $#'- '”. ", !*2, 7#()!*' +#.#02' +' +#6/!-*' '1#/0 7”*!
 3!%"* 0!)/ $!' '3#*" !*2, 3!(#)* "/$ '*%6 $!'- -!0.' 0!)/ '",*" '8** 3!"," $!'

.'",*" +-' -!0#.! $3!*0 (3$ $!'-

12 On the “shamanic” nature of Luria’s intention to “give oneself over to death,” see Fine, “Con-
templative Death,” 98–99. For broader context on shamanic expressions in Kabbalah (and 
especially in Hasidism), see Jonathan Garb, Shamanic Trance in Modern Kabbalah (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2011) .

13 See, e.g., Zohar I: 148a. #e close association in the Zohar between the se"rah of malkhut 
and the sitra aḥra (the demonic realm) sets up the double locution in the Lurianic texts that 
apply the technical term “death” both to malkhut and to the realm of the qelipot. #is will be 
discussed more below.

14 Luria is consistent in his usage (or lack of usage) of the term “death” throughout this entire 
text, which suggests that its omission in this passage was not an editorial oversight, but a 
re&ection of a clearly thought out metaphysical perspective. #e term “death” appears when 
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“place” within the supernal realms that is inhabited through the performance of 
this practice is binah, whose terminological reference is the word “name,” not 
“death.”15

While in the performance of the kavvanot for keriyat shema the contem-
plative function is to enter into the lo(y feminine sphere of binah in the cosmic 
hierarchy, in the kavvanot for ne"lat apayim the phrase of “giving oneself over to 
death” is used to refer to placing one’s soul squarely inside the realm of malkhut. 
As we shall see in our discussion of the ne"lat apayim kavvanot, this term not 
only points to an inner journey into the yesod of malkhut, but more poignantly 
into the realm of the qelipot, or the demonic. #us, while both kavvanot share 
the emphasis on “giving oneself over to death,” what that means on an experien-
tial and metaphysical level is quite di'erent in each of these practices. A proper 
understanding of this distinction is thus vital to appreciate the nuances implicit 
in these doctrines. 

While the technical use of the term “death” is reserved for pneumatic entry 
into the sphere of malkhut (or the qelipot), this passage still betrays a double 
locution in terms of the inner journey. #at is, whether or not one a$aches his 
soul to malkhut (“death”) or binah (“the name”), both still require the contem-
plative posture of “as if one is expiring from the world.” #is is not death in a 
technical sense but is best understood as an orientation to one’s journey and 
experience that mimics certain features of death; namely, it provides a mech-
anism through which the practitioner can transcend the ordinary limitations 
of perception de%ned by an identi%cation with the physical body. #is tran-
scendence then allows for trans-dimensional travel into the ethereal realms that 
comprise the topography of the kabbalistic worlds. #at is, the contemplative 
principle of “giving oneself over to death” serves as a directional mantra that 
describes the adept’s inner journey into the transcendent realms. #is orient-
ing principle is perhaps the most central and signi%cant factor that de%nes the 
human role of cosmic maintenance in Lurianic practice. 

he discusses the kavvanot of ne"lat apayim, but not when he discusses those of keriyat shema. 
While this is true for the version in PEH, in ShK the text occasionally uses the phrase “give 
oneself over to death” when discussing the kavvanot of keriyat shema. #is terminological 
inconsistency suggests that the version found in ShK is less authoritative than that found in 
PEH, which remains consistent in its usage throughout. #is is one of the factors that leads 
me to agree with Kallus in his assertion that the PEH text is the more authentic record of 
Luria’s original manuscript. See my comments above, page 96 note 6.

15 According to Cordovero, the association of the technical term “name” as a reference to the 
se%rah of binah has its roots in the Zohar. See Cordovero, Pardes Rimonim, Sha’ar Erchei 
ha-Kinuyim, 42a and also see Tiqunei Zohar Chadash, 129b.
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However, while here we see an emphasis on the intention towards death as 
a gesture of transcendence vis-a-vis the physical body, the mature development 
of this theme in Vital’s writings takes us closer to a more radical understanding 
of this contemplative process. #is more far-reaching possibility, which entails 
the practitioner giving up his physical body to the realm of death, will be expli-
cated in the following sections.

DEATH AND REBIRTH

#e central practice used by Luria to intentionally dismember the soul for the 
sake of expediting its liberation from the reincarnation process is to be per-
formed during the day, at the ne"lat apayim prayer that immediately follows the 
amidah in the morning service.16 #e criteria that determine who may  perform 

16 For other texts that deal with this topic, see: EH, Hechal 6, gate 39, chs. 1–4; ShK, Inyan 
Ne"lat Apayim, chs. 1–5; Inyan Te"llat ha-Shachar, ch. 1; ShK, Inyan Kavvanat Keriyat Shema, 
ch. 6; ShG, sections 3, 19, inter alia. On the history of the ne"lat apayim prayer, see Fishbane, 
!e Kiss of God, 104–105, and his sources on 147n34; Fine, “Contemplative Death,” 92–93 
and 104n1, and in Fine, Physician of the Soul, 423n60 and the sources listed there. Kallus only 
devotes several footnotes to the topic of contemplative death in his dissertation, although he 
admits that this “motif empowers what constitutes the central Yihud practice of the Lurianic 
Kabbalah; for it is applied whenever one’s intention is to e'ect a new zivvug of ‘Ab’a v’Im’a” 
(see Kallus, “#eurgy,” 263n361). In an earlier note Kallus argues that Luria’s intention 
is not literal martyrdom, although he admits that there are passages that imply a literalist 
reading of actual martyrdom (see especially Kallus, “#eurgy,” 261). He cites the passage 
in ShHY, fol. 4a: “Indeed, the Feminine Waters of Malkhut are the souls of the Zadykim; 
and when the person shall give himself over to death, it is as if he passes from this world; 
so that his Neshamah cleaves above in the Wellspring of the Yesod. And this becomes a 
Wellspring of Living Water” and compares it with Likkutei Torah, fol. 58a, where Vital states 
that to e'ect the zivvug of Abba and Imma, actual martyrdom is required. However, Kallus 
hedges the import of this text by suggesting that “the context there may suggest that this is 
the case only with sinners who have incurred the penalty of Karet.” See Kallus “#eurgy,” 
261. He does, however, point to several other important texts that state explicitly that what 
is required is “martyrdom-in-potential” (ShMRzl, fol. 6b; EH, gate 39, ch. 11, 16; Likkutei 
Torah, fol. 121a). However, cf. with ShG, 385, where Luria is reported to have stated on his 
deathbed that had there been one tzaddik among his disciples he would not have had to die 
prematurely. On this question Fine is more ambivalent, simply concluding that for Luria, 
“martyrdom"be it actual physical death or imagined death"along with the recitation of 
the shema prayer, has the enormous power to generate the dynamic processes of divine uni-
%cation and cosmic mending.” See Fine, “Contemplative Death,” 98. In his book Physician of 
the Soul, Fine revisits the same material that he treats in his earlier article, and while he goes 
into more detail in his analysis of the topic he nevertheless maintains the same fundamental 
position outlined in his essay “Contemplative Death” devoted to this topic. See Fine, Physi-
cian of the Soul, 239–248. On the relationship between contemplative death and the practice 
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this kavvanah are di'erent than the ones we saw above for deconstructing the 
soul when going to sleep. Unlike the sleep practices explored in chapter one, 
in order to perform the ne"lat apayim practice, the soul must originate from a 
lo(ier stratum in the cosmic hierarchy. #is is because the main function of this 
practice is to facilitate the ascent of the soul, or rather parts of the soul, to its 
cosmic source. #erefore, if the root of the soul originates in a lower realm, then 
this exercise will prove ine!cacious; the nocturnal kavvanot described above 
would be more appropriate in such a case.17

of yiḥudim, particularly the yichud ha-hishtatchut (the practice of communion with the souls 
of dead tzaddikim), see Kallus, “#eurgy,” 262 and the texts quoted there (ShRhK 1, fol. 
28a and especially 43a-b, and ShRhK 2, 579'). Also see his argument for the gender-dimor-
phism of Lurianic Kabbalah (and he notes here his disagreement with Elliot Wolfson’s claim 
of the “assimilation of the feminine by the masculine”) based on the principle that the tzad-
dik becomes a conduit both for the feminine waters as well as for the male waters when they 
a$ain the level of ruaḥ of aztilut (i.e. they embody both aspects of Joseph and Binyamin). See 
Kallus, “#eurgy,” 263. On the related kavvanot associated with the verse Or Zarua L’Zaddik, 
see Kallus, “#eurgy,” 282. For an example of how Luria connects the kavvanah of Or Zaruah 
L’Zaddik with the process of reincarnation, see ShG, ch. 18. 

17 See the passage in EH, gate 39:4 where Vital states that all souls, regardless of level of origi-
nation, may ascend to higher levels with unlimited potential:

+!#/ '"!, !-(!- ", (!56" '2!(' 7!#",'- $"$ 9. 7#$ 0, '&(0*" '&(0** 3!"," 7#"!%# 3!*-1' "%-
.'"#"/ '"$ !1#$ !3&(0** '",*" 3!"," '2!(' 7!363'! +#4$ 3"#41/

(All souls are able to ascend from level to level ad in"nitum; however, the more lo(y [soul] who 
wants to return to his root ascends during the day with ne"lat apayim and the lower [soul] who 
wants to ascend above his level can only do it at night.)

 #is passage seems to contradict what he writes later on in this very same chapter in EH as 
well as in numerous passages in ShG, that only certain categories of soul can bene%t from 
the performance of the kavvanah of #6!( 0#.4$ :0#/. See my discussion above in chapter one, 
and also see ShG, chs. 3, 4, 6, 7, and 19, inter alia. It therefore seems to me that his statement 
about all souls having the capacity to ascend only applies to all souls from the “new souls” 
category. However, at %rst glance there appears to be an even greater self-contradiction in 
Vital’s writings regarding this ma$er. In ShG, ch. 7, he explicitly states the opposite of what 
he writes in the passage in EH cited above. In this section of ShG, he %rst explains that it is 
only those souls who descend from Cain and Abel (that is, from the category of “new souls” 
that I discuss above in chapter one) that are able to liberate themselves from rebirth in a sin-
gle lifetime through the performance of the kavvanah of #6!( 0#.4$ :0#/. #en he proceeds to 
outline how it is possible for souls of a lower order (that is, from the category of “old souls”) 
to free themselves from rebirth in a single lifetime through the performance of the special-
ized kavvanot for ne"lat apayim (ShG, ch. 7): 

+'#."6 "% 36$ 3// +#"!%# +1#$- ;$ #% $!'! (6$ 74!$/ 6% +'" -# 3#-#"-' '&(0*' 3!2!21' "/$
.!&! '"43/ +#4$ 3"#41 3,/ +31!% #”, 7!.#3 +'" -# '1'‘
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#e theurgic elements of each of these practices are also di'erent: for the 
ne"lat apayim practice, the ascendant soul a$aches itself to the zivvug of Jacob 
and Rachel which is a diurnal coupling that is especially potent during the 
morning prayer service, so that the soul is renewed and can ascend to the locus 
of its origination.18 However, for the soul of a lower order of origination, this 

(But the sparks of the third category have a power through a di'erent mechanism and that is that 
even if they cannot [liberate all their soul parts] in a single instant, they still have a recti%cation 
through their performance of the kavvanot during ne"lat apayim.)

 #is passage seems to be in direct contradiction with the passage from EH quoted above 
that states it is only the higher souls that can bene%t from the kavvanah of ne"lat apayim. 
#is apparent contradiction may be resolved by closely comparing this section from ShG, 
ch. 7 with another passage in ShG, ch. 19. In the section from ch. 7, the key phrase to note 
is: “even if they cannot liberate [all their soul parts] in a single instant.” #at is to say that a 
person from a lower soul-origin is able to utilize the kavvanah of ne"lat apayim as a means of 
expediting rebirth only up to a certain point. #at point is determined by the person’s exact 
soul root. If his soul comes from the world of yetzirah (corresponding with the soul-level of 
ruaḥ), then he will only be able to use ne"lat apayim in order to descend into the qelipot and 
redeem his nefesh level of soul. Beyond that he will be required to use the sleep-time kavva-
nah of the bedtime shema in order to draw down the other parts of his soul (and he can only 
do so if he is from the “new soul” category). For those whose souls originate from a lower 
world and are also not in the category of “new soul,” while they can bene%t from the ne"lat 
apayim practice, it will nonetheless be impossible for them to self-liberate from the cycle of 
rebirth “in an instant”; that is, without %rst dying and being reborn. #ese discriminations 
seem contradictory in Vital’s writings because in each passage he is referring to di'erent cat-
egories of souls and di'erent loci of soul origin without always making it clear to which he is 
referring. 

18 In ShK, Inyan Te"lat ha-Shachar, ch. 1, Vital explains that the contemplative mission of the 
prayer-practitioner over the course of the morning prayer service is to progressively gather 
the trapped sparks and souls in each of the worlds and elevate the sparks of each respective 
world into atzilut. A(er the amidah prayer the time is ripe to transform these fallen sparks 
into the aphrodisiacal chemicals that will arouse Jacob and Rachel towards coitus (all this 
transpires in the realm of atzilut). #en, during the prayer of ne"lat apayim, the most stub-
born soul sparks that are trapped deep inside the realm of asiyah require redemption and 
elevation by extraordinary means, ultimately in the death of the physical body. #is sacri%cial 
act serves as a powerful catalyst for the extraction and elevation of the most ensnared sparks. 
#ese sparks are then converted into female waters that ascend to the womb of nuqvah (as 
Rachel) and there act as erotic stimulants for zeir (as Jacob) to inseminate her with his male 
waters. #erefore, ne"lat apayim serves as both the culmination of the diurnal cosmic drama 
that allows the zivvug of Jacob and Rachel to ultimately take place as well as the mechanism 
through which the theurgic act of contemplative death is rehearsed and acted out in the 
realms of the qelipot. I will discuss this later on in chapter two. Indeed, in one place Vital 
states explicitly that death is required for this kavvanah because the qelipot are embedded 
inside the realms of death. See EH, part 2, Sha’ar Mayin Nukvin u’Dekorin, Sha’ar 39, ch. 1; 
see ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 5. 
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mechanism will not work; in order for them to ascend to a cosmic rung above 
that of their soul-root, they must a$ach themselves to the zivvug of Jacob and 
Leah that is operative at night.19 

As a result of this practice, the soul is capable of ascending to an even 
higher rung than its generative source, thereby freeing itself from the need for 
future incarnations:

A soul whose root is in atzilut that descends into asiyah as a result of blem-
ish, if he exits asiyah he is certainly able to be recti%ed during the course 
of his lifetime, and ascend from level to level until he enters the union of 
atzilut20 which is where his soul’s root is from, and he is re-integrated into 
that place. And he will [then] not need to reincarnate. #is secret is the 
ma$er of ne"lat apayim [recited during the] weekday.21

#e underlying metaphysical principle that informs this kavvanah relates to 
the larger process of integration that transpires in the morning prayer service, 
whereby the four worlds are theurgically inculcated into the highest realm of 
atzilut.22 Following the successful encapsulation of the cosmic totality into this 

19 Vital speci%es that souls of a lower order who wish to ascend above the level of its root must 
do so by way of its “deeds.” Vital is either referring to the mitzvot that the practitioner has 
performed in his lifetime that grants his soul the capacity to ascend to a locus that transcends 
his soul-root, or he could be referring to the act of performing the appropriate kavvanah 
to facilitate the ascension. See ShG, ch. 19 for a more thorough discussion of the place of 
“deeds” in this process. On the particular dynamics of the zivvug of Jacob and Leah, see EH, 
Heichal Nuqvah de-Zeir Anpin, gate 37:4, chs. 1–5. Also see Fine’s overview of the di'erent 
categories of zivvugim that take place between the partzu"m and the corresponding prayers 
that e'ect each respective uni%cation (Physician of the Soul, 237–239).

20 #e phrase Vital uses is: 3!"#2$0 &!!#5/ $/#- 0,. In an alternate manuscript of this text, noted 
in the gloss by Menachem Menkin Halperin (EH [Warsaw: n.p., 1890], 140, it reads, “Until 
the time that the union of atzilut comes,” 3!"#2$0 &!!#5 3, $/#- 0,.

21 EH, Sha’ar M”N, ch. 39:4:

'"!%# #$0! !5 '#-,* '$2#! '#-,/ '0(# +&4' #”, %”6$! 3!"#2$/ '-(!-- '*-1'  
'#' +-*- 3!"#2$0 &!!5/ $/#- 0, '&(0* (6$ '&(0* 3!","! '3!#6 +##6/ 7.33'"

."!6/ +#4$ 3"#41 7#1, '5 0!)! "&"&3'" :(82# $"! +- 0, ""%!#! '-(-

 Vital explains later on in this section that as a result of this practice a “new creation” is formed 
(“!-(-  0,  '"!,-  0,  '-06  '$#(/  +-*  $2#!”). It is not clear if he means that the soul itself 
emerges as a new creation or if an ontologically di'erent life-form emerges as a result of this 
practice. Cf. Olat Tamid, 118. On the creation of new souls as a result of the ne"lat apayim 
prayer, also see ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2, 304.

22 #e contemplative act of integrating the four worlds into atzilut can only be accomplished 
during the morning prayer service because it requires the a$ribute of ḥesed to be dominant, 
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recondite realm, the particular zivvug that is scheduled for sacred union at that 
hour is ready to be activated by the practitioner’s contemplation.23 In this case 
as well, the divine coupling requires the assistance of the adept in raising up the 
female waters; in fact, the human soul (and in some cases, as we will see below, 
the physical body) absorbed in contemplation is itself the female waters that 
stimulates the appropriate zivvug.24

More specifically, during the time of the recitation of nefilat apayim, 
the ḥasadim (that constitute the male waters) descend from the partzuf of 

which only occurs during the hours allo$ed to the morning prayers. See ShK, Inyan Ne"lat 
Apayim, ch. 1. 

23 Each part of the morning prayer service serves to elevate one of the three lower worlds 
of asiyah, yetsirah, and beriyah, into the highest world of atzilut. Only when all the upper 
worlds are uni%ed in atzilut can the appropriate zivvug take place. At the conclusion of the 
amidah prayer, the integration of all the worlds into atzilut is nearly complete, and all that 
is needed to e'ect the required zivvug is the participation of the theurgist in raising up the 
female waters into the womb of nuqvah. #is is the function of ne"lat apayim. Vital notes 
that this zivvug between Jacob and Rachel that is a'ected by the kavvanah of ne"lat apayim 
during the morning prayer service occurs in the aspect of “face-to-face,” while the zivvugim 
of the a(ernoon and evening services all occur in the aspect of “back-to-back.” #e “back-
to-back” union is actually not a union at all but a defensive posture that these partzu"m 
assume in order to protect themselves from the in&uence of the sitra aḥra. In order for 
their union to properly take place they must %rst ascend into abba v’imma where they are 
safe from demonic in&uence and only then can they turn towards each other and unite in 
a face-to-face zivvug. See EH, Heychal Nuqvah DeZeir Anpin, gate 6:39, ch. 1: 3!*.*' "%" 
"”1' :(0 ", '"$ !8!-4% 7#1,' 7#$- (!6$/ (!6$ &!!5 7#1, (%51-, (Everywhere the ma$er of back-
to-back union is mentioned, the ma$er is not in accordance with the obvious meaning, 
but rather [must be understood] by way of what we have [explained] earlier). See Vital’s 
explanation in the text there, and also see the gloss published in ShK, Inyan Keriyat Shema, 
ch. 1, note 3, 120.

24 See, e.g., EH, gate 6:39, ch. 1, 2; ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 5 and in many other places 
throughout the Lurianic corpus. Generally speaking, the female waters are understood to be 
the souls that are redeemed from the qelipot. See, e.g. ShMRsh, 167: 3!$#2* +' 7#/.!1 +#* 31#6/ 
"!0&  ""%  $!'  #%  !'(%5!  /8#'  '5  7/'!  +*2,  +#1!363'  +0$  #1/  "-  3!*-1' (#e aspect of female 
waters is the existence of the souls of terrestrial human beings themselves, and understand 
this well and remember it, for it is a great principle). Also see EH, gate 39, ch. 1: 3!*-1' 
7”* -** +' 3!-!0.' (#e holy souls are the female waters in actuality [mamash]). On the 
rabbinic origin of the concept of male and female waters, see PT Berakhot 9:3; 14b and Fine, 
Physician of the Soul, 396n41. On the di'erences between the female waters of nuqvah and 
those of imma, see EH, gate 39, ch. 1. Fine seems to have misunderstood the Lurianic posi-
tion on this ma$er, as in his synopsis of the kavvanah of ne"lat apayim he describes the adept 
as descending into the realms below and there “he concentrates on gathering the ‘female 
waters’” (Fine, “Contemplative Death,” 95). However, as I demonstrate above, the souls of 
the adepts themselves are the female waters, they do not gather them from anyplace external 
to themselves.
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Jacob into Rachel.25 The task of the kabbalist at this point in the prayer ser-
vice is therefore to contemplatively enter into Rachel and infuse her with 
female waters so that she can properly receive the male waters from above.26 
He does this by intentionally plunging the nefesh level of his soul into the 
depths of the qelipot that are located in the darkest recesses of the world of 
asiyah, thus gaining access to the most hidden sparks in need of redemp-
tion.27 From there he is able to progressively ascend through each of the 
higher worlds (namely, yetzirah and beriyah), extracting the sparks from the 
qelipot along the way, until he reaches his destination in yesod of nuqvah in 
the world of atzilut. 

25 Immediately preceding ne"lat apayim is the “confession” prayer (#!0!), whose theurgic func-
tion is to draw down the ḥasadim from the hidden cavity of the chest of zeir to the “revealed” 
place in his heart. A(er this is accomplished, the zivvug between Israel and Leah can take 
place from the chest and above by means of the prayer vaya’avor. #en, at the time of ne"lat 
apayim the “drops” of ḥasadim descend into the yesod of zeir anpin where they are expunged 
into the da’at of Jacob, which is correlated with the yesod of zeir anpin. #ese ḥasadim then 
are able to descend into the yesod of Jacob and be transmi$ed to Rachel through the act of 
divine coitus. #is descent of the ḥasadim into the zivvug of Jacob and Rachel is facilitated 
through the pathway of Leah’s feet. See ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2. For a description  
of the pathway through the feet of Leah, and of the function and mechanism of the descent 
of the ḥasadim within the partzu"m in general, see Magid, Metaphysics, 26–29. Vital corre-
lates the descent of the ḥasadim with the postural movement of the falling on the face (the 
literal meaning of ne"lat apayim). See ShK, Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2. For a more detailed discus-
sion of the contemplative features of anatomical posture in the kavvanah of ne"lat apayim, 
see the following section.

26 #e establishment of the female waters must precede the &ow of male waters from above. 
See ShK, Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2: 0”* %”6$ "/." #0% 7”* 3!",'" +#0.'" :#(2 (He must %rst raise 
up the female waters in order that he might a(erwards receive the male waters). As a proof 
for this, Vital quotes from the Talmudic statement that a male child is born only when the 
female reaches orgasm before the male (BT Berakhot 60a; BT Niddah 31a; also see Rashi’s 
comment on Gen. 46:15). #e anatomical locus for the placement of the female waters by 
the adept is in yesod of nuqvah de-zeir (i.e. Rachel), which is correlated with her vaginal cav-
ity. See Magid, Metaphysics, 28.

27 See ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2: +"!, ;!)/ '8*" 0, 3!"#2$' +"!, 7* '",*"* !1*2, +#"#4* 
,.(./ '8*" 0, &&' -$(* !*2, "#4*' +0$% '#-,' (We cast ourselves from above in the world 
of atzilut to below in the end of the world of asiyah, as a person who throws himself from a 
roo(op down to the earth below). Fine notes the erotic implications of this passage: “#e 
erotic nature of this ritual is thinly veiled. #e devotee’s ecstatic descent constitutes an orgas-
mic release that results in u$er exhaustion and a depletion of energy akin to death.” See Phy-
sician of the Soul, 241.
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ANATOMICAL EMBODIMENT

One of the key features in the performance of the contemplative death practices 
of ne"lat apayim is its anatomical requirements. To be sure, Vital articulates a 
double-inversed locution of the postural signi%cance of the ritual of “falling of 
the face,” the literal translation of the term ne"lat apayim. On the one hand, 
the adept must drop his face down onto his forearm as a way to shield his eyes 
from gazing upon the union of zeir and nuqvah; on the other hand, the gesture 
of falling on one’s face is designed to separate himself from the presence of the 
king and queen (i.e. zeir and nuqvah).28 What is interesting is that while the 
former act is intended to prevent the incurring of the death penalty, the la$er is 
intended to invite it:

He must fall on his face, for it is the time of the union of the king and 
queen, and it is not %$ing to gaze upon them, for one who gazes is liable 
for the death penalty. #erefore, he must fall on his face and give him-
self over to death since he is removed from the company of the king and 
queen, for “In the light of king’s countenance is life” (Proverbs 16:15). 
And now this [causes him to] depart from the presence of the king, and it 
is as if he is liable death in separating from him. #erefore, he falls on his 
face and gives himself over to death.29 

Why the death penalty caused by the illicit voyeurism of the king and queen 
is to be avoided while the death penalty caused by cu$ing oneself o' from the 
king’s presence is to be encouraged is unclear from this text. However, it may 
have something to do with the centrality of the eyes in the physiological expres-
sion of this particular mystical journey. #is postural element of this process is 
explicated later on in this same pericope: 

28 On the topic of bodily postures and gestures as modes of worship in pre-Lurianic Kabbalah, 
see Seth Brody, “Human Hands Dwell in Heavenly Heights: Contemplative Ascent and #e-
urgic Power in #irteenth Century Kabbalah,” Mystics of the Book: !emes Topics and Typolo-
gies, ed. R. Herrera (New York: Peter Lang, 1993), 123–158, and Maurizio Mo$olese, Bodily 
rituals in Jewish Mysticism: !e Intensi"cation of Cultic Hand Gestures by Medieval Kabbalists 
(Los Angeles: Cherub Press, 2016). 

29 PEH, Sha’ar Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2:

$!'- #4" '3#* /##6 "%3)*' "% #% +'/ "%3)'" #!$( 7#$! '%"*'! :"* &!!#5 3, $!'- #4" !#14 ", "!4#" :#(2 
!1** !0(4'/ '3#* /##631 !"$%! :"*' #14"* $2# '5 '3,! +##6 :"* #14 (!$/ #% '%"*'! :"* 3(/6* ."3)1

'3#*" (!)*#! !#14 ", "!4# 7%"
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And he should shut his eyes and place his hands upon them to make him-
self appear as if dead and as one who has no arms or legs and who has 
le( the earth. And he should give himself over and place his soul with 
the righteous who have died. And he must intend to make himself in this 
death [into] female waters … and in each world he should make himself 
dead among the righteous in each world.30 

Here, keeping one’s eyes closed invokes an inner experience of giving oneself 
over to death and the subsequent cleaving to the souls of the righteous that 
inhabit the hidden worlds.31 #e functional purpose of this journey is ultimately  
to enable the practitioner’s soul to transform into the female waters which serve 
as the aphrodisiacal chemicals for the supernal union of zeir and nuqvah.32 But 
how and why does closing one’s eyes enable the soul to transmute itself into 
female waters? 

An answer to this question may be found by examining a similar relation-
ship between the eyes and the alchemy of the soul articulated by Vital in his 
exposition of the kavvanot for the recitation of the morning shema. In this com-
parison, we will also uncover a possible resolution to the apparent contradic-
tion in the passage cited above, where the death penalty for gazing at the union 
of the king and queen is discouraged while that of withdrawing from the pres-
ence of the king is promoted:

Also, when you recite the shema you should close your eyes with your right 
hand as it says in [the section of the Zohar known as] Saba DeMishpatim: 
“#e beautiful maiden without eyes.” [#is] refers to Rachel who is now 
ascending in the secret of female waters.33

30 Ibid.:

!-41 /#-#! (!)*#! 9($' 3$ /5,! +#"&(! +#0# !" 7#$- #*%! 3*% !*2, 3!$('" +'#", !0# +#-#! !#1#, +!3)"!
 7#/ 3* !*2, '-,# +"!, "%/! … 1”!5 &!#5" 1”* !5 '3#*/ !*2, 3!-," 7#!%" :#(2! !3*- +#.#02' +,

 +"!, "%/- +#.#02'

31 Vital’s description of the contemplative function of sensory deprivation echoes the practice 
of Hesychasm in certain Eastern Orthodox monastic traditions. See !e Blackwell Compan-
ion to Eastern Christianity, ed. Ken Parry (Oxford: John Wiley and Sons, 2010), 91'.

32 #is is because, as we have seen above in chapter one, the souls of the righteous are the 
female waters themselves. See page 79 note 74 and page 105 note 24.

33 PEH, Sha’ar Keriyat Shema, ch. 6:

(*$1' 7#1##, '" 3#"0 $3(#4- $3*#"!, +#84-*0 $/)/ -”*% :1#*# 0#/ :#1#, (!&)3 ,”*- (*$3-% +&
.1”* 0!)/ '3, '"!,' $#'- "6( ",
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In this passage, Vital makes an explicit correlation between the gesture of clos-
ing one’s eyes and the transmutation of the soul into the lubricating &uids of 
Rachel’s (that is, nuqvah) erotic union with zeir. In our exploration of the kavva-
not for the bedtime shema in chapter one, we saw how the practitioner is urged 
to “be like zeir anpin” in his contemplative engagement with sleep.34 Here, in the 
recitation of the morning shema, the adept becomes like nuqvah, the “beautiful 
maiden without eyes,” embodying the anatomical posture of covering his eyes. 
Just as nuqvah has no eyes, so too the mekhaven, by negating the functionality 
of his eyes, becomes (like) nuqvah.35 #is process of transformational simili-
tude permits the contemplative to assume the ontological stature of nuqvah and 
trans%gure into her vaginal &uids. 

#e mechanics of this process also reveal why in the passage cited above, 
Vital seemingly contradicts himself in advocating a succumbing to death for 
separating from the king’s presence but not for gazing at the king and queen. 
To recount, during the performance of ne"lat apayim the adept covers his eyes 
with his arm so as not to gaze at the union and be liable for the death penalty. 
Yet, at the same time he intentionally solicits death by removing himself from 
the presence of the king. 

Based on the above analysis, it makes sense why in his explanation of 
the kavvanah for nefilat apayim Vital specifies that the practitioner enters 
into “death” as a result of separating from the king, not the queen. That is, 
by removing himself from the king and simultaneously covering his eyes 
with his arm, he somatically embodies the queen, or nuqvah, the “beautiful 
maiden without eyes.” This serves as another example of how Luria per-
suades the mekhaven to embody the ontological station of one of the partz-
ufim, thereby further bridging the anatomical gap separating human and 
divine. 

#e performative features of the kavvanah to expedite gilgul associated 
with the prayer ne"lat apayim involves"in addition to the inner (and outer) 
posture of contemplative death"the proper use of the divine names. Such 
linguistic manipulations provide the mechanism of extracting the trapped 
sparks as well as serving as the vehicle of their ascent into the more illumi-
nated dimensions of the Godhead. #is is largely accomplished by focusing 

 For the reference to this Zohar passage, see Zohar II: 94b. For more on this, see Elliot Wolf-
son, “Beautiful Maiden Without Eyes: Peshat and Sod in Zoharic Hermeneutics,” in !e 
Midrashic Imagination, ed. Michael Fishbane (Albany: SUNY Press, 1993).

34 See page 61 note 24.
35 On this imitational gesture, see Fine, Physician of the Soul, 229.
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on the expanded form of YHVH that has the numerical value of 52, and the 
linguistic correspondences to this divine name that appear throughout Psalms 
25:1.36 #is particular version of the divine name thus serves as a binding agent 
and vehicle, a$aching the sparks to the speci%c level of his soul that corre-
lates with each respective world, and transporting them above to the world of 
atzilut. #us, his nefesh collects the sparks trapped in asiyah; his ruaḥ collects 
those in yetzirah; and his neshama collects those from beriyah. #en, along 
with the soul parts, all the sparks are gathered and deposited as female waters 
in the yesod of nuqvah.37

However, the primary contemplative element underscored by Vital in 
his outline of the performance of this kavvanah relates to the practice of 
intentional death. #is inner posture as well as the proper use of the divine 
name both echo the classical Lurianic trope of a shamanic descent into the 
realms of evil in order to redeem trapped sparks of light.38 But more poign-
antly, in this case it is the inner intention of death that allows the practitioner 
to overcome the limitations of body-identi%cation that ordinarily prevent her 
from entering into the hidden realms of spirit. As it is central to our explora-
tion, I will now examine in more detail this complex and paradoxical dimen-
sion of the practice.

36 For descriptions of this kavanah, see ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, chs. 3–4 and PEH, Sha’ar 
Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2. 

37 Vital notes that this is the only way that the sparks can be elevated to nuqvah and e'ect the 
proper zivvug. See ShK, Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2: 3!"," 3!"!%# +1#$ 3!((/3*' 3!2!21 +3!$- ,0!
.+'*, !"- '*-1 6!( -41 ;3-" +0$' 7#!%#- #”, $" +, +*2,* “And know that those selected 
sparks cannot ascend on their own without the person intending to a$ach his nefesh, ruaḥ, 
and neshama to them.” Regarding the e!cacy of the divine name of 52 in this process, see 
ShK, Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 3: “Since all aspects of female waters is through the [version of 
the] tetragrammaton [that has the numerical equivalency of ] 52.” In order to e'ect the 
ascent from each of the three lower worlds (beriyah, yetzirah, and asiyah), the correspond-
ing levels of soul (neshama, ruaḥ, and nefesh) must bind to three di'erent instantiations 
of the “full” form of the YHVH, known as the “name of 52.” Vital explains that the %rst 
instance of this name is derived from the numerical value of the %rst le$ers in each of the 
%rst four words of Ps. 25:1: $-$ #-41 ’' :#"$, but he does not account for the mathemat-
ical discrepancy in that these le$ers actually add up to sixty-two. See PEH, Sha’ar Ne"lat 
Apayim, ch. 2.

38 On the “shamanic” nature of the kavvanot of ne"lat apayim, see Fine, Physician of the Soul, 
247. On the gnostic character of this theme in Lurianic Kabbalah in general, see Scholem, 
MTJM, 267–268 and Fine, Physician of the Soul, 144–149. On shamanic dimensions of kab-
balah more broadly, see Garb, Shamanic Trance in Modern Kabbalah.
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THE RADICAL UNITY OF BODY AND SOUL

Vital describes the theurgic features of the %rst element of ne"lat apayim, the 
“intention unto death,” in the following way:

#e ma$er is that real death is the locus of the husks, in the secret of “and 
her feet descend to death” (Proverbs 5:5). And it is required that the per-
son give himself to death, and intend to plunge his soul unto the place of 
death, which are the husks. And he should intend through the power of 
the merit of his prayer to extract from there those selections (+#(!(/; i.e. 
trapped sparks).39

Once the theurgist has successfully entered into the subterranean dimension 
of the qelipot, he must then collect the sparks of light that are bound there as a 
result of the breaking of the vessels. He does this by binding these sparks to his 
soul substance and contemplatively clambering toward more elevated realms 
with the gathered sparks of light in tow. Each level of the soul thus serves both 
as an a$achment-site for the sparks of each corresponding world, as well as a 
vehicle for their ascension:

And this [i.e. the collection of the sparks trapped in the world of asiyah] 
will be through his nefesh, which is from asiyah. #ey [i.e. the sparks] will 
a$ach themselves to her [i.e. the practitioner’s nefesh] and ascend from 
there with her to the world of yetzirah. From there, by means of his ruaḥ, 
which is from yetzirah, he shall intend to also collect the selections that are 
in the world of yetzirah. He shall ascend from there to beriyah, and by way 
of his neshama which is from beriyah, he shall intend to also collect the 
selections that are in the world of beriyah. And he shall ascend from there 
with all these three types of selections, to the world of atzilut.40

39 ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2:

+0$'- :#(2! 3!* 3!0(!# '#"&( 0!)/ '4#".' +!.* $!' 3#3#*$' '3#* ’#6/ '1'- $!' 7#1,'!
 6%/ +-* $#2!#- 7#!%"! 3!4#".' +'- '3#*' +!.* 0, !-41 0#(!'" 7#!%#! '3#*" !*2, (!)*#

.+- (-$ 7#(!(#/' +3!$ !3"#43 3!%5
40 Ibid:

!6!( #”, +-! '(#2#' +"!, "$ '*, +-* !",#! '*, +(/6#! '#-,' 7* $#'- !-41 #”, '#'# '5!
 #”, +-! '$#(/' 0, +-* +",#! '(#2#' +"!,/- +#(!(#/' %”& ((/" 7#!%# '(#2#' 7* $#'-

 #1#* ’& !"$ "% +, +-* +",#! '$#(/' +"!,/- 7#(!(#/' %”& ((/" 7#!%# '$#(/' 7* $#'- !3*-1
.3!"#2$' +"!, 0, 7#(!(#/
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#is text displays the soul’s division into independently functioning parts. Once 
the individual accesses the cosmic realms through the pneumatic strategy of 
“intention unto death,” each soul-part then performs its theurgic duty of spark 
collection within its supernal sphere of activity.41 #en, these three levels of  
soul along with their haul of liberated sparks are successfully gathered into the 
yesod of nuqvah in the highest world of atzilut and the sacred goal of the kavva-
nah has been accomplished:

And he should intend to bind together his nefesh, ruaḥ, and neshama and 
insert all of them, along with these three categories of selections, into the 
yesod of nuqvah of zeir anpin of atzilut. #en the male waters will descend 
from above from the yesod of the male, and then a great light and e)ux will 
also descend within those male waters into the nefesh, ruaḥ, and neshama 
of this person who is performing ne"lat apayim.42

A(er outlining the spiritual boons bestowed on the successful performer of 
these heroic feats,43 Vital warns his readers about the many dangers inherent 
in such a risky operation. Giving oneself over to death is not a simple or casual 

41 Luria’s interest in the connection between contemplative death and the ne"lat apayim prayer 
(especially as it relates to the death of the ten martyrs, as we will see later on) is in&uenced by 
the Zohar’s understanding of this prayer which also correlates the two. See Zohar II: 129a, 
142a, and Zohar Chadash, Terumah, 42a. Also see Zak, Bisha’arei, ch. 9, esp. 234–235 and 
note 15 where she suggests that these Zoharic passages serve as the basis for these Lurianic 
kavvanot. On the role of martyrdom in pre-zoharic kabbalah, see Haviva Pedaya, Name and 
Sanctuary in the Teachings of R. Isaac the Blind [Hebrew] ( Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 2001), 
201 and note 14. And see Kallus, “#eurgy,” 260 for these and other sources, particularly 
the mention of contemplative death in reference to keriyat shema in the works of Meir ibn 
Gabbay, Joseph Karo, and Moses Cordovero. 

42 ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2: 

!0(# 5$! 3!"#2$0 $”50 $/.!10 0!)#' :!3 "%' )#1%#! !"$' 7#(!(#/' #."6 ’& +, !"- 7”(1 +- ;3-" 7#!%#!
 $”1/ '-!,- '5' +0$' "- 7”(1 "$ 0”*' 73!$/ "!0& (!$! ,4- %”& 0(# 5$! (%5' 0!)#* '",*"* 0”*

43 Cf. with the descriptions of light and soul renewal outlined in ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, 
ch. 2, 304:

&!!5 +!(&"! 3!*-1' +3!$ ((/" #0% (%51' 3!*"!, '-"- "%/ '3#*" !*2, (!)*" !5 '/( '!2* '-!,'
 !3!$! +#4$ 3"#41 '-,- '5' +0$' :(!2" 7#$", 0”* '"63/ 7#0(!# … 0!$* +!2, !(%-- .4) #"/ 7”!5

.3!*#"-' 3#"%3/ 31.33*! +- !-41 3-063*! +- 3)1%1 (-$ !-41/ (/,3* (!$'

(#e one who performs this great mitzvah to give himself over to death in all three worlds as men-
tioned in order to collect those souls and cause the union of zeir and nuqvah, there is no doubt that 
his reward is very great … %rst the supernal male waters descend for the good of this person who 
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process. In fact, in order to successfully engage these exercises, one must be 
nothing less than a tzaddik gamur, a completely righteous person. Furthermore, 
the kavvanot must be performed without omission or error from beginning to 
end. If these two conditions are not met, then either the adept will descend 
into the qelipot and be unable to re-ascend, remaining trapped in the realm of 
evil forever, or, if he has su!cient merit to ascend, he will only do so without 
carrying the load of the redeemed sparks with him.44

In this context, Vital provides us with a fascinating explanation for why 
sometimes people undergo sudden and unexpected changes in character. In 
particular, he is interested in the soul-dynamics of dismemberment that under-
lie the transformation from righteousness to wickedness:

And through this you will understand a great secret [concerning] a sur-
prising thing that we have found and seen: #at sometimes a person will 
be completely righteous and then he changes into a di'erent person and 
becomes a complete villain. … #e ma$er is that when a person gives his 
soul over to death in ne"lat apayim into the place of the qelipah, and due to 
a certain sin that he has commi$ed his soul is unable to ascend from there, 
and the qelipah snatches him and he remains there forever. #en they give 
him a di'erent soul, a wicked one from the side of the qelipah.45

#is passage o'ers us another glimpse into the dynamics of soul-swapping 
that occupied our a$ention in our discussion of the kavvanot for the bedtime 
shema in chapter one. However, unlike with the kavvanot performed before 
sleep, in this case the spli$ing and substitution of soul-parts is unintentional. To 

performed ne"lat apayim and that very light impregnates [itself] in his nefesh that enters there and 
it renews his soul there and recti%es it completely.)

44 See ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2, 304. 
45 Vital also notes that these same dangers also exist in the performance of the sleep-time  

kavvanot discussed above in chapter one. See ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 2, 304. 

"$ 30(!# !-41 #% '3#*' 0!)/ $#' +& (-$ '"#"/ +0$' 31#- 7#1,/ -** '!' 5”0, -** 7%!
 #* -#! … +3!",'"! 3!*-1 8!.""! ((/" "!%#- #* -#! … '4#".' +!.*/ $3!*0 $1"$0 $&(0

.""% '"!, !1#$! '4#"./ +- ($-1- #* -#! !0/" $!' '"!,-

(And so really in this manner is it also actually the case when a person goes to sleep at night, which 
is also in the secret of death since his soul descends to the level of the tree of death in the locus of 
the qelipah. … And there are some who are able to select and collect souls [from there] and raise 
them up … and there are those who only [re]ascend [from the qelipah] alone and there are those 
who remain there in the qelipah and do not ascend altogether.) 
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be sure, the possibility of unintended consequences in a practice of this nature 
is to be expected, due to the inner instability engendered by the intentional  
dislocation of parts of the soul from the body.46 

Furthermore, as we saw with the sleep-time kavvanot, in the contemplative 
performance of ne"lat apayim the potential of soul dismemberment is leveraged 
towards expediting the journey of rebirth. However, as we see in the following 
passage, this feat is only accomplished by certain categories of souls whose onto-
logical makeup allows for such a radical process of shamanic soul-swapping:

#e sparks of the third category [of souls] have a power through a di'erent 
method. And that is, that even if they cannot a$ain all their [soul] parts 
in an instant, they nevertheless have a recti%cation through their [perfor-
mance of the] kavvanah during the prayer ne"lat apayim, whereby they 
extract their ruaḥ from the depths of the qelipot even though they have not 
yet completed the recti%cation of their nefesh. [#ey do this] through the 
secret of the ascent of female waters through the verse “To You God I li( 
up my nefesh” (Psalms 25:1), etc.47

#e third category of souls refers to those soul-sparks that descend from adam 
ha-rishon’s third son, Seth. #ese souls are of a lower order in Luria’s pneumatic 
hierarchy and thus are prevented from the e!ciencies o'ered to those souls 
of higher progeny.48 #e second category of souls that descend from Cain and 
Abel, for instance, are capable of a$aining liberation from rebirth in a sin-
gle lifetime by taking advantage of the kavvanot for the bedtime shema, as 

46 It is interesting to consider these dangers articulated by Luria in light of recent literary tropes 
in contemporary %ction. For example, in the popular Harry Po$er series of books wri$en by 
J. K. Rowling, the villain Voldemort intentionally splits o' parts of his soul and dislocates 
them from his body, lodging these soul-fragments in various physical objects called “hor-
cruxes.” See, e.g., J. K. Rowling, Harry Po$er and the Half-Blood Prince (London: Blooms-
bury, 2014), 492–512. Since it is highly unlikely that Rowling has read Lurianic literature, it 
is fair to assume that Luria is not a direct source. However, it remains a curious question as to 
whether or not there were possible lines of transmission for this lore, perhaps through cer-
tain occult traditions in&uenced by Kabbalah in general, and by Lurianic tropes speci%cally. 

47 ShG, ch. 7:

"% 36$ 3// &#-'" +#"!%# +1#$- ;$ #% $!'! (6$ 74!$/ 6% +'" -# 3#-#"-' '&(0*' 3!2!21' "/$
 3!4#".' #.*,* +'"- 6!(' 3$ $#2!'" '"#43/ +#4$ 3"#41 3,/ +31!% #0# ", 7!.#3 +'" -# '1' +'#."6  

.’!%! $-$ #-41 ’' :#"$ .!)4/ 7#/.!1 7##* 3##", 0!)/ -41' 7!.3 +#"-' $"- 4”,$

48 See ShG, ch. 7, 30 and my discussion of this category of souls in chapter one.
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demonstrated earlier in this book.49 Here Vital emphasizes that in contradis-
tinction to the second category of souls, the third category is not privy to the 
potential for complete liberation from rebirth in a single lifetime. 

However, these lower souls are able to take advantage of the transform-
ative potential latent in the ne"lat apayim practice in order to free their ruaḥ 
from the qelipot and deposit it in the body of another person. Remarkably, 
the adept is able to do this even if he has not yet completed his nefesh level 
of soul. #is possibility bypasses a fundamental restriction of the gilgul pro-
cess that requires an individual to have %rst completed the recti%cation of 
his nefesh prior to acquiring the higher soul strata. With such an e!cient 
strategy in place, the practitioner is then able to potentially rectify both his 
nefesh and ruaḥ in a single lifetime, thereby speeding up the overall process 
of rebirth. 

However, souls of this category are still more limited than souls of a 
higher order in that their neshama level of soul cannot be extracted from the 
qelipot utilizing the salvi%c practices of ne"lat apayim. #erefore, in order for 
the neshama level of soul to be integrated into the individual’s consciousness, 
he must %rst die and then be reborn again with the incomplete soul part in its 
nascent condition:

And it is required that you know that this recti%cation is only relevant for 
the ruaḥ. For it is able to exit the qelipah by means of the kavvanah of ne"lat 
apayim before the completion of the recti%cation of the nefesh. However, 
the neshama does not exit the depths of the qelipah under any circum-
stances until the recti%cation of the nefesh and the ruaḥ are complete and 

49 Vital makes this point clear in the following passage from ShG, ch. 7:

7#$- $2*1 7%- 7!#%! $2# %”6$! +-41 7!.3 +"3-#- 0, 3!4#".' #.*,* 3$2" +'"- 6!(' "$ (-4$ #$
 "”51% 06$ ;!&/ %”6$ $/# !-41 +$ !6!(! '5' -#$' 3!*# !$ 7%"! !*2, #”, $"$ !3"!5 -#$ #”, !"- 6!(' "$ 7!.3
 !0/" 6!(' !/ $/#! $23 -41' +!"-3 7!.3 (6$ '"#"/ :#3#!$ #-41 0!)/ "”51' 3!1!%' #”, !*2,/ $!'- (-4$ !$  

.'*-1/ '5' 7#1,' 7%! "”51% 7.3'"

(It is impossible for the ruaḥ of the second level of [soul] sparks from Cain and Abel to exit the 
depth of the husks until the %xing of their nefesh is completed. A(er [it is completed] it [is able 
to] exit. And since this is so, it is the case that there is no recti%cation for his ruaḥ through another 
person, but only through himself. #erefore, either the person dies and his ruaḥ along with his 
nefesh returns a(erward in another body as we mentioned earlier, or it is possible that he himself 
through [the performance of] the kavvanot mentioned earlier, in the secret of “My soul desires you 
at night,” that a(er the complete %xing of his nefesh, it departs, and the ruaḥ enters him alone to be 
%xed. And this ma$er is also thus with the neshama.)
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these people, these nefesh and ruaḥ beings, die, and their neshama exits and 
is reincarnated in order to be recti%ed.50

To be sure, this bypass mechanism only functions properly if the precociously 
extracted soul part is situated inside a di'erent body, thereby mobilizing 
a most bizarre dynamic in the life of the individual: while he is yet alive, dif-
ferent parts of his soul are simultaneously abiding in di'erent physical bod-
ies. A(er describing the redemptive elements of this practice as cited above,  
Vital writes:

#en his ruaḥ comes while he is still alive and [enters] into the body of 
another man who is born, riding on the nefesh of a convert. And if he mer-
its further, it is possible that he draws her down into his own son who is 
born to him.51

Not only does the soul of the convert as an abode for transient soul-parts once 
again displays itself, but here Vital articulates an even more radical notion; that 
is, that a person’s redeemed soul-part can incarnate in the body of his own son.52 
#e far-reaching implications of this scenario are not lost to Vital. He recog-
nizes that when distinct parts of one soul simultaneously inhabit two di'erent 
bodies it presents particular challenges for the individual(s):

Even though in [the performance of] the kavvanah of ne"lat apayim the 
two of them are able to enter the world in two separate bodies, never-
theless these individuals stand in a very precarious balance.53

50 ShG, ch. 7:

+0!. +#4$ 3"#41 31!% #”, '4#".' 7* 3$2" "!%# #% !0/" 6!(' "$ 7!.#3 :##- $" #% ,03- :#(2!
 -41' 7!.3 +"-!#- 0, 3!4#".' #.*,* 74!$ +!-/ '$2!# '1#$ '*-1' "/$ -41' 3*"-' 7!.3

 7.3'" "!&"&/ $/3! '*-1' $23 %”6$! !"$' 6!('! -41' #",/ +'' +#-1$' !3!*#! 6!('!

51 ShG, ch. 7:

'1%#-*#- (-4$ (3!# '%5# +$! (&' -41/ /%(!* 0"!#- (6$ -#$ '5#$ ;!&/ !3##6 +##6/ !"- 6!(' $/#!
.!" 0"!1' !*2, !1//

52 On the soul of the convert, see my discussion above on pages 85–86'.
53 ShG, ch. 7:

5”%, +'#1- !1.!3#! +#4$ 3"#41 31!% #”, +#."!6* +#4!& #1-/ +"!,/ +'#1- $/" +#"!%#- #”4,$
 +#15$* ;%/! '"$' +#-1$' "!0& "!.#-/ +#0*!,
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For Vital, this delicate balance largely concerns the teleological implications 
regarding the future resurrection of the body. If the soul inhabits two dif-
ferent bodies, which one will return in the &esh to accommodate the doc-
trine of the resurrection? #at is, which body is the soul’s true or primary 
body that will resurrect in the messianic age? On this point, Vital admits his 
ambivalence:

Which one of these [two bodies] will prevail over the other? For if the 
person that takes the majority completes his recti%cation before the other 
recti%es his nefesh, then it comes out that the one with the ruaḥ is primary. 
And therefore, at the time of the resurrection of the dead both the ruaḥ 
and the nefesh together will enter into the body of the one who had the 
ruaḥ. However, if the owner of the nefesh completes his recti%cation %rst, I 
do not remember what I heard concerning this. But in my humble opinion 
I heard that they both enter into the body of the owner of the nefesh at the 
resurrection of the dead since it is primary [in that case].54

#e relationship between the body and soul is organized by a system of merit. 
#ose souls that advance their evolutionary process more rapidly establish a 
more enduring relationship with the physical body that they inhabit. #erefore, 
which physical body will reincarnate with which soul is determined by which 
body houses the soul-part that “prevails” over the other in terms of the goal of 
recti%cation. 

In this situation, the thread that binds the soul to the body seems to be 
one’s physical activities, speci%cally the performance of the commandments of 
the Torah, which are the primary means for rectifying the various soul-parts in 
the Lurianic system.55 #at is, through physical action the soul develops in two 
opposite directions: on the one hand, through one’s physical deeds the soul 
is endowed with transcendental capacities of ascension; on the other, one’s 

54 ShG, ch. 7:

-41' 3$ 7.3 (6$'- +0!. !1!.3 +#"-' /!(' 6."- $!'' -#$' +$ #% !(#/6" 621# +'* '5#$
 6!(' ",/ ;!&/ +'#1- -41'! 6!(' !)1%# +#3*' 3##63 7*5/ 7%"! (.#,' $!' 6!(' ",/- $2*1
 +'#1- #% #3,*-- 0”,"1'! !/ #3,*-- '* (%!5 #1#$ '"#63/ !1!.3 +#"-' -41' ",/ +$ "/$

.#(.#,' $!' #% +#3*' 3#63/ -41' ",/ ;!&/ !)1%#

55 On the commandments as the primary agents for the process of soul recti%cation through 
gilgul in Lurianic Kabbalah, see Scholem, MTJM, 279–280. Also see Ma$, “#e Mystic and 
the Mitzwot.”
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conduct weaves the fabric of the soul into a more solid and enduring union 
with the physical body.56 

#is bi-directional paradoxical process demonstrates the Lurianic view of 
the radical unity of body and soul, the full realization of which occurs with the 
resurrection of the dead. #at is to say that while the soul appears to separate 
from its primary body over the course of its incarnational journey, its soul sub-
stance actually remains inextricably wed to the body with which it performed 
the most commandments. #us, at the time of resurrection all the individual 
soul-parts return to, and reintegrate with, their primary physical body; a body 
which, it turns out, was never completely separated from the soul.57 In this 
sense, the ultimate ful%lment of the gilgul journey is not realized through the 
integration of the various soul-parts back into the cosmic soul of adam ha-ris-
hon, but rather it is through the reunion of the completed individual soul back 
into its rightful physical body. 

#is approach, which sees the physical body as the %nal locus for cosmic 
redemption, is counterintuitive to a hierarchical view of cosmic structure. #at 
is, Lurianic metaphysics ultimately holds that there is never a complete separa-
tion between the physical body and the soul even as it admits that fragmented 
parts of the same soul can simultaneously function in di'erent bodies and loca-
tions. In this approach, the physical body turns out to be divinized and the soul 
materialized as the ultimate cap on the process of cosmic tiqun comes into fru-
ition. #is %nal stage of the process erases all hierarchy in the cosmic structure, 
revealing the partzu"m and the human body to ultimately be one and the same 

56 #e phrase that Vital uses throughout his discussions of the kavvanah for ne"lat apayim is 
“in accordance with his deeds” (!#-,* #4%). See, e.g., ShG, ch. 19: 31!%/ +#4$ 3"#41 0!)/ +!#/ !$ 
(%51% -** !-(- 0, !#-,* #4% '&(0*" '&(0** 3!"," '"!%# $-$ #-41 ’' :#"$ .!)4 (Or during the 
day in the secret of ne"lat apayim with the kavvanah of the verse “To you God I li( up my 
soul,” he is able to ascend from level to level in accordance with his deeds, until his actual 
root as was mentioned). Later in the same chapter, a similar chord is echoed by Vital: +"% 
9. 7#$ 0, '&(0*" '&(0** 3!"," +'#-,* #”, 3!"!%# (All [souls] are able by way of their deeds to 
ascend from level to level to no end). Also see the passage in EH, gate 39, ch. 4: +#-# +$ '5 "%! 
3!"," "%!#- +##!$( +#/!8 +#-,* !" '#'#- (6$ '1!!%/ !/" !#"$ (And all this if he places his heart to 
it in a di'erent kavvanah that he should have good deeds that are %$ing for him to be able to 
ascend). Concerning the import of the phrase “if he places his heart to it,” see my discussion 
below in section Soul Rupture and Cosmic Union.

57 #e view that only the body that performs the most mitzvot will resurrect along with the split 
o' soul parts explains why Vital is so concerned with the proportions of good and evil that 
are a$ributed to each one of the respective physical bodies, and the manner in which good 
and/or evil is transferred between the two bodies. See ShG, ch. 7 for Vital’s explanation of 
this process. 
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truth. Here we have an integral expression of monistic mysticism that includes 
within it a functional dualism, thereby expressing a path of soul fragmentation 
and somatic integration that allows for both dualism and nondualism to simul-
taneously coexist.58 

HUMAN SACRIFICE AND INTEGRAL MONISM

#is inclusive perspective of integral monism is echoed throughout Lurianic 
metaphysical teachings, but is easily overlooked if the reader is %ltering the 
material through a dualistic, hierarchical lens.59 Indeed, Luria (or Vital) inten-
tionally le( these more radical allusions more obscure and encoded in cryptic 
formulations. For example, several times in his articulation of the kavvanah for 
ne"lat apayim, both in ShK and EH, Vital mentions that the success of this prac-
tice is contingent upon the adept a$ending to the secret of pu$ing “his heart to 
it,” but o'ers no explanation for what this means. Only by scouring the totality 
of the Lurianic corpus and pu$ing the sca$ered puzzle pieces together is it pos-
sible for a reader to begin to make sense out of this allusion. 

Let us begin by examining one example of such a cryptic passage. In Vital’s 
discussion of the two practices of expediting release from rebirth (namely, the 

58 #e term “nondualism” is applied in the academic study of religion to metaphysical systems 
that posit that there is no ontological duality inherent to the nature of existence. #e proto-
type for this perspective is the Hindu path of Advaita Vedanta (the Sanskrit word “Advaita” 
literally means “Nondual”), that claims that the only true existence is the nondual ground 
of reality, generally referred to with the term “Brahman.” In this system, there is no onto-
logical truth to dualism; it is simply an epistemological error and fundamentally illusory 
(this error is referred to by the term avidya, “ignorance”). See, e.g., Deutch’s classic Advaita 
Vedanta: A Philosophical Reconstruction. However, Lurianic Kabbalah is not a nondual system 
in this classic usage of the term, since it does not claim that dualistic ways of perceiving are 
fundamentally erroneous. It’s acceptance of the reality of dualism is expressed through the 
multiple soul-parts that live and function independently of the others in di'erent loci. #is 
perspective allows Luria to posit his doctrine of multiple soul-parts inhabiting several bod-
ies simultaneously as well as the possibilities of one body housing up to four soul-parts of 
di'erent individuals. All this can happen in this view without the individual soul ever losing 
its fundamental integrity as an ontological unity. #us, Luria views reality and the soul to 
be simultaneously dual and nondual in nature. #is view is closer to the particular form of 
monism found in the teachings on nondual Shaivite Tantra, or Kashmir Shaivism. Mark S. G. 
Dyczkowski calls this approach “Integral Monism,” and I have adopted his term to describe 
Lurianic Kabbalah. See Dyczkowski, !e Doctrine of Vibration. See my comparative discus-
sion of Advaita Vedanta and Kashmir Shaivism below on page 143'.

59 On my use of the term “Integral Monism,” see the previous note.
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one performed at night while going to sleep and the other during the day while 
rehearsing contemplative death during ne"lat apayim) he states that these prac-
tices are only e'ective:59

If one puts his heart to it [i.e. to perform] a di'erent kavvanah, that he 
should have good deeds that are %$ing [and that will] enable him to 
ascend and in this manner, he will not need to reincarnate a(er his death.60

Which kavvanah is Vital referring to? I think there are two plausible answers. 
#e %rst possibility is that he is referring to the process outlined in ShG, chs. 18 
and 19, whereby Vital explains how someone can a$ain higher levels of soul 
through the performance of mitzvot and through engagement with the mystical 
interpretations of Torah.61

However, it is more likely the case that Vital is hinting at an obscure con-
templative mechanism taught by Luria based on the following verse from Job 
34:14: “If he set his heart upon it, his ruaḥ and his neshama will be gathered to 
him.” #e %rst part of the verse contains the same Hebrew phrase that Vital uses 
in the passage from EH cited above that states: “If one puts his heart to it,” and 
so forth. Even though in the context of the selection in EH Vital seems to be uti-
lizing this phrase to point to a more general orientation of heartfelt intentional-
ity that is required for the success of the relevant kavvanot under discussion, his 
precise use of this biblical formulation must be seen as suggestive.62 

60 EH, part 2, Sha’ar M”N M”D 39, ch. 4: 7##!$( 8”,* !" '#'#- (6$ '1!!%/ !/" !#"$ +#-# +$ '5 "%! 
!3!*  (6$  "&"&3'"  :(82#  $"  5”#,!  3!","  "!%#- Also Cf. ShG, ch. 19: "%/-  +'/-  '!-'  02'  "/$ 
7#!%#! !/" !#"$ +#-# +, '5 "%! 9. 7#$ 0, '&(0*" '&(0** 3!"," +'#-,* #”, 3!"!%# +"!% #% $!' 3!*-1'  
.:%"

 (But the common denominator among them is that they are all able to ascend from level to 
level to no end by way of their deed; and all this if he sets his heart to him and intends thus.) 

61 Vital explains that each level of soul is acquired through di'erent contemplative means. If a 
person is diligent in the performance of the mitzvot but does so in a super%cial manner, only 
ful%lling the outer forms of the practice, then he will complete his nefesh level of soul but it 
will be like a woman whose husband is in a far-away land; it will be devoid of spirit. #e ruaḥ 
level is a$ained by applying oneself in the study of Torah for its own sake and the neshama 
level is integrated through the study of the mystical secrets of the Torah. #ese three levels 
also correspond with the divine names of '”#'$ '”!'# #”10$ respectively. See ShG, ch. 18.

62 It is plausible that Luria used this verse in several di'erent hermeneutical ways, one of 
which interpreted the import of the verse to be pointing to a more general sense of orienting 
one’s heart toward intentional contemplation. #is way of applying the verse has roots in 
the Zohar. See, e.g., Zohar I: 155b; Zohar II: 162b. However, elsewhere the Zohar inter-
prets the verse in more provocative ways which may serve as the inspiration for Luria’s more 
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#e obscure practice based on this verse is explicated by Vital in sev-
eral fragmented passages sca$ered throughout the Lurianic corpus.63 In 
each locus the context points to some secret regarding the performance of 
the techniques meant to expedite rebirth that I have been examining in this 
study. #e way the allusion to this practice is strategically placed in the texts 
suggests that this exercise holds some secret key to the most esoteric dimen-
sions of the process of contemplative gilgul expedition. Take, for example, 
the following pericope:

But the common denominator among them [i.e. the souls that engage 
these kavvanot to expedite rebirth] is that they are all able to ascend from 
level to level ad in"nitum by way of their deeds; and all this if he “sets his 
heart to it [or to him"!#"$]” and intends thus.64

Here the intention of se$ing “his heart to it” is situated by Vital squarely in 
the center of the entire process of contemplatively expediting rebirth. Indeed, 
it is stipulated as a condition for its very success. Yet in this section we are not 
given any further data regarding its meaning or its method of application. #e 
most explicit indications regarding this allusion is found in only a few passages, 
which we will turn to now. 

#e %rst text appears in the context of Luria’s teachings on the metaphysical 
dynamics of gilgul itself, and reveals that the secret kavvanah for this verse per-
tains to the enactment of the traditional ritual of yibum, or “levirate marriage”:65

innovative approach to this metaphysical principle. See, e.g., Zohar III: 177a, and my discus-
sion below on page 142 note 115.

63 See, e.g., EH, part 1, Sha’ar Malachim, ch. 6; ShHK, 259; and in ShG, ch. 3, 7, 19; ShP, Ki 
Teitzei, Siman 25, 200. 

64 ShG, ch. 19:

9. 7#$ 0, '&(0*" '&(0** 3!"," +'#-,* #”, 3!"!%# +"!% #% $!' 3!*-1' "%/- +'/- '!-' 02' "/$
.:%" 7#!%#! !/" !#"$ +#-# +, '5 "%!

65 #e tradition of yibum and its counterpart ritual of chalitzah has its roots in the Bible  
(Deuteronomy 25:5–10) and is developed in the Talmudic Tractate of Yevamot which is ded-
icated to this rite. #e basic contours of the practice require the brother-in-law of a childless 
widow to marry her in order to provide her with o'spring. #e intricate details of this law 
make up a huge repository of commentary and discussion in the legal codes. See especially 
Shulchan Arukh, Eben ha-Ezer, sections 156; 157; 161; 165; 166 and Maimonides, Mishneh 
Torah, Hilkhot Yibum v’Chalitzah.
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Also, one who comes through the secret of yibum, since he is like a new 
building, is able to attain the nefesh, ruaḥ and neshama"all three of 
them together at the same time according to his deeds as mentioned. 
And this is the secret of the verse “If he puts his heart to it, his ruaḥ and 
neshama will gather to him,” which is explicated concerning one who 
comes in the secret of yibum in [the section of the Zohar called] Saba 
de-Mishpatim.66 And its explanation is as stated before, for just as the 
one who performs the yibum has the power to return part of his broth-
er’s67 soul to this world, so too there is the power in the yibum itself to 
return and gather to himself all of the soul; both the ruaḥ and neshama 
together. But [only] through good deeds, as it says in the verse, “If he 
puts his heart to it.”68

In order to understand this passage, we must %rst unravel what Vital is referring 
to by the “secret of yibum.” Earlier in this section of ShG, Vital explains that this 
lore pertains to the process of rebirth for a man who dies childless:

#e reason someone comes in the secret of yibum is because he died with-
out children. Behold, it is as if he did not succeed at all and as if he was 
never in the world. And it is as if his %rst body never existed. … So, some-
one who reincarnates through the secret of yibum since his %rst body is 
considered as if it never existed as mentioned, therefore when his nefesh 
reincarnates it returns with all of its parts as mentioned and it happens 

66 I have not been able to %nd any explicit reference to this verse in the Saba de-Mishpatim 
section of the Zohar II: 94b-114a. #e only appearances in the Zohar of this verse are 
found in Zohar I: 155b; II: 162b; III: 177a, and none of them mention yibum. It is also 
noteworthy to mention that in the published editions of this text the classical commen-
taries and hagahot all ignore this reference to Saba de-Mishpatim and do not provide a 
source, even while they do provide a source for every other reference Vital makes to the 
Zohar throughout the rest of the text. I believe this mysterious reference is an intentional 
allusion to a passage from the Zohar III: 177a. See my discussion below concerning this 
ma$er on page 142 note 115.

67 #e published text actually says !#/$, “his father.” #is is clearly a misprint as it should read 
!#6$, “his brother.”

68 ShG, ch. 3:

!#-,* #4% $#'' +,4/ 06# 7”(1 +3-"- &#-'" "!%# -06 7#1/" '*!0 $!'- +!/#' 0!)/ $/' +& 7%"!
 $/)/ +!/#' 0!)/ $/' 7#1,/ -(01' ;!)$# !#"$ !3*-1! !6!( !/" !#"$ +#-# +$ .!)4 )”5! (%51%

 +!/#' #”, 5”',/ (    ) !#/$ "- -41' ."6 (#56'" +/#' 0#/ 6% -#- !*% #% (!*$% $!' !(!$#/! +#84-*0
 +#/!8 +#-,* #”, "/$ 06# !3*-1! !6!( 3$ +& $#'' -41' "% !#"$ ;#)$"! (#56'" $!'' +!/#/ 6% -# #%  

.!/" !#"$ +#-# +$ '”-*%

sic
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that it is actually a new structure. #erefore, also the ruaḥ and neshama 
will reincarnate together with her. However, not all at once but only if he 
merits it by doing the appropriate mitzvot.69

From this text it appears that the “secret of yibum” points to a loophole in the 
laws of gilgul.70 Ordinarily, only a “completely new” soul has the possibility of 
rectifying all three soul parts in a single lifetime without having to go through 
the hassle of performing complex and dangerous kavvanot.71 Here we have an 
apparent exception to this rule: a man who dies childless may"through the 
“secret of yibum”"reincarnate with all three soul-parts into a new body and 
rectify all of them in a single lifetime if his deeds merit such. #is is possible 
because the body and life of a childless man is considered to be fundamentally 
null and void. Not only that, but all historical and ontological existence of such 
a man is erased to the point that the body that he inhabited during his childless 
life will never resurrect.72 #is means that when such a man reincarnates through 
“the secret of yibum” his new body is like a “new structure”"in a sense, like one 
of the “completely new soul” category"and all three of his soul-parts can then 
be recti%ed in a single lifetime. 

But this passage still does not provide us with a clear picture of what it 
means for such a person to reincarnate through the “secret of yibum.” How does 

69 ShG, ch. 3:

+"!,/ '#' $" !"$%! (.#,! ""% 6#"2' $" !"$% $!' #('! +#1/ $"/ 3*- 3/)" $!' +!/#' 0!)/ $/- #*
 '/#)" (-$ (%51% ""% '#' $"% /-61 7!-$(' !4!&- 7!#% +!/# 0!)/ "&"&3*' '1' #% … '#' $"% #!' 7!-$(' ;!&!
 +3-"- '*-1'! 6!(' +& '*, !"&"&3# 7%"! -** -06 7#1/ !'5 #% $2*1! (%51% '#."6 3!""%/ "!&"&/ -41' $/3 !5

.3!#!$(' 3!2* '-,#! '%5# (-$% .( 36$ +,4/ $" +1*$ 06#/

70 On the relationship between gilgul and yibum in the Zohar, see Zohar II: 94b-114a. Also 
see the discussion in Giller, Reading the Zohar, 54–57; Michal Oron, “Lines of In&uence in 
the Doctrine of the Soul and Reincarnation in #irteenth-Century Kabbala and the Worlds 
of R. Todros Abula%a” [Hebrew], in Studies in Jewish !ought, ed. Sara O. Heller-Wilensky 
and Moshe Idel ( Jerusalem: Magnes, 1989), 277–290; Eitan P. Fishbane, “A Chariot for the 
Shekhinah: Identity and the Ideal Life in Sixteenth-Century Kabbalah,” Journal of Religious 
Ethics 37, no. 3 (2009): 393–394 and Oded Yisraeli, !e Interpretation of Secrets and the 
Secrets of Interpretation: Midrashic and Hermeneutic Strategies in Sabba de-Mishpatim of the 
Zohar [Hebrew] (Los Angeles: Cherub Press, 2005), 113–129.

71 Indeed, the other categories of soul do not have the option of a single incarnation unless 
they successfully apply either the kavvanah of “my soul desires you at night” when going to 
sleep, or the kavvanah of ne"lat apayim. On the categories of souls and their respective rules 
regarding gilgul see my discussion in the introduction.

72 See ShG, ch. 3.
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a man who died childless succeed in reincarnating through this mechanism, 
such that he is reborn with all three soul-parts integrated together and available 
for recti%cation in a single lifetime? #ere are only two passages in the entire 
Lurianic literature that provide us with clues. #e following pericope is the 
clearer and more complete of the two:

#e secret of yibum: As we explained at the beginning, in the %rst inter-
course he makes her into a vessel and places into her one spirit. From 
this is understood the secret of the mitzvah of yibum. #at is, that behold 
the brother who died placed inside his wife one spirit, and in inter-
course with the living brother, who performs yibum with his wife, for 
he is kin to him, before he copulates with her, also the spirit of this liv-
ing brother who is the one performing yibum, invokes the neshama 
of the dead brother and joins it with his ruaḥ that is inside his wife.  
And this is performed with three preparations: #e %rst is the spirit of the 
dead brother that is le( in his wife. #e second, by means of coitus with the 
one performing yibum [i.e. the living brother]. #e third, by means of the 
kavannah of the one performing yibum, who intends through intercourse 
with [his dead brother’s wife] to bring there the neshama of his dead brother. 
And this is the meaning of the verse, “If he sets his heart to it his ruaḥ and 
neshama will be gathered to him” ( Job 34:14). #is verse intends to say: If 
the one performing yibum “sets his heart” and intention “to him,” that is, to 
his dead brother, [since the Hebrew word !#"$ can be translated either as “to 
it” or as “to him”] through this he will cause the ruaḥ of the dead [brother] 
that is inside his wife as well as the neshama of the dead [brother] that 
departed to that [other] world, the two of them shall be gathered together 
and interpenetrate and be inside this woman who received the one perform-
ing yibum. And she shall become pregnant and give birth to them [sic], and 
the dead [brother] will return in a gilgul in this world and be recti%ed.73

73 Sha’ar ha-Hakdamot, 259:

7/!# !1**! $6!( 06 '/ 6#1*! #"% '3!$ '-!, '1!-$( '$#// #% '"63 !1($#/- !*%! :+!/#' 0!)
 !3-$ 3$ +/##*' #6' !#6$ 3$#//! $6!( 06 !3-$/ 6#1' 3*- !#6$ '1' #% $!'! +!/#' 3!2* 0!)
 +, (/63*! 3*' 6$' 3*-1 +#0.* +/#' $!'- #6' '5' 6$' 6!( +& '/ $/#- +0!. !/!(. $!'-

’/' !3-$/ (#$-'- 3*' 6$' 6!( $#' 36$' 3!1%' '-!"-/ '-,1 '5! !3-$ :!3/ '#'- !6!(
 3*' !#6$ "- !3*-1 +- $#/'" !3*/#/ !3$#/ 7#!%3*- +/#' 31!% #”, ’&' !3$#/! '5' +/#' #”,
 '2!( !#"$ !31!%! !/" +#-# '5' +/#' +$ '2(#! ;!)$# !#"$ !3*-1! !6!( !/" !#"$ +#-# +$ '”-5!

 '" '%"'- 3*' "- !3*-1 +&! '#33$ !&/ '#'- 3*' "- !6!( #% %”#, +!(&# 3*' !#6$ "$ (*!"
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In this process, the brother of someone who dies childless ful%lls the mitzvah 
of yibum by having sex with his brother’s widow and impregnating her. So far 
this %ts the normative expression of this ritual practice. However, Luria’s pro-
vocative twist to this tradition is his assertion that the o'spring from this act 
of ritual sex"performed with the kavannah of “If he sets his heart to him”"is 
actually the deceased brother himself reincarnating as the child of his widow’s 
and brother’s copulation. 

#e dynamics of this a'air are based on the understanding that a part of 
the deceased brother’s soul was deposited inside his wife’s womb in their ini-
tial act of intercourse and remains there even a(er his death.74 #erefore, with 
the impetus from, and intermingling with, his brother’s seed in his post-mor-
tem coition with his sister-in-law, that spirit that was deposited inside her 
(and is itself a part of the deceased husband’s soul) reincarnates anew in the 
resultant progeny. According to Luria, if a soul reincarnated through such an 
act, it is privy to the same expeditious bene%ts as a soul that is of the “com-
pletely new” category. #at is, it has the potential to acquire all three levels 
of soul in a single lifetime simply through the proper performance of the 
commandments. 

However, the condition for this outcome is that the proper intention of the 
verse “If he puts his heart to him” be applied. #at is, the living brother must 
invoke and manifest the soul-parts of his dead brother that have been dislocated 
from each other as a result of his dying without brood. #is is accomplished, 
Vital tells us, by focusing the contemplative gaze of his heart upon his deceased 
brother while he has sex with his wife. #e result of such concentration is the 
cathexis of his brother’s dislocated parts (i.e. his neshama) onto the remnants 
of his own ruaḥ that remain embedded in his wife’s body from their very %rst 
intercourse. #en these two-reunited soul-parts commingle with the living 
brother’s semen to produce a new physical body"a “new structure”"to house 
his dead brother’s soul.

#is process suggests that the spirit that the male inserts inside the female 
in the %rst act of mating is the source of the anatomical substance that consti-
tutes one’s physical body. To be sure, this is exactly how it is understood in the 

 (!56#! +3!$ 0"3! (/,33! 3$5' '*/#' '-$' :!3 !#'#! !433-#! 06# ;!)$# +'#3- +"!, !3!$"
 .7.!3#! 5”'!,/ "!&"&/ 3*'

 Cf. with the second passage found in EH, Sha’ar HaMelachim, gate 11, ch. 6.
74 See my discussion of the metaphysical template of the “%rst” and “second” intercourses on 

page 70 note 55. Also see Kallus, “#eurgy,” 248–249.
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Lurianic writings.75 While the physical substance of the body is more directly a 
development of the second act of coitus, it is the spirit that is deposited inside 
the female in the %rst intercourse that is correlated with the Lurianic doctrine of 
soul garments which serves as the ethereal source for one’s anatomical structure.76 

In this context, it is interesting to consider why the physical body of the 
brother who dies childless is nulli%ed of its ontological existence (In Vital’s 
words, it is “as if it never existed”)77 and his body will thus not revive at the time 
of the resurrection of the dead. #is means that the production of o'spring 
imparts the endurance of one’s physical body-identity beyond death. #at is to 
say, for Luria there is a connection between an individual’s resurrection of his or 
her physical body and the successful production of a genealogical line of prog-
eny. Why is this so? #e answer to this question is fundamentally tied up with 
Luria’s understanding of the relationship between the spirit deposited in the 
%rst intercourse, the construction of the soul garments, and the cosmological 
process of impregnation and birth that is intimately intertwined with the prin-
ciple of the “deposited spirit.”78 As we will see, the soul garments relate directly 

75 See, e.g., ShG, ch. 39, 170:

6”*( '-,1 +'*- 3!(!$ +#$(.1' +*2, 3!*-1' "- +#"%'! +#-!/"' 7#1,/
.+'/ 3-/"3* '*-1'- +#(/#$

 (Regarding the garments and vessels of the souls themselves that are called “lights”; from 
them are constructed the 248 limbs that the soul is clothed in.) #e “garments” referred to in 
this passage is the “deposited spirit” itself. See, e.g., the statement in ShP, Vayera, 49: “From 
that spirit that is deposited into her by her husband are constructed the garments for all the 
souls that are created from her from then onwards forever.” Also see EH, gate 39, ch. 10; ShK, 
Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 8, and for a review of this subject and more sources, see page 70 
notes 55 and 57, page 75 note 65, and page 79 note 74.

76 As discussed above in chapter one, the kavvanot for the bedtime shema act as the “%rst inter-
course” that provides the theurgic function of establishing nuqvah with a “vessel” that will 
enable her to receive the &uids from the “second intercourse” that occurs during the kavvanah 
for the morning shema. It is the substance from the second intercourse that acts as the mate-
rial for the physical structure of the gestating organism. See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, 
ch. 8 and see my discussion of this topic above in note 68. On the correspondence of the %rst 
intercourse with the soul garments, see Olat Tamid, 119; ShP, Vayera, 49 and especially EH, 
gate 39, ch. 10. On the soul garments in general, see Fine, Physician of the Soul, 308–314. On 
the “deposited spirit” as the ingredients of the vessel of nuqvah and the substance of the female 
waters, see my discussion and sources above on page 78'. On the myth of the drops of semen 
that fell from Joseph’s %ngernails as the source for the soul garments, see ShG, ch. 39. 

77 ShG, ch. 3: '#' $"% #!'
78 See, e.g., the statement in ShP, Vayera, 49: “From that spirit that is deposited into her by her 

husband are constructed the garments for all the souls that are created from her from then 
onwards forever.” 
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to the resurrection of the dead since they serve as the very material out of which 
the physical organism is reconstructed.79 

#ese associations %nd their scriptural prototype in the Lurianic myths 
that provide the esoteric meaning for the biblical tale of the birth of Joseph and 
Benjamin. As mentioned above, the spirit that is deposited inside nuqvah in the 
%rst act of cosmic sexual penetration serves as a vessel to hold the seminal &uids 
received in the second ejaculation. Vital explains that this spirit is called the 
“nefesh of Rachel,” since it is what provides her with the life-force that enables 
her to live. In fact, if it were to depart from her she would literally die. 

#is explains why the biblical Rachel died at the birth of her youngest son 
Benjamin. At his birth, the spirit deposited in the %rst intercourse le( her body 
and became the soul of Benjamin.80 With the departure of this spirit Rachel 
physically died, which explains the wording of the verse in Genesis 35:18: 
“When her nefesh went out, she died.” However, Rachel does not die when she 
gives birth to Joseph, since what departed at his birth was the spirit deposited 
in the second intercourse which does not constitute her life force.81 Since these 
female waters are not constitutive of Rachel’s life-force, when they departed 
from her to form the soul of Joseph, she remained alive.82 

Here we see that the soul garments"and hence the anatomical  
structure"of one’s progeny are constituted by the essential substances con-
tributed by their father and mother in their act of coitus. To be sure, this would 
explain why for Luria a man who does not produce o'spring cannot resurrect 
into the body that he possessed in his barren lifetime. It is as if his body never 
existed; it is “null and void.” #is is because without brood the part of his soul 
that was cathected into his wife in the form of the “deposited spirit” of the 
%rst intercourse remains without a physical body. #is implies that for Luria, 
the soul remains embodied only insofar as it is being carried along a genea-
logical line of parentage. To say it another way, the soul’s continued existence 

79 See, e.g., ShG, ch. 39, 170: “Regarding the garments and vessels of the souls themselves that 
are called “lights”; from them are constructed the 248 limbs that the soul is clothed in.” 

80 #is spirit is constituted by the two yhvh’s representing the two unsweetened gevurot (and 
the numerical value of the word 7/ which equals 52 and is also the %rst two le$ers of the name 
7#*#1/). See ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 4; ShP, Vayera, 48–49.

81 #is spirit that becomes the material for Joseph’s soul is constituted by the three sweetened 
gevurot which compose the female waters within her as represented by the three yhvh’s %lled 
with the le$er ' or the name of /7"52. See ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 4.

82 See these descriptions in ShK, Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 4. Luria’s metaphysical narrative on the 
birth of Joseph and Benjamin is an obvious reformulation and development of motifs expli-
cated in the Zohar. See, e.g., Zohar I: 155b.
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is not only dependent on its self-expression in corporeal form but also on the 
transference of its anatomical substance from one generation to the next in 
an unbroken chain of progeny all the way until the time of the resurrection 
of the dead. 

Interestingly, in the process outlined above we have Rachel giving up her 
physical life in order to produce a human soul (i.e. Benjamin), while in the 
prayer of ne"lat apayim we have the inverse: the contemplative death of the 
practitioner in order to supply Rachel both with the vessels she needs to hold 
the female waters as well as with the substance of the female waters itself, all so 
that she might engage in cosmic coitus with her mate and once again receive his 
seminal &uids.83

#is also explains the correlation found in many places in Vital’s writ-
ings between the female waters and human souls in general, and more specif-
ically with the souls of the righteous.84 Since Joseph is the classic archetype 
of the tzaddik in Lurianic Kabbalah85"and Joseph is here associated with 
the female waters ejaculated into Rachel in the second intercourse"the asso-
ciative jump that equates all righteous with the female waters is thus to be 
expected. 

However, Vital weaves this associative thread one stitch further. While the 
souls of the righteous are equated with the female waters, it is the actual phys-
ical bodies of the righteous that provide the mechanism for the most ensnared 
sparks trapped inside the qelipot to ascend. #is trope stands out in the various 
Lurianic formulations of the esoteric meaning of the death of the ten martyrs 

83 On the transference of soul substance from the mother and father to the child in the concep-
tion process, see ShP, Vayera, 48'. #is cyclical process is one expression of the interpenetra-
tion of sex, death, and soul in the Lurianic corpus. On the theme of sex in kabbalistic texts in 
general, and on “barrenness” in particular, see Mopsik, Sex of the Soul, 42'. On the concept 
of the hahu rucha and the di'erences between the %rst and second intercourses, see Kallus, 
“#eurgy,” 247–248 and my discussion above, page 70 note 55. Notably, the themes of sleep, 
death, and sex intersect in a fascinating passage in the text Olat Tamid that articulates the 
closest thing I have seen to a kabbalistic doctrine of immaculate conception and virgin birth. 
See Olat Tamid, 117–120. On the “orgasmic” nature of the contemplative death ritual in 
general, see Fine’s comment cited above on page 106 note 27.

84 See e.g. ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 5: “#e female waters of malkhut are the souls of the 
righteous.” For other sources see my discussion above on pages 78–79 and the notes there.

85 Binyamin is given the symbolic moniker “lower tzaddik” since he is the yesod of nuqvah, con-
stituted by the spirit deposited in the %rst insemination, in contradistinction to Joseph who 
is the yesod of zeir and thus the “upper tzaddik.” See ShK, Inyan Keriyat Shema, ch. 6, 147. In 
essence, Vital explains the generative process that links the three sweetened gevurot with the 
female waters and the female waters with the soul of Joseph. 
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during Mishnaic times.86 For example, concerning these ten martyrs, Vital 
writes:

their actual bodies [emphasis mine] were in the aspect of female waters 
to malkhut, and they thus gathered the soul-sparks that were [trapped] in 
asiyah, because there was no other way to gather them [aside from physical 
death].87

#e topic of the death of the ten martyrs seems to have particularly fasci-
nated Luria, serving as the mythological template of some of his most esoteric 
teachings, particularly those related to intentional martyrdom, death, and the 
somatic integration of the soul at resurrection.88 As we shall see, the notion that 
the physical body is o'ered as a sacri%ce to the sitra aḥra (the demonic “other 

86 #e legend of the ten martyrs %rst appears in its mature form in a midrashic text of Geonic 
provenance titled Midrash Asarah Harugei Malkhut, or Midrash Eleh Ezkerah, of which there 
are four versions, each di'ering from the others in various points of detail. See Jellinek, Bet 
Ha-Midrash, i. 64, vi, 19 (Vina: n.p., 1878). Earlier instantiations of this lore appear in var-
ious sections of the Talmud and in Midrash Rabbah (See, e.g., BT Avodah Zarah 17b, 18a; 
Ber. 61b; San. 14a; Lam. R. ii. 2; Mishlei. R. i. 13). #e main di'erence between the two 
renditions of the story pertains to whether or not these ten sages were executed at the same 
time. #e earlier versions profess that there were intervals between the executions, while 
the Midrash Asarah Harugei Malkhut describes their martyrdom as occurring on the same 
day. #e myth gained popularity largely through its inclusion in a famous liturgical poem 
that was incorporated into the Yom Kippur prayer service. Regarding the internal strug-
gle that accompanied the development of this myth among the midrashists, see Ra’anan S. 
Boustan, “#e Contested Reception of the Story of the Ten Martyrs in Medieval Midrash,” 
in Envisioning Judaism: Studies in Honor of Peter Schäfer on the Occasion His 70th Birthday, ed. 
Ra’anan S. Boustan, Klaus Hermann, Reimund Leicht, Anne$e Yoshiko Reed, and Giuseppe 
Veltri, (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2013), 1:369–194.

  #e mystical interpretations that a$ached hidden esoteric import to the ten martyrs are 
developed in the Zohar, where Luria clearly found the inspiration for his more radical incor-
poration of the myth into his theurgic system. See, e.g., Zohar II: 254b. 

87 ShK, Inyan Te"lat ha-Shachar, ch. 1: 

 '#-,/- 3!*-1' 3!2!21' 3$ +#8."*' +'! 3!%"*' "$ 7”* 31#6/ !-,1 7!'"#0 7*2, 7#4!&' #%
.(6$ 74!$ +!-/ 78.!"" $”$ #%

 Also see, EH, gate 39, ch. 1: $"$ !1#$ "”1' $/.!1/ '",*" ’".' 7* $33* $”50 $/.!10 7”* 3$",' +1*$!  
.&('1- -** 7!'"#0 7#4!& #”, (And indeed the raising up of the female waters of nuqvah of zeir 
anpin from below in the qelipot to above in nuqvah as mentioned above, only occurs through 
their bodies that were actually killed.)

88 See e.g., EH, ch. 39; ShG, ch. 39; ShMRshBi, Shir ha-Shirim shel ha-Zohar, 304. On the rela-
tionship between the soul-garments of the ten martyrs and the ten gevurot of imma and abba, 
see Fine, Physician of the Soul, 310. Also see Jonathan Garb’s mention of the ten martyrs 
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side”) to enable the female waters to ascend serves as the blueprint for under-
standing the theurgic import of the practice of contemplative death performed 
during ne"lat apayim and the morning shema.89 

According to this mystical lore, the death of the ten martyrs during the 
time of the Mishnah was required in order to rectify the particularly decrepit 
situation that befell the cosmos during the period of the destruction of the sec-
ond temple. Sin had proliferated to an unprecedented degree and as a result 
even the female waters that belong to imma had descended into the realm of 
the qelipot. Such an extreme state of a'airs required an equally radical method 
of recti%cation:

And behold during the time of the destruction of the second temple and 
the time of the ten martyrs of the kingdom, the sins had multiplied very 
much and not only did the terrestrial human beings not have su!cient 
strength to isolate these sparks and raise them up with their prayers in the 
secret of female waters, but even the female waters of binah descended 
below and returned to mix with the husks … and because of this the world 
was doomed until the blessed one needed to %x the world. [He did this] 
through the martyrs of the kingdom.90

and Lurianic Kabbalah in Yearnings of the Soul: Psychological !ought in Modern Kabbalah  
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015), 38–39.

89 Vital explicitly correlates the death of the ten martyrs with the notion of human sacri%ce. See 
EH, gate 39, Sha’ar Mayin Nukvin u’Dekorin, ch. 1: 3!1/(.' 31#6/* !#' +'"- 3!4!& '1'! (And 
behold their bodies were in the aspect of sacri%ces). #is correlation with human sacri%ce 
has its roots in the Zohar and even earlier midrashic literature. See, e.g., Zohar II: 143a and 
the Nitzotzei Zohar there (published in the Margoliot edition by Mosad ha-Rav Kook), who 
quotes a provocative passage from the Midrash Rabbah, Naso 12:12 that states that the angel 
Metatron sacri%ced the souls of the righteous. 

90 EH, Sha’ar Mayin Nukvin u’Dekorin, gate 39, ch. 1:

+#1!363' +0$ #1/ 0#/ 6% '#' $"- #0 $"! 3!1!,' 0!$* 0!$* !(/& '%!"* #&!(' ’# 7*5/ #1- 3#/ 7/(!6 7*5/ '1'!
… 3!4#"./ /(,3'" !(56! '8*" !0(# '1#/0 7”*' +& !"#4$ $"$ 1”* 0!)/ 73!",'" 73"#43 #”, !"$ 7#2!2#1 ((/"   

'%!"* #&!(' #”, '#' '5! +"!,' 7.3" #”-' :(2!'- 0, 0/$1 +"!,' '#' 5”,!

 Also see later on in this section the following alternate formulation:

$!'! 3#,#/( 3(6$ 31#6// $" +$ "”1' 7”* 3!",'" 6% '#' $" #1- 3#/ 7/(!6/ 5$ '1'!
 ",!4/ '”. ", 7*2, (!)*"! &('#" +'' +#0#)6 ’# !%(2!'-

(And behold during the destruction of the second temple they did not have the strength to raise 
up the aforementioned female waters without a di'erent fourth aspect. And that is that they 
required those ten pious to be killed and to give themselves over on the sancti%cation of the name 
in actuality.)
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What is it about the execution of these ten sages that bears such redemptive 
repercussions? Firstly, for Luria these ten righteous souls are instantiations of 
the souls of the twelve sons of Jacob, and thus represent the source and essence 
of all souls in creation.91 Since the female waters are constituted by souls, these 
ten martyrs"as the source of all subsequent human souls"have the power 
to a$ract the sparks of female waters trapped inside the qelipot in order to 
facilitate their redemption. Secondly, their physical death allows for a mag-
ical process of release through the pain involved with the extermination of  
the body:

#e bodies of the ten martyrs of the kingdom were given over to the hand 
of the other side and they were killed in order that they should have the 
power to raise up the female waters of nuqvah of zeir anpin from there by 
their merit. For did not their bodies receive the pain of death?92

#e physical torture and death of the ten martyrs thus represents a theurgic 
sacri%cial rite in which their morti%ed bodies served to extract the lo(iest souls 
from the darkest regions of the netherworld.93 But this process also betrays a 
hidden signi%cation: the physical death of these ten righteous is really transmog-
ri%ed by Luria into an alchemical process of what we might call apoangelosis:94

91 See EH, Sha’ar Mayin Nukvin U’dekorin, gate 39, ch. 1. While in this section Luria does not 
account for the discrepancy in the number of people involved (ten martyrs vs. twelve tribes), 
he does a$empt to explain the correlation elsewhere. See, e.g., ShMRsh, Shir ha-Shirim 
shel ha-Zohar, 301–304, where Vital explains that the signi%cance of the number ten per-
tains to the fact that each of the ten correlated with one of the ten se%rot of the sitra aḥra: 
.3!4#".' 02*- (-," 7#4!& (-, !()*1 3!%"* #&!(' '(-, 7% (So too the ten martyrs of the king-
dom gave over their ten bodies to the ten [aspects] from the side of the husks.)

92 EH, gate 39, ch. 1:

$/.!10 1’*' 3!",'" 6% +'/ '#'#- !0% +!&('! $”(8)0 +0#/ 5$ !()*1 '%!"* #&!(' ’# "- +4!&
 '&#('0 (,2 7#"/.* +' 7#4!&' $"' #% 73!%5/ +-* $”50

93 #e inclusion of the necessity for pain in this theurgic rite of cosmic integration is also ech-
oed in Vital’s description of the performance of the kavvanot of soul ascension that accom-
pany the recitation of the bedtime shema, where one is encouraged to contemplatively 
submit themselves to the four methods of capital punishment. See, e.g., ShK, Inyan Derushei 
ha-Laylah, ch. 5, 355. 

94 I am cra(ing this word from the Ancient Greek apo + angelos, meaning “to angelicize.” 
#e typical locution referring to the process of the transformation of the physical body 
into a spiritual substance that is free from the inevitability of physical death is apotheosis, 
derived from the Ancient Greek, meaning “to deify.” For example, in works of scholarship 
that treat the metamorphosis of the biblical characters Enoch and the prophet Elijah, the 
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Do not be surprised by this, for behold their bodies were so puri%ed until 
they were considered the same constitution as other human souls. For 
this is the stature of the righteous that they purify their bodies and trans-
form them into “form.” And this is the reason that death does not apply 
to the righteous. Proof of the ma$er is Elijah of blessed memory, for he 
ascended to heaven in body and soul … and even more so these holy 
ten martyrs of the kingdom who were killed on the sancti%cation of the 
name for the purpose and intention mentioned above. For certainly their 
bodies literally ascended in the aspect of spirit and [through this] they 
raise up the female waters of nuqvah of zeir anpin from now and onwards 
until the days of the messiah. And behold their bodies are in the aspect 
of sacri%ces.95 

In this account, Vital presents a somewhat paradoxical outline of the phenom-
enological elements involved in the death of the ten martyrs. On the one hand, 
their physical bodies were transformed into spirit through the righteousness of 
their conduct, allowing both their bodies and souls to ascend as a single unit. 
On the other hand, their bodies are handed over to the realm of evil, the sitra 
aḥra, as sacri%cial nourishment for the demonic appetite. #is la$er facet of the 
process is underscored and developed further in another passage that explicates 
the death of the ten martyrs:

#eir death needed to come from the hand of the sitra aḥra in order to 
acquire the kingdom of heaven, in the secret of ten from below are [so 
too] above in malkhut, in order to a$ach to [the aspect of] heaven in the 
secret of her female waters that are produced by these ten spirits of the 
martyrs of the kingdom that entered malkhut. And their bodies remained 

term apotheosis is typically used. However, this term is not accurate, since they are not trans-
formed into divine beings but rather their physical bodies are essentialized into the same 
material as the angels. In the case of Enoch, the mystical tradition explicitly assumes that he 
was transformed into the angel Metatron. See. e.g., Scholem, MTJM, 67. #erefore, I suggest 
the word apoangelosis as a more appropriate term denoting this process. On the phenome-
non of apotheosis in Lurianic Kabbalah in general, see Magid, Metaphysics, 50'. 

95 EH, gate 39, ch. 1:

#% +#(6$ +0$ #1/ "- 3!*-1 :(,/ 7#!$( !#' (-$ 0, +#%%!5* %”% !!' +'"- 3!4!& '1' #% '5* '*33 "$!  
"”5 !'#"$* (/0" '##$(! +#.#02/ (%51 '3#* 7#$- +,8' !'5! '(!2 73!-,"! +4!& :%5" +#.#02' 3",* !'5
 '1!!%"! 3#"%3" '”. ", !&('1- '%!"* #&!(' ’# +#-!0.' !"$ 3!4!& -”%*! … -41! ;!&/ +#*-/ '", #%

 3!4!& '1'! 6#-*' 3!*# 0, :"#$! 5$* $”50 $/.!10 1”* 7#",* +'! 6!( ’#6// !", -** +4!& #$0! #% "”1'  
.3!1/(.' 31#6/* !#' +'"-
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in their place in this world which is the world of asiyah, within which are 
the qelipot, and they take their portion from these ten bodies and they do 
not enter into the place of holiness and the dross is selected out from the 
food.96 

In this version of the myth, the physical bodies of the ten martyrs do not seem 
to undergo a process of apoangelosis at all; rather, they are subjected to a similar 
fate as other mortals insofar as their souls are detached from their bodies at 
death. However, their journey is unique in that their &esh provides sacri%cial 
provision for the demonic belly. #is seems to be the exclusive theurgic con-
tribution of the death of the ten martyrs: their corporeal ingredients satisfy the 
hunger of the sitra aḥra in a way that frees the most stubbornly trapped sparks 
of light to ascend to the higher realms. 

But the fullest realization of this process suggests a more radical integra-
tion of the two paradoxical elements echoed in this text. Luria articulates this 
idea by linking the myth with the resurrection of the dead:

At the resurrection of the dead the souls will return to these bodies because 
in the time of the resurrection of the dead the other side will be nulli%ed 
and it will no longer need these ten bodies to be a part of the other side.97

Here we see the age of the resurrection of the dead as indicative of the dissolu-
tion of evil as an ontological reality. Such actuality, which marks the equalization 
of all gradation and hierarchy in the cosmos, is paradoxically both generated by 
physical death (of the ten martyrs and by the Lurianic mekhaven who contem-
platively reenacts such self-sacri%ce) and by the reconstitution of physical life 
(in the event of resurrection). #is two-pronged process reveals a nondirectional 
bias insofar as physical life and death are concerned; indeed, they are integrated 
in this ultimate metaphysical vision as two sides of the same coin. 

96 ShMRsh, Shir ha-Shirim shel ha-Zohar, 304:

3!%"*/ '",*" '8*"* (-, 0!)/ +#*- 3!%"* 3!1." #0% $(6$ $(8) #”, +33#* 3!#'" 6(%!' #%
 7!'"0 7#4!&! 3!%"*/ !)1%1- 3!%"* #&!(' "- !"$ 7#6!( (-, +, !-,1- '"#0 7”* 0!)/ +#*- +, (/63'" 

$"! !"$ 7#4!& '(-,/ +."6 !6.# +'! 3!4#".' !/- '#-,' +"!, $!'- $*", #$'/ !'##3%!0/ !($3-#
."%!$' :!3* 3"!)4' ((/3#! -0!.' +!.*/ !)1%#

97 Ibid:

'#"$ !%(82# $"! $(6$ $(8) "8/33 +#3*' 3#63 7*5/ #% !"$ 7#4!&/ +'" 3!*-1' !(56# +#3*' 3#63/
.$(6$ $(8)" ."6 3!#'" 7#4!& (-,' !"$
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Ultimately it is this fundamental act of theurgic martyrdom that is reen-
acted during the performance of the kavvanot of ne"lat apayim and the shema. 
#e intention of “giving oneself over to death” thus involves a contemplative 
rehearsal of this ancient event of physical martyrdom on behalf of the ten mar-
tyrs of the kingdom, themselves reincarnations of the original tribes of Israel 
and the mythological source of all human souls.98 

However, there is no exclusively pneumatic art that is su!ciently potent to 
induce a permanent condition of cosmic uni%cation. #e most these kavvanot 
can accomplish is a temporary harmonization of the supernal realms: ne"lat 
apayim e'ecting the zivvug of zeir and nuqvah and keriyat shema that of abba and 
imma. A permanently enduring recti%cation of the comic dysfunction requires 
more extreme maneuvers; namely, the physical death of the practitioner. #is 
perspective is expressed in the following passage, appearing in Vital’s discussion 
of the kavvanah for ne"lat apayim:

And behold even though a person who gives himself over to death uni%es 
tiferet and malkhut in the secret of kissing, and one who gives himself over 
to the sancti%cation of the name uni%es ḥokhmah and binah in the secret 
of kissing, this is only temporary, and it does not create a permanent vehi-
cle for this, unless he gives himself over to death on the Torah and on the 
commandments and on the sancti%cation of the name in action [",!4/] as 
did R. Akiva.99

98 Luria capitalizes on the rabbinic legend that R. Akiva, the greatest exemplar of the sagacious 
ten martyrs, recited the shema while being skinned alive. See BT Berakhot 61b; ShK, Ne"lat 
Apayim, ch. 5 and ShK, Keriyat Shema, ch. 5. For other Lurianic texts that treat the topic of the 
ten martyrs, see Kitzur ABY”A, ch. 5; Sha’ar ha-Hakdamot, 158; EH, Sha’ar ha-Kellalim, ch. 1.

99 ShMRshBi, Shir ha-Shirim shel ha-Zohar, 314:

0!)/ /”!6 06##* '”., ()!*' 7%! 7#.#-1 0!)/ 3!%"*! 3”3 06##* '3#*" !*2, ()!*'- #”4,$ '1'!
 3!!2*' ",! '(!3' ", '3#*" !*2, (!)*# %”$$ :%" 0#*3 '/%(* '-,1 !1#$ "/$ ',- #4" !'5 7#.#-1

.,”( '-,- !*% ",!4/ '”.,!

 Compare with ShMRshBi, Shir ha-Shirim shel ha-Zohar, 311:

'8** '1#/" 7”* 3!",'" +(!$/ #0 '#'! 3!%"*! 3”3 +#(#$* !#' '%!"* #&!(' ’#' 7*5 0,- ,0!
 #&!(' '(-, 7*5/ "/$ -”. 3,/ 6%/ '”., +*2, +#()!* (-$ +#.#02'* ,!#) 32. +, '",*"

 3!%"* #&!(' !&('1 (-$ 0, 7”* 3!",'" 6% +'/ '#' $"! (!0' 7!,/ !(0. 6(#! -*- '%!"*
.",!4/

(Know that until the time of the ten martyrs of the kingdom, tiferet and malkhut were illuminated, 
and their light was su!cient to raise up female waters to binah from below to above with only a 
li$le help from the righteous who give themselves over on the sancti%cation of the name during 
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While the kavvanot of ne"lat apayim and keriyat shema require the intention 
to dismember the soul from the body in order to ascend into the necessary 
ethereal loci, the body in both cases remains tangibly alive.100 #e only way to 
accomplish a permanent state of cosmic uni%cation is to literally physically die 
in the contemplative act of “giving oneself over to death.” #is moribund pro-
cess uni%es the fragmented dimensions of these practices with their embodied 
potential. #at is, only when inner death as dismemberment is integrated with 
the organic expiration of the physical body is the eschatological promise of per-
manent union ful%lled. #is paradoxical process expresses one of the most rad-
ical and provocative doctrines in all of Kabbalah: that is, that the full realization 
of human embodiment occurs through the death of the body.101 

Viewed from this angle, the entire Lurianic contemplative project gestures 
toward a radical erasure of the lines that typically demarcate life from death. 
Just like the death of Rachel provides the life potential for Benjamin, the death 
of the body supplies both life to the upper realms in the form of female waters 
and nourishment to the sitra aḥra in the form of corporeal foodstu'. What 
seems like death to the conventional perspective thus turns out to be life-giving. 
But there is more to the story. #e ultimate ful%llment of this process is only 
realized in the paradoxical resomatization of the soul in the revivi%cation of the 
physical body. In this act, the body reconstitutes and in the process the cosmos 
simultaneously dissolves. #is paradoxical dialectic between physical life and 
death constitutes the mystical heart of Lurianic metaphysics and its perform-
ative features. 

keriyat shema. However, during the time of the ten martyrs of the kingdom, the sun and moon were 
darkened due to the sins of the generation and they did not have the power to raise up the female 
waters until the ten martyrs of the kingdom were killed in actuality.)

 And see ibid., 311:

7#$ 5$ '%!"* #&!(' '(-,% ",!4/ $"! -”./ 6%/ $" '”., !*2, ()!* -#$ 7#$ (-$%!
.#0 #"/ 0, '%(/ +'/ .#('" 3!%"*! 3”3 +#1/' :(!2" +"- &!!#5'

(When a person does not give himself over to the sancti%cation of the name, neither in force in ker-
iyat shema nor in action like the ten martyrs of the kingdom, then the uni%cation is not complete 
for the needs of the children tiferet and malkhut to supply them with ceaseless blessings.)

100 See, e.g., ShK, Inyan Ne"lat Apayim, ch. 5, 311.
101 #is provocative principle which is so fundamental to the Lurianic worldview is also a key 

feature of postmodern philosophy. Note, for example, the quotation from George Bataille, 
one of the major in&uences on postmodern thought, that I used as an epigraph for chapter 
two of this book: “In a sense, the corpse is the most complete a!rmation of the spirit.” See 
George Bataille, !eory of Religion (Brooklyn: Zone Books, 1989), 40. 
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RESURRECTION AND THE NULLIFICATION OF HIERARCHY

#e relationship between the death of the physical body and the raising up of 
the female waters reaches its most mature eschatological expression in Vital’s 
explanation of the function of the resurrection of the dead in the theurgic pro-
cess. Not surprisingly, this interpenetration of tropes is once again evinced 
by Vital in his treatment of the biblical narrative of the birth of Joseph and  
Benjamin.102 #e context of this discussion is the injunction to “honor your 
father and mother” (Exodus 20:12), which according to rabbinic tradition also 
includes the requirement to honor one’s older brother.103 

#e esoteric reason for the inclusion of the brother in this command-
ment pertains to the dynamics of transmission that occur when the mother 
gives birth: that is, the %rstborn child inherits the substantive portion of the 
“spirit” deposited inside her in the %rst intercourse with her husband. #e 
souls (or more precisely, the soul garments) of ensuing children born to the 
same mother are also constructed from this “deposited spirit,” but their por-
tion is less appreciable than that transmi$ed to the %rstborn.104 #erefore, 
all the younger children are required to pay homage to their eldest brother 

102 See ShM, Yitro, 33–35, which presents the clearest correlation between the resurrection 
of the dead and the birth of Joseph and Benjamin. For more elaborate formulations of the 
esoteric signi%cance of the birth of Joseph and Benjamin found in Lurianic literature, see, 
e.g., EH, Shaar Mayin Nulvin u’dekorim, chs. 7–8; ShP, Vayera, “'(- 0"3! ('3!”; ShK, Keriyat 
Shema, ch. 6; Talmud Eser Se"rot, section 9 (at the beginning). Some of these passages will 
be explicated in the foregoing discussion.

103 See BT Ketubot 103a. In this section of the Talmud, the addition of the brother is exegetically 
derived from the presence of the apparently super&uous word 3$ in the biblical verse. 

104 #e soul garments of the child are actually constructed from the soul substance of both the 
mother and father. See, e.g., the following passage in ShM, Yitro, 34: 

!/ (-$ +#0)6' ’#6/* '/ 73!1 !#/$ 5$! (%51' 3!*-1' +#%#-** +' !&!5 3/ +, +0$' &!!05*- 3,/
 !*$ 5”0, 7%! … '#"$ -!/"* 7#,% !#/$ ’#6/ '-,1! !5' '-06' '*-1' +, (/63*! +'* ."6 32.

.… -!/" 7#,% '" 3#-,1! '/ (-$ '(!/&' ’#6/* ."6 !5 '*-1/ 313!1  

(When a man has intercourse with his partner they draw down the aforementioned souls and the 
father thereupon bestows it with a small portion of the aspect of the ḥasadim that are in him, they 
combine with this new soul and this aspect of the father becomes like a garment for her [i.e. the 
child’s soul] … and so too in this manner the mother gives to this soul a portion of the aspect of 
gevurah that is in her and it becomes for her [i.e. the soul] like a garment.)

 Also see ShP, Vayera, 49, where the construction of the soul garments is explicitly associated 
with the “deposited spirit” of the %rst intercourse: +#-!/" '-,1 '",/ '/ ./-0 $6!( $!''* "/$ 
0#*3 :"#$! 5$* '/ 3!(2!1' 3!*-1' "%" (But from that spirit that the husband deposited, the 
garments are made for all the souls that are formed in her from now on and always).
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insofar as he inherits a greater, and more elevated, portion of soul substance 
from their parents.105 

A second reason presented by Vital for the additional clause of honoring 
one’s older sibling relates to the innovative notion that in addition to the %rst-
born receiving the “deposited spirit” at birth, he also leaves behind a portion 
of his (i.e. the child’s) soul inside the mother. #e implications of this thesis 
are signi%cant for the %rstborn’s younger siblings, since upon their parturition 
they accrue the parts of their eldest sibling’s soul that he le( inside the womb 
of his mother. #is means that all the remaining children’s soul garments are 
constructed with constituents of the %rstborn’s soul, thus requiring that they 
pay reverence to their elder sibling as a quasi-progenitor, second only to the 
parents themselves.106 

#is scene, outlined most explicitly by Vital through the prototype of the 
birth of Joseph and Benjamin, is then projected onto (or re&ected from) the 
cosmic stage in the theurgic drama acted out among the partzu"m, with imma 
and abba starring in the role of the parents and zeir and nuqvah in the role of the 
%rstborn child(ren). Human souls also have a part in this performance as the 
younger children of imma and abba, and consequently the younger siblings of 
zeir and nuqvah.107 

105 See ShM, Yitro, 34: "%! $6!( $!'' "%0 -(!-! 3#2*3' 6.!" (!%/' 7/' #% 3!&(0*' (0)/ +#0(!# +#1/'  
.(!%/' 7/' "$ +#0/,!-* +#41, 7#,% +' +- +#($-1' +#."6 ($-' (#e sons descend in order of 
hierarchy, because the %rstborn son takes the essence and root of that [deposited] spirit and 
the remaining parts are like branches that are subservient to the %rstborn son). Luria clearly 
only considered a %rstborn son in this equation. He is following the rabbinic tradition that 
did not consider %rstborn daughters legitimate heirs of inheritance. See, e.g., Sif. Deut., 215.

106 See ShM, Yitro, 34–35. 
107 #us Vital explicates the verse “Honor your father and your mother” to be an injunction for 

the human soul to honor the partzu"m of imma and abba, with the extra word 3$ indicating 
the requirement to also give kavod to one’s elder siblings, namely zeir and nuqvah. See ShM, 
Yitro, 34–35:

+#1!363' +0$ #1/ 3!*-1 ($- "%! $*$! $/$ &!!5* !$2#- +#1!-$(' +#1/' +' 7”!5 '1'
 3$! :#/$ 3$ 0/% )”5! 7”!5 "- +#18. +#6$ +#$(.1 +' '1' ,0!1% $*#$! $/$ &!!#5* +#%-*1'

."!0&' !1#6$ 7”!5 ##!/(" $3$ 3$! 3$ 3"*! $”!$ +' :*$

(Behold zeir and nuqvah are the %rst children that result from the union of abba and imma. And 
all subsequent terrestrial human souls that are drawn down from the union of abba and imma as 
is known are called [the] younger children of zeir and nuqvah. #is is the secret [of the verse from 
Ex. 20:12] “Honor your father and mother.” (:*$  3$!  :#/$  3$  0/%) #ey [refer to] imma and 
abba. And the words 3$ and 3$! come to include zeir and nuqvah, the older siblings.)

 For the metaphysical underpinnings of the notion that human souls are the siblings of zeir 
and nuqvah in terms of the principle of inheritance, see ShM, Pinchas, 74–76.
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Consequently, just as in the biblical script the %rstborn son leaves behind 
a piece of his soul inside the womb of his mother, so too in the cosmic act some 
portion of zeir and nuqvah essential substance remains lodged inside imma 
and abba. #erefore, humans can only theurgically impact imma and abba 
through the intermediary channel of zeir and nuqvah, since they (i.e. human 
souls) are constituted by elements of zeir and nuqvah that remained embedded 
inside imma’s womb, and thus are beholden to respect zeir and nuqvah as their 
spiritual progenitors. In this hierarchical model of cosmic functionality, Luria 
is able to account for the contemplative elements of the most potent kavvanot:

And through this you can understand the ma$er of the recitation of the 
shema. For there we explained that you must intend to raise up the female 
waters with the word eḥad to abba and imma. And we must a$ach to zeir 
and nuqvah in order to raise up the female waters. And the reason is that 
behold zeir and nuqvah are our older siblings and we can only ascend 
by means of them. For we are subservient to them for the reason stated 
above. And the reason they [i.e. zeir and nuqvah] are able to ascend above 
is because zeir and nuqvah le( their roots above in the supernal imma as 
mentioned earlier. #erefore, the other younger children cannot raise up 
the female waters unless by means of zeir and nuqvah who le( their roots 
there in imma.108

#e premise of this passage is that human souls are ontologically linked with 
imma and abba both through the transmission of soul substance that is passed 
directly to them by their parents (i.e. abba and imma) but also through the 
portion of zeir and nuqvah’s soul that was imparted to them as a result of zeir 
and nuqvah’s soul parts that remained encapsulated within imma’s womb. #is 
dynamic explains how the kavvanah of kriyat shema, a pivotal component of 
the daily liturgical operation, is to be properly e'ected. #at is, the mekhaven 
must penetrate the recondite dimensions of abba and imma by consciously 
a$aching his soul to zeir and nuqvah. Because of the partial ontological homo-
geneity between the human being and his “older siblings,” and the substantive 

108 ShM, Yitro, 35:

(/63'" !1$ +#%#(2! $”!$ #/&" 06$ 3"*/ 1”* 3!",'" 7#!%" :#(2- !1($#/ +- #% -”.' 7#1, 7#/3 '5/!
 +,8" +'" +#0/!,-* !1$ #% +0# ", $"$ '#", !1" 7#$! "!0&' !1#6$ +' 7”!5 '1' #% $!' +,8'! 7”* 3!",'" 7”!5 +,
 +#1/ "- 1”* 3##", +!- 7#$ 7%"! "”1% '$"#, $*#$/ '",*" +-(- !6#1' 7”!5 #% $!' '",*" +3##", +,8! "”1'  

.$*#$/ +- +-(- !6#1'- 7”!5 #”, $" +$ +'* +#18.' +#(6$
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link between zeir and nuqvah and their “parents,” this mechanism of ascent is 
e!cacious.

In our earlier discussion of the kavvanot for reciting the bedtime shema 
in chapter one, we noted how the adept was encouraged to “be like zeir anpin” 
in order to ful%ll the theurgic function of the rite.109 Here we see a similar but 
somewhat hedged version of this formulation in the expectation that the practi-
tioner a$ach himself to zeir and nuqvah during the contemplative performance 
of the shema prayer. In light of this passage, which recognizes that the mekhaven 
must %rst traverse zeir and nuqvah in order to a'ect imma and abba since he is 
constituted by elements of zeir and nuqvah’s soul, the former injunction “to be 
like zeir” makes sense. #at is, insofar as the practitioner is made up of elements 
of zeir’s soul, he is, to some ontological degree, zeir himself.110 

While there are several examples in Lurianic literature where the human 
practitioner is explicitly identi%ed with zeir anpin, in large part the duality 
between the human and the divine is maintained. #is dialectic between a dual-
istic metaphysics and a unitive existence that sees no ontological separation 
between the di'erent parts of the cosmos"and between the human and the 
cosmic"represents the very core of Lurianic mysticism. #e sexual interplay of 
the cosmic entities in the form of partzu"m and the human participation in this 
unitive dance epitomize the process of self-exhaustion that the cosmic hierarchy 
undergoes as the human being moves inextricably toward its teleological goal. 
For the human person, this process typically involves many lifetimes of reincar-
nation and culminates in the resurrection of the physical body.111 For the cosmos,  

109 See page 61 note 24.
110 #is re&ects the basic view in Lurianic Kabbalah that the individual person is constituted by 

several di'erent souls simultaneously. In the introduction and in chapter one of this book 
we saw how this dynamic played out in the gilgul process, whereby the soul-parts of up to 
four individuals could simultaneously inhabit a single body. Here we see how this assump-
tion regarding the composite nature of the soul also extends to the partzu"m. For a rich 
discussion of the topic of sel*ood in Kabbalah, and its complex intersection with Lurianic 
conceptions of rebirth, see Fishbane, “A Chariot for the Shekhinah: Identity and the Ideal 
Life in Sixteenth-Century Kabbalah,” Journal of Religious Ethics 37, no. 3 (2009): 389–390.

111 On resurrection as the culmination of the human teleological journey, see ShM, Pinchas, 76:   
.+#3*' 3##63 0, 3!"#2$' 3"63* 7#/'" ',0 !/ -#- #*" +'#", +##!1/ +"!% '#3!0!)! '(!3' #84-* "%! 
(And all the laws of the Torah and its secrets are built upon them for one who has knowledge 
to understand from the beginning of the emanation until the resurrection of the dead, etc.) 
#is teleological trajectory is stated even more explicitly in the Zohar, where resurrection 
is explicitly declared as more ultimate than even the messianic age. See, e.g., Zohar I: 139a:

9!/." +0!. -0.*' 3#/ 7130 $" "”$ $!' 06 !$" +#3*' 3##63! 6#-*' 3!*# #%! ;)!# /( (*$
.+"%/- 7!(6$ $!' +#3*' 3##63! +#3*' 3##63" +0!. 3!#"& 9!/. 3!#"&
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it entails the maintenance of the divine family of distinct personalities while 
simultaneously dissolving the hierarchical structure of its patriarchal existence. 

Note, for example, the following passage, where Vital relates this dialecti-
cal process to the theurgic function of the resurrection of the dead:

And know that this a$achment only applies until the time of the resur-
rection of the dead. A(erwards, each one takes his portion and there is 
no relationship between the father and son, or between the son and the 
father, nor with his mother, nor with his older brother. Each one goes to 
his root, unless their souls are all from the same root, in which case they 
remain a$ached as they were at the beginning.112

#e performative function of a$aching oneself to zeir and nuqvah in order to 
contemplatively penetrate imma and abba is only relevant until the time of the 
resurrection. With the advent of the resurrection of the dead comes the dissolu-
tion of the hierarchical framework that organizes the cosmos. #e categories of 
upper and lower, parent and child"indeed, all the cosmic familial relationships 
of the partzu"m that characterized the varied ontological strata of reality"are 
erased. However, while the conceptual framework that categorizes the cosmic 
dimensions in accordance with hierarchical rank is nulli%ed of its reality, this 
eschatological vision does not nullify the ontological existence of the particular 
gradations themselves. #is paradoxical and all-inclusive mystical vision repre-
sents the culmination of the Lurianic project, the implications of which require 
further elaboration.113

(R. Yosef said: are not the resurrection of the dead and the days of the messiah one and the same 
thing? He said to him: No, as it is taught, the holy temple precedes the ingathering of the exiles; 
the ingathering of the exiles precedes the resurrection of the dead, and the resurrection of the 
dead is the last of them all.)

 #e notion that the only distinction between the condition of resurrection and ordinary life 
is epistemological is already suggested by the Talmud. See, e.g., BT Berakhot 34b: +"!,' 7#/ 7#$  
.',#0# 3&-'! 3!#.1 $"$ +#3*' 3##63" '5' (#ere is no di'erence between this world and res-
urrection of the dead except for cleanliness and the apprehension of [esoteric] knowledge.)

112 ShM, Yitro, 35:

+, 7/! 7/' +, /$" )6# 7#$! !."6 "8!1 06$ "% :% (6$! +#3*' 3##63 0, $"$ '5' 3!(-.3'' 7#$- ,0!
 5$ #% 06$ -(!-* +"!% +'#3!*-1 3!#'/ $" +$ !-(-" :"!' 06$ "%! "!0&' !#6$ +,! !*$ +,! /$'

.'1!-$(/% 7#(/!6* 7#($-1

113 A related principle is that of the soul garments, which are also constituted by both an inner 
(3!#*#14) and outer (3!#1!2#6) core. #e outer layer is derived from the netzaḥ, hod, and yesod 
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As we above, the use of the term “death” is technical in the Lurianic 
contemplative system. #us, “giving oneself over to death” points to an inner 
journey of descent into the realm of “death,” i.e. the qelipot. So too, in convey-
ing the esoteric lore pertaining to the resurrection of the dead, Luria suggests 
a metaphysical process that re&ects this shamanic and eschatological orienta-
tion. In this manner, the resurrection of the dead points to the elevation of the 
realm of the dead"the qelipot"back to its supernal source. #is expresses 
itself in the following passage, in which the human experience of resurrection 
parallels the cosmic process of the reintegration of the qelipot back into the 
upper worlds:

And behold, just like when a human dies his body descends into the grave, 
and the spirit returns to God that gave it to him … so too is the issue with 
these seven kings. #at is, for do you not know that they consist of essence 
and vessels and this is the secret of body and soul? And we explained that 
their body which are the vessels descended into the world of beriyah which 
is the secret of the supernal dust that is beneath atzilut. And there was its 
burial, and its ruaḥ and neshama and essence within them ascend above to 
the God (Elohim) that gave, which is imma. … Indeed, the bodies of the 
vessels that are recti%ed and elevated are the secret of the resurrection of 
the dead, towards the bodies that are sleeping the sleep of the dust. Behold 
through this you will understand how everything that was, is, and will be, 
they are all in the secret of the seven kings. #at is, they are the source 
of everything, and everything exists from them, and all the foundations 

of either imma or abba, while the inner core is derived from the consciousness (7#6!*) that 
enlivens the netzaḥ, hod, and yesod of these partzu"m. Both the outer and inner layers are 
constructed from the ten drops of semen that fell from Joseph’s (or yesod’s) phallus onto 
the ground when he was nearly seduced by the wife of Potiphar. See ShG, ch. 39. More fun-
damentally, however, the body and soul are discriminated along the same categories. #e 
physical body is the “outer” layer while the soul is the “inner.” See, e.g., the statement in 
EH, Heichal Nuqvah de-Zeir Anpin, gate 40, Sha’ar ha-Hashmal, ch. 1: 3!#*#14  !$(.1  3!*-1'  
.3!#1!2#6 $(.1 ;!&' $!'- +#"%'! (#e souls are called “innerness” and the vessels"which are 
the body"are called “outerness.”) #e constructs of “inner” and “outer” layers of the soul 
also re&ect the larger metaphysical design that has the same categories describing the cosmic 
realms. On this theme, see my review of Shaul Magid’s approach above on page 22 note 48. 
A review of the complex Lurianic doctrine on the “inner” and “outer” aspects of reality is 
beyond the scope of this study, but it remains a desideratum in the academic study of Jewish 
mysticism. For more on this topic, see EH, Sha’ar Penimiyut v’Chitzoniyut and see my discus-
sions of this theme above on page 67 note 47.
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of the Torah are built on these seven kings. And the wise will fear and 
understand.114

Here we have one of the most explicit articulations of a monistic metaphysics in 
all of Lurianic Kabbalah. #ese two processes"the human movement toward 
resurrection and the cosmic shi( toward structural dissolution"are ultimately 
one and the same mechanism. With the contemplative death of the human 
practitioner the most recondite dimensions of the cosmos are harmonized, 
and with the resurrection of the human body the cosmic hierarchy dissolves. 
#e fact that cosmic dissolution occurs through the integration of all the frag-
mented parts of the human soul back into its corporeal body suggests a radical 
mystical vision at the very heart of Lurianic teaching, one that equalizes the 
body and soul as two sides of the same unitive reality.115 

In this view, the epistemological categories that determine the perceptual 
dichotomies that separate the human and divine"and the body and soul"are 

114 Sefer Ta’amei ha-Mitzvot, Pinchas, 229–230:

‘5/ 7#1,' 7% … !" '131 (-$ +#'"$ "$ /!-3 6!('! (/." !4!& 0(!# +0$' 3!*/- !*% '1'!
 $!'- +'"- ;!& #% !1($/! '*-1! ;!& 0!) $#'! +#"%! 3!*2, +' #% 3,0# $"' #% $!'! !"$ +#%"*
 '*-1! 6!(! '(!/. '3#' +-! 3!"#2$' 363- 7!#",' (4, 0!) $!'- '$#(/' +"!," !0(# +#"%'
 3!4!& +1*$ … +#'"$ 3$(.1' $*$ $!'! '131 (-$ +#'"$' "$ '",*" ."3)1 +'/- 3!*2,!

 "% :#$ 7#/3 '5/ #(' (4, #1%!- +#/%!-' +#4!&' "$ +#3*' 3##63 0!) +' !",! !1.31- +#"%'
 "%! +'* !$2*1 +"%! "%' -(- +' $"' #% $!'! +#%"* ’5' 0!)/ $!' "%' '#'#! '!' '#'- '*

.7#/#! '$(# "#%-*'! !"$ +#%"* ’5 ", '#!1/ '(!3 #0!)#

 Also see the alternate version of this teaching in Sefer Sha’ar ha-Mitzvot, Pinchas, where 
Vital frames the esoteric meaning of the resurrection of the dead in terms of the principle of 
'-!(#, or inheritance. Also see ShHK, Derush RaPaCh Nitzotzim, 101–102. It seems to me 
that this passage from Sefer Ta’amei ha-Mitzvot is being alluded to by Vital in his discussion 
of resurrection found in ShK, Inyan Kavvanat ha-Amidah, ch. 5, 225–228. 

115 In a remarkable passage that brings together the interlacing themes of this analysis, 
the Zohar III: 177a points out that the verse immediately following Job 34:14 (“If he 
puts his heart to it”) alludes to the reconstitution of the physical body. #e verse reads:  
/!-# (4, ", +0$! 06# (-/ "% ,!&# (All &esh shall die together and man shall return upon dust). 
#e Zohar intimates that the phrase “man shall return upon the dust” refers to the reconsti-
tution of the physical body a(er death. #us, the scriptural association of the phrase “If he 
puts his heart to it” with the resurrection of the dead further establishes the esoteric and tel-
eological implications of the Lurianic usage of this phrase that I suggested above. To be sure, 
it also further demonstrates that these esoteric allusions all point to the thesis that the goal 
of liberation from rebirth is only the doorway to a more ultimate realization of a radical con-
dition of cosmic/human nonduality of body and soul that is embodied at the resurrection 
of the dead. I believe this passage from the Zohar is the source for the unidenti%ed textual 
reference made by Vital that I mention above on page 122 note 66.
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erased. Paradoxically, it does this while maintaining the ontological integrity of 
the variegated forms of existence. In other words, Lurianic mysticism seeks to 
erase epistemological duality but not ontological duality. #is is epitomized in 
the dissolution of the perception of hierarchy in the cosmic structure without 
doing away with the various divine personas that determine its makeup. 

In this vision, it makes sense that the physical body is no longer an obstacle 
to spiritual evolution but rather the vehicle to transcend the categories of dual 
and nondual altogether. It is only by fully embodying one’s physicality"that 
is, by integrating all the fragmented soul parts into the primary physical body 
at the resurrection of the dead"that the epistemological distinctions between 
physical and spiritual can be properly deconstructed and absorbed into the per-
ception of reality as a nonhierarchical phenomenon. 

#us, the physical body, typically viewed as the essence of limitation, sep-
aration, and dualism, is here transformed into the organ of a nonhierarchical 
perception that allows for particulars without it implying a gradated cosmic 
structure that superimposes hierarchical categories of physical and spiritual. 
What results from this process is an integral expression of monism that rec-
ognizes that reality manifests particular and distinct forms (i.e. it encompasses 
both a real ontological duality and nonduality simultaneously) without it 
implying architectonic categories of hierarchical rank. 

LURIANIC KABBALAH AND EASTERN MYSTICISM

In the above sections, we have explored a speci%c subset of Lurianic contem-
plative practice; namely, the kavvanot associated with the ne"lat apayim prayer 
designed to hasten the adept’s liberation from rebirth. #ese esoteric exercises 
call upon the adept to engage a process in which he %rst splits his soul, then 
traverses the boundaries of his physical body altogether through the act of 
intentional death, and %nally reintegrates the fragmented parts of his soul into a 
reconstituted body at the resurrection of the dead. 

#is inner orientation of “intention unto death” that characterizes the kav-
vanot of ne"lat apayim is moreover conceived by Luria as the primary method 
of accessing and manipulating the deepest recesses of the supernal realms. But 
this inner movement toward death only reaches its fullest expression in actual 
physical martyrdom “for the sake of the name,” which induces the permanent 
union of the divine paramours and ushers in the eschatological event of res-
urrection. It is the physical death of the practitioner’s body that facilitates the 
permanent procreative union of the cosmic bodies (i.e., the partzu"m); and 
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then, paradoxically, it is the reconstitution of the adept’s physical body at the 
resurrection of the dead that facilitates the equalization of the cosmos and its 
“death” as a hierarchical constellation. 

#e embodiment of these two contra-directional movements"one 
toward greater fragmentation, the other towards greater integration" 
represents the radical dynamic at the heart of Luria’s paradoxical mysticism. 
As demonstrated above, in formulating these contemplative techniques of 
simulated death, Luria is thereby pu$ing into practice a more fundamental 
theoretical position that erases the distinction between the conventional cate-
gories of life and death and embraces a more inclusive, nonhierarchical vision 
that includes within its perspective both dual and nondual possibilities. 

#is dialectical relationship between life and death, dual and nondual, 
body and soul, human and cosmic, is thus brought into sharp relief in our inves-
tigation of the metaphysical and performative characteristics of these Lurianic 
kavvanot. Ultimately, it is this dialectical interplay between a dualistic cosmol-
ogy on the one hand and a unitive vision of existence on the other that repre-
sents the heart of Lurianic metaphysics. And it is the embodiment (through the 
death of the practitioner) of the epistemological truth of integral nonhierarchy 
(through the realization of the death of the cosmos) that represents the ulti-
mate goal of Lurianic contemplative practice.

Discriminating more precisely these radically monistic characteristics of the 
mystical vision in Lurianic literature opens up the door for comparison with other 
mystical traditions. As scholars of comparative mysticism have long been biased 
toward claiming a common essential core to mystical experiences across traditions, 
I wish to be clear that in the following discussion my suggestions of similarity are 
not meant to con&ate these traditions through simplistic claims of sameness. Due 
to the epistemological limitations of language as a vehicle for communicating the 
nature of mystical experience, descriptive similarities across traditions cannot be 
relied upon as a measure of essential sameness or even, for that ma$er, similarity.116 
#erefore, the following re&ections are meant only as gestures toward appreciating 
some potentially interesting lines of inquiry that may bring greater clarity both to 
similarities of mystical approach (without making any claims about the similarity 
of essential experience) as well as to their distinguishing characteristics.117 

116 On the epistemological limitations of language in the study of comparative mysticism, see 
Katz, “Language, Epistemology, Mysticism,” 22–74

117 See my overview of scholarship regarding comparative mysticism and the respective 
approaches of essentialism and contextualism above, page 66 note 45. 
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While there are many potentially fruitful areas of comparative inquiry 
between Lurianic Kabbalah and other traditions, I will limit the present dis-
cussion to select lineages of eastern mysticism that share certain core features 
with Lurianic Kabbalah: Nondual Hindu Tantra, Advaita Vedanta, and Tibetan 
Buddhism.118 I began this line of inquiry above in chapter one, where we com-
pared Lurianic conceptions of sleeping, dreaming, and the throat center of 
consciousness with similar expressions found in certain schools of these three 
lineage streams. Now, I want to turn our a$ention to how these eastern streams 
of mysticism relate to Lurianic Kabbalah more broadly in terms of their under-
standing of death, rebirth, nonduality, the teleological function of the physical 
body, and integral monism.

I will begin with the nondual Hindu tradition of Kashmir Shaivism, par-
ticularly as it is expressed in the writings of one of its most celebrated mas-
ters, the tenth-century mystic, Abhinavagupta.119 His mystical system and 
the broader Kaula and Trika traditions that he drew from, not only outline 
a theory of cosmogenesis with interesting parallels to Luria’s, but they also 
articulate a radical kind of inclusive monism that includes within its purview 
an integral relationship between dual and nondual elements.120 

#e mystical principle of monism holds that only one reality exists, and 
that all distinct forms that appear to our perceptual senses (individual persons, 
objects, etc.) are aspects of this one reality. In the nondual Shaivite lineage, 
the absolute reality of the relative forms of existence is emphasized; that is, all 

118 For a deeper exploration of some of the methodological considerations in the comparative 
study of reincarnation traditions, see Gananath Obeyesekere, Imagining Karma: Ethical 
Transformation in Ameridian, Buddhist, and Greek Rebirth (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2002). 

119 See Paul Muller-Ortega, !e Triadic Heart of Shiva: Kaula Tantricism of Abhinavagupta in the 
Nondual Shaivism of Kashmir (Albany: SUNY Press, 1989). On Kashmir Shaivism in gen-
eral, see Muller-Ortega, ibid.; Dyczkowski, !e Doctrine of Vibration, Lakshman Jee, Kashmir 
Shaivism: !e Secret Supreme (Albany: SUNY Press, 1988), and Christopher Wallis, Tantra 
Illuminated (Petaluma: Ma$amayura Press, 2013). Several important primary texts from this 
tradition have been translated into English by Jaideva Singh and published by Motilal Banar-
sidass Press. See, e.g., his translations of the Siva Sutras, Spanda-Karikas, Vijnanabhairavatan-
tra and the Pratyabhijnahrdayam.

120 On the nondual features of Kashmiri Shaivism, see Dyczkowski, !e Doctrine of Vibration, 
33–57. Dyczkowski prefers the term “Integral Monism” to refer to the Trika’s inclusion of 
both dual and nondual elements in its mystical vision, a designation that I have adopted in 
my articulation of Lurianic metaphysics. On the Kashmiri Shaivite theory of cosmogenesis, 
see the traditional (i.e. nonacademic) outline by Swami Muktananda, Introduction to Kash-
mir Shaivism (South Fallsburg: S. Y. D. A. Foundation, 1977). 
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the dualistic details that undergo a process of change within the dimensions 
of time and space are seen to be as fundamentally real as the nondual ground 
of existence. Indeed, it is the simultaneous inclusion of both the dual and the 
nondual that accounts for the true mystical realization of unity. In the words of 
Abhinava gupta: “Where duality, unity and both unity and duality are equally 
manifest is said to be [true] unity.”121 #is classical formulation of Shaivite  
monism is explicated by the Kashmir Shaivite scholar Mark S. G. Dyczkowski:

#e Saiva absolutist rejects any theory that maintains that the universe is 
less than real. From his point of view a doctrine of two truths, one abso-
lute and the other relative, endangers the very foundation of monism. 
#e Kashmiri Saiva approach is integral: everything is given a place in the 
economy of the whole. It is equally wrong to say that reality is either one 
or diverse. #ose who do so fail to grasp the true nature of things which is 
neither as well as both.122

#is approach parallels the Lurianic acceptance of both absolute and relative 
dimensions of reality as fundamentally coexistent and equally real. However, 
the similarities of approach between these two traditions are perhaps even 
clearer when we compare Luria’s view of the physical body as the locus of ulti-
mate cosmic redemption with the nondual Shaivite relationship to ma$er:

Ma$er cannot sully the absolute, nor is it unreal. Freedom is achieved by 
knowing “ma$er-unreality” completely; ignorance of the spirit is igno-
rance of the true nature of ma$er. From this point of view ignorance is fail-
ure to experience directly the intimate connection (sambandha) between 
the in%nite and the %nite, thus justifying an active participation in the 
in%nite-%nite continuum. Following this New Way the transition from 
the %nite to the in%nite does not require that we postulate any ontolog-
ical distinction between them. #e %nite is a symbol of the in%nite. #e 
in%nite stamps its seal (mudra) onto its own nature replete with all pos-
sible forms of the %nite. #is is the transcendental a$itude of the abso-
lute, namely its impending manifestation as the %nite. … True knowledge 
(sadvidya) from this point of view, is to know that the apparent opposites 

121 See Dyczkowski, !e Doctrine of Vibration, 41
122 Ibid., 37.
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normally contrasted with one another, such as subject and object, unity 
and diversity, absolute and relative, are aspects of the one reality.123 

Here we see that Kashmir Shaivism and Lurianic Kabbalah share a radical per-
spective vis-à-vis the nature of reality: that ultimately ma$er is one with spirit. 
In both lineages, there is the simultaneous and paradoxical erasure of distinc-
tion between the in%nite and the %nite, body and soul, human and cosmos on 
the one hand, and the simultaneous a!rmation of these realities as distinct 
forms on the other. 

To be sure, it is also possible to adhere to a nondual perspective whilst at 
the same time denying the ultimate reality of the dualistic details that arise from 
the nondual ground of existence. #is is the perspective of Advaita Vedanta, 
another Indic mystical lineage that holds that all temporal forms that appear in 
our perception are fundamentally illusory, a play of light projecting themselves 
upon the screen of the mind.124 In some sense, the Advaitin view parallels the 
Lurianic teaching that sees the hierarchical structure of the cosmos dissolve in 
the %nal act of tiqun; however, unlike later formulations of acosmism such as 
found in the Lurianic-inspired school of Habad Hasidism, we do not have an 
explicit indication from Luria that the variegated and distinct expressions of 
form that appear to the senses lack ontological existence.125 

123 Ibid., 39–40.
124 See Deutch, Advaita Vedanta: A Philosophical Reconstruction.
125 See, for example, the following statement by R. Shneur Zalman of Liadi, the founder of the 

Habad school of Hasidism: “Even though it appears to us as that the worlds exist, this is a 
total lie.” See S. Z. Liadi, Torah Or [1899], Ki Tisa 86b, cited in R. Elior, “Habad: #e Con-
templative Ascent to God,” in: Green, Jewish Spirituality %om the Sixteenth Century Revival to 
the Present, 161. On the acosmism of Habad Hasidism and for a deeper sense of how some 
of the paradoxical and dialectical expressions of mysticism that we %nd in Luria manifest 
in Habad and in Hasidism more broadly, also see R. Elior, !e Paradoxical Ascent to God 
(Albany: SUNY Press, 1992), as well as her article “Between ‘Yesh’ and ‘Ayin’; the Doctrine 
of the Zaddik in the Works of Jacob Isaac, the Seer of Lublin,” in Jewish History, Essays in 
Honor of Chimen Abramsky, ed. A. Rapoport-Albert and S. Zipperstein (London: Peter  
Halban, 1988), 393–455. Other works of scholarship that touch upon these themes include 
Seth Brody’s article on nondual thought in early Hasidism, “‘Open to Me the Gates of Right-
eousness’: #e Pursuit of Holiness and Non-Duality in Early Hasidic Teaching,” !e Jewish 
Quarterly Review 89, nos. 1/2 (1998): 3–44 and Miles Krassen’s study Uniter of Heaven and 
Earth: Rabbi Meshullam Feibush Heller of Zbarazh and the Rise of Hasidism in Eastern Galicia 
(Albany: SUNY, 1998). #e mystical principle of monism that undergirds the Lurianic pro-
ject also has precursors in earlier expressions of Jewish mystical literature. See, for example, 
Moshe Idel, Kabbalah: New Perspectives (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990) and Eitan 
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Mention should also be made of the schools in the Vajrayana lineages of 
Buddhism that have sophisticated metaphysical and contemplative systems that 
pertain to the journey through death and the subsequent process of rebirth. For 
example, in the bardo teachings outlined in the contemplative classic Tibetan Book 
of the Dead, the practitioner contemplatively moves through the various stages of 
inner dissolution in order to prepare for actual death, at which time the conceptual 
mind dissolves and in most cases, is reborn into another body.126 #ese practices 
echo the themes of intentional death that we discussed above, in particular the 
Lurianic perspective that in the process of contemplative death and in resurrection 
the lines between death and life are blurred to the point of complete dissolution. 

In another similarity, there are sources from the Dzogchen lineage of 
Tibetan Buddhism that describe the fragmentation of the practitioner’s mind 
into multiple “emanations” in order to be reborn into several bodies simultane-
ously, echoing the Lurianic process of soul fragmentation and gilgul explored 
in this book. For example, according to the traditional texts, the nineteenth- 
century master Jamyang Khyentsei Wangpo emanated %ve di'erent parts of 
his awareness into %ve separate bodies, some of which lived simultaneously.127  
#is points to a striking parallel between these two traditions, both of which 
recognize the possibility of fragmenting the soul (or mind, in the case of  
Buddhism), and consciously placing individual soul-parts (or emanations, in 
the case of Buddhism) into distinct bodies.

Fishbane, As Light Before Dawn: !e Inner World of a Medieval Kabbalist (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2009). 

126 See, e.g., the discussion of the bardos in the Tibetan Book of the Dead, trans. Robert  
#urman (New York: Bantam Books, 1993); Sogyal Rinpoche, !e Tibetan Book of Living 
and Dying (San Francisco: Harper, 1994); and Holecek, Dream Yoga, 255–261. For an over-
view of Tibetan Buddhist teachings and practices of death and rebirth, see Reginald Ray, 
Secrets of the Vajra World (Boston: Shambhala, 2001), 329–359.

127 See Nyoshul Khenpo, A Marvelous Garland of Rare Gems: Biographies of Masters of Awareness 
in the Dzogchen Lineage ( Junction City: Padma Publishing, 2005), 270–318 for a review 
of his life and the life of his students and speci%cally 296 for a list of the %ve reincarnated 
parts (namely, his “enlightened form, speech, mind, qualities and activity”) and the names 
of the recognized tulkus that reincarnated these aspects. Also see Dudjom Rinpoche, !e 
Nyingma School of Tibetan Buddhism (Boston: Wisdom Publications, 1991), 849–858 and 
especially (towards the back of the book) 84n1189 and the two sources listed there. Also see 
#ulku #ondup, Masters of Meditation and Miracles (Boston: Shambhala, 1996), 215–221. 
#is la$er source lists a total of six incarnations, and states that there were actually “many 
incarnations” in total. Furthermore, based on the dates provided in this last source, at least 
%ve of these reincarnations lived at the same time.



Conclusion

The !ndings of this study call into question long-held assumptions concern-
ing the dualistic character of Lurianic mysticism. Such suppositions, !rst 

articulated by Scholem and Tishby, were largely taken for granted by subsequent 
generations of scholars. Only recently, with the works of scholars such as Magid 
and Kallus, have some of these assumptions about the nature of Lurianic mys-
ticism been called into question. For Magid, it is the erasure of the boundaries 
between self and other"refracted through the prism of biblical exegesis"that 
suggests a more radical stance; for Kallus, it is the inclusion of ein sof into the 
contemplative purview of the practitioner that points to a more nondual (in his 
words, “panentheistic”) perspective. 

Building upon the works of these scholars, in this book I have a#empted 
to shine light on another expression of this mystical dynamic in Lurianic litera-
ture, emphasizing the dialectical relationship between dualism and nondualism 
that is implicit in Lurianic contemplative practice; speci!cally, in those kavva-
not designated to expedite liberation from rebirth. In illuminating the meta-
physical underpinnings and detailed performative features of these practices we 
can appreciate a more radical mystical dialectic at play in Luria’s contemplative 
perspective. $is dialectical interplay is embodied by the human practitioner in 
a surprising manner, requiring him to dismember the soul from the body and 
fragment it into dislocated parts. $is act of disembodiment ironically reaches 
its fullest and most extreme expression of embodiment in the actual death of 
the physical body, a self-sacri!ce that supplies the cosmic realms with both the 
nourishment and the sexual stimulation necessary for the erotic union of the 
cosmic paramours. 

With the anatomical integration of the cosmic “interfaces” (partzu-
!m) through inter/intra-divine sex, the conditions are then ripe for the 
!nal teleological ful!llment of the human journey. $is is realized in the  
re-somatization of the physical human body in the resurrection of the dead, 
an event that marks both the integration of the dismembered parts of the 
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soul (a human re-membering) and the epistemological transformation of the 
human consciousness on the one hand, and the erasure of all categories of 
cosmic hierarchy on the other (a cosmic dis-membering). 

Here the most paradoxical and excessive expressions of Lurianic mys-
ticism come to fruition: it is ultimately through the fragmentation of the 
human soul and the death of the physical body that the cosmos can draw 
procreative life, while it is through the revivi!cation of the human anat-
omy that the cosmos is erased of all hierarchical rank. $is dialectical inter-
play reveals that Lurianic Kabbalah embraces a paradoxical mystical vision 
of total inclusivity that ultimately seeks to erase all hierarchical dualism 
while simultaneously upholding the reality of an ontological dualism. $at 
is, distinct forms of manifested existence remain (ontological dualism) 
even while they are realized through the transformed gaze of the contem-
plative as equalized and neutralized of all hierarchical rank (hierarchical  
nondualism). 

To say it another way, the deconstruction of the human soul is in a dia-
lectically reciprocal relationship with the reconstruction of the cosmos: as the 
self is deconstructed (through the kavvanot to expedite rebirth), the cosmos is 
reconstructed (that is, zeir and nuqvah’s anatomical development and sexual 
uni!cation is completed), and as the self is reconstructed (through resurrection 
of the dead), the cosmos is deconstructed (of hierarchical rank). $erefore, ulti-
mately it is the resuscitation of the human body at the resurrection of the dead 
that paradoxically institutes a cosmic dissolution; or, rather, allows for human 
perception to conceive and realize the cosmos as an equalized expression of 
ontological truth. $is epistemological transformation allows the inclusion 
of opposites within the perceptual frame of the human mind and represents 
the contours of the core mystical experience in Lurianic Kabbalah. Here the 
internal movement towards excessive fragmentation of self on the one hand, 
and the eradication of all boundaries of self on the other, come together as 
two sides of the same polar dynamic. $is integral monism"which includes 
within its purview the fragmented dualistic nature of self as well as the non-
dual nature of the cosmos"thus represents the paradoxical mystical heart of  
Lurianic Kabbalah. 

$ese extreme formulations of contemplative suicide and the subsequent 
re-inhabiting of dead %esh in resurrection also re%ect the excessive bodily per-
spective of this path, one that embraces the processes of sleep, death, and sex as 
the central pivots around which the entire cosmos both emerges and dissolves. 
It is this radically monistic embrace of the most excessive expressions of the 
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physical body that serves to transgress the boundaries of physicality altogether, 
thus providing the contemplative with a means of integrating dualism and non-
dualism as integrally embodied truths.

Before we put this book to sleep, a !nal word on some implications of this 
undertaking. Reading Lurianic Kabbalah in the excessive and paradoxical man-
ner described above opens up new possibilities in terms of how to relate to this 
tradition in a contemporary, nontraditional context. In this study I have implic-
itly oriented to Lurianic lore as a !ctive, yet true, expression of metaphysical 
and pneumatic speculation. I have approached it as !ctive in the sense that I do 
not read these texts as necessarily accurate descriptions of ontological exist-
ence; yet, I hold them as true insofar as through the process of interpretation they 
become alive in a way that is perhaps more relevant and meaningful to a con-
temporary, nontraditional reader. 

Moreover, in this study I have also implicitly held an even more radical 
posture vis-a-vis this methodological approach. $is is re%ected in my sug-
gestion, !rst articulated in the introduction, that this book can be approached 
as a primary expression of the Lurianic literary tradition. $at is, by employ-
ing a method of “embodied Verstehen,” which seeks to embody the intertex-
tual and qualitative features of Lurianic literature, I am not only deconstructing 
these texts through the lens of postmodern literary criticism but also recon-
structing the anatomy of this tradition through embodying (in the body of 
the text of this study) the intricate structural characteristics of Vital’s literary  
works. 

$us, in reconstructing a contemporary, nontraditional, Lurianic doc-
ument in this manner, I am a#empting to embody the ultimate nonhierar-
chical vision that this very mysticism claims. $at is, reading this literature 
(which claims nonhierarchy as the ultimate nature of existence) as “meta-
!ction” (which claims nonhierarchy of textual authority) allows for the 
more radical claim of textual primacy in a scholarly/literary work of this  
nature. 

Taking this argument to its logical conclusion, perhaps this book can 
be seen as simultaneously a work of contemporary scholarship in the tradi-
tion of Western academia as well as a literal/literary extension of the mystical 
tradition of Isaac Luria. If there is any merit to such a claim, this study itself 
re%ects the very principle of integral monism implied in Lurianic mysticism; 
that is, one that simultaneously includes within its purview both dual and 
nondual truths, and thus implicitly accepts a nonhierarchical view of textual  
authority.
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In taking such a position I am suggesting one possible method that allows 
the contemporary scholar to both embrace the truth of these classical mystical 
texts even while simultaneously subverting their authority as exclusive exem-
plars of the tradition. Such an approach not only opens the door for future 
scholarship into the metaphysical and contemplative dimensions of Lurianic 
Kabbalah, but it also provides the possibility of resurrecting these obscure 
texts from the dissociated dustbins of history in a manner that is perhaps more 
meaningful for the nontraditional spirit of our day. 



Appendix: 
!e Complete Kavvanah 
Required for Expediting 

Rebirth

[!e following is my translation of a passage "om Sha’ar ha-Kavvanot, Inyan 
Derushei Ha-Laylah, ch. 10. !e practices described here, in addition to those pre-
sented in chapters one and two of this book, represent the complete set of kavva-
not required to "agment the soul for the sake of expediting liberation "om the cycle 
rebirth. !e original Hebrew text is provided at the end.] 

My teacher, may his memory be a blessing, also told me concerning the afore-
mentioned ma!er, that when a person knows that they have completed a part 
of their soul as mentioned above, they must focus1 on the following kavvanot as 
will be explained. And they are:

Behold, [the following should be performed] a"er one recites [the] ana b’koaḥ 
[section of the bedtime shema] etc., which alludes to the name of 42 of yetzirah, 
as discussed above, and through which our souls are caused to ascend from 
asiyah to yetzirah by way of the name of 42 which is associated with yetzirah. 
Behold, a"er [this] you should focus on the name !"!# $%# !"!# which is the 
name of 42 of beriyah, as explained above, since two times the numerical value 
of !"!# is 42 [corresponding to the two appearances of the name !"!# in the 
phrase !"!# $%# !"!#]. And contemplate that through this name of 42 of beri-
yah you cause your ruaḥ to ascend from yetzirah to beriyah. 

 1 Vital frequently uses various verbal forms of lekhaven (lit. “to intend”), which I have 
 translated alternatively throughout this text as “focus” or “contemplate.” 
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And know that there is another name of 42 in beriyah that is above and 
beyond the [name of] 42 that was mentioned. #is is the name &”!" !"!#. #e 
$rst [name of] 42 is below this [name of] 42. However, both of them are in 
beriyah, and therefore it is good to focus on both of them. 

A"erwards [when you recite the verse] “into your hand I deposit my ruaḥ” 
("'&$ (")*# +(",), etc., contemplate that the $rst le!ers [of each of the words in 
this verse] spell out the word $#, which is a fusion of the complete name of !&!" 
and -"!.# plus the fusion of the complete name of !&!" and "/(#. And all of them 
[combined have the same] gematria as [the word] $#,.2 Also focus [on the fact 
that the name] -"!.# has the same gematria as [the combination of the names] 
!"!# and "/(#.3 

And through this you will understand why the fusion of !&!" [and] -"!.# 
is called the “complete name,” moreso than the name !&!" [and] "/(#, as men-
tioned in [my commentary on] the [Torah] portion of .!)"& [i.e. Exodus 25:1–
38:20]. And the reason is because with it is also included the name !"!#.4 Also 
contemplate that !&!" and -"!.# [when combined have the same gematria as the 
word] ),".5

And [when reciting the] words 01#  .#  !&!" [from the end of the verse 
“into your hand, etc.”], focus on the following kavvanot: !&!" [should be parsed 
as follows]: !&!"  ,&!"  ,!"  ,". You should then focus on the [fact that the] four 
$nal le!ers, when $lled with the le!er hey (!), has the numeric value of 52  
[!! && !! &(" = 52]. Also, focus [on the fact that the le!er] " parallels atzilut, !" 
parallels beriyah, &!" parallels yetzirah and !&!" parallels asiyah. And then it is 
$lled with the [multiple le!ers] ! as mentioned. 

#en, with the word .#, focus on !&!" of 63 ["! &#& "! (&" = 63], which con-
tain three [of the le!er] " and one [of the le!er] #, and which add up to [same] 
numeric value as [the word] .#. And [when reciting the word] 01#, focus on 
the name !"!# multiplied by !"!# [441 = !"!#  %  !"!#] and which has the 
same numerical value as 01#. #is calculation is called the “fourfold calcula-
tion.” And this verse will be the conclusion of your recitation, and you will sleep 
from within these kavvanot and thoughts. 

 2 #e calculation is as follows: (!&!")26 + (-"!.#)86 + (!&!")26+ ("/(#)65 = ($#,)203.
 3 #e calculation is as follows: (!"!#) 21 + ("/(#)65 = (-"!.#)86.
 4 I.e. since the gematria of the name !"!# can be added to that of the name "/(# to yield the 

same number as the value of the name -"!.#, we can say that the name -"!.# is “included” in 
the name !"!#. 

 5 #e calculation is as follows: (!&!")26 + (-"!.#)86 = (),")112.
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[In this next section, Vital adds speci#c contemplative elements that should be incor-
porated while meditating on earlier portions of the practice.] 

Furthermore, he should contemplate the $rst le!ers [of the verse] “into your 
hand I deposit my ruaḥ” ("'&$ (")*# +(",), [that spell] $#, as mentioned, and 
they are the fusing of -"!.#  !&!" [and] "/(#  !&!" that should be combined like 
this: "!/&(!#" and -!"&!!."#. And the kavvanah is to raise up our nefesh from this 
pit, to the well ($#,) of living, &owing water, by means of this uni$cation that 
was mentioned. 

Moreover [with respect to the second half of the verse] “You have 
redeemed me !&!"  "0&#  0"(*)  “!&!"), the $rst le!ers [spell] "#*, which is one 
of the 72 names [from the 72 triplets formed from the three verses in Exodus 
14:19–21] as mentioned. And it is the fusing of !&!" and "/(#. And he should 
focus on these words, that the name may he be blessed [i.e. the divine] redeem 
me ("0&#). #at is to say, [the] le!er " of my holy covenant [i.e. my phallus, also 
called the “sign” - 0&#]6 that was given over to the external forces [i.e. the realm of 
evil] on account of wasted seminal emissions, that the holy one [i.e. the divine] 
redeem him and take him from their hands through the power of the name !&!" 
which is mentioned in this very verse, that is “!&!" the .# of truth” (01# .# !&!") 
[i.e. the name !&!" appears at the end of the verse “you have redeemed me !&!"”]. 

And it is necessary that he focus on this !&!", which has in it three shapes of 
[the le!ers] &”"$ in this manner: First, [the] le!ers !”" [form] the shape &”"$, like 
this: !”".7 A"er this, permute the le!ers &”! and they [form the] shape &”"$ like 
this: &”!.8 And a"er this, permute the le!ers !”&, and they [form the] shape &”"$ 
like this: !”&.9 And behold these are the three instances of &”"$.

#en you should focus [on the fact] that each one of these [three forms of] 
&”"$ is the secret of the [divine] name .# since .#, [in its] simple and complete 

 6 #e word “me” ("0&#) from the verse “You have redeemed me, yhvh” is parsed and decon-
structed into the two words 0&# and " and is reconstructed by Vital to mean “the " of my 0&#” 
meaning “the yud of my phallus” since the word 0&# is a common referent to the phallus in 
kabbalistic nomenclature.

 7 #at is, if we deconstruct the le!er ! from the $rst two le!ers !" into its ideogrammatic sub-
parts, we will recognize the shape of the le!er reish, $, formed from the horizontal and right 
vertical line of the !, and a vav, &, formed from the small internal segment of the !. #en, if we 
rearrange these le!ers we have &”"$.

 8 #is is formed in the same way as described in the previous note, only in this instance the 
le!er ! is deconstructed into the $ and the ".

 9 #is is formed in the same way as described in the previous note. 
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[form], has the [same] gematria as &”"$.10 And behold, three times el [.# x 3 = 93] 
has [the same numerical value as the word] 231 [= 93, meaning “shield”]. And 
the simple and complete [form] is 216, which is the gematria [of the word] !#$" 
(= 216, meaning “awe”). 

And all of these aforementioned kavvanot are altogether alluded to in the 
verse: “was there a shield (231) or spear ('1&$) seen among forty thousand in 
Israel” ( Judges 5:8: .#$%",  4.#  '1,  '1&$&  !#$"  -#  231). 231 is [equal to] three 
times [the name] .#, and !#$" has the same [numerical value as the] le!ers [of] 
&”"$. And [the word] '1&$ [alludes to the kavvanah of the] recitation [of the bed-
time] shema that we explained earlier. And the intention [is that] through the 
power of these kavvanot the person can ba!le with the demons (2")"51), and kill 
them, as is explained by us in its place [in our commentary on] this verse [from 
Judges 5:8–11], etc. and check in Shaar Ruaḥ Ha-kodesh, because it talks about 
the aspect of the aforementioned demons.11 

And with the word .#, focus on the name "”#"" that is derived from the !&!" 
of 63. And with the word 01# [meaning “truth”], contemplate !"!# multiplied 
by !"!#, which is the same numerical value as 01# in the secret of “it is all a true 
seed” (01# 6$5 &.&7) [from Jeremiah 2:21], as it is explained by us. 

A"er this, recite [the verse] “You will arise and have mercy on zion” 
(Psalms 102:14: 2&"8  -'$0  -&)0  !0#), and when you say the word “You will 
have mercy” (-'$0), focus on the three instances of &”"$ that you intended with 
the shape of the name !&!" as described earlier, which is the !&!" correlated with 
the phrase “!&!" is .# of truth” (01# .# !&!"). #ese three forms of &”"$ have a 
numerical value of 648 [3 % 216] which is also the numerical value of -'$0 
[“you will have mercy”]. Also contemplate that -'$0 [has the same] gematria 
as [the combination of] !&!" and !"!# and the two names of 9”*81 (600) and 
the totality.12 

And he should contemplate that if his nefesh, ruaḥ or neshama has fallen 
into the qelipot because of his wasteful emission of semen, they will now depart 
from there and return and be raised up to the [realm of] holiness, with the 

10 I.e. when the gematria of the “simple” version of the name .# (31) is added to the gematria of 
the $lled out version of the name .# (i.e. (1. 4.# = 185) you get a total of 216, which has the 
same numerical value as the three le!ers &”"$. 

11 See ShK, Inyan Derushei ha-Laylah, ch. 9 and PEH, Keriyat Shema she-Al ha-Mi$ah, ch. 11.
12 #e calculation is as follows: !&!" (26) + !"!# (21)+ the two names of 9”*81 (600) + [1 for] 

the “totality” principle (..&7!) = 648 = -'$0. #e “inclusionary” or “totality” principle 
(..&7!) is a standard gematria calculation technique found in kabbalistic texts that adds + 1 
to the $nal calculation that represents the totality of the word.
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nefesh of the very person now ascending there in the secret of “into your hand I 
deposit my ruaḥ,” etc.

A"er all this, focus on the name !&.# which has several kavvanot: First, 
contemplate that this name is a garment for the neshama, and it guards her from 
the hand of the external forces [i.e. the demonic], as it is wri!en in [the section 
of the Zohar II: 94b–114a called] saba demishpatim, [in its commentary on the 
verse] “seeing that he has dealt deceitfully with her” [Exodus 21:8]. #erefore, 
when the soul ascends at night [you] must raise it up by means of this name 
and make it invisible to these external forces so that they cannot grab her, like 
someone who is wrapped in a prayer shawl. And this ma!er of ascent is that 
she ascends to yesod of the upper nuqvah [i.e. the yesod of leah] in the secret 
of female waters, as is known. And then she becomes a well of &owing waters. 
#erefore, he should focus on the aforementioned name in its $lled form, like 
this: #! && (1. 4.# :!&.#.

Furthermore, he should contemplate on what is wri!en in saba [demish-
patim] on the verse “If he takes another wife, her food, her raiment, and her 
conjugal rights, shall he not diminish.” [Exodus 21:10]. And he says that “her 
raiment” is this name !&.#, and it is the name that clothes the neshama, in order 
to make her disappear from the external forces that they not capture her, as 
explained above. And behold the kavvanah that includes this name is men-
tioned in the Zohar in the portion of lekh lekha [Genesis 12:1–17:27], whose 
explanation is [the following]: 

!”& .”#: #at is to say that the [$rst two le!ers of the name !&.# that spell 
the] name .# is the life-force that enlivens the [$nal] two le!ers [of the name 
!&.# which are] !& [and] which is the secret of zeir and nuqvah. And the life-fore 
that is drawn to them is from imma, who is the secret of !"!# [$lled with] the 
le!er " [i.e.: "! (&" "! 4.#], consisting of three yuds ["] and an aleph [#], which is 
the name "”#"". And from it [i.e. from this name] are formed [the le!ers] .”#.13 
And this .# is drawn from imma to zeir and nuqvah, which are called [by the 
le!ers] !”&, in order to enliven them.

Moreover, contemplate that the aforementioned name !&.# has the numer-
ical value of 42, and they are the 42 le!ers that constitute the simple [form], the 
“$lled” [form], and the “$lled of the $lled” [form] of [the name] !&!".14 And 

13 I.e. the three le!ers " in the name "”#"" can be ideogrammatically fused and permuted into the 
shape of the le!er . in the name .#. Also, the two names share the gematria of 31. 

14 #e 42 le!ers in this formula are as follows: 

4.# #! &#& 4.# &#& 4.# #! 0.( &#& (&" #! &#& #! (&" !&!"
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behold, this name !&.# that adds up to 42 is in the aspect of the scalp of zeir 
anpin’s head.

Also contemplate that [the] le!er # that is in this name [!&.#] is formed 
[with the le!er] ", like this: #. And it has a gematria of 20.15 And the three 
remaining le!ers from the name !&.# have a gematria of 41, and [when you 
add] 20, it adds up to 61. And with the “totality,” [it yields] 62.16 And this is the 
secret of !&!" in the following manner: !”! &"& !”! (&". And this name is in the six 
extremities of zeir anpin [i.e. the six lower se$rot]. 

Also contemplate that the le!er . of this name [!&.#] is [constituted by 
the le!ers] &”7, like this: ..17 #is has [the same] numerical value as !&!" [i.e. 
26]. And contemplate that this !&!" is the [$lled in form of the name that has 
the gematria] of 63 [i.e.: "! &#& "! (&"], and that if you merge [the le!ers] &”7 [that 
we derived] from the ., along with the three remaining le!ers [of the name 
!&.#] which are !”&#, the total sum will be 38. And this name brings down the 
expansion from above; [it] brings down the consciousness into the scalp and 
the expansion into the six extremities. 

Also contemplate on the le!er & from the aforementioned name [i.e. !&.#], 
that there is a [le!er] " at its top, like this: &. And it [is constituted by the two 
le!ers]: &”". And with the three remaining le!ers which are !”.#, it all adds up to 
a gematria of 52, which is the !&!" of 52 [i.e. !! && !! (&"]. And this name repre-
sents malkhut. Also contemplate with the le!er ! of the aforementioned name 
[i.e. !&.#] that it is formed [by the le!ers] &”(, which has a gematria of 10, and 
with [its] three other le!ers which are &”.#, it will all be a gematria of 47. And 
this name is a fusion of !&!" and !"!# which is in keter. And it brings down the 
expansion from there [down to the realms] below. 

15 I.e. in the ideogrammatic shape of the le!er # there are two yuds (") that protrude from the 
center diagonal line, each one of which has the value of 10.

16 On the “inclusionary” or “totality” principle (..&7!) see page 156 note 12 above.
17 I.e. the shape of the le!er . can be atomized such that it can be seen as constituted by a 7 at 

the base and a & protruding vertically at the top.
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0&/&7! &.# 2"&7"% +"$8 ’5/7 &%*/ ).' -".%!% &186, 6(&"% "1% ’5/! 2"/6, .”5&1 .”# -3 
.”/7 !$"8"( ,”1 2, -% 51$/ &,% ’&7 '7, #/# ’"*0 $1#% $'# !/! -! &.#& 0”"%17 !.". .7, 

2"&70 (&6 7”'# !/! !$"8",% ,”1 .% !5 -% "”6 !$"8"! .# !"%6! 21 &/"%*/ 0# &/".6! "”6 $%# 
,”1 -% "”6% 2"&70& ,”1 ’"3, !"!# *”, "7 .”/7 !#"$,,% ,”1 -% #&!% !"!# $%# !"!# -%, 

!#"$,! .# !$"8"! 21 +'&$ ’"', !.61 !0# !#"$,( !5

,”1& &”!" !"!# -% #&!& ’5/! ,”1! 21 !&,3& 2&".6 #&!& !#"$,, $'# ,”1 -% %" "7 6(& 
"'&$ (")*# +(", 7”'# -!"/%, 2"&7. ,&: 27.& !#"$,, -! -!"/% .,# ,”1! !5 0'0 #&! 2&%#$! 

!"&! .% -".% #1% $&,"'& -"!.#& !”&!" .% -".% #1% $&,"' #&!& $#, #&! 0”$ "7 2"&70 ’&7 
"/(# !"!# ’"$:1"3, #&! -"!.# "7 2"&70 -3 $#, ’"3, -.&7& "/(#&

-6:!& .!)"& ’*, ’5/7 "/(# !"&! -%1 $0&" -".% #1% #$)/ -"!.# !"&! $&,"' !1. 2",0 !5,& 
2"&70 01# .# !&!" 0&,"0,& )”," ’:1"3, -"!.#& !&!" "7 2"&70 -3 !"!# -% 7”3 ..7/ &, "7 #&! 
-!& 2"!!, ’&#.&11 -!% 0&/&$'# 0&"0&# ’(, 2"&70& !”&!" &”!" !”" ’" !57 #&! !&!" &.# 0&/&7 

’5/7 2"!! "&."1, #&! 27.& ’"%6, !&!" !$"8", &”!" !#"$,, !”" 0&."8#, ’" "7 2"&70 -3 2”, ’$:1"3, 
.# 2"&70 01# 0.1,& 6(&/7 .”# -".&6% 4.#& 2"(&" 0.0 !, %"% 3”;( !"&! .# 2"&70 .”# 0.1,& 

.7 -&"; !"!" )&;*! !5& 6,&$1! 2&,%' ’)/ !5 2&,%'& 01# ’:1"3, -".&6% !"!# -"16* !"!# -% 
&5 !,%'1& &.# 0&/&7 +&01 2%"0& +"$,(

&"!"% "/(# !"&! -").# !"&! $&,"' -!& .”/7 $”#, 0”$ '&$ (")*# +(", 0”$, 2"&7" (&6 
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"/(#& !&!" $&,"' #&!& .”/7 ,”6 0&1%1 ('# -% "”#* 0”$ !”&!" "0&# 0"(* -3 ’5/! !5! (&'"! "”6 
"”6 1”, -"/&8"'! .# $;1/% ".% %() 0"$, .% ’" 0&# .”$ "0&# !(&* 0”"%!% &.# 0&,"0, 2"&7"& 

!&!" #&!% &186 )&;*! !5, ’5/! !&!" -% '7, -("1 &!')"& &!(*" !”,)!& !.:,. &6$5 00'%! 
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&”"$ *”3 -! "$!& !”& 
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&/".8# ’&,17 01# 6$5 
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